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ABSTRACT
This thesis has adopted a qualitative approach to research into executive
remuneration, to look inside the 'black box' of process. Executives, nonexecutives and others involved in the remuneration-setting process were
interviewed in order to establish how executive remuneration is determined. In
all, 40 interviews were conducted,covering 12 FTSE 350 companiesplus other
stakeholderbodies.
The interviews yielded rich data illuminating the processes followed by the
companies, and highlighting their similarities and differences. These data were
considered in the light

of existing economic, social-psychological and

organisationaltheory approaches,none of which proved sufficient, either alone or
in combination, to explain what was happening.
Companiesdeterminethe level of their executive pay basedon their interpretation
but
does
'the
is
the
that
that
research
shows
market',
such
a
market
of
a construct
not exist independently. They determinethe structureof their executivepay based
mainly on structures successfully adopted by other companies, and those
considered acceptableto the investing institutions and regulators. Institutional
theory explanationsand the needfor legitimacy are clearly seenin the data.
A further finding of the researchwas that all of the companieshad made changes
to their remuneration schemes, some major. The various reasons for these
changes included changes (actual or desired) to the corporate environment,
increase
key
to
the
to
and,
notably,
need
pay packagesthat
changes
personnel,
did
'below-market'.
Incentive
that
schemes
not pay out were also changed.
were
Finally, as regardsprocess,it was clear that each of the casecompaniesfollowed
'good governance' practices. It was also clear that each did this in a different
I
way. For some, the processwas managedby the non-executives; in others the
had
leading
executives
a
role. The relationships betweenthe protagonists had an
important impact on the resultant governanceprocesses.

Chapter 1: Introduction and overview

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

AND OVERVIEW

Preamble

In 1997 1 was asked to speak at a Strategic Planning Society conference on
shareholder value, specifically addressingthe topic of Shareholder Value-Based
Reward Schemes. At the time I knew a lot about shareholder value, but little
about reward schemes. In my preparation I discovered that the design of
executivereward schemeswas complex,and that there appearedto be no obvious
'right answer'.

Accordingly,

how
I
to
the
after
conference
started
explore

companiesactually make their remuneration decisions, what they do whenjaced
with these different choices. It was then I discovered that there was little
academic research on the subject -I

could not find the answerfrom books or

papers.

It was trying tofind the answer to that original question- 'what happens?'- that

led
the
that
ultimately to this thesis.
provided motivation

1.2

Introduction

This thesis explores how executive directors' pay is determined in large listed
companiesin the United Kingdom (UK).

In recent years the subject of executive pay has captured the imagination of

shareholders,
regulatorsand,throughthe media,the generalpublic. It has also
beenthe focus of much academicresearch. In this chapterI describesome of the

I
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backgroundto the debate,and set this researchproject in the context of the work
done by others,and the governancedebateon remunerationt.

1.3

The public debate

One reasonthat directors'pay hascapturedso much attentionis the perception
that the amountsbeingpaid arevery high, andgrowing. This is seenin the many
highlight
in
the growing
those
the
which
surveyspublished
media,particularly
differential betweenexecutivepay and that of lesseremployees(e.g. Toynbee,
2003). However,it seemslikely that it is not just the amountsthemselvesthat
but
footballers
far
the
rather,
andmovie starsoften earn morecause uneasethe potential for conflict of interest. Board executivesreceive large pay awards;
board executives are in a position to influence their own pay.

It is that

juxtaposition that is a root causeof the controversy, and undoubtedly the high
interest
being
interpreted
be
of
a
conflict
of
as evidence
pay awards could

favour.
in
the
executives'
resolved

Becauseof this potential for a conflict, regulators have taken many opportunities
to pronounceon how directors' pay should be governed.

The regulatory context
Institutional shareholders, generally represented by bodies such as the
Association of British Insurers (ABI) and the National Association of Pension
Funds (NAPF) have issued many pronouncementson what does and does not
in
ABI
For
1995
the
good
practice
amongst
represent
companies.
example,
1In this thesis, following common usagethe
words 'pay', 'remuneration' and 'compensation' are

2
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issued guidelines on how share option schemesshould be constructed; in 1996
they issued a guideline on long term incentive schemes; ftuther guidance on
have
helped
in
Such
issued
2002.
incentive
pronouncements
schemeswas
share
to shapethe nature of remunerationcontracts. Individual shareholdersalso play a
if
be
known
let
they are not
holdings
large
their
views
will
role; those with
2002).
(Holland,
arrangements
satisfied with a company's remuneration

Regulators, both governmental and non-governmental,have had an even more
in
UK.
directors'
influence
the
on
remuneration
significant

Although the

Cadbury committee (1992) and the Myners; report (1995) had both made
influence
the
directors'
the
the
of
to
report
was
greatest
remuneration,
reference
Greenburystudy group in 1995.

The Greenbury study group was set up on the initiative of the Confederation for
British Industry (CBI) in early 1995, when public interest was stirred by large
for
directors
the
increases
recently-privatised utilities.
of
awards
and
option
pay
2
in
determining
Directors
identify
"To
Its terms of referencewere
good practice
by
(para
UK
PLCs"
1.2).
for
Practice
Code
use
of
remuneration and prepare a
The report's Code of Best Practice stated,inter alia, that companiesshould set up
determine
directors
to
the
executive
of
non-executive
committees
remuneration
directors' remuneration; that rewards should be linked to performance; and that
detailed disclosure be made of the company's remuneration policy and of each
individual director's remunerationpackage. The Greenburyreport was published
used interchangeably.
2 Implicit in the Greenburyreport is that the term "Director" refers to executive directors. The
report was not concernedwith the pay of non-executivedirectors, and refers separatelyto "Non-
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in July 1995, and incorporated into the London Stock Exchange Listing Rules
with effect from 31" December1995.

After 1995, no doubt because of the regulatory requirements, there was an
increase in the number of remuneration schemes identifying

variable

remunerationfor directors (Conyon and Mallin, 1997). However, public concern
due
indeed,
levels
did
to the
the
possibly
at
of such remuneration
not abate:
increased disclosure required by Greenbury, it rose. The overall tenor of
Few
has
been
directors'
the
negative.
subject of
comments on
remuneration
in
1992
far
Shadow
Minister,
Frank
Dobson,
the
then
who
as
as
go
publicly
incompetent
"stinking,
lousy,
"fat
thieving,
to
scum"
cat
as
executives"
referred
(Landale, 1997). However, there is certainly an attitude that top directors are
large
large
bonuses
do;
for
that
they
salaries
and
and,
particularly,
what
overpaid
is
justified;
that
there
uneaseabout a growing
and
awardsof shareoptions are not
inequality in society, with directors' pay being far greater than the average
employee's.

The continued interest of the media provides a backdrop to

decisions,
of which all participants are very aware.
committees'
remuneration

Since Greenburythere have beenseveralmajor reports and regulations relating to
directors' remuneration. Hampel (1998) reviewed the implementation of the
Cadbury and Greenbury reports, and produced the Combined Code, to be
followed by companies listed on the London Stock Exchange. Higgs (2003)
in
director,
doing
fin-ther
the
the
of
non-executive
and
so
made
role
reviewed
pronouncementson directors' remuneration and the role of the remuneration
Executive Directors" where appropriate. The sameconvention is used in this thesis. The

4
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in
largely
Higgs
The
the
adopted
were
report
committee.
recommendationsof
3
(2003).
Code
Combined
the revised

The government also takes an interest in the level of pay for executive directors
(DTI)
Industry
Trade
Department
In
1999
the
and
of
of quoted companies.
issued a consultation document on directors' remuneration which assessedthe
be
to
the
approach
then-current situation and set out the government's view on
by
followed
This
a
was
taken on setting remuneration policies and packages.
led
to
the
in
document
2001,
the
ultimately
of
which
results
secondconsultation
2002).
(DTI,
Regulations
Report
Remuneration
Directors'
The
publication of
These regulations were introduced as a result of a perceived need to introduce
detail
in
decision.
They
into
the
set out great
remuneration
greater transparency
the disclosures that companiesmust make about the remuneration policies and
have
directors,
to
for
an advisory
their
shareholders
and
required
packages all of
vote on the published remunerationreport.

The increasing amount of regulation surrounding directors' remunerationhas had
several effects. It has seenthe almost universal use of remunerationcommittees
in order to determine pay (according to the Higgs dataset (2003) only two
More
did
have
350
in
FTSE
committee).
a remuneration
not
companies the
increased
in
factor
it
been
the
has
sophistication of
a contributing
significantly,
directors' remunerationarrangements,as companiestry to comply with all of the

American term "executive" is also usedto describeexecutivedirectors in this thesis.

3 Although most of the research work for this thesis was carried out before the 2003 Code was
issued, where possible references have been made to the 2003 Code rather than its predecessor, to
facilitate referencing.

5
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4
institutional and regulatory pronouncements.

What it has not necessarily

achieved is 'better' remuneration schemes; schemeswhich, in the words of the
Financial Times, are "simple, transparentand justifiable" (Fuller, 2003). It is

focused
have
for
is
that
this
that
possible
on the outcomeof
regulators
onereason
the process,the amount awarded,and may have ignored the processitself. One
motivation for this researchis to shedlight on the processescompaniesand their
remuneration committees undertake, in the anticipation that this will possibly
inform future regulation and debate on the whole issue of appropriate and
justifiable remunerationpractices.

1.4

The academic debate

Directors' remuneration has been a source of interest to scholars since Taussig
and Barker's Paper in 1925. However, Murphy (1999:

2487) noted that

academic interest in the subject accelerated in the mid-1980s. His analysis

showedthat in 1996(thelatestyearhe examined)the annualnumberof academic
had
literature
60;
CEO
to
the
risen
review carried out
on
pay
paperspublished
for this thesis gives no reasonto believe that the number has fallen since then,
and so one can seethat there are literally hundredsof paperson the subject. The
in
been
has
the United States(US), but the same
the
carried
out
work
majority of
issuesarise in the substantialbody of UK-based research. Much of the research
focus
link
between
leads)
(or
the
the
on
regulatory
pay and various
echoes
aspectsof corporateperformance (Barkema,and Gomez-Mejia, 1998), but many

factorsandcombinationsof factorshavebeenconsidered.

4 Appendix I setsout an overview how
of
remunerationschemesare structured.

6
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Researchershave, for example, tested the links between directors' pay and
corporate size (Lambert, Larcker and Weigelt, 1991), industry (Ely, 1991),
profitability (McKnight, 1996), ownership (Gomez-Mejia, Tosi and Hinkin,
1987), shareholder return (Jensen and Murphy, 1990a), and human capital
have
(Agarwal,
1981).
They
also
attributes such as age and qualifications
level
how
in
the
tax
and
affect
considered
changes
and regulatory systems
currency of directors' remuneration (Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1988), and
invcstigatcd the impact of the rcmuncration committcc (Conyon and Pcck, 1998).

Almost all of these studies involve testing hypothesesby taking one or more of

the variables mentionedabove and comparingthem with the remuneration
(defined in various ways) actually received by the directors. Conclusions are
then drawn as to the validity or otherwise of the propositions -being tested.
However, there appear to be almost no studies which examine what actually
happenS5 As Figure I -I indicates,if we considerthe setting of remunerationas a
.
have
inputs
(the
input-process-output
correlated
prior
researchers
model,
simple
ignored
but
have
(the
the process in
paid),
remuneration
variables) with outputs
the middle.

5Notable exceptionsare Main (1993), Conyon
et al. (2000), and Ogden and Watson (2004).
Thesepapersare discussedin detail in chapter2.

7
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Figure 1-1 The territory covered by previous researchers
.
.........

(Input

)

Previous
research

(
10

Such researchhas proved conceptually important and added considerably to our
understandingof executive remuneration issues. However, studies to date have
is
by
directors'
the
the
question:
what
process
which
executive
addressed
not
determined?
are
and
packages
remunerationpolicies

This issue has been raised in passing by several researchersover the last two
decades. For example, Keff and Bettis, in a study which examined archival data
for a sampleof Fortune 500 companies,noted the following:
It is difficult not to concurwith critics who claim that thereis no rational
far
basisfor the compensation
thus
research
paid to top management
...
hasfailed to provide solid evidenceto refutethe charge. Perhapswhatis
by
boards
look
the
that
closely
at
process
which
make
are
studies
needed
has
Most
decisions.
research
attemptedto infer the critical
compensation
variables in the processby examiningdecisionoutcomesin relation to
performance. As a result, we continueto guessat the inputs to the
compensationdecision. Given the importanceof the topic and of the
processin general,it is clear that we mustizetcloser
corporategovernance
[we
to the processof top management
i:
compensation are to understandit.
(1987.,661)[emphasisadded]

Since Kerr and Bettis's observation,other authorshave echoedthe sentiment.
For example, Tosi and Gomez-Mejia, in their conclusion to a paper reporting
survey-basedresearchinto executivepay (one of relatively few studiesusing this
methodology) stated:

8
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All things considered, overreliance on archival data that treats the
executive compensationprocess as a black box has led us into a blind
alley. While easy to use, it is doubtful that continued "number crunching"
of these data bases will provide much additional insight on the
determinants of executivepay. Yhis study suggeststhat a more fruitful
avenueto pursue in understandingexecutivepay issuesis tofocus more on
Someof the
the process and less on the observed"objective" measures.
...
process questions that need to be addressed in the future include the
following:
How do compensation committees design executive pay
packages? no are the main actors in that committeeand what roles do
theyplay? How do political considerationsenter into the CEO pay-setting
process? How are thosedecisionslegitimized? How are goals established
by the board of directors for the CEO? "at
is the nature of the
relationship between the board, the CEO, and major stockholders as it
pertains to executivepay? How does the board 'filter out"Jactors beyond
the executive'scontrol in determining the CEO pay level (e.g., a general
market downturn)? What "checksand balances" are establishedwithin a
firm to ensure that conflict of interest does not arise in determining
executivepay?
The answers to such process questions will likely reveal more about
executive compensation than have past studies done ftom archival
databases,hut researchers will need to he both more creative and more
diligent to obtain the data neededto shed new light on the sensitive realm
of the executivepay-settingprocess. (1989: 185)

Almost a decadelater little progressappearedto have been made, as one of the
in
reiterated
a paperwith a new co-author:
authors
In short, after at leastsix decadesof research thefailure to identify a
...
between
firm
top
management
compensation
and
relationship
robust
performancehas led scholarsinto a blind alley. To movethis streamof
researchforward requires that greater efforts be devotedto examining
alternative mechanisms and criteria for how top management
is set.
compensation
(Barkemaand Gomez-Mejia,
1998: 135)
Pettigrew, in a more general discussion of research into managerial elites,
articulated the sameproblem:
their distancefrom the phenomenonthey
these
sufferftom
studies
also
...
are addressing. As a result, great inferential leaps are madefrom input
variables such as board composition to output variables such as board
performance with no direct evidence on the processes and mechanisms
which presumably link the inputs to the outputs. (1992b: 171)
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The researchundertaken for this thesis is an attempt to addressthe gap in the
literature identified by these various authors, and examines in detail the process
of determining directors' remuneration. The difference between this and
previous work is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2 The territory covered by this research study

.....
.......

Previous
research

Input

This research

The researchquestionconsequentlyarising from the above is:

How do companies determine the remuneration of their
executive directors?

1.5

The research approach

Given the processual focus of this question, a predominantly qualitative approach

has been taken to this research,using face-to-faceinterviews with protagonists in
the debateto attempt to establishhow, at the processlevel, individual companies
have made and make their pay decisions. As will be seen from the literature
detail
in
in
2),
is
(and
this
chapter
more
above
analysed
an unusual
summarised

approachto researchinto directors'remuneration.However,it is onethat is wellsuited to the researchquestion, and potentially opensup a new phasein research
into this vexed areaof corporategovemance.
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The researchcommencedwith a review of prior academicresearchinto directors'
pay. This literature review also coveredthe practitioner literature, since this was
clearly relevant. Articles in the broadsheetpress were also reviewed, given the
apparentrole of the media as an influence on regulation and practice.

From a comprehensivereview of relevant academic,professional and regulatory
literature it became apparent that there are certain questions common to all
companies.

In order to devise a remuneration policy which generates

remuneration packagesthat are congruent with (a) the company's strategy, (b)
the needs of individual directors, and (c) the requirements of the company's
shareholders and regulators, remuneration committees need to address the
following five generic questions:
1. How much should the company's executive directors be paid for expected
performance?
2. What relative proportions of this amount should be basic salary and
performance-related?
3. For the performance-relatedcomponents, how should performance be
measured?
4. How should performancetargetsbe determined?
5. What form should the remuneration take? (For example, shares, share
)
thereof?
a
mix
cash
or
options,

Broadly, thesequestionsaddressthe two key issuesthat needto be decidedwhat is an appropriate level of pay, and how is it to be structured? These
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questions initially formed a basis for gaining an understandingof the area, and
have beenusedthroughout this thesis as a meansto organisethe analysis.

1.6

Outline of this thesis

Following this introductory chapter,chapter2 provides a review of the academic
literature on directors' pay, for the purpose of mapping the territory and
demonstrating the gap to be filled by this thesis. It does this by setting out a
typology of theories used by previous researchers,divided into three generic
types, based on whether they utilised economic, social-psychological or
organisational.perspectives. This chapter also analysesthe literature overall to
derive a list of factors that researchersto date have identified as potential inputs
to the remuneration decision; this list was used in forming the interview
is
further
to set out the advantages and
A
this
task
chapter
of
questions.
disadvantagesof the performance measuresand fonns of payment in common
is
indicated,
this
that
there
stage,
at
preliminary
no one
use, an analysis of which
directorsT.
'how
the
to
the
should
we
pay
question
correct answer

Chapter 3 sets out two preliminary models derived during the literature review
builds
before
fieldwork
A
inputthe
model
commenced.
process
on
and
process
initial
by
1-2,
form
Figure
to
generate
an
view of what might be
suggested
output
taking place in the remuneration committee. Legitimacy-comparison theory
builds upon four of the theories discussedin chapter 2, and was a framework
adopted early in the researchprocess for looking at the remuneration decision.
While both of thesemodels informed the researchprocessat first, neither, as the
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analysis in chapter6 indicates,proved to be an ultimately satisfactoryexplanation
of how in practice pay is set.

The methodological approach to the research is set out in chapter 4, which
discussesthe philosophical underpinningsof the qualitative approachadopted,as
well as how the sample companies were selected, and how the fieldwork was
conducted.

In chapter 5 the fieldwork and empirical findings of that work are set out. This
chapter therefore begins to uncover in detail the process by which companies
determine the level and structure of directors' pay. An issue that aroseover and
fact
in
interviews
the
that almost all the companies had made
the
was
again
is
in
this
too
to
their
explored this chapter.
remunerationpolicies:
recent changes
Lastly within this chapter, and as part of the empirical findings, I consider the
different
in
between
the remunerationthe
protagonists
of
relationships
range
in
decision,
that
the
companies
range
of
processes
adopt
and
review
setting
decision-making
the
structuresthat are
contrasted
with
recommended
as
practice,
set down in regulation.

The data set out in chapter 5 are analysed in chapters 6 and 7 in two
complementaryways. In chapter 6, they are set in the context of prior research,
focus
less
takes
than this research. The various theories
which
a
processual

discussedin chapter2 are revisitedto determinethe extentto which they can
provide an adequateanswer to the question 'how is directors' pay determinedT.
My answer is that they cannot, and do not. Accordingly, in chapter 7 the
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possibility of providing an adequateanswer is explored in a different way. The
new approach is basedon the premise that there is no 'right answer' to the five
questions listed earlier. Given that, it looks at the ways in which a decision is
made, or emerges, from the remuneration-settingprocess. In this chapter I
suggestthat the remunerationcommittee practices set out in the Combined Code
(2003) are in fact an unattainable ideal, and look at how in practice committees
end up having to make compromisesfrom this position. I also consider the inner
workings of the remunerationcommittee,beneathits formal structure,and look at
the relationshipsbetweenthe different players.

Chapter 8 concludesthis thesis, summarisingthe key findings and exploring the
contribution to knowledge. This chapter also includes a discussion of the
implications of this study for regulators and for practitioners involved in setting
in
listed
companies.
pay
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2. REVIEW
2.1

OF PRIOR

RESEARCH

Introduction

This chapter contains a review of research into directors' pay. Its purpose is
three-fold. Firstly, it setsout the ways in which scholarshave addressedthe issue
in
determine
to
the extent to which the researchquestion
order
of executive pay,
of this thesis has been addressedpreviously and, if so, how it has been addressed.
The review found many papersthat had addressedthis researchissue tangentially,
but none that directly answeredthe processualquestion: 'how is directors' pay

detennined?
'.

The second purpose of this literature review relates to the way the work was
inputin
Figure
1-2
I
takes
The
chapter
an
out
of
set
model
research
approached.
literature
has
been
flesh
form.
In
this
the
to
out
model,
order
process-output
by
These
inputs
determine
to
scholars.
considered
previous
possible
reviewed
input factors were later testedwith the researchparticipants.

The review also servesa third purpose,in that it considershow academicresearch
has addressedthe five generic questionsset out in chapter 1.

Accordingly, the structure of this chapter is as follows. A typology of theories
used by previous researchersdivides them into economic, social-psychological
and organisational theories. The individual theories within each type are then
considered, and their respective relevance to answering the researchquestion is
discussed. Following this, the possible inputs to the remuneration process are
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considered. Finally, the chapter discussesthe five generic questions set out in
chapter 1, concerningthe level and structureof pay.

2.2

Limitations

of prior research in considering this project

There is an extensive body of researchinto directors' pay, which has provided a
wide range of theoretical approachesand much empirical data. However, before
addressing that research it is important to set it in context, as this affects its
interpretation for this project. It is worth noting the following.
1. Much of the researchcited in this chapter, indeed the maj ority of the extant
research,relates to the United States. Whilst some US practices are relevant
to the UK context of this research,others are not. In particular:
a.

The board of directors in a US company normally comprises mainly
individual
holding
dual
Icd
by
CEO/chairman
the
an
non-cxceutivcs,
board
Muldoon,
2004).
In
UK,
(Conyon
the
the
and
will
position
include other executives and, since the Cadbury report (1992), the
companyis likely to separatethe positions of chairman and CEO.

b.

Tax laws differ considerablybetween the US and UK, a factor which
incentives
in
influence
types
the
or
mix
of
of
scheme
may
use.
Similarly,

legal restrictions on schemes differ

between the

jurisdictions.

C.

is morecohesivein the UK than
Thebodyof institutionalshareholders
the US, giving UK institutional shareholdersrelatively more potential
influence over governance issues than their US counterparts. For
exarnple, in the US there is no equivalent of the ABI or the NAPF,
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whose membersbetweenthem control over 40% by value of sharesin
the UK Stock Exchange.
d.

Directors of US companies appear often to be richer than their UK
counterparts and to have greater shareholdings in their companies
(Marcus and Rhoads,1997/8).

e.

Non-executives of US companiesappearto be executive directors of
other quoted US companies more often than is the case in UK
companies (Hallock, 1997; O'Sullivan, 2000). In particular, the US
has a high incidence of interlocks where the CEO of Company A sits

on the board(andremunerationcommittee)of CompanyB, and vice
versa (Bebchuk and Fried, 2004a).
2. The growth in performance-relatedpay schemesover the last two decades
means that some of the results reported in prior research,for example about
long-term
performance schemes,may not be valid today. As an
short- and

example,BruceandBuck,writing in 1997,stated:
A further consideration in interpreting empirical investigation of
innovations such as the ESO [executive share option] is that they are still,
in the mid-1990s, a comparatively novel phenomenon in executive
remuneration,particularly in the UK (1997., 90)

At the time of undertaking this research, these "novel" share options have

becomeubiquitous.
3. Researchundertaken in the UK over the last two decadeshas been done in
different regulatory contexts. Remuneration practices differ considerably

beforeand after 1995; the yearthat the 'fat cat' debatetook off andthe year
of the Greenbury report.

Disclosure of directors' pay is much more

Source: author's evaluation from data supplied on the

websitesof the ABI and NAPF and the
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comprehensivethan it has ever been. Furthermore, the evolving regulatory
environment described in chapter I and the growth in the importance of
governancein general together mean that researchfindings of 10 years ago
might not be duplicated if that researchwere conductedtoday.

2.3

Overview of the literature

In 1925Taussigand Barker wrote what appearsto be the first scholarlypaper
discussingdirectors' remuneration. In an extensivesurvey of over 400 US
companiescoveringthe period1904- 1914they setout statisticsof how muchthe
directorswerepaid, andhow muchof that wasvariable,segregatingtheir datain
termsof companysizeandownership.TaussigandBarkerprovidedlittle by way
in
their data- the very act of collatingit
the
theoretical
of
patterns
of
explanation
wasitself a majorcontribution.

Three quartersof a century have passedsince Taussigand Barker's report. In that
time, the study of directors' remunerationhas becomea major branch of academic
have
been expounded to
financial
theories
and
many
managementand
research,
explain why directors are paid as they are.

The remuneration of executive directors impacts many fields of study.
Economists have considered it (e.g. Jensen and Meckling, 1976), as have
strategists (e.g. Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1989), psychologists (e.g. Belliveau,
O'Reilly and Wade, 1996), accountants (e.g. Healy, 1985) and writers on
corporategovernance(e.g. Conyon, 1997). This is not unreasonable- it is an area
NationalStatistics
Office.
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which has an impact on many different aspectsof business,and so is of wide
interest.

In examining this scholarly research,a typology was developed,as already noted,
into
the
theories
the three main theoretical stances:
which categorises
various
developed
The
typology
and
organisational.
was
economic, social-psychological
from ideas suggestedby Finkelstein and Hambrick, (1996: 266), but has departed
from and extendedtheir work.
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Figure 2-1 Overview of extant theories of directors' remuneration

Theoriesunderlying directors' remuneration

Economic theories

Other theories

Social-psychologicaltheories

Market
forces

II

Labour
market theory
Human
capital theory

Individual
directors

" Agency
theory
" Relative
performance
evaluation
" Tournament
theory

Individual
directors

Remuneration
committee

Expectancy
theory
Equity theory

Social
influence
theory
Social
comparison
theory

Organisational theories

Institutional theory and legitimacy
Decision theory
Power and politics
Contingency theory

Figure 2-1 showshow theorieshave been divided into those that take an economic
perspective and others, which take either a social-psychological or an
organisationalview.

It has been observedin the literature that there is little overlap between economic
and other perspectives. Merchant, Van der Stedeand Zheng (2003) reportedjust
20
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such a segregationin their citation analysis of remuneration-relatedpapers (not
just executive pay) published in four major accountingjournals between 1989 and
1999. Of the 67 papersin their study, the citations of 61% were economics-based
and 28% took a behavioural perspective; only 11% of the papersseemedto draw
from both disciplines. Merchant et al. (2003) noted that in many cases the
different theories seemed to provide different explanations of the same
phenomena, and suggested that the narrow approach of adopting only one
theoretical perspectivemay mean that the researchconclusions were too limited,
and incomplete. Further, they reported that the two approachesused different
terminology to explain what appearedto be the samephenomena(a finding which
is noted later in this review when discussingthe overlap between several of the
theories). Therefore, they put forward the case for more cross-disciplinary
researchto provide greaterunderstanding.

The structure of Figure 2-1 merits a comment. The heading 'organisational
theories' has been used to describe institutional theory and legitimacy, decision
theory, theories of power and politics, and contingency theory. This defines the
heading quite broadly - somemay consider that not all of theseare organisational
theories- but this typology is convenientas a way to signpostthe discussionsthat

follow.

Having introduced the typology, I use it to structurethe following sections,which

they adopt,
set out an explanationof the varioustheoriesshown,the perspectives
andhow eachcaninform this research.Explanationis alsogiven asto why none
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of the theories is sufficient on its own to provide an answer to the processual
researchquestionposedhere.

2.4

Economic perspectives

Traditional or neo-classicalapproachesto economics have developed a view of
the world basedon a seriesof simplifying assumptions. For example, economists
have assumedthat 'Economic Man' acts rationally in such as way as to maximise
his utility (Davis, Schoorman and Donaldson, 1997); or they have assumed
perfect markets in which prices are determined by the influences of supply and
demand(Begg, Fischer and Dornbusch, 1991). Within those constraintsthey have
developed some powerful theories which have advancedour understandingof the
forward
by
I
In
the
theories
this
put
economiststo explain
examine
section
world.
directors' remuneration, dividing them between those that see market forces as a
driver
behaviour
influence
that
those
a
of
remuneration
as
regard
and
significant
of what are assumedto be rational individuals.

Z4.1 Markelforces
Much of the economics-based
remunerationliterature relatesto the action of
forces
how
in
forces.
In
this
are
seen
as
operating
market
considering
market
literature, one can adopt a definition put forward by Begg et al., who define a
market as "a set of arrangementsby which buyers and sellers are in contract to
exchangegoods or services" (1991: 32). Begg et al. go on to explain that in any
be
there
will
an "equilibrium price" at which, with the operation of supply
market
and demand, the quantity demandedjust equals the quantity supplied. Market-
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based theories using this neo-classical view of market operation thus aim to
explain the level of pay (at the equilibrium position), rather than its structure.

Labourmarkettheory
Researchersadopting a labour market theory approachapply supply-and-demand
principles to the market for companyexecutives,and arguethat this can be usedto
explain the level of executivepay (Gomez-Mejia and Wiseman, 1997; Finkelstein
and Hambrick, 1996). They suggest that there is a limited pool of talented
individuals who have the ability to run large businesses successfully, and
accordingly their price is high.

The 'labour market' is a broad concept and, as with any other market, it can be
has
been
if
This
segmentation
segmented.
appropriately
clearly
understoodmore
in
different
interested
by
in
aspects of the
scholars
undertaken
various ways
subject.

Some researchers (for example Deckop, 1988; Palia, 2000) have

demonstratedthat remuneration levels differ considerably by industry. Others
have taken company size as a differentiating factor in the labour market, for
forward
by
Gomez-Mejia
(1994)
that
put
adopting
argument
example
an
be
larger
to
more skilled, and this effectively
companiesneed
executivesrunning
segments the market. (Both of these arguments can also be and have been
adopted in studies that draw upon human capital theory to explain remuneration
decisions,as discussedlater.) The way in which the market is defined will have a
significant effect on the level of pay (if the segmentationis done by the company)
or on the outcome of the study (if segmentsare chosenby scholars).
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Executives and remuneration consultants have also adopted labour market
explanations of remuneration, arguing that there is a "tight labour market for
senior executives that can manage business of the scope of today's global
companies" (Skapinker, 2001). They use the argumentto explain (or perhapsto
justify) the relatively high levels of executive remuneration paid in the UK and
US. The line of reasoning also reflects aspectsof managerialist theory (Davis,
1991; Gomez-Mejia, 1994; Combs and Skill, 2003), in that the directors, who
can control a company's size more easily than its profitability, have an incentive
to grow the company, regardless of profitability,

because company size impacts

directly on directors' pay.

An aspect of labour market theory can be seen indirectly in the UK, in the
directors'
Greenbury
the
study
group
on
remuneration. This
pronouncementsof
be
level
"sufficient
(1995:
1.10)
the
that
to
of
remuneration
should
stated
para.
attract, retain and motivate" high quality directors and managers,but not in excess
is
does
indeed
implication
One
this
that
that
a
market-clearing
rate
of
amount.
of
exist.

In their published remuneration reports, companies often cite their use of
demonstrating
tacitly
compliance with this
means
of
surveys
as
a
remuneration
principle of 'sufficient but not excessive'. They use both aspects of market
segmentation introduced above: industry and size. For example, The Abbey

National Group p1c, a UK bank, referred in its 2001 remunerationreport to
salaries being based on "pay levels in other financial services companies, major
in
retailers and other UK companieswith a similar market capitalisation". In the
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US, Porac, Wade and Pollock (1999) found that companies' compensationreports
judgements
firm's
their
that
they
showed
comparability
within a
primary
anchored
industry.

The comparisonschosenby companiesappearto be reasonable,but not unique other valid comparatorscould perhapsbe used instead. The comparatorsadopted
labour
deliberations
based
In
the
their
market,
on
are almost always
on surveys.
Gomez-Mejia and Wisemandiscussedremunerationsurveys,referring to:
indusay of consultants that specializes in conducting surveys
a
cottage
...
to measurea wide range of CEO compensationstatistics ... [which suggests
that] surprisingly, very little is known ahout the use of "competitive market
going rates " as a criterion to set CEO pay, despite the lip servicepaid to it
in economic theory, the human resource management literature, and
327)
(1997.,
compensationpractice.

They suggested that compensation survey data are often used to justify and
legitimise rather than rationally determineexecutivepay.

The widespread use of remuneration surveys (Ungson and Steers, 1984; Baker,
Jensenand Murphy, 1988; Lorsch, 1999) to benchmarkappropriateremuneration
levels might indeed indicate that market forces are at work in some way, but does
in
fact
levels
do
that
the
therefore
representa marketpaid
remuneration
prove
not
7

demand
company
supply
and
exactly equate .
clearing rate at which executive
The surveys show that larger companiespay higher remuneration,but can by their
nature only indicate what is paid, rather than what should be paid. Baker (1978)
long ago highlighted this aspect of the 'is-ought' problem, in his critique of the
use of such surveys. He pointed out that the surveys provide data on the average
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pay level for companies of a certain size, but say nothing about whether this
is
justified.
average

In an elegant simile, he wrote of a hypothetical survey

determining the averageweight of six foot high men; the result would be a valid
justification
be
but
it
of weight.
average
would not a valid

Nonetheless,the published surveys set a benchmark for remuneration which is
1988:
Hambrick,
for
director's
'worth'
(Finkelstein
and
often seen as a proxy
a
550). Accordingly, no director would wish to be below average in his or her
if
However,
imply
below-par
to
the
this
company.
value
might
remuneration as
most directors and their companies' remuneration committees see the rightful
in
directors
the median or upper quartile, and award pay
the
as
of
position
for
future
be
inevitably,
then,
up
ratcheted
averageremunerationwill
accordingly,
surveys.

The impact of comparative surveys on ever-rising remuneration levels is widely
danger
for
the
(1998),
to
Hampel
of uncritical
example, referred
acknowledged.
in
Ezzarnel
"upward
and
remuneration,
ratchet"
use of such surveys causing an
importance
the
(1998)
Watson
of
of such external
evidence
presentedstrong
and
"going
in
to
the
in
meet
remuneration
pay comparisons explaining rises executive
lines,
Patton
Along
observedthat the compensationsurvey
similar
market rate".
"may well be the most important ingredient in rising executive compensation,for
it lends itself to often well-meaning actions that lead to unwarranted
decade
later,
"The
(2001:
1558):
47).
A
Roberts
(1991:
stated
compensation"
market mechanismsthat are held to constrain opportunism and the pursuit of self
Ezzamel and Watson (2002: 2 10) refer to it as "a labour market which, though competitive, is
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interest can be seenactually to feed if'.

The use of remuneration surveys not only provides a link between size and
remuneration but also between industry and remuneration. Companies use
industry referentsas well as size referentsin their survey data, and so the industry
in which a company's business is positioned will be an important factor in
determining an appropriatelevel of pay (Murphy, 1999: 2493). Furthermore,the
country in which a company operateswill influence the choice of comparator for
the survey, and so country factors too are relevant (Murphy, 1999: 2496).

Human capital theory
Labour market theory regardsexecutivesas a 'commodity' being neededto fill a
laws
is
in
to
the
subject
of supply
remuneration
particular role a company, whose
and demand. However, human capital theory (Agarwal, 1981; Finkelstein and
Hambrick, 1989,1996;

Combs and Skill, 2003) suggests that the level of

job
is
does
the
that
to
s/he
asked
solely
not
reflect
remunerationpaid an executive
to do, but alsoreflectsthe qualitiesthat s/hebringsto it. Humancapitalis a signal
to a prospectiveemployerthat an individualis capableof doingajob (Gerhartand
Rynes, 2003).

The human capital of the individual includes their age,

qualificationsand experience. Proponentsof the theory arguethat individuals
job
higher
for
better
a
attract
pay:
qualifications
will
with
human capital would be better
an
executive
with
a
greater
amount
of
...
able to perform hisjob ang thus, bepaid more. (Agarwal, 1981: 39)

characterizedby costly and incomplete contractine'.
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Agarwal (1981), in one of the earliest studies on human capital theory in this
arena, found that human capital variables were a factor in influencing executive
remuneration, but that they were not as significant as other factors such as job
complexity or the employer's ability to pay. Gerhart and Milkovich (1990), in a
sample of about 14,000managers,found that basepay and pay mix were related
to human capital. Palia (2000) found that the labour market slotted executives
with lower educational qualifications into more regulated businessenvironments
which, with less growth potential, paid lower remuneration. From this it is clear
that human capital attributes could be inputs to the remuneration-settingdecision.

Gomez-Mejia (1994) linked labour market and human capital approaches,
suggestingthat one reasonfor the phenomenonof larger companiespaying higher
remuneration is that the executivesrunning those companiesneed greater human
job,
it
is
human
is
to
the
this
the
that
cope
complexities
of
and
capital
capital
with
rewarded.

Labour market theory and human capital theory are in someways complementary.
Both see an explanation for directors' remunerationin terms of market structures
and supply and demand. Both implicitly suggestthat there is a 'true value' for
forces
in
by
way
using
market
remuneration, captured some
or human capital
attributes. Furthermore, both also have a bearing on remuneration practices, in
that the ideas behind them are used by companies to explain some of their

remunerationchoices. Researchers
adoptingthesetheorieshave focusedon the
level of remunerationratherthanits structure,andhaveexaminedthis level in the
context of a company's size and industry (for example, Ezzamel and Watson,
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2002; Combs and Skill, 2003). This research has been useful in highlighting
somefactors which appearto influence remunerationpolicies. However, although
providing insight into the level of executive pay, thesetheories do not attempt to
explain its structure.

Z4.2 Shaping individual directors' hehaviour
Another

aspect of

economics-based research approaches to

executive

remuneration considers the way in which remuneration affects the individual
directors. The fundamental driver of theories in this arena is that the individual
directors will wish to maximise their utility - i. e. increasetheir pay, reduce their
effort, and minimise their risk. In this context, theorists have suggestedthat one
role of the remunerationcontract is to constrain the executivesin their choices so
that maximising their own utility will result in their acting for the ultimate benefit

of the company'sshareholders.

Three main economics-basedtheories are relevant here. Agency theory is the
oldest, dominating the executive remuneration literature, with
performance evaluation fbiming a significant offshoot thereof

relative

Both of these

theories focus on how pay contracts are structured. Tournament theory takes a
different perspective, considering the level of pay rather than its structure, and
looking at hierarchical rankings. However, this also follows the theme of
motivating the rationally-behaving individual to behavein a particular way. Each

of thesetheoriesis now considered.
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Agency theory
Studies examining the economic justification for directors' remuneration mostly
revolve around agency theory. This theory, which arises from the separationof
ownership and management(Berle and Means, 1932), is developedand discussed
by Jensen and Meckling (1976) and reviewed by Eisenhardt (1989a) and Hart
(1995) amongstothers.

Agency theory in this context relates to the differences in motivation and payoff
betweenthe shareholders(the principals who own the firm) and the directors (the
agentsto whom is delegatedits day to day running). Risk-neutral shareholders,
whose interest in the company is likely to be as part of a diversified investment
portfolio, seek to maximise their returns by way of dividend and/or capital gain.
However the directors (whose jobs are not part of a diversified portfolio), who
have day-to-day control over the assetsand the operations of the business,may
prefer to increasetheir own utility rather than maximise returns to their principals.
Thus there is potentially a conflict of interest. Indeed, Jensen and Meckling
be
interest
by
that
there
their
will
a
conflict
of
clearly set out
presupposition
defining their terms as follows: "[w]e retain the notion of [utility] maximizing
behavior on the part of all individuals in the analysisto follow" (1976: 307).

Lambert and Larcker (1991) identified three types of potential conflict of interest
between shareholders and directors, namely:

(i) non-pecuniary benefits or

expenditure which has a higher value to directors than to shareholders("perks");
(ii)

risk-aversion in directors' pursuit of potential opportunities, leading to

potentially value-enhancingprojects being rejected; and (iii)

differences in the
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decision-making time horizons of directors and shareholders, leading to a
long-term
investments.
to
profitable
reluctance undertake

The proponentsof agencytheory suggestthat in order to avoid the adverseeffects
of these potential conflicts of interest, shareholdersneed some mechanism to
be
directors.
'direct'
they
Two
the
envisaged:
control
could
control
of
methods
could monitor directors' actions closely, or they could specify exactly what
directors should do in all circumstances. However, neither such control is
possible in practice. In most listed companiesit is not practical for shareholders
to monitor directors' actions in detail. Similarly, it is not feasible for shareholders
behaviour
into
directors
to
that
tightly
the
specify
appropriate
enter
contracts
and
for directors in every possible situation.

Furthermore, it is difficult

for

by
level
directors'
to
the
considering the output of
effort
of
evaluate
shareholders
the company (for example its profits) as many external factors impact on results,
judge
individual
difficult
it
'noise'
to
or team performance.
creating
which makes

Other approachesnot being satisfactory, agency theorists see the remuneration
directors'
to
align
contract as a practical way

interests with those of the

shareholders.By relating the directors' remunerationto an appropriatemeasureof
directors
behave in
have
that
of
ensuring
some means
performance, shareholders
their (i. e. the shareholders') interests. Thus, researchersadopting an agency
theory perspective have investigated whether pay varies with the company's

identify
For
to
such
an
alignment.
example,Jensenand Murphy
performance,
(I 990a), testing for a relationship betweendirectors' pay and shareholderreturn in
over 1,000 companies from the Forbes Executive CompensationSurveys 1974 -
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8

1986, found a weak relationship. Similarly, Conyon (1997) examined 213 large
UK companiesfrom 1988 and 1993 and found a relationship between directors'
pay and shareholderreturns in the current period, although not with preceding
periods. Theorists argue that if there is no relationship (or only a weak one) then
this implies that agency theory is not working, inasmuch as the contracts are not
linking pay to performance. However, this could just indicate that the measures
being tested are not sophisticatedenough to reflect the contracts being adopted
(Tosi et al., 2000).

Literally hundreds of studies9have exmnined the relationship between indicators
directors'
but
company
performance
and
remuneration
no universal conclusions
of
have been reached. While many studies, including those by Lewellen and
Huntsman (1970), Murphy (1985), Deckop (1988), and Main, Bruce and Buck
(1996) found a strong relationship between company performance and directors'
did
(1997),
by
Watson
The
Ezzamel
that
not.
and
as
others,
such
remuneration,
Gomez-Mejia
by
Barkerna
who stated:
and
position was aptly surnmarised
In short, after at least six decadesof research the failure to identify a
...
firm
between
top
compensation
and
management
robust relationship
blind
(1998.
135)
has
led
into
a
alley.
scholars
performance

Tosi et al. (2000) suggestedthat one reasonfor the inability of researchersto find
directors'
between
remuneration and company
a consistent relationship
perfonnance could lie in the variety of techniques used to test hypotheses and
analyse results. In their meta-analysisof the directors' remuneration literature,
a Someresearchershave arguedthat Jensenand Murphy's conclusionson their data, i. e. that the
link is weak, were wrong. Murphy (1999: 2532) acknowledgesthis, and statesthat the results
may well be consistentwith the predictions of agencytheory. The researchhas beenupdated, for
exampleby Hall and Liebman (1998), again in a US context, who found a much greater
sensitivity.
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they referred to:
different methods of data collection, different statistical techniques,
...
different samples,the presence of moderator variables, and differences in
how the constructs of interest have been operationalized in the various
studies. (2000: 305)

In their sample of 137 manuscripts which examined CEO pay, they found 16
different measures of company size and 30 different measures of company
perfonnance. As different variables have beentestedunder different conditions it
is not surprising that the findings of prior studieshave varied markedly.

Relativeperformance evaluation
Proponents of agency theory suggestthat executives be rewarded based on the
full
have
However,
they
control over aspectsof
company's performance.
may not
that performance. For example,a companycould do well (in terms of profitability
due
to market conditions rather than executive
or share price performance)

initiatives. Likewise, in a bad market its poor performancein absoluteterms
favourable
light
its
be
in
that
set
against
when
more
of
a
much
might
regarded
peers.

In order to accommodatesuch anomalies, Holmstrom (1982) developed agency
theory to consider relative performance evaluation (RPE). Under RPE, it is
interference
individual
due
that,
to
the
of
external
noise,
an
acknowledged
director's or company's 'good' or 'bad' results may not be an appropriate
indicator of how well the director or company has performed.

However, the

effects of that noise can be reduced or eliminated by comparing the individual's
Source: the databasecompiled for this research.
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results to those of a suitable peer group: the noise is common to all, and the
individual's relative performance can be determined and rewarded.

This

additional information has benefits for both parties: the shareholderswill be
better able to evaluate performance,and the managerswill not be penalised for
poor environmentalconditions. As Holmstrom stated:
I show that aggregate measures like peer averages may often provide
sufficient information about common uncertainties and thus schemesthat
compare agents with such aggregate measures will be efficient. An
exampleof relative performance evaluation of this kind is given by the new
executiveincentivepackages, which base rewards on explicit comparisons
withfirms in the sameindustry. (1982: 325)

Gibbons and Murphy (1990) examineda similar sampleof US listed companiesto
Jensen and Murphy (1990a). They looked at RPE in the context of chief
executive officers (CEOs), examining both market-relative and industry-relative
perforrnance. They found evidence that RPE contracts were in place, in that
boards of directors appearedto incorporateboth industry and market performance
in their determination of CEO compensation. The widespread use of total
shareholder return (TSR) as a performance measure benchmarked against
comparatorcompanies(as discussed,for example,in New Bridge Street,2003b) is
a further example of RPE in practice!

Tournamenttheory
Agency theory and RPE are economics-basedtheories that focus mainly on the
structure of pay, seeing the remuneration contract as a means to influence the
individual director's actions. Tournament theory, developed by Lazear and
10Referring to an earlier point, on
surveys,it is worth noting that by adopting TSR, companiesare
rewarding what 'is', rather than what 'ought to be'. This particular measureis embeddedin the
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Rosen (1981), is also economics-based,but its focus is on the level of pay.
Although also considering the effect of the remuneration on the individual,
tournamenttheory differs substantially from the theoriespreviously discussed,in
that the individual executive's remunerationis seennot as the product of supply
and demand, or as a meansof controlling their contribution to the business,but
solely as a reflection of his/her position in the company.

Researcherstaking this view see the workplace hierarchy as a tournament in
which managers compete for the prize of promotion and a higher salary. The

predictions of tournament theory are that as a manager rises through the
executive ranks, becausethere are fewer opportunities at each level, the pay
differential will increaseat each stage. So, it is hypothesisedthat one reasonfor
high pay at the top of a company is to motivate the people lower down the
organisation.

The findings of researchinvestigating tournament theory are mixed. Lambert,
Larcker and Weigelt (1993) found support for the theory in a review of four
between
listed
US
for
303
1982 and
levels
companies
sample
of
a
organisational
1984, using private data from a compensationconsultant. Similarly, Conyon,
Peck and Sadler (2001) found some supporting evidence in a study of 100 large
listed UK companies. However, O'Reilly, Main and Crystal (1988), who
examined CEO pay in relation to the number of vice presidentsin their sampleof

105US listed companies,found no supportfor tournamenttheory. On a wider
note, the concept of CEO compensationrelating at least partly to their roles as
comparatoruniverse rather than reflecting performanceagainsta timeless benchmark(for
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figureheadsis discussedby Gomez-Mejia and Wiseman (1997), and by Ungson
and Steers (1984), although neither of these papers includes empirical work to
support the proposition. Overall, although the ideas behind tournament theory
may have influence in someinstances,the evidenceof its effect on executive pay
is limited. Of the three theoriesdiscussedin this section,this one appearsto have
the least currency amongstacademics.

Although tournament theory is evidenced only slightly in practice, the ideas
underlying the other economics-basedtheories discussedin this section, agency
theory and relative performance evaluation, appear to be clear influences on the
debatearound the structureof remunerationcontracts. For example,in the UK the
report of the Greenburycommittee statedthat remunerationcontractsshould:
link rewards to performance, by both company and individual; and
...
directors
interests
the
of
and shareholders in promoting the
align
company'sprogress. (1995: para 1.15)

The need for a pay-performancelink was reiteratedby the DTI in its consultation
documenton directors' remuneration,which statedin its introduction:
it is damaging to businessitself if companiesfail to achieve an effective
...
link between directors' remuneration and company and individual
performance. (1999: 1)

The consultation documentdid not elaborateon why it would be "damaging" were
there not a pay-performancelink. However, by inference one might assumethat
their argument could relate to aspectsof shareholders'need to control directors'
actions and eliminate conflicts of interest- an agencytheory argument.

example,cost of capital). The choice of comparatorsinfluencesthe performanceoutcome.
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At the time of writing this thesis, the latest pronouncement on corporate
governanceis the Combined Code (2003). This reinforces the messagesfrom the
other reports, and states(Bl):

"A significant proportion of executive directors'

be
link
to
rewards to corporate and
remunerationshould
structuredso as
individual performance". This differs from previous versions of the Code by the
insertion of the word "significant" an indication of the perceived importance of
"
this aspectof pay structuring.

Thus the ideas underlying the economics-based theories of

executive

remuneration appearto be echoedin common practice, and provide some insight
into the construction of executive remunerationcontracts. However, the purpose
is
this
to review these theories and determine whether they are
section
of
is
full
how
directors'
to
explanation
of
executive
remuneration
provide
a
sufficient
determined. This seemsunlikely, for two reasons.

The first reasonthat the economics-based
theories,whetherthey relate to the
market or to the individual, do not appearto be sufficient to answer the research
focus
level
in
the
to
tends
that
them
either
on
of remuneration
question
each of
(market theories) or on its structure (agency and RPE), but no theory explains
both. Individually the theories are incomplete in the context of this research
fail
if
to addressthe processual
they
still
would
question and, even combined,
issuesof this thesis.

11There is little evidencethat relating pay to performance,
and, in particular, using equity
incentives,has any positive impact on shareholdervalue. See,for example,Daily, Dalton and
Cannella(2003).
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A second issue is that economics-basedperspectivesdeliberately focus on only
one model of human behaviour, and thus provide a partial but one-dimensional
view of remuneration. Simon (1957) critiqued the economists' model of

EconomicMan who maximiseshis utility, andbehavesrationallyin so doing. He
pointed out that the economic model assumes nothing about the wider
psychological characteristicsof Man. Davis (1991) expandedon this point. He
suggestedthat managerialaction is "embeddedin ongoing social structures", and
thus economic incentivesprovide only a partial picture of what is happening. This
is a practical point as well: Brennan (1994) arguedpersuasivelythat schemesthat
are economically rational, to the exclusion of behavioural issues, are unlikely to
for
(1997)
Davis,
Schoonnan
Donaldson
effectively
senior
executives.
work
and
saw two competing "models of man": a "homo economicus" who acts rationally,
and a steward,whose interestsare aligned with the principals' and who acts from

intrinsic motivation. It can be difficult to reconcilethe two views. Moreover,
'fat
directors,
finds
is
this
there
on
cat'
researcher
comment
although
much media
it difficult (albeit not totally impossible) to believe that the individuals who have
by
driven
it
large
to
the
top
utility maximisation,
made
companiesare solely
of
with its presuppositions of risk-aversenessand its focus on monetary reward.
Thus, even if economics researchershad chosento examine process (which they
have not) such an approachis unlikely to be able to produce a satisfactory answer.

Taking the economic theories on their own terms, these points are not criticisms:
they work (by and large) in the context of their own assumptions. But their
assumptionsare not those of this study, which seesthe executives' behaviour in a
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much more roundedfashion. As Eisenhardt(1989a: 71) stated,in the conclusion
to her review of the agencyliterature:
A recent article by Hirsch et al, (1987) eloquently compared economics
with socioloo,. They argued that economics is dominated by a single
paradigm, price theory, and a single view of human nature, self interest. In
contrast, the authors maintained that a strength of organizational research
is itspolyglot of theories thatyield a more realistic view of organizations.
Consistentwith the Hirsch et al. arguments,the recommendationhere is to
use agency theory with complementarytheories. Agency theory presents a
partial view of the world that, although it is valid, also ignores a good bit of
the complexity of organizations. Additional perspectives can help to
capture the greater complexity.

Accordingly, the next section of this review considerstheories developedthrough
a different lens, one that engagesdirectly with the complexity of the remuneration

decision.

2.5

Social-psychological and organisational perspectives

Although economics provides the dominant paradigm in the executive
have
literature,
researchers
consideredother theories that rest
remuneration
many
on the notion that remuneration committees, and the executives whose rewards
they set, make decisions based on factors that reflect a richer reality than an
economics-basedapproachwould suggest. Suchtheories,which addresslevel and
structure of pay, are the subject of this section. The theories are consideredin two
categories: those which relate specifically to the executive being remunerated,
and those relating to the remunerationcommittee and the processesthat determine

the remuneration.
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2.5.1 Social-psychological theories: the individual
Motivation
As discussedearlier, economicstheories see variable pay as a driver that can be
used to incentivise the director. However, some authors have queried whether
performance-relatedpay can indeed be usedto motivate directors to perform. For
example, Deci (1972) maintained that intrinsic rewards (such as the employee's
senseof accomplishmentof a job well done) can be reducedwhen employers are
perceived as seeking control through offers of money (an extrinsic reward provided by someone else). Kunz and Pfaff (2002) suggestedthat although
agency theory would predict that increased incentives, such as performancerelated pay, raise the agent's productivity, research into intrinsic motivation
concludesthe exact opposite. Osterloh and Frey (2002) reviewed the motivation
literature and concluded that there is strong evidence that extrinsic rewards
"crowd out" intrinsic motivation, which may lead to jobs being less well
performed.

The finding that reward reducesintrinsic motivation is not universally accepted.
For example, although Deci, Koestner and Ryan (1999) present a meta-analysis
that shows the negative effects of reward, papers by Eisenberger, Pierce and
Cameron(1999) and Gerhart and Rynes (2003: 258) argueotherwise.

In any event, the researchinto the conflict between intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation has tendedto focus on employeeslower down the hierarchythan
CEOsandtheir boardcolleagues.It could be arguedthat mattersare differentat
this top level. For example,one argumentput forward by Osterlohand Frey
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(2002) is that extrinsic motivation crowds out the job satisfaction if the reward is
perceivedto be "controlling" and acts as a restriction on the individual. Common
sense suggeststhat this feeling is more likely to occur at lower levels of the
organisationthan in the CEO, who has considerableautonomy. F Scott Fitzgerald
wrote that the very rich are different: the negative impact of monetary reward on
performancehas yet to be testedat this top level of the organisation.

Although not going so far as to suggest that pay has a negative effect on
motivation, Finkelstein and Hambrick assertedthat "[p]restige, challenge, and
importance
in
to executives"
their
power may rival or even greatly surpasspay
(1988:

534).

For top executives it is perhaps not the absolute level of

but
in
itself
in
that
provides
motivation,
remuneration
relation to
remuneration
To
Finkelstein
Hambrick
and
of
achievement.
quote
peersand rivals, as a symbol
in a later paper (1996: 286):
Pay is a primary scorecardfor managerial success; hence, top managers
be
higher
but
harder
in
they
to
probably
will
response
pay,
may not work
dissatisfied with lower pay.

If this is the case,pay may be seenas a motivating factor for directors who wish to
be perceived as 'successful' in the eyes of their peers. Cognitive theories relating
to the motivation of the individual director include expectancytheory and equity
theory. These both relate to how the individual perceives the remuneration that
s/he is promised.
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Expectancytheory
Expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964; Pinder, 1987; Lawler, 1991) states that if
variable pay is to act as a motivator then (a) the individual has to expect that by
exerting effort s/he will be able to meet the targets set; and (b) that meeting the
targetswill result in receiving the reward, which (c) s/hebelieves is worth having.
Expectancy theory argues that an individual's effort will be based on his/her
expectationof the probability of success(expectancy)and the attractivenessof the
final outcome (the value of the reward). A significant aspectof expectancytheory
is that it explicitly recognises the differing preferences of individuals, and
differently
differently
in
that
structured
packages
might
work
implicitly assumes
different contexts.

Equity theory
Equity theory contributes a different, although complementary, explanation of
executive remuneration, one that focuses mainly on the level of pay.

Its

inputs
hard
(how
their
that
the
they
proponentsargue
employeesconsider
ratio of
work) to outcomes (one of which is their remuneration) and compare this ratio
with that of a referent 'other.

Adams (1963) proposedequity theory as a way of understandinghow employees
respond to situations in which they are treated either more favourably or less

favourablyin comparisonto others(althoughhe did not specifyhow the 'others'
be
determined,
would
nor which inputs and outcomespeoplewould use). He
referrednot somuchto equityasto inequity,arguingthat inequitablecomparisons
inducea stateof tensionwhich employeesaremotivatedto work to reduce. They
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can chooseto reduce that tension, restoring the equity of balance between inputs
and outcomes,by such actions as raising or lowering their work efforts,,changing
their pay, inducing the referent other to make such changes,or by changing their
referent other to someonewhoseratio is in line with theirs. Any of thesecould reestablishequity, without which the employeewill be demotivated.

Finkelstein and Hambrick (1996: 286) suggestedthat equity theory may not be
directly applicable to the senior managementof a company, as money is not their
sole driver - top managementtend also to covet acclaim and other non-monetary
rewards of success. However, theirs appears to be a minority view.

Other

commentatorshave noted that equity theory does have application at this level of
the company. For example, Williams (1994: 60) describedhow directors make
comparisonsto establishpay fairness with others within their company, and with
in
(1995)
found
in
Miller
to
themselves.
similar
people other companies
positions
that such referents tend to be found within the same industry. For example,
finance directors in the media industry will compare their pay to other finance
directors in media companies,but not to those in manufacturing companies. (This
of course can be related back to the earlier discussion of comparators in
remunerationsurveys.)

Research indicates that these theories of individual motivation appear to have
some practical application. However, on their own they cannot provide a full

how
(1995)
Miller
As
of
explanation
remunerationcontractsare structured.
pointed out, the rcmuneration-sctting process is a negotiation between the
remuneration committee and the individuals, and these motivational theories only
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attempt to explain the actions and reactions of the one party, the individuals.
Accordingly, we need to look elsewhere,to theories that may shed light on the
committee's perspective.

2.5.2 Social-psycholýgical theories: the remuneration committee
The remunerationcommittee is a complex social organisationcomprising diverse
individuals.

Accordingly, several different theories have been suggested

concerning how the directors' remunerationis set by this group. Social influence
theory suggeststhat an explanation can be found in the interaction between the
individual executivesand non-executives. Social comparison theory relatesto the
its
These
in
takes
the
committee
external
pay
referents.
remuneration
way which
below.
discussed
are

Social influence theory
Proponentsof social influence theory see 'social influence' as referring to several
different types of relationship that may occur in a board of directors. It may be
seen in the desire to reciprocate favours done by one director for another; in
deference shown to figures of authority;

in social relationships between

individuals who get on well; or in the influence that similarities and differences in
bring
investigated
Wade
(1995)
Main,
O'Reilly
to
status
a
relationship.
and
social
the role of social influence on compensation in two samples of listed US
(an
ftu-ther
89
original
sample
of
a
companies
companies was augmented with
sample of 291 companies,using more sophisticateddata). They considered the
extent to which boards of directors may be influenced or capturedby their CEOs,
hypothesised
that companies in which social influence could be seen would
and
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determined
Main
than
greater
pay
executive remuneration
et al.
other companies.
that social influence factors did indeed affect directors' pay. For example, they
found that CEO compensation was significantly higher if the non-executive

been
had
directorwho servedas chair of the compensation
appointed
committee
due
influence
indication
joined
CEO
the
they
this
the
of
as an
after
company;
saw
to reciprocity.

Finkelstein and Hambrick (1996: 275) suggestedother social effects which might
influence the remuneration-setting process: for example, the publication of

directors' remunerationdetails in annualreports,which facilitatescomparisons
between individuals and between companies. They cited the wide reporting of
data
information
the
other
which act
and
publishing
of
surveys
and
remuneration
as a scorecard of professional status, setting a benchmark against which
be
It
directors
their
seen
will
can
measure
remuneration
packages.
companiesand
that there is a conceptual link with market-basedeconomic theories, discussed
labour
these
market
of
remuneration surveys as an example
earlier, which see
theory. There is also a considerableoverlap betweenthis view of social influence
and social comparison,consideredbelow.

Social comparison theory
The function of the remuneration committee is particularly important in the
context of organisational explanations of remuneration strategies. Remuneration
is
by
set
remuneration committees comprising non-executives, some of
policy
have
executive positions in other companies (Higgs dataset, 2003).
whom
According to social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954), individuals evaluate
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themselves by comparison with others whom they perceive to have similar
abilities to themselves. In the context of researchinto directors' remuneration, it
has been argued that executives' salaries will be set with reference to the
remuneration committee members' experience of the pay that they and others
in
receive their own (outside) executive roles: the greatertheir remuneration, the
greaterthat voted to the CEO.

O'Reilly, Main and Crystal (1988) tested a social comparison theory hypothesis
for a sample of 105 US listed firms in 1984 and concluded that CEO pay was
indeed positively related to the outside pay of the compensation committee
later
(1995)
few
Main,
O'Reilly
Wade
A
tested a separate
and
years
members.
directors
the
that
noted
again
of
outside
compensation
sample of companiesand
focal
had
the
the
a
significant
and
positive
effect
on
compensationcommittee
on
CEO's compensation (although the magnitude of the effect was lower in the
second sample than in the first). However, it should be noted that both these

it
is
far
for
be
in
data:
US
US
to
the
more
common
non-executives
studiesused
CEOs of other listed companies than it is in the UK, thus the results of this
researchmay not be transferableto a UK context.

Researchershave also suggestedthe use of social comparison theory to explain
the phenomenon of 'bidding up' executive remuneration, whereby the overall
salary benchmark rises significantly each year. Ezzamel and Watson (1998)

if
do
that
non-executives
makecomparisonsbetweenthemselvesand the
argued
executives,they are unlikely to wish to underpay the executives comparedto the
market. In a UK study of 94 FTSE 100 companies, Conyon and Peck (1998)
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found that the existenceof remunerationcommitteeswas associatedwith higher
levels of remuneration (they had originally hypothesized the opposite) and
Continuing
for
that
phenomenon.
suggestedsocial comparisonas one explanation
the theme of overlapsbetweenthe theories,this social comparisonexplanation can
be related to the remunerationsurveysdiscussedearlier in this chapter; it can also
be seen as an equivalent to equity theory, benchmarking an individual against
others in similar roles.

Social comparisonand social influence theorieswould appearto have relevancein
the remuneration decision, given that it is made by individuals who exist in a
However,
although they go some way towards providing an
environment.
social
its
do
level
for
they
the
structure.
of pay,
not necessarily explain
explanation
Thus, further explanationsare still required.

25.3

Organisational theories

Institutional theory
Institutional theory, which considers the isomorphic pressures that influence
companies to act in similar ways, provides another theoretical approach which
from
directors'
be
to
pay
an organisationalviewpoint rather than
may used explain
defines
DiMaggio
Powell's
1983
three types of
one.
and
paper
an economic
isomorphism: coercive, mimetic and normative, eachof which may have a part to
determination
in
directors'
the
of
remunerationpolicies and packages.
play

Coercive isomorphism. Coercive isomorphism.results from pressuresexerted on
by
by
dependent,
the
they
other
and
organisations on which
organisations
are
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cultural expectationsof society. One example of this may be the organisation's
response to government mandate: in the remuneration arena, companies'
(1992)
from
Cadbury
to the
to
the
responses
pronouncementsof regulators
Combined Code (2003) appearto fall into this category.

Mimetic isomorphism. Institutional theorists suggest that mimetic processes
is
forward
imitate
because
the
not obvious
way
others
occur when organisations
is
if
formula:
have
found
there
to
no
a
successful
organisations
appear
and other
is
It
it
to
take,
that
others.
often
copy
appears
organisations
clear course of action
be
diffused
imitation
be
deliberate,
that
the
unintentionally
or
may
may
suggested
through the work of consultants. The relative homogeneity of performance
2003a,
by
Street,
UK
listed
(New
Bridge
targets
companies
adopted
measuresand
2003b) may indicate mimetic isomorphismin action.

Normative isomorphism.

The professional practices of the remuneration

isomorphism
Normative
display
relates
normative
pressures.
consultantsmay also
to the desire of professionalsto control and legitimise their professionalpractices.
This may be seen,for example, in the recognisedpractice of using compensation
key
in
determining
Murphy,
Jensen
(Baker,
tool
and
as
a
remuneration
surveys
1988). Johnson and Greenwood (2002) suggestthat director interlocks between
boardsalso provide strong normative pressuresof conformity.

Isomorphic pressures may thus provide a coherent explanation for the
homogeneity of companies' remuneration practices. Finkelstein and Hambrick
(1996: 275) discussedthe isomorphic pressureswhich may lead to similarity in
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pay structuresbetweencompanies,and more particularly within industries. They
noted that many industries have distinct pay patterns and suggested that
isomorphism, in particular, practices passed on by consultants, might be an
explanation of this. (The samephenomenonwas attributed earlier in this chapter
to labour market theory, and will be discussedlater in the context of contingency
theory.)

As DiMaggio and Powell stated: "Large organizations choose from a relatively
small set of major consulting firms, which, like Johnny Appleseeds,spreada few
organizational models throughout the land" (1983: 152). This statement was
listed
by
director
UK
of
a
company:
a
amplified
"[Consultants] keeppromoting what they think is the indust?y norm and
...
then theypromote it to another companyand then to a third company ... so
it's becomean industry norm " (quoted by Conyon et al., 2000: 488)

Institutional theory takes as one of its premises that organisations structure
themselvesnot so much for reasonsof economic efficiency but in order to gain
legitimacy (Staw and Epstein, 2000). Legitimacy relates to the way in which
organisationsfit in with what society expectsin order to gain acceptance. It was
defined by Suchman(1995: 574) as "a generalizedperception or assumptionthat
the actions of an entity are desirable,proper or appropriate within some socially
constructedsystemof norms, beliefs and definitions".

Legitimacy would appear to have relevance to directors' remuneration policies
and packagesas the way in which society perceivesthesemay have an impact on
the company's status in the domains from which it draws resources. GomezMejia and Wiseman (1997) suggested that one reason companies adopt
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in
is
industry
to
in
their
order
that
are
accepted
widely
compensationpractices
for
it
them
legitimacy.
Legitimacy
this
that
easier
theory
make
can
suggests
gain
to gain the resources (financial, political, etc) necessary to continue their
in
being
is
if
For
over-generous paying
example, a company seenas
operations.
its directors, its reputation may suffer and it may lose valuable support. This was
large
Camelot,
lottery
UK
performance
the
paid
company,
evidenced when
bonusesto its directors. To quote The Economist (26h August 2000): "Camelovs
had
'fat
its
directors
by
image
dented
that
cats' who
the claim
were
was
public
bonuses
themselves
at the expense of good
and
salaries
excessive
awarded
impact
the
this
The
Economist
that
on
to
negative
on
suggest
went
causes".
in
favoured
initially
the
Camelot
image
was
not
why
was one reason
company's
licence;
lottery
further
terminology
the
for
of
using
the
a
of
award
contest
12
denied
being
legitimacy, the companywas
necessaryresources .

Ezzamel and Watson (2002: 208) continued this line of thought, discussing the
"potentially high political coststhat arise whenever an unusually high cash bonus
is
is
disclosed".
They
this
that
a constraint
suggested
or shareoption arrangement
on the way in which pay is madecontingent on performance- the potential upside
for
limited,
be
reasonsof presentation.
might

Theorists in this area argue that legitimacy can also be seen to have an impact
Rowan,
(Meyer
boards
themselves
that
and
the
operate and structure
way
upon

" There are many similarities betweenthe institutional perspectiveand the resourcedependence
Milkovich
Barringer
Oliver
(199
1)
that
the
two
and
points
out
complementary.
perspective.
are
(1998: 310) comment on the "remarkable resemblance betweenthe external pressuresof resource
dependenceand the coercive pressuresof institutional theory. Resourcedependencetheory was
consideredfor this thesis, but it was eventually decidedthat it offered no better explanation than
institutional theory.
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1977). Harrison (1987) suggestedthat board committeeshave at least two roles:
to carry out their stated duties and to legitimise the acts of the company. For
example, a remuneration committee determines the remuneration policy and
packagesfor the executive directors; in addition, its very existenceis a signal to
the outside world that the companyis undertakinggovernancein accordancewith
acceptedpractice. (However, having that committee is not in itself a guaranteeof
good practices; Cascio (2004) pointed out that a board is a social systemin itself,
and structural factors such as the existence of committees do not themselves
distinguish good boardsfrom bad.)

Institutional theory may provide an explanation of the structure of remuneration,
but is less convincing as an explanation of the level. Furthermore, as discussed
above, remuneration contracts in practice seem to be a matter for negotiation
between the various parties - so any theory that only looks at the board or the
committee without consideringthe individual director is by definition incomplete.

Decision theory
The term 'decision theory' covers a wide spectrumof academicpropositions, and
the aspect of decision theory that is particularly relevant to this discussion is
Tversky

and Kahneman's (1974) adjustment and anchoring heuristic

C'anchoring"). Tversky and Kahnemanmaintained that in many situations people
make numerical estimates by starting from an initial value (the anchor), and
adjusting this to yield a final answer. They suggestedthat the adjustmentsmade
are usually insufficient: different starting points yield different estimates,which
biased
towards the initial values.
are
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The anchoring phenomenonwas illustrated in a study conducted by Northcraft
48
Neale
(1987).
21
They
decisions
the
and
agents
estate
real
of
and
examined
businessschool studentson valuing a property. Each of the subjectswas given all
it
how
information
for
the
the
should
of
needed pricing
property and understood
be used. One piece of information was manipulated- the "listing price", which is
the seller's best guess of the property's fair market value. Different levels of
listing price, ranging between $65,900 and $83,900, were given to two different
had
listing
level
found
The
the
that
the
price
of
experimental groups.
researchers
a significant influence on the amountsat which the subjectsvalued the property:
both experts and amateursbiasedtheir answerstowards the listing price they were
given.

The findings of Northcraft and Neale may be interpreted as relevant to the
deliberations of remuneration committees:

given the widespread use of

remuneration surveys, the figures supplied by those surveys could provide an
by
for
final
decision.
Anchoring
the
considered
committee's
was also
anchor
O'Reilly, Main and Crystal (1988) in their discussionof social comparisontheory:
they suggestedthat the level of remuneration with which committee members
were familiar (i. e. their own) could act as an anchor to their setting of suitable
it
be
level
Similarly,
that
the
of remuneration
could
compensation.
contended
by
'equity
the
theory' argumentabove,
the
reasonable
executive,
considered
using
levels
be
for
Current
of pay
an anchor
what s/he considers acceptable.
might
could also act as an anchor for future pay negotiations.
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Power andPolitics
The determination of directors' remunerationis in part a process of negotiation
between the protagonists (Williams, 1994; Clapman et al., 2004), and the
outcome of negotiations is often favourable to those with power, who negotiate
from strength. Furthermore,the remunerationcontract representsthe outcome of
a decision, or seriesof decisions,and writers on decision theory acknowledgethe
importance of power relationships and politics (Pettigrew, 1973; Eisenhardt and
Zbaracki, 1992).

In discussing organisational perspectives on directors'

remuneration, it is thus vital to look at power, and the organisational politics in

which it is set.

Researchin this area focusesmainly on the power that the executives (normally
have
CEO)
the
proxied as
over the committee, as evidencedby favourable terms
in their remunerationcontracts. Such favourable terms might include higher pay,
or contracts with less pay-risk

13

limiting the executives' downside in the event of
,

poor performance(Bebchuk and Fried, 2003).

Finkelstein (1992) defined power as the capacity of individual actors to exert their
will.

Researchersinto directors' remuneration have suggestedthat such power

can and does arise from a number of sources,including, for example: executive
shareownership (Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1989; Barkema and Pennings, 1998);
executive tenure (Hill and Phan, 1991; Sanders,Davis-Blake and Fredrickson,
1995); the proportion of non-executivesappointedby the CEO (Lambert, Larcker
and Weigelt, 1993); or CEOs' social capital (Barkerna and Pennings, 1998).
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Each of these could be relevant in different circumstances- as will be discussed
later in this thesis, power is contextual and relational (Pettigrew and McNulty,
1995).

Related to the 'power' argumentis the argumentthat remuneration contracts are
influenced by political considerationswithin (and without) the organisation. This
issues
They
(1984).
Steers
discussed
by
Ungson
several
considered
and
was
job:
CEO's
the
to
the
of
political nature
relating

his/her role as a political

figurehead; his/her role as a political strategist; and executive succession.
Regarding the first of these, they saw the figurehead role of the CEO as an
important part of that function, and suggestedthat the symbolic meaning of a
CEO's remuneration may send signals about his/her position (within the
is
'political
The
(to
view
strategist'
outsiders).
company) or about the company
between
the
is
CEO
and
within
coalitions
that the
one,
managing
complex
role a
it
is
difficult
thus
to
making
evaluate,
organisation and external parties, and
difficult to establish a link between pay and performance. The executive
in
CEOs
incoming
issue
to
the
relative power of
could relate
succession
from
be
those
than
to
are
promoted
who
would
given
negotiating packagesgreater
Zabojnik,
2003).
1988;
Murphy
(Deckop,
and
within

The paragraphs above describe research that has attempted to demonstrate a
literature
However,
influence
the
on executive compensation.
power/political
does not always make a clear distinction between political and other socialpsychological or organisational theories.

Phenomena described by some

" Pay-risk refers to the percentageof a director's remunerationthat is perceivedto be at risk due
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researchersas being attributable to the influence of managerialpower are seenby
others as being the product of social influence, as discussedearlier. One example
of such a phenomenonis the relationship of CEO remunerationto the proportion

of non-executiveboardmembersappointedafter s/hetook office. For example,
Lambert et al. (1993), examining 303 US listed companies, reported that the
proportion of external directors appointedby the CEO had a positive influence on
his/her compensation. They took this as support for a managerial power
hypothesis. However, in a similar study Main, O'Reilly and Wade (1995)
examined whether CEOs appointed before the chairman had higher pay. They
found this to be so, and attributed the result to social influence theory. At the start
of this chapter I noted a comment by Merchant et al. (2003) to the effect that
different researchdisciplines use different terms to describethe samephenomena
instance.
to
this
such
would
seem
represent
an
-

Contingencytheory
The last theory explored in this chapteris contingency theory, which has a useful
in
discussion
to
play
a
part
of executiveremuneration. Proponentsof contingency
theory (for example Gomez-Mejia and Balkin, 1992; Barkernaand Gomez-Mejia,
1998) state that different enviromnental conditions and finn characteristics
demand different pay policies, tailored to an individual firm's circumstances.
Several studies (for example Milkovich, 1988; Montemayor, 1996) discuss the
need to tie performance-relatedpay to the company's strategy. Barkema and
Gomez-Mejia explain the essentiallogic of the contingency approachas follows:

to being performance-related,comparedto fixed elementssuch as basic salary.
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(1) diverse environmental conditions, organizational strategies andfirm
different
require
paypolicies andpractices, (2) the relative
characteristics
effectivenessof different pay policies and practices varies across contexts,
and (3) significant deviations from the ideal compensationprofile that
firm's
be
appropriate
given
a
most
environment, strategies and
would
lowerperformance.
in
(1998: 139)
will
result
characteristics

There is no one universally ideal pay structure for all organisations, and
accordingly an organisation's remunerationpractices should be appropriate to its
in
it
the
external
environment
which
operates.
unique characteristicsand reflect
Without an appropriatematch betweencompensationpolicy and strategyit will be
difficult

to achieve high performance.

Montemayor (1996) undertook

American
Compensation
Association
the
of
members
with
questionnaireresearch
between
indeed
there
association
an
pay policy and
was
and established that
businessstrategy. Milkovich (1988) also made this point, but noted that although
it is important to reward behaviours that are consistent with the organisation's
design
fit.
difficult
that
be
to
it
systems
create
an
exact
objectives, can also

2.6

Summary of the theories described in this chapter

So far in this chapter some key theories that have been used to explain directors'
Each
has
been
been
have
have
the
theories
to
of
reviewed.
shown
remuneration
its
be
its
However,
in
them
none
of
on
own
can
usedto explain
own area.
validity
both the level and structure of executive remuneration, which is the focus of this
is
in
Table 2-1.
The
these
theories
summarised
of
application
research.
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Table 2-1 How theories explain level and structure of remuneration
II Theory
9
I
Aims to explain level of
Aims to explain structu
remuneration
of remuneration
Economic
Labour market theory

Yes

No

Human capital theory

Yes

No

Only to the extent that poorly
designedcontractsmight
enableexecutivesto extract
higher rents

Yes

Yes

No

Expectancytheory

No

Yes

Equity theory

Yes

No

Social influence theory

Yes

Only to the extent that
influence may reducethe
pay-risk

Social comparisontheory

Yes

No

Only to the extent that level
must seemto be legitimate

Yes

Decision theory

Yes

No

Power and politics

Yes

Contingency theory

No

Only to the extentthat
powermayreducethe payrisk
Yes

Agency theory and relative
performanceevaluation

Toumamenttheory
Social-psychological

Organisational
Institutional theory and
legitimacy

It can be seenthat, for the most part, eachtheory focuseson
either the level of pay
or its structure. Agency theory has some application in both areas, but its
contribution as regardsexplaining the level of pay is limited. Social influence and
power theories, which, as explained earlier, have sometimes been used
interchangeably,may also impact on both areas. They clearly have the
potential
to enable executives to increasepay levels. They might also be used to explain

for
is
low,
but
executivecontracts
could
act
as
an
explanation
wherepay-risk
not
situations where the pay-risk is high.
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Furthermore, each of the theories approachesthe issue from the point of view of
one of the participants in the remunerationdecision, either the individual director
or the remuneration committee, whereas in practice the negotiation involves all
the parties. Also, it is apparentfrom this review that none of the theories has been
used to consider the processes by which pay is set. Accordingly, none of the
extant theories can provide an answer to the research question 'how is the
directors
determinedT.
It was this thought which led
of
executive
remuneration
to the developmentof a tentative theory of remuneration,to be outlined in chapter
3.

2.7

Inputs to the remuneration decision

In chapter1, Figure 1-2 showsremuneration-setting
as an input-process-output
is
described
further
in
Such
a
model
chapter3. One of the purposesof
model.
determine
literature
to
the
was
reviewing
possible inputs to the model, as
consideredby previousscholars.

Some of thesefactors are clear from the summary of theories set out above. These
include: company size, performance,industry, strategy,remunerationsurveys and
other forms of comparison, and human capital. The academicliterature was also
reviewed to examine the variables used in previous research,to determine further
inputs. The tables in Appendix 2 set out examplesof some of the researchpapers
reviewed, and the variables they considered. In total, the potential inputs from the
literature are as set out in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Variables which may impact on directors' remuneration
Company size
Company performance
Remunerationsurveys
Industry
Country
Human capital
Social comparisonfactors
Strategyand stagein lifecycle

2.8

Ownership of the company
Institutional influence
Board/committeestructure
Cashresources
Directors' requirements
Financial accounting
Tax - individual and corporate
Retentionneeds

Other factors influencing the remuneration decision

Before completing the literature review, it is necessaryto consider again the five
in
1.
For
chapter
convenience,theseare set out below.
out
set
generic questions
Relating to the level ofpay
1. How much should the company's executive directors be paid for expected
perfonnance?
Relating to the structure ofpay
2. What relative proportions of this amount should be basic salary and
perforinance-related?
3. For the performance-related components, how should performance be
measured?
4. How should perfannancetargetsbe determined?
5. What form should the remuneration take? (For example, shares, share
options, cashor a mix thereoP)

So far in this chapter, prior research relating to questions I and 2 has been
considered. It is now necessaryto see what researchershave written about the

otherthreequestions.
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28.1 Performance measuresand targets
If directors' pay is structuredto encouragegood performance,it is important that
the performance measuresand targets are set appropriately. Two of the key
drivers of successin performance-relatedpay are the determination of appropriate
performdricemeasuresand then the setting of suitable targets.

Performance measures
Surveys by New Bridge Street Consultants (2003a, 2003b) show that 98% of
FTSE 350 companies have annual bonus schemes for their directors, mostly
by
rewarding performancemeasured a profit measureor personalperformance. A
similar percentagealso had in place a long term incentive scheme,either a share
option scheme or an Itip (long term incentive plan).

The most common

for
the longer term schemeswere eps (earnings per share)
performance criteria
growth or total shareholderreturn (TSR) over a performanceperiod extending, at
the mode, for three years.

Eps and TSR are the most commonly-used performance measures,but they
are
not the only ones available. The performance measuresused as a basis for
performance-relatedpay can be accounting-based,economic profit-based, marketbased or non-financial. For the remuneration committee addressingthe question
'how should performancebe measuredT eachof thesetypes of measureshas both

disadvantages.
advantages
and

from
disadvantages,
the point
Table2-2 surnmarises
the
and
advantages
someof
different
types of performance
the
the
of
committee,
of
remuneration
of view
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measure.
Table 2-2 Features of common performance measures
Performance Measures

Advantages

Accounting measures

0

Simple to use.

0

Easyto understand.

Profit-basedmeasures:
0
for exampleprofit before
or after tax, earningsper
.
(eps),
Return
share
on '
Assets(RoA) and Return
on Equity (RoE).

Universally acceptable
measure.
Information is readily
available,often basedon
audited figures.

Economic profit

Takesaccountof
underlying capital
requirements.
Seenas an indicator of
shareholdervalue.

And other internallybasedshareholdervalue
measuressuch as
Economic Value Added.

0

0

Disadvantages

0

Accounting policies are easyto
manipulate.
May encourageshort-termism.

0

Takesno accountof risk.

0

May be distorted by inflation.

0
0
0
0

Markct-based
measures
For exampleshareprice,
or total shareholder
return (TSR) - dividend
plus changein share
price.

0

Simple to use (but may
be difficult to calculate).

0

Directly relatedto
shareholdervalue.
Targetsare set basedon
an external measure.
May be judged against
relative performanceof a
comparatorgroup or
index.

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Information is readily
available for quoted
companies.
Determined
independently(by the
market).

0
0
I

Internally-determinedtargetsmay
be set artificially low.
Ignoresthe cost of capital: not
necessarilya good indicator of
shareholdervalue.
Easy to manipulate, as figures are
accounts-based,and adjustments
may be seento be subjective.
May encourageshort-termism.
Difficult to measure.
Internally-determinedtargets may
be set artificially low.
Not always understoodby the
participants.
Shareprices may vary for reasons
unconnectedwith company's or
directors' performance.
Shareprices reflect views of the
future, and may be unrelatedto
past performance.
Changesin shareprices reflect
performancewhich differs from
original expectations,rather than
good/badperformance.
Market imperfections may causea
shareto be under/over valued.
It can be difficult to determinean
appropriatecomparatorgroup.
Difficult for managersto know
how the company is progressing
againstcomparators.
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Non-financial
indicators
For example,market
share,satisfaction
indices, "strategic
factors", etc.
Thesecan be split
betweenquantifiable and
more subjective
measures. They may be
individual or teambased.

"

"
"

May be perceivedas
reflecting business
drivers of shareholder
value.
Can be usedto reinforce
a business'sstrategy.
Qualitative measures
may be interpretedmore
flexibly in the light of
external factors.

0
0

Often difficult to establishand
evaluate.
Qualitative measuresinvolve
considerablejudgement, and
targetsor outcomesmay be
fudged, or influenced by a
powerfid executive.
Link to shareholdervalue may be
difficult to confmn.

Sources: Rappaport (1978), Tehranian, Travlos, and Waegelein (1987), Burchman (1991),
Brindisi (1991), Stewart (1991), McTaggart, Kontes and Mankins (1994), Langley (1997),
Murphy (1999). Also the researcher'sgeneralfinancial knowledge.

Burchman (1991) specified three criteria for performance measures,namely that
they should be: highly correlatedwith shareholderwealth creation; consistentwith
the company's organisational and managementenvironment; and consistent with
the company's compensationphilosophy. He noted that market-basedmeasures
in
directly
but
limited
that they reflect the vagaries
are
addressshareholderwealth
of the overall economy rather than the performance of the individual company
(and henceits managers). He consideredeamings-basedmeasuresto be useful, in

that they arewidely preparedandunderstood,but pointedout that they havelittle
correlation with shareholdervalue. Burchman also observed that non-financial
linked
they
to
are
often
provide
reinforce
although
not
measures
a means
strategy,

to the businessasa whole.

Langley (1997) also examined the featuresof some commonly used performance
difficulties
He
UK
taking
noted
measures,
with accounting
a
perspective.
measuressuch as eps which, he pointed out, is short-term and doesnot account for
the cost of capital. However, he also noted that the measuredoes have strengths
such as being derived from audited figures. Share price growth, on the other
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hand, may align directors' interests with those of shareholders,but is forward
looking, and reflects market expectationsrather than rewarding past performance.

One final consideration on performance measuresis that the use of any single
measure can distort performance, encouraging the executives to meet that
performance measure rather than work for the best outcome for the company
(Kaplan and Norton, 1996).

Performance targets

In additionto determiningthe proportionof directors'remunerationthat is to be
performance-related,and the measuresto use, remuneration committees need to
desired
directors
that
towards
targets
will motivate
are set
ensure performance
by
(1985)
Holthausen,
Larcker
Healy
However,
and
and
research
performance.
Sloan (1995) found that performance targets may not achieve their desired
found
Both
that managersuse accounting accruals to
these
studies
outcomes.
of
is
for
bonuses
limit
downwards
the
reached,thus
when
upper
manipulate profits
'banking' any additional profits for the ensuing year when profit targets may not
income-smoothing
found
be
(2001)
Murphy
takes
that
also
otherwise
reached.
14
budgets,
internal
targets
thus
such
as
performance
place when companies use
Furthermore,
Jensen
(2003)
bonus
on
year.
payout year
ensuring a more constant
budget-based
lead
for
how
targets
to poor
can
gave examples of
paying people

businessdecisions.

14Murphy refers not to targetsbut to 'standards'. However, that usageis not common in UK
companies,hence 'targets' is usedhere.
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Z8.2 Theform of remuneration
The fifth question to be addressedby remunerationcommitteesconcernsthe form
in which directors' remuneration is to be paid. Broadly, it may be paid in cash,
the company's shares, share options, or a mixture thereof

Researchershave

identified a number of factors that influence remunerationcommittees' decision as
to which form(s) of payment to adopt. Theseinclude:
1, The company's available cash resourcesand directors' personal need for cash
to supporttheir lifestyles (Langley, 1997);
*

The desireto retain executivesin the company- which encouragespayment in
sharesto be held for the longer term (Jensenand Murphy, 1990b);

*

The need to align directors' interests with those of the shareholders encouragingpayment in equity (Hall, 1997);
The impact of the form(s) of payment on the company's and the individual
director's tax liability (Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1988);
The impact of the form(s) of payment on the company's financial statements
(Murray, Smithersand Emerson, 1998).

It is generally acceptedthat at least part of directors' remunerationshould be paid
in cash in order to meet their immediate financial needs,and most commentators
also agree(for reasonsindicated above) that somepart of the remuneration should
be paid in equity (sharesor shareoptions). However, there is considerabledebate
as to whether payment in sharesor options is more appropriate and the use of

share options to reward directorshas attractedconsiderableresearchinterest.
Main, Bruce and Buck (1996) investigated this issue in a study of 60 FTSE 100
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link
that
a
performance-sensitive
companiesand concluded
shareoptions provide
betweenpay and performance. This suggeststhat companieswishing to enhance
their executive directors' performance could adopt share options as a means of
payment.

However, Yermack (1997) also investigated companies' use of options to reward
their directors and found that a downside of their use arises from the ability of
directors to manipulate the timing of the exercise of their options in order to
benefit from favourable stock market conditions that have nothing to do with their
own performance. The Greenbury Committee (1995: para 6.28) similarly cited
disadvantage
form
"windfall
it
to
as
a
of
as
a
of
as
gains"
options
what referred
disadvantage
Hall
(1997)
directors.
this
of options
acknowledged
remunerating
but still favoured their use over shares as a means of rewarding directors,
leverage
the
that
can
scheme
provide
of a
structured
option
a properly
observing
few
later,
However,
lower
but
to
a
years
after
cost shareholders.
sharescheme at a
disadvantages
he
high-profile
the
many
on
corporate excesses, commented
some
(2003)
Hall
Murphy
statedthat too many options were granted,
and
of options:
inefficient
in
they
that
way to
were an
although attractive
some respects,
and
achievethe objectives.

On a related matter, Jensenand Murphy (1990b) questionedthe value of equity as
a means of motivating directors towards desired performance. Studying the
behaviour of CEOs in large US companies,they concluded that, in order for this
form of reward to affect performance,CEOs needto have a substantialinvestment
in the company's shares.
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A further issue relating to the use of share options is the tax environment of the
company and the directors. Main (1997), for example, traced the history of the
use of share options in the UK and noted that companies' propensity to use
options has changedover time with changesin tax rules. Similarly, Main, Bruce
and Buck (1996) observedthat differencesin the tax enviromnentsof the UK and
US may account for the lesseruse of options by companiesin the UK compared
with their US counterparts.

The use of share options to reward directors may also be affected by their
treatment in companies' financial statements. The findings of Murray, Smithers
and Emerson (1998) and Cooper and Hraiki (1998) showed that the accounting
treatment of options can affect reported earnings and that, if options were fully
chargedagainstearningsthis could result in a significant reduction in reported net
income. This factor is of particular relevance given the introduction of MRS 2Share-basedPayment - for accounting periods beginning on or after I" January
2005. Once options are chargedagainstprofits in the sameway as other forms of
for
decisions
form
directors
their
to
the
of
payment
as
remuneration, companies'
may changeto reflect fundamentalissuesrather than accountingconvenience.

As with

the different types of performance measure, advantages and

disadvantagesattachto each of thesemethodsof payment. These are surnmarised

in Table2-3.
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Table 2-3 Features of some common methods of payment Payment Methods

Advantages

Shares

0

0

Share options

0

"
"

Cash

0
0

Disadvantages

Dependingon schemerestrictions,
may not be retained long-term.
0 Director can benefit even if share
price falls.
Dependingon the sourceof
0 Director can benefit from share
the shares,may not result in
price rises relating to anticipated
full chargeagainstprofits*.
future eventsrather than past
performance.
0 Potential dilution of existing
shareholders.
* May result in a chargeagainst
profits*.
0 May discouragerisk-taking
behaviour if the shareholding
representsa significant part of the
director's personalwealth.
Perceivedas creating
0 After exercise,the sharesmay not
be retained long-term.
alignment between
directors' and shareholders'
0 Difficult to value.
interests.
0 May be no downside for the
Directors only benefit if
potential recipients.
shareprice increases.
0 Possiblewindfall gains arising
May not result in full charge
from generalmovementsin the
*
againstprofits .
market, or inflation.
0 Director can benefit from share
price rises relating to anticipated
future eventsrather than past
performance.
a Potential dilution of existing
shareholders.
0 If out-of-the-money's, may not
have an incentive effect.
0 Directors may be unwilling to pay
significant dividends.
41 May encouragethe directors to
pursuevolatility of results.
Universally acceptable.
0 Does not provide aligriment of
directors'
and shareholders'
Transparentas to value.
interests.
Perceivedas creating
alignment between
directors' and shareholders'
interests.

0

Chargedto profit & loss account*.
Staff are free to leave once bonuses
"
have beenpaid.
Sources:Jensenand Murphy (1990a), McTaggart, Kontes, and Mankins (1994), Mehran (1995),
Main (1997), Rappaport(1999). Also the researcher'sgeneralfinancial knowledge.
"

0It should be
noted that although this is shown as an advantage(disadvantage),reflecting current
corporate sentiment,many commentatorsseeit as a disadvantage(advantage).
15"Out-of-the-money" "underwater"
or
options are those for which the exerciseprice of the option
exceedsthe current shareprice, meaningthat it would not be worthwhile for the director to
exercisethe option.
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Jensenand Murphy (I 990a) suggestedthat directors' shareholdingsare a powerful
tool in aligning the financial interests of directors with those of shareholders.
Accordingly, both option-based and share-based remuneration will

have

considerable advantages; but only if the executives retain the sharesafter they
becomefully vested. In this context, New Bridge Street (2003b) report a growing
trend of companies requiring directors to hold substantial shareholdings in the
companies for which they work, which would help to secure alignment of
interests.

Although share- and option-basedschemescan securealignment, as noted earlier
in this chapter, many shareoption schemesare flawed, producing large monetary
gains for directors irrespective of the company's performance (see for example

Overell (2002) for a discussionof how CEOshave benefitedfrom,"riding the
rising tide"). Furthermore, as Murphy (1999) and Meulbroek (2001) point out,

shareoptionsare worth lessto the undiversifieddirector than they would be if
issuedon the open market; thus the option-basedremunerationcoststhe company
more than its value to the directors.

This feature of share options is not an issue for share-basedschemes. Schemes
that award directors shares, often with vesting contingent on the company's
performance, are popular with many companies. There is a wide range of such
schemes in existence. Tehranian, Travlos and Waegelein (1987) and Larcker
(1983) both set out details of different types of share-basedremuneration plan,
its
has
in
US.
However,
the
used particularly
share-basedremuneration also
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critics. For example, Main (1997) showedthat for a given monetary value, more
16
be
directors
increasing
to
than
the
options can given
can shares,thus
pay-gearing
for directors.

2.9

Prior interview-based studies

In chapter 1, while outlining how this study differs from previous research,I made
referenceto three studieswhich have used interviews with the protagonists in the
remuneration-settingdecision: Main (1993), Conyon et al. (2000) and Ogden and
Watson (2004). It is appropriatenow to discussthese studies,and to explain why
they do not addressthe question asked by this thesis. In this section I will also
consider the review conducted for the Higgs report by McNulty, Roberts and
Stiles (2003).

Main (1993) conductedinterviews between October 1992 and April 1993 with 24
"top executives" at 24 of "Britain's largest companies". The executivesincluded
CEOs, chairmen, main board directors with responsibility for pay, company
secretariesand human resource professionals. No explanation is given of how
thesepeople and companiescame to be selectedfor the research,nor is any detail
given of the research methodology (for example, whether the interviews were
taped, how long they took, etc.).

Main's work provides a useful description of practices in his companies in the

periodfollowing the publicationof the Cadburycommittee'sreport. All his case
companiesalready had remunerationcommitteesin place (indeed, he suggeststhat
16Pay gearing refers to the
relative changein director's remunerationfor a given changein
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it may be that "those agreeingto participate in this study are more likely than most
17
4).
His paper covers
in
(1993:
to have sound governanceprocedures place"
many matters- the use of comparatorsurveys,bonus plans, the use of consultants
but
at a necessarily
meetings
of
committee
numbers
and professional advice,
is
length
This
level,
the
the
the
an
of
paper.
constraints
of
given
superficial
interesting description of practices at a time of change in the governance
environment, but no attempt is made to apply a theoretical approach to the
findings.
empirical

The work done by Conyon et al. (2000) combined quantitative and qualitative
in
debate.
In
to
the
their
that
to
added
many
ways
a
work
produce
methods
by
directors
the
they
earned
equity-based
remuneration
valued
quantitative work
in 200 of the largest UK companies,and also valued their portfolio of equity and
in
firms'
between
demonstrate
the
the
to
changes
relationship
unvested options,
in
detail
directors'
They
in
the
the
analysed
also
wealth.
wealth and changes
fixed
how
data)
(using
1997
directors'
the
much
was
and
showed
pay
elementsof
Furthermore,
how
they
to
the
performance.
variable
pay
related
and variable, and
in
that
the
most commonly-usedperformancemeasure- growth eps- was
showed
historically easyto achieveat the target levels set.

Conyon et al. supplementedtheir quantitative data with taped interviews at 8 large
interview
The
50
(out
total
companies approached).
companies
of
of a
is
is
It
is
in
the
not obvious
comprehensive.
and
paper,
questionnaire reproduced
interviewees:
how
the
how
interviews
with
many
exactly
many
were conducted,
performance; higher gearing meansthat the total remunerationis more sensitiveto performance.
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text states "[t]here were typically six high-profile non-executive directors usually including the Chair of the remuneration committee - and two human
resource directors who were responsible for providing information to the
remuneration committee". It is not clear if all of these people were interviewed,
and if such interviews were on an individual or group basis.

This researchprovides insights into, for example,why the companiesused options
or Itips, the difficulties they had in determining appropriateperformancemeasures
and targets, and their use of consultants. The qualitative data supplement the
statistical analysis to produce a very interesting paper. However, despitethe very
detailed nature of the questionsbeing asked,the interview results are not reported
in detail, and thus the paper skirts around many of the issues. Like the Main
(1993) paper discussedabove,this paper makesno attempt to relate its findings to
theory.

The third qualitativepaperreferredto in chapterI is a recentone by Ogdenand
Watson (2004) that combines quantitative analysis of water companies' pay in
1991-99 with interviews with members of the remuneration committees of four
water companies. No details are given as to when the interviews were conducted
(although this must have beenin/after 2000, as the paperrefers to there only being
five independent water companies from which to choose, and this was not true
before that year). And although the paper refers to interviewing "members of

remunerationcommittees"it doesnot statehow many interviewsand how many
interviewees.

17That samematter is
noted in chapter 8 as regardsthis study.
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Ogden and Watson discuss several aspectsof directors' remuneration, including
the committees' terms of reference,their use of consultantsand of surveys, and
their practicesin committee meetings. In common with the other papersreviewed
in this section,no attempt was madeto link the findings to theory.

Another qualitative paper written by academics,although not published in a peerreviewedj oumal, is the review of the work of NEDs preparedfor the Higgs report
by McNulty, Roberts and Stiles (2003). This paper, which records the results of
interviews with 40 directors of FTSE 350 companies, conducted during the
summer of 2002, covers the whole spectrum of NED activities, of which
remuneration-setting is a sub-set. McNulty et al. found that the behavioural
dynamics of the individuals on the board (and by extension, its committees)
its
As
in
regardsremuneration, they cited the
effectiveness.
a
major
part
played

defend
be
for
to
to
the remunerationthey
able
remunerationcommittees
need
They
be
the
the
to
to
community.
of
wider
perceptions
sensitive
awarded,and
stated that although committees are composed of non-executives,the executive
has a high influence in determining pay. Finally, they commentedon the need for
the non-executives to be technically competent in the complex area of
remuneration.

Although each of the four papers reviewed in this section has made a useful
addition to our knowledge about how executive pay is set, none has satisfactorily
addressedthe gap in the literature and answered the research question of this
thesis.
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2.10 Summary of chapter
In the eighty years during which academicshave researcheddirectors' pay, many
approacheshave been used. In this chapter I have set out some of the theories
adopted, categorising them in terms of whether they take an economic
perspective,or a social-psychologicalor organisationalone. I have shown which
of the theories reflect the point of view of the individual being remuneratedand
which the committee; which considerthe level of pay and which its structure. By
doing this, I have demonstratedthat no one theory is adequateto answer the
research question set out in chapter 1. Furthermore, I have analysed the few
papers that have discussed processual issues, and shown that they have not
attempted to link them to theory. It thus appears that no prior research has
attemptedto answerthe researchquestionof this thesis.

The chapter also sets out the factors which previous researchershave considered
as potential inputs to the remuneration-settingprocess. Further, it sets the five
generic questions into context of previous research,highlighting the issues that
remunerationcommittees face, and the fact that there is no 'right answer' waiting
for them to apply.
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3. PRELIMINARY
3.1

MODELS

Introduction

In this chapter I describetwo models developedfrom the review of the literature
initial
to
the
which were used
guide
research design. The process model,
describedfirst, grew from the representationof prior literature set out in Figure 12 in chapter 1, the input-process-outputmodel. It draws directly on the list of
potential input factors derived from the literature review in chapter 2. The other,
legitimacy-comparisontheory, is a tentative framework drawn from the literature
review. As noted in chapter 1, both were supersededin the courseof the research

process,as the needfor a different,morecomprehensive,
approachto theorising
the complexity of the remuneration-settingprocessesbecameapparent.

3.2

Process model

The Combined Code (2003) of the London Stock Exchangespecifiesthat:
Companies should estahlish a formal and transparent procedure for
developing policy on executive remuneration and for fixing the
remunerationpackagesof individual directors. (sectionB2)

In the order of its wording, placing 'policy' before 'packages', the Code mirrored
the Greenbury report (1995) which stated that companies should disclose their
policy on executive remuneration (section B2) and they should "... also include
full details of the remunerationpackage of each individual Director " (section
...
B4) 18 Both of thesedocumentsseemto envisagea systemwhereby remuneration
.
committees first develop their company's remunerationpolicy and then determine
individual directors' packagesin accordancewith that policy. Such a system is
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depicted in Figwe 3-119
Figure 3-1 Illustrative remuneration-setting system

Policy
'ProcessI

Process2a

Inputs

Process2b

INPUT

OUTPUT

Packages

emuneration
paid

OUTCOME

Figure 3-1 indicates that the remuneration-settingprocess commenceswith the
inform
data
(or
'inputs')
decisions.
to
their
gathering
remuneration committee
Following from the discussionin chapter2, it is likely that thesedata will include,
inter alia, information about the company's size, industry, strategy and lifecycle
directors
the
whose remunerationpackages
of
executive
attributes
phase;personal

in
levels
directors
determined;
be
to
other companieswithin
of
remuneration
are
the same industry and in the market as a whole; and relevant tax and financial
from
be
information
Such
gathered
a variety of
will
reporting requirements.
internal
(such
including,
for
sources
consultants,
sources
example, remuneration
knowledge
data,
HR
the
of remuneration
acquired
as
personnel), published
and
in
hold
(or
have
from
they
companies
which
other
committee members obtained
held) executive or non-executivedirectorships.

The information available to the remuneration committee will, influence its
18The terms 'policy' and 'packages'
are defined in the Greenburyreport. Seeglossary.
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decisionsin developing the company's overall remunerationpolicy. However, the
committee is unlikely to use all of the information at its disposal- nor is it likely
to seekto obtain the universeof possibledata. Remunerationcommittee members
charged with formulating their company's remuneration policy could not
cognitively or physically accommodateall of the information potentially available
to make a fully informed decision. Furthermore,time constraints on commercial
decisionsmean that exhaustiveresearchand data collection are rarely possible in
practice. Bounded rationality (see Simon, 1957) suggeststhat the committee
members will obtain sufficient information to reach a decision, basing that
decision on their perception of the world, gained from the limited (or bounded)

infonnation they consider. The processof bounding in the context of the
remuneration-settingdecision is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Figure 3-2 Bounded rationality in the remuneration committee's choice of
remuneration policies and packages

Universe of all possible
Input factors
For example:
Industryfactors
Companyfactors
Individualfactors
Surveysand advicefrom
many sources

Information
availableto
Factors
remuneration
actually
for
committee
i
considered
its decisionmaking
Ll-ý

Decisionasto
remuneration
policy and
packages

Adapted from Finkelstein and Hambrick (1996: 42)

19Much of this discussion the
of
processmodel was published in Bender and Porter (2003).
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An example of boundedrationality in the remuneration-settingcontext is afforded
by the setting of basic salary levels.

As noted previously, remuneration

committeesare usually assistedin their deliberationsby remunerationconsultants,
and they also use survey data when detennining appropriatesalary levels for their
executive directors. However, a review of companies' remuneration reports and
discussionswith directors indicate that most companiesuse only one consultant;
few use more than three. By using more consultants,accessto more information
would be possible, but companies choose to satisfice, limiting the information
they have available for their decision-making. Even committees that obtain
do
data
from
sources
not search the market exhaustively for all
survey
several
possible sourcesof information.

Figure 3-2 suggeststhat the remunerationcommittee will use only a subsetof the

decisions.
its
decisions
input
in
These
data
are
making
remuneration
possible
illustrated in Figure 3-1. The first stage is to use the relevant data to develop a
its
directors'
to
the
context
and
company's
needs.
remunerationpolicy appropriate
This is shown as Process1. Its output is the remunerationpolicy which provides
the broad framework within which the remuneration packagesof the individual
directors will be determined. For example, the remuneration policy might state
the comparator group(s) againstwhich the level of pay will be benchmarked,and
specify whether it will be at the median or above or below that level. The policy
will also set out the structure of the remuneration,giving the broad parametersof

in
for
form
the short-andlong-termincentiveschemes,
the
which the
andprovide
remuneration is to be paid, for example, by establishing a share option or
restricted sharescheme.
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Based on the sequence suggested in the Greenbury report (1995) and the
Combined Code (2003), the remunerationcommittee next turns its attention to the
remuneration packagesof the individual directors. This representsProcess2 in
the remuneration-settingsystembut, as Figure 3-1 reveals, it comprisestwo subprocesses. In the first, Process2a, the remuneration committee applies its overarching remuneration policy to the circumstances of each executive director.
Simultaneously,the committee engagesin Process2b, that is, it considerssome of
the system's inputs that will directly impact individual directors' remuneration
packages. For example, a remuneration committee may take into account the
average level of executive directors' pay in the company's industry (an input)
when establishing its overall remuneration policy (in Process 1). Applying that
policy (in Process2a), would give an initial view of what that directors' packages
should be. However, when determining the packageof an individual director, the
committee may (in Process2b) considerother inputs such as the director's human

capital - for instance,their ageand experience,or the likelihood of their being
poachedby a rival firm.

Just as the remuneration policy is the output of Process 1, the remuneration
packages of individual directors constitute the output of Process 2 (that is, the
combination of sub-processes2a and 2b). The packagesinclude details of the
relevant director's basic salary and any performance-relatedpay. They also set
out the basis for the award of performance-related pay (including specific
performance measuresand targets, and the level at which the maximum bonus is
reached).
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An individual director's remuneration package can be likened to a formula
embodying a basic salary and (usually) a performance-relatedcomponent - the
latter generally being linked to statedperformancetargets. Thus, once a director's
determined,
has
been
the remuneration s/he will
package

receive flows

automatically from it (the perfon-nance-relatedcomponent being calculated
according to the director's perfonnance relative to the stated targets). The
is
'outcome'
director
the
receives
remuneration each
of the remuneration-setting
system. No processis indicated in Figure 3-1 to link the system's outputs to its
outcome becauseif the director's remunerationpackagehas been unambiguously
designed, and circumstancesremain unchanged, no further decision process is
required.

In the eventthat circumstances
change(for example,thereis a fundamentalshift
in industry dynamics making existing remuneration arrangementsinappropriate),
directors
becomes
to
the
the
a matter
company's executive
and
remunerationpaid
for the remuneration committee's judgement, such judgement may well be
exercised at the end of a multi-year performance period.

(Most long-term

remuneration schemeshave a performanceperiod of at least three years and, as a
result, come to fruition some considerabletime after the remunerationpolicy and
packagesare initially determined.) In such instances,the remunerationcommittee
will, in effect, re-engagein process2b (the changedconditions being reflected in

the inputsusedin the process)andnew packagesfor the directorswill be devised.
These, in turn, will generatethe outcome of the remuneration-settingsystem,that
is, the remunerationpaid.
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One further point to note is that Figure 3-1 portrays a stylised remunerationsetting system, with linear paths linking policy to packages and packages to
remunerationpaid. In practice, the systemwill almost certainly be more complex.

It is likely that feedbackloopswill existat eachstageso that,if conditionschange
(as noted above) or the amount paid is not satisfactory (to the company or to the
director concerned)for some other reason,then the directors' packagesor, indeed,
the remunerationpolicy may be amended. This is an implication of Ezzamel and
Watson's study (1998) which examined a sample of 199 large UK companies
between 1992 and 1995and found that pay anomaliesin one period influenced the
o owing perio is pay.

This process model was used to inform the researchdesign, and was discussed
discussion
in
6
The
two
the
chapter
participants.
explains why
of
research
with
the model proved to be incomplete, and how it needed changing to reflect
companies' processes.

3.3

Legitimacy-comparison

theory

As shown in chapter 2, none of the extant theories adequatelyexplains both the

level and structureof directors' remuneration,and none of them addressesthe
issuesfrom the point of view of both parties to the negotiation, the executivesand
the remunerationcommittee. A model of greaterexplanatorypower is needed.

Having undertakenthe literature review, and noted the suggestionsof authorswho
recommended a multi-theoretic approach to governanceresearch (for example:
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Eisenhardt, 1989a;

Barringer and Milkovich, 1998; Young, Stedharn and

Beekun, 2000; Daily, Dalton and Cannella, 2003) 1 attempted to derive such a
model from four of the theories, which seemedto have some common elements.
These theories are:

social comparison theory, equity theory, anchoring and

institutional theory / legitimacy. A summaryof the key ideasbehind each of these
theories is presentedin Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-3 Theoretical approaches underlying legitimacy-comparison theory

Social comparison theory - remunerationcommittees evaluate executive pay based on a
comparisonwith their own remunerationand other executivejobs elsewhere.
Equity theory - directorsjudge the fairness of their own remunerationpackagesbasedon
what other directors in similar positions earn.
Anchoring and adjustment heuristic (anchoring) - both the remuneration committee
members and the executives will anchor their view of an appropriate level of
from
know
based
they
other sources.
on
what
remuneration
Institutional theory / legitimacy - homogeneity of practices is explained because
companies adopt approaches that legitimise their activities. They follow
regulatory directives on directors' remuneration (coercive isomorphism); they
look to other companiesfor best practice (mimetic isomorphism); practices are
passed between companies through professional networks (normative
isomorphism).

The framework so developedwas entitled 'legitimacy-comparison theory' (L-C),
because,as will now be discussed,it seemedthat the two main influences on
directors' pay were (a) whether the remuneration would be seen as legitimate to
the stakeholders,and (b) comparisonsmade by the remuneration committee and
by the executiveswith remunerationbeing paid in comparablecompanies.

L-C theory is illustrated in Figure 3-4 below. In this Figure the underlying
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theories are representedby the interlocking circles20. The framework suggests
that the level of remuneration can be explained by using a combination of ideas
from social comparison theory, equity theory and anchoring. It further suggests

that the structureof directors' remunerationcan be explainedusing ideasfrom
institutional theory, with social comparisontheory and equity theory also playing
a role. The dotted circle in Figure 3-4 representsthe theoretical territory covered
by the theory.
Figure 3-4 Legitimacy-comparison theory

STRUCTURE OF
REMUNERATION

Social
comparison
theory

LEVEL OF
REMUNERATION

air
,0
Institutional
theory/
legitimacy

Anchoring
and
adjustment
'0 41 Ilk
Equity
theory

The following

sections explain how the theoretical framework was developed

from the literature, and illustrate the connectionsbetweenthe theoriesused.

3.3.1 Level of remuneration
As noted above, the level of remunerationcan be explained by combining aspects
of social comparison theory, equity theory and anchoring. O'Reilly et al. (1988),

20Although the circles in Figure 34
are all the samesize, there is no underlying reasonfor this.
Had the model beentaken further in the research,they could have beenre-drawn to signal greater
or lesserinput from individual theories.
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Main et al. (1993) and Ezzarnel and Watson (2002) all noted the connection
between social comparison theory and anchoring. Main et al. also made the
form
between
theory
a
of
connection
social comparison
and wage compression,
equity theory. They suggestedthat top team membersneedto work well together,
and that there is a greater likelihood of this occurring if the team members are
satisfied with their pay. Based on social comparison theory and equity theory,
they consideredthis more likely to happen if there is less rather than more wage
dispersion.

Miller (1995), observing that remunerationpaid is the result of a decision-making
link
between
literature
the
theory
a
compensation
as providing
process,saw equity
and the decision-making literature. He noted that directors comparetheir level of
work (inputs) to their remuneration (outcomes) and make comparisons with the
being
in
directors
input/outcome
levels
they
as
other
whom
perceive
of
relative
similar positions.

Thus social comparison theory, equity theory and anchoring all contribute to the
is
literature.
Each
that
the
an
external
suggestion
referent
embodies
remuneration
used to determine the level of executive remuneration, although none clearly
specifies how that referent is determined, and each contains the possibility of
severaldifferent equally appropriatecomparators.

3.3.2 Structure of remuneration
In addition to determining the level of directors' remuneration, the structure of
that remuneration - its gearing, performance measuresand targets, and payment
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methods - must also be determined. Institutional theory (Eisenhardt, 1988;
Oliver, 1991; Westphal & Zajac, 1994) provides useful insights into the structure
of remuneration, suggestingone explanation for the homogeneity of companies'
remuneration schemes,performance measuresand targets noted earlier. Such
homogeneity could arise through coercive isomorphism (for example, the
perceived need for

companies to comply with

all

of the regulatory

pronouncements)or through mimetic processes.

Finkelstein &

Hambrick (1996), in an extensive review of executive

compensation, saw a link between social comparison theory and institutional
isomorphism in the work of compensationconsultantswho disseminatepractices
and publish comparative figures.

They also, noted that remuneration within

industries tends to follow the samepattern, again reflecting social comparison and
isomorphic pressures. However, they cautioned: "...

the idea that executive

isomorphic
for
because
by
industry
differs
of
pressures
conformity
compensation

hasyet to be fully tested"(1996: 276). Theyfurtherstated:
Because the notion of comparability leads naturally to an emphasis on
social process and the setting ofpay in accordancewith 'social norms', we
should consider ways in which executive compensation is influenced by
institutionally driven isomorphic pressures and social comparison
processes.(1996: 275)

The above quotation makes the link between institutional theory and social
comparison theory. Figure 3-4 also suggestsa link between equity theory and
institutional theory in determining the structureof the remuneration. No such link
has been found in the literature. However, it seemsreasonableto assumethat the
individuals being remuneratedwill compare the structure of their pay with that
decreedacceptablein other companies,especially those within the sameindustry.
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Thus an associationbetweenthe two ideasis proposed.

Institutional theorists argue that one reasonfor companiesadopting socially
in
has
legitimacy,
is
too
this
to
relevance the setting
acceptablepractices
and
gain
in
follow
directors'
If
the
the
of
society
expectations
of
remuneration. companies
structure of their remuneration, they are likely to gain legitimacy and thus, as
Legitimacy
to
resources.
access
may also arise through the
easier
noted earlier,
use of compensationconsultantsto advise on appropriateremuneration structures.
Barkema and Gomez-Mejia, for example, referred to:

"... judgements of the

by
legitimized
(1998:
the
opinions
of
external
consultants"
members,
committee
141). Further, Gomez-Mejia and Wiseman (1997) observed that compensation
legitimise
justify
data
to
and
executive remuneration rather
are often used
survey
than rationally to determine it. If a company is seen by society as operating

its
directors,
its
in
the
reputationmay suffer and
paying
norms
outside accepted
this could affect its ability to attract resources.

3.3.3 Legitimacy-comparison theory
From the above observationsthe proposedL-C theory was developedto provide a
possible explanation for level and apparenthomogeneity in the structure of listed
companies' remuneration packages. It suggeststhat the level of remuneration is
derived from the committee members' and directors' expectations of what is
'reasonable' given their knowledge of pay in other, similar jobs and by reference
to pay surveys. Social comparison theory, equity theory and the anchoring
heuristic can be seen to be linked to produce an acceptablelevel of pay. The
theoretical framework also provides an explanation of the structure of pay, based
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on institutional theory and legitimacy. The structure of pay is set with reference
to what has 'worked' in other companies and what will be accepted by the
domains within which the company operates.As the design of a remuneration

is
scheme complex,with no obvious'correct' answer,it is seenas importantto
follow best practice, as this will be acceptableto outsiders, and legitimise the
company's actions.

This may be illustrated by the homogeneity of remuneration schemes and
perfonnancetargets discussedby New Bridge Street (2003a, 2003b). Prior to the
Greenbury and Myners reports in 1995 it was establishedpractice for companies
to have share option schemes. Greenbury and Myners suggestedthat Itips were
preferable to shareoption schemes,and companiesbegan so to make that change
(coercive isomorphism). Then, when companies and their consultant advisors

had
disadvantages,
began
Itips
to resuffecttheir
that
some
companies
also
realised
isomorphism).
followed
(mimetic
Others
option
schemes.
share

L-C theory was used to guide the initial research approach for this work.
However, early in the interview processit was found to be insufficient to explain
what was happening in companies.

3.4

Summary of chapter

In this chapter I have introduced two models which guided my thinking in

developinga researchplan. In the event,neitherprovedtotally appropriateas an
explanation of executivepay. In chapter61 explain how the processmodel can be
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how
L-C
discuss
theory proved
happens,
and
adaptedas a representationof what
to be insufficiently sophisticatedto capturewhat was happening.
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4. THEORETICAL
AND METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES, AND WORK DONE
4.1

Introduction

This chaptersetsout my philosophical stancein approachingthis work, explaining
how the researchquestionand its design fit my philosophical approach.

It then goes on to describe in detail how the researchwas carried out, using a
design of multiple case studies with the unit of analysis being the company. In
this section I explain how I startedwith legitimacy-comparisontheory held lightly
in mind. This was not bome out by the empirical findings, and the work then
progressedinductively, using some of the techniques of grounded theory. The
chapter ends with a discussion of the rigour of the research (within its own
ontological paradigm), consideringthe validity and reliability of the results.

4.2

Philosophical approach

As explained in the preamble in chapter 1,1 became interested in this research
problem when trying to understandhow companies determine the pay of their
executives. I found no satisfactionin the many researchpaperson the subject, and
be.
initially
It
loss
I
this
to
should
was
why
only
when
understand
was
at a
became familiar with the different philosophical approachesto research that I
understood the problem: most of the body of existing researchapproachedthe
subject from a positivist point of view, and this was not my stance. They were
asking more of a 'what' question; I wanted to look primarily at 'how and why',
and the rules differed.
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4.21 Different rules
In defining a philosophical stance,one looks to both ontology and epistemology.
Blaikie (1993:

6) defines ontology as: "the claims or assumptions that a

particular approachto social enquiry makes about the nature of social reality". It
is necessaryto have consideredwhat 'reality' looks like before starting to research
it.

Having determined an ontology, an epistemological stance needs to be

established. Again we can turn to Blaikie for a definition:

"the claims or

assumptionsmade about the way in which it is possible to gain knowledge of this
how
see
as
reality,
reality": given what we
can the researchergain evidenceof it?
This needsto be done to establish a coherent approachto the research,selecting
an ontology, epistemology and

methodology that are aligned (Burrell and

Morgan, 1979: 3).

Although researchin the natural sciences(as understoodby many social
is
basis
'The
Out
There'21
Truth
Is
that
that
the
paradigm
not
scientists)works on
,
universally followed in the social sciences. For example, Easterby-Smith et al.
(1991: 22) refer to two extremes in researchphilosophy: the 'blue comer' of
'red
the
the
and
science,
comer' of
adopting
approach
of
natural
positivism,
phenomenology,which seesreality as socially constructedrather than objectively
detennined. Between these lies an array of different philosophical stances,with
differing views of reality and how it can be known. These have been described
(using different labels) by, inter alia, Burrell and Morgan (1979), Morgan and
Smircich (1980), Ryan, Scapensand Tbeobald (1992), and Tsoukas(1994). Some
of these authors set out their argumentsas on one side or the other; others present

21A slogan from the 20'h Century Fox
television series, The X-Files.
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a continuum of views. This continuum is discussedby Morgan and Smircich
(1980: 492), who say:
[T]he transitionftom oneperspectiveto another must be seenas a gradual
one, and it is often the casethat advocatesof any given position may
attempt to incorporate insightsfrom others.

4.2.2 My researchphilosophy in approaching this work
All FTSE companies are apparently doing much the same thing with their
executive pay; the aim of this researchwas to find out the extent to which they
for
doing
it
in
the samereasons.
the
and
same
way,
were

Yearsof working in corporateaudit andinvestigationhaveled me to believethat
do
for
different
do
them
the
things,
they
same
reasons.
although companiesoften
Whilst there are certain objective facts (for example,the amount that directors are
behind
light
the
the paythese
on
processes
will
not
shed
actually paid) examining
its
decisions.
At
the
extreme,eachcompanyprovides own context; within
setting
each company, each of the actors has his or her own background, understanding
is
decision
different.
Thus,
a company can only
and prejudices; accordingly, each
be understood in its own context, from which it follows that there is no reality
independent of such context. To quote Pettigrew (1992a: 9): "processes are
At
in
be
the same time, not
as
sucW'.
studied
can
only
embedded contexts and
is
'what
happens'
facts
the
matter too.
of
everything context:
It is helpful here to consider these issuesin the light of the argumentsof Mouck
(2004). Referring to the work of John Searle, he makes a distinction between
epistemological objectivity and subjectivity, and ontological objectivity and
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subjectivity.

The following table, based on Mouck's work, highlights the

differencesin the concepts.
Table 4-1 Distinctions of reality

Epistemological

Objective
The truth or falsity of the
statementis not dependent
on attitudesor feelings.
Example: the director was
paid a salary of B00,000.

Ontological

0

Ontologically objective
entities exist independently
of the perceiver or any
mental state.
Example (Mouckpage
529): atoms,electrons.
(No remuneration-related
examplescould befound.)

Subjective
The truth or falsity of the
statementdependson an
individual's attitudes or
feelings.
Example: IthinkB00,000
is too high a paymentfor
thejob.
The existenceof
ontologically subjective
entities dependson the
mental state of the
perceiver.
Examples: remuneration
committees,the Combined
Code, tax laws, all of which
exist as a social
construction.

Thus, although some of the outcomes of remuneration-settingwill be
epistemologically objective, I am largely working in realms which are socially

being
"ontologically
the
objective"
a realm not
constructedand subjective,
by
human
intentionality.
affected

Accordingly, for this research I take the view that reality is constructed and
interpreted rather than objectively determined. This position is set out by
Easterby-Smith, et al.: "Human action arises from the sense people make of
different situations, rather than as a direct responsefrom external stimuli" (1991:
24). Given that, I expect each of the protagonists in each of my companies to
have a different perspective on the pay-setting process, just as I will have a
perspectiveon their perspectives. To quote Easterby-Smithet al. again, my aim is
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to "appreciate the different constructions and meanings that people place upon
their experience"(1991: 24).

Thus, although statistical analysis has great use as a research tool in some
contexts, it would be the wrong tool for this examination of process. I see
knowledge in this area as coming from in-depth discussions with the actors
involved, each with their different perspective,to try to construct a coherent and
consistent view, but contextually aware. Further, as regards the knowledge
collected, this can only be gained in respect of the units examined, and not for a
generalisable whole:

people and contexts differ.

At the same time, certain

regularities cannot be ruled out, and may indeed emerge.

If I had to put a label on my philosophical approach,I would follow Crotty (1998:

42) anddescribemy stanceasconstructionism.He describesthis epistemologyas
follows:
What is constructionism? It is the view that all knowledge,and therefore all
meaningful reality as such, is contingent upon humanpractices, being
constructed in and out of interaction betweenhuman beings and their
world, and developedand transmitted within an essentiallysocial context.

Crotty (p8-9) arguesthat this philosophical stancemeans: "there is no objective
truth waiting for us to discover if', and "[m]eaning is not discovered, but
constructed".

However, he makes the point that constructionism differs

significantly from 'pure' phenomenology. Individuals place a social construction

on eventsin orderto createtheir own versionof reality,but they do not do so in a
vacuum: they build on the basic facts and situations that they find. As he says
(p42-3): "The world is always already there". The basic facts exist "pregnant
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with potential meaning", but it is to the individuals to make that meaning, and for
the researcherto interpret it. The researcher,of course, is inevitably constructed
as him- or herself, but is a sense-makerwho can construct interpretations from
that ground.

4.3

Methodological

approach and research design

4.3.1 Overall approach
Given the above discussion of my philosophical approach,it seemedappropriate
for me to adopt a qualitative methodology. In looking at process,I saw little that
could be done with 'hard' data, since I neededto find out about the individuals

involved,andhow they sawtheir roles.

Initially I consideredusing a questionnaireto elicit these responses. However, I
very soon dismissed this idea as impractical, and turned to interview-based case
studies as the most suitable research method for this study. There are many
reasons why this method was an appropriate form to address this research
question. The question dealt with the nuancesof what happenedin companies,in
an area that had seldom been researchedbefore. It would be difficult to establish
how companiesoperatedprimarily by using archival or survey data, although such
data can help clarify sectoral context. Furthermore, the subject matter was very
politically sensitive, and it was unlikely that the participants would have
respondedas freely - if at all - to anotherform of researchsuch as questionnaires

or group interviews(Easterby-Smith
et al., 1991: 74). And, given my research
paradigm, I was encouragedby Yin:
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The casestudy is the methodofchoice when thephenomenonunder study is
not readily distinguishedfrom its context. (1993: 3)

Although most previous researchin this areahas taken the form of data analysis,a
powerful argument has been made for getting closer to the subject by using,
amongstother researchmethods,interviews. The quotations (e.g. Kerr and Bettis,
1987; Tosi and Gomez-Mejia, 1989) set out in chapter I illustrate the need for
research into process. More recently, Werner and Ward (2004: 220), in their
extensive review of the compensationliterature, comment that the overwhelming
use of secondarydata in studies of executive pay has resulted in a "paucity of
researchfocusing on behavioral and attitudinal aspectsof CEO pay".

Pettigrew (1992b: 178) argued that there is a need for researchto "redress the
overwhelming prescriptive bias in the literature" in order to find out more about
how boards actually work. This argument was taken up by Stiles (2001), who

commented:
There is, therefore, a very small body ofprimary research on boards of
directorsftom which to draw any methodological insights. Weargue that
to understandthe nature of boards in operation, we must have the reports of
directors themselves. This article is thereforegrounded in the 12erceptions
ofmain board directors through the useofsemi structured interviews.
(2001: 631) [emphasis in original]

Although the argumentsfor interview-basedresearchwith directors are powerful,
one reason for the dearth of studies in this area might be the difficulties of
accessingthis elite group (Winkler, 1987; Pettigrew, 1992b). Directors of listed
companiesare busy and powerful people, who have no need to give their time to
researchstudies. Accordingly, the study commencedin the knowledge that this
might prove a constraint. (The sample frame was changedduring the study as a
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result of this, as described later.)

And even if access is obtained, actually

conducting interviews with elite subjects is in some ways more difficult than
conducting other types of interview. Hill (1995) and Easterby-Smithet al. (1991)
both discussthe difficulties of interviewing when the interviewee has considerably
more status than the interviewer: the discussion may tend to follow the pattern
determinedby the interviewee rather than the interviewer.

Despite these constraints, an interview-based case method seemed a logical
approachto adopt. I then had to understandits strengthsand limitations, and to
adapt it to my researchcontext. The next sub-sectiondiscussesinterviews as a

researchmethod.

4.3.2 Theface-to-face interview as a research method
Interviews are not neutral tools ofdata gathering but active interaction
betweentwo (or more)people leading to negotiated,contextually based
results.
Fontana andFrey(2000: 646)

The interview is a powerful tool with which to obtain information about process,
but it is not a neutral research method. I knew from my experience in due
diligence investigations that the interaction between interviewer and interviewee
is crucial:

if a good bond is fbimed, the conversation can be broad and

illuminating; if there is some personal distance, then the discussion will be less
wide-ranging.

Fontana and Frey (2000: 647) discussedthis, pointing out that the context of an
interview can shapeits outcomes:
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Each interview context is one of interaction and relation; the result is as
much aproduct ofthis social dynamic as it is aproduct ofaccurate
accountsand replies.

And
The nature ofthe social dynamic of the interview can shapethe nature of
the knowledgegenerated.

Silverman (2001) also elaborated on the personal nature of interviews.

He

explained that the questionsand answersare not "passive filters" but themselves
shapethe understanding. He statedthat the:
interviewer and intervieweeactively construct someversion of the world
...
appropriate to what we take to be self-evidentabout theperson to whom we
are speakingand the context of the question (2001: 86) [emphasis in
originaU

Thus the shapeof the interview reflectsthe both the interviewee'sview of the
interviewer's
beliefs
the
their
understanding. Furthermore,
regarding
subject, and
the latter's understanding colours the interpretation of the interview material.
Additionally, the interview is set in the context of the characteristicsof the two
parties. In my case,I know from past experiencethat gender can be an issue: I
have experiencedoccasionsin my professional life when I have obtained more or less - from an interviewee than has one of my male colleagues, because a
powerful interviewee was unaccustomedto being interviewed by a woman of
status. This situation in a research context is discussed by Fontana and Frey
(2000: 865).

Given all of the above points, Figure 4-1 representshow I see the interview
process.
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Figure 4-1 The interview process
Behaviouralphenomenon
What the actors perceived happened

Data obtainedfrom
documentsand other
sources

What the actors remember happened
What the actors tell the researcherabout it
What the researcher hears
What the researcherwrites

Source: author

facts
there
line
In
are some
with the philosophical approach stated earlier,
is
decision
happened'
to
that
'what
made
a
was
the
actually
processunderlying
implement a certain schemeor pay a given amount of money. However, each of
differently
time,
have
the
interviewees
this
at
will remember
the
perceived
will
different aspectsof the process,and will select different things to discuss during
the interviews. As Weick (1995: 11) suggests,they will start with the outcome the remunerationchoices that were made - and will render that outcome sensible
how
to
the
story
of
a
plausible
produce
themselves,
to
events
selectively editing
distil
job
is
to
the
It
those
researcher
as
my
they arrived at
choiceS22.

in
differences
their accountsandto understandtheir totality as
commonalitiesand
best as possible acrossthesefilters. I also have to managethis processand present
the results in such as way as to minimise the prejudices of my own social preconditioning.

22Furthermore,
drawingagainon Weick(1995: 30), it is possiblethatbecauseall of the
had'good' schemes
(not criticisedby institutionsor executives)
thereis a possibility
companies
identifiedthatwith the ideathattheymustthereforehavehad
thattheywill haveretrospectively
Ggood'processes,
andthis will haveinfluencedtheir accounts.
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4.4

The research process

4.4.1 Overview
In the rest of this chapter I discuss the research process, from the initial
investigations through to theory development. In order to put this into context,
Table 4-2 setsout a chronological overview of the process,and Table 4-3 displays
the numbersand descriptionsof the interviewees. Both are expandedupon in later
text.
Table 4-2 Overview of the research process
1997-2004
1998-2000
Sept-Dec 2001
Dec 2001
April 2001
July 2002
March 2002
April 2003
Oct-Dec 2003
Feb 2004
-I

Literature review
Informal interviews with consultants, institutions, an HR director
Preparation of interview guide and sample frame
Commenced pilot studies
Commenced finding companies for main study
Sample strategy amended due to Remuneration Group introduction
Commenced formal data analysis
Company interviews completed
1 Writing up and theory generation
Respondent validation with focus group

Table 4-3 Number and categories of interviewees
Interview category
Data gathering
Companiesand their consultants
Additional views (outside the unit of analysis)
RemunerationGroup
Institutional professionalbodies
Headhunters

Number
35

2

Confirming i itial theories
Focus group of remunerationprofessionals
Total (*inc two

40

The interviews took place between December 2001 and August 2003. This was
in
in
developments
time
there
an eventful
corporate governance,and
were several
the remuneration arena. Appendix 3 sets out how the timing of the interviews
relatedto the extemal enviromnent.
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4.4.2 Preliminary investigations
The empirical work underlying this thesis commenced informally some time
before I registered for the PhD, interviewing various individuals connectedwith
the remuneration-settingprocess. In 1998 1 obtained an introduction to a leading
institutional shareholderwith an interest in corporate governanceand conducted
two unstructured interviews, one with a director and one with a senior manager.
Having commenced the literature review at that stage, the purpose of these
interviews was to establish how the institutional shareholdersviewed the debate
on directors' remuneration,who they saw as the key players, and what their role
was in appraisingcompanies'remunerationschemes.

The next set of interviews was with individuals from a large firm of remuneration
discussions
by
Initial
their
with
one
of
partners
were
supplemented
consultants.
interview
unstructured
with a senior remunerationconsultant. The purpose of
an

that interviewwasto establish,for the benefitof the futureresearchproject,how
the consultantsobtaintheir work and what it is that they do. The unstructured
list
factors
by
(an early
the
questionswere supplemented showing
consultant a
of
version of the list displayed in Figure 2-2) to deteimine if these were relevant to
their deliberations. A later interview with another remuneration consultant built
on this list of factors by using a repertory grid approachin comparing the schemes
and characteristics of the consultant's clients.

This confirmed the intended

approachto the main researchproject.
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Having interviewed institutions and consultants,a further unstructured interview

was conductedin 2000 with an experiencedHR director, who had held that
position in FTSE 350 companies. The aim of this interview was to obtain his
view on the remunerationprocessgenerally, the intended researchapproach,and
some of the theories which had beenput forward in the academicliterature. This
individual is a personalfriend, and the interview was particularly wide-ranging.

During 2000 and 2001 1 continued my informal investigations into how people
saw the researchsubject and their views on my intended researchapproach. This
work included discussions with non-executive directors attending a course on
corporate governance; discussionswith fellow participants at a seminar on senior
remuneration; and discussionsand a semi-structuredinterview with a colleague
who sits as chairmanof the remunerationcommittee on an AIM-listed company.

There were several advantagesto undertaking this preliminary work. Firstly, it

investigation.
It also
in
the
the
of
phenomenon
under
complexities
groundedme
confirmed that the proposedresearchwould be relevant to both practitioners and
academics. Furthermore, the interviews gave me experience which proved
invaluable when designing the interview guide and undertaking the research
fieldwork.

4.4.3 The choice of interviewees
As stated earlier, the unit of analysis for this study was the company. From the
understandingof the processgeneratedby the initial investigations and the review
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of the literature, I determined that there were five key parties involved in a
company's remuneration-setting process:

i.

23
the chairmanof the remunerationcommittee ;

ii.

the othernon-executives
committee;
on the remuneration

iii.

the HR director;

iv.

the CEO; and

V.

the remunerationconsultantemployed by the company.

The research design was to interview five individuals from each company,
it
intended
In
this
that a rounded
these
was
categories.
representing each of
in
be
the
process each company. I was very aware that
picture would
obtained of
in interview-basedresearchon such a potentially sensitive subject there was likely

different aspectsof
to be distortionin the discussion,as individualsremembered
in
different
had
happened,
As
Piore
tell
their
to
stories
ways.
and
chose
what
(1979: 566) stated:
You can never believe the answer to a direct questionabout behavior, or,
more crudely, "businessmenalways lie". This interpretation, however,
suggeststhat this law missesthepoint: what interviews can reveal is not a
set ofspecific answersto specific questions,individual hits andpieces of
information. Whatthey reveal are Izatterns ofresponses. Each answer,
whether true orfalse, is apiece ofthatpattern. Individual responses
cannot be interpreted in isolation. But the responsesgrouped together, and
taken as a whole, are clues to the mentalprocessesof the economic
participants. [emphasis in original]

23Of all of the interviewees,only five
were female. Accordingly, in order to preserve
confidentiality of company and individual, the masculineform is usedto describeall of the
participants and their roles.
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Although eachparticipant would have constructedhis own interpretation of what
happened,by designing the researchto have several different interviewees from
eachcompanya pattern could be established.

In addition to the semi-structuredinterviews, a review of relevant documentation
was also seen as part of the fieldwork process.

Companies generate a

considerableamount of documentationsurrounding the remunerationprocess,for
example: the published remuneration report; scheme details; minutes of the
remuneration committee meetings; and consultants' reports. Reviewing this
documentation, together with other public domain information such as media
reports on companies' remuneration, was a method of extending the interview
data.

4.4.4 Selecting the casestudy companies
From the above discussionit is clear that this researchis not generalisablein terms

of corporate behaviour; there is no suggestionthat the findings can be
(1994:
31)
Yin
into
However,
as
points out,
extrapolated
a wider population.
into
be
theory. Analytic generalisation
casestudy researchcan
generalisable
involvescomparingthe empiricalresultsof onecasestudywith theorydeveloped
from other cases. There is a replication logic if the casessupport the sametheory.

In an ideal world, the multiple case studies would be selectedserially, each one
being chosento serve a specific purpose,aiming either to predict similar results or
to produce contrasting results for predictable reasons(Yin, 1994: 46). Strauss
and Corbin (1998: 201) refer to this as theoretical sampling, and discusshow the
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sample evolves during the researchprocess. The results of one casestudy would
guide the choice of the next. However, such an approachwas not practical for this
study. The time limits on the researchfunding and on the Phl), together with the
uncertainty of being able to gain accessto the elite groups, meant that all of the
caseswere selectedin a relatively short period, although the interviews took 16
months.

The research focused on FTSE 350 companies. There were two reasons for
limiting the study to these large companies. Firstly, such companies are more
likely to comply with good governanceprinciples (Hampel, 1998: 1.10) and there
seemed little point in researching companies which had poor governance
practices. Secondly,the bulk of the literature on directors' remunerationrelatesto
larger companies(Carr, 1997), and it was felt appropriateto restrict the study to
companiessimilar in size to those studiedby previous researchers.

The originalresearchdesignwasto selecteightcasestudycompanies(includinga
finance
from
four
the
sector.
utilities and
pilot study),
each

The reason for choosing utilities was twofold. Firstly, in considering directors'
remuneration in the UK, utilities have an interesting place in history. It was
primarily the generouspackagesawardedto the directors of the newly-privatised
utilities that led to adverse public and govermnent attention that ultimately
resulted in the setting up of the Greenbury study group, which produced its
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24

influential report on directors' remuneration in 1995
.

Utilities were the

in
has
the
'fat
home
sector
the
changed
much
original
cats',
although
of
perceived

sincethattime.

A second reason for choosing utilities as a context for the case studies is that
by
influenced
heavily
in
that
a regulator, who makes a regulatory
sectorare
profits
intervals
the
five-yearly
companies' economic
wipes
out
effectively
and
review at
level
is
businesses,
in
at
a
which
their
re-setting
prices
regulated
profit potential
intended to be sufficient only to cover the cost of capital (OfWat, 2002). As at
least part of remuneration is linked to profit in the majority of companies (New
Bridge Street, 2003a) the way in which utilities structure their remuneration to
interest.
is
to
this
of
also
constraint
adapt

Financesectorcompanieswere selectedas being at the other end of a scaleto
but
historically
do
levels
higher
than
They
utilities,
pay
of
pay much
utilities.
industry
levelS25
Furthermore,
the
been
less
has
their
although
there
pay
outcryat
.
is regulated,profits arenot, sotheydo not facethe sameconstraintsasutilities.

Having determinedthat the casestudy companieswould come from these sectors,
done
This
identify
to
using the
was
the next stage was
potential companies.
PricewaterhouseCoopersCorporate Register CDROM dated June 2001. For the
distribution,
in
Gas
the
utilities sample, searches were run on companies
Electricity, Water and Fixed line and wireless telecoms sectors in order to find
24Thereis evena sectionin the Greenburyreport section8- relatingspecificallyto privatised
utilities.
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regulated utilities in the FTSE 350. For the finance companies, selection was
is
CDROM.
difficult,
'finance'
the
there
on
as
no
sector
more
obvious
Accordingly, 12 separatesectorswith somerelation to finance were searched.

The searchesproduced a potential sample frame of 15 utilities and 37 finance
for
have
Any
the research,
the
these
criteria
required
would
met
of
companies.
being in the relevant sectorswith no obvious defectsin their corporategovernance
(i. e. all of the companies had the requisite number of non-executives and
governancecommittees). In deciding which companiesto approach,an analysis
directors
(executive
done
identify
the
to
or non-executive)
where
companies
was

being
than
the
thought
the
one
company,
more
of
committees
saton
remuneration
that interviewing such individuals would produce richer results (Stake, 2000:
446). The result of this analysis was that the 'ideal' target companies were
finance.
Financial
16
29:
13
total
to
statementswere
and
utilities
of
reduced a
26
from
all of the companies,and the remunerationreports reviewed .
requested

4.4.5

The interview guide

Before the interviews could commencean interview guide was developed, based
framework
legitimacylight
in
the
the
of
conceptual
of
on research aims,
literature.
interview
from
A
developed
(L-C)
this
the
theory
copy
of
comparison
guide is included as Appendix 4.

In order to establish which inputs were

23In the lastcoupleof years,institutionalcommenthasbecomemorepointedfor all typesof
company.However,in the contextof this researchdesigntheremuneration
of financecompanies
wasnot a significantissueat thetime.
26At this point an analysiswasdoneon theremuneration
in
the
the
companies
reportsof all of
higher
sampleframe. This confirmedthatthe financecompanies
on averagepaidconsiderably
That
thantheutilities,with proportionatelymoreof thatbeingperformance-related.
remuneration
analysisis not reproducedin this thesisasit hasno bearingon theresearchquestion.
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consideredimportant to the decision, a brief questionnairewas designed,to be left
with the intervieweesand returnedby post. This is set out in Appendix 5.

It should be noted that the interview guide was used as a prompt to the
conversation rather than followed in detail in each interview. Furthermore, the
it
in
because
to
thwarted
advance
was
original plan of sending
participants
several
of the HR professionals,my contactsat the companies,did not passthe document
on to the directors I was interviewing. There appearedto be no difference in the
quality of the interview betweenthose who did have the documentin advanceand
those who did not: in all casesthe interviews were wide-ranging, covering far
more ground than the bare bonesof the interview guide.
As Bryman states (1989: 25), qualitative research aims to "capture people's
perspectivesand interpretations". The qualitative researcher"seeks to elicit what
is important to individuals as well as their interpretations of the environments in
which they work". With this in mind, my interview technique was to start the
conversationusing a topic of relevanceto the interviewee (often by asking about a
change that had been made in the remuneration schemes,to give them a critical
incident on which to focus) and then to follow their conversationaldirection. In
all of the interviews the main points were covered, but this interview technique

meantthat much more was coveredas well, and the areasof significanceto the
interviewee were highlighted. In this respect, the interviews were towards the
unstructured end of a continuum, as describedby Bryman (1989: 147).
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4.4.6 Thepilotstudies
Having determined the sample frame, it was time to find a company willing to
difficult,
It
that
this
the
as
would prove
pilot study. was anticipated
participate as
(Winkler,
the
access
gaining
with
note
problems
always
writers on elite research
1987; Pettigrew 1992b). Accordingly, I decided to approachtwo utilities in the
first instance,anticipating rejection from both of them but intending to learn from
that experience. As it happened,telephone calls to both companies produced
initial
Rather
than
the
contaCt27
of
put
off
a
positive responseswithin a week
.
decided
I
had
to run two pilot studies at the
to
participate,
company which
agreed
sametime.

Interviews at the pilot study companies commenced in December 2001 and were
director
be
by
2002,
March
one
could
not
seen
although
early
mostly complete
until the April.

The work provided me with a steep learning curve into the

intricacies of remuneration schemes, which was very usefU128.

One outcome of the pilot studies was that legitimacy-comparison theory was
found to be lacking.

Of its four underlying theories (social comparison,

found
institutional
to support
theory)
was
evidence
anchoring, equity and
minimal
social comparison theory, and evidence was found that conflicted with this
approach. Furthermore, having entered data collection, other theories - for
example, agency theory - appearedmore relevant. Accordingly, this lightly-held
theory was dropped, and a more inductive approachwas adopted.

27Once companiesagreedto consider
participation, I followed up the call with a written
explanation of the research. This was done for the main study as well.
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Despite the changein approach,the original interview guide remained appropriate
the
basis
This
the
guide as a
to
using
approach,
research
continue
research.
as a
had
the
from
interviewee,
draw
and
the
well,
worked
to
reflections
prompt
interviews at the two pilot companieshad uneartheda wealth of information about
how companiesdeterminedtheir pay.

1

4.4.7 The main study
Although it had been easy to accessthe two pilot studies, it was much more
had
for
For
I
the
the
pilots,
research.
problematic to obtain anothersix companies
initially attemptedto telephonethe chairmen of the remunerationcommittees,but
had immediately been passed to the HR professionals as a more appropriate
directors
HR
I
for
the
Accordingly,
the
or
main study was cold-calling
gateway.
compensationmanagersof the target companies.

Cold-calling commencedin April 2002, but with little success.During that month
12 companieswere contacted,but of these only one agreed even to consider full
his
director
HR
that
In
the
company would
stated
one company
participation29.
be
he
in
but
that
personally would
agreed a spirit of generosity
not participate,
interviewed (this became company 3 in the fieldwork). Furthermore, since the
in
had
been
frame
been
had
there
mergers and acquisitions the
selected
sample
finance sector and particularly in utilities, reducing the number of companies
available. By early July I had the provisional agreementof one other company,

28This work was published in Bender (2003).
29Varied reasonswere given for non-participation. In some companiesthe HR professional
in
be
interested
but
CEO/board;
his
he
to
that
the
professed
stated
would not get
permission of
some,time constraintswere the reason. In one companythe HR professionalreplied to the effect
that his remunerationcommittee and executiveswould not discussthe subject openly between
themselves;so there was no way they would do so with an outsider!
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and had interviewed the HR director of company 3. Summer was approaching,
be
had
likely
be
holiday.
directors
Consideration
to
to
given to
on
when
were
whether access difficulties would prevent completion within the timeframe
allowed.

In early July anotherHR director was interviewed. He had agreedto participate in
the research, but had stated that he would not put the project forward for
during
interview
However,
I
by
that
target
the
participants.
other
consideration
during
Also
interview
let
him
the
that
to
at
company.
others
me
persuaded
Group,
Remuneration
he
the
a group of remuneration
meeting
mentioned
discuss
to
100
FTSE
regularly
what was
who
met
companies
professionals at
happening in their field. I realised that contact with such a group could solve my
accessproblems.

The HR director was not preparedto allow me direct accessto members of the
RemunerationGroup, but was preparedto distribute a letter to them. The text of
that letter is set out at Appendix 6.

In writing to the Remuneration Group, I was conscious that this meant two
in
involved
had
design
design.
The
to
the
companies
original
changes
research
the utilities and finance sectors; this would broaden the sample to include
five
design
interview
in
Furthermore,
to
the
was
companies other sectors.
original
people at each company; it will be seenfrom Appendix 6 that the invitation to the
Remuneration Group offered the chance for just the HR professional to be
interviewed instead.
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Much considerationwas given to these changesto the researchdesign. The first
change was the simpler. Having interviewed people at three utilities and one
finance company, and within that having discussed remuneration with two
consultantswho had wide experience,I realised that utilities were different, not
just from finance companiesbut from all other companies. Utilities form a unique
subsetboth due to their history as privatised companiesand due to the regulator's
influence on profits.

Accordingly, they are of interest as case studies for a

particular context. However, finance companies are no different from other
companiesas regardsthe influences on their remuneration-settingprocesses; once
this was understoodthere was no needto limit the samplebase. A secondreason
for broadeningthe samplebasewas that accessto the RemunerationGroup was a
one-off chance, and it seemedappropriate to take advantageof the opportunity
that had presenteditself

This oppommistic practice is acceptedin the research

literature when accessis difficult (for example Silverman, 2001: 249; Bryman,

1989: 162; Blaxter,HughesandTight, 2001: 163; Miles andHuberman,1994:
28)

As for allowing the RemuncrationGroup to participatc sclcctivcly in the rescarch,
with just the HR professionalstaking part, the reasonwas different. Many of the
companies that had rejected the researchhad done so becausealthough the HR
professional was interested,he or she had statedthat there was no way they could
persuadethe CEO or non-executivesto participate. In the event that the research
question and design might have to be changedto reflect lack of accessto higher
echelons,it was felt that allowing selectiveparticipation gave more flexibility.
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By continuing with the original contacts,and using the RemunerationGroup, the
final researchsamplefor companyinterviews is set out in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4 Company interviewees by job category
Co
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

HR
professional
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Committee
chairman
1

NED
1

Consultant
1

CEO
1

1

2

1

1

12

5

5

5

4

Company
secretarv

Company
chairman

Total
6
5
1
3
5
2
7
2

35

Of the 12 companies, four were utilities and eight were from other industry
from
index
FTSE
250.
in
100
FTSE
three
the
the
and
sectors; nine were

Given that the original design was five individuals in each of eight companies,it
is worthwhile drawing attention to severalissuesin relation to this sample.
In company 5 the company chairman played a significant role in the
I
interview.
I could not
to
process, and so was an appropriate person
interview the committee chairman in this company: over a 12 month
The
diary
dates
then
cancelled.
committee
and
period several
were made
chairman has since (amicably) left that company.
*I

6.
had
interviews
for
full
at
company
originally
agreement
a
range of
However, for nearly three months after the original interviews they failed
to return my calls and emails, so the companywas dropped.

ill
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9 For company 7 there were seven interviewees. The directors of this
company were very interested in corporate governance,and asked that I
interview more people there.
full
had
interview
For
81
the
to
e
company
originally
agreement
range of
protagonists. However, after I started the researchthe company entered
into a significant M&A transaction, and the directors had no time for the
research.
9

Companies 3,9,10,11

and 12 only ever agreed to one interviewee

participating.
9 The interviewees at companies II

and 12 were approached after

expressing interest in my research, following a paper I presented at a
conferencesetting out the results of my pilot studies(Bender, 2003).

*

In some instancesthe interview was conductedwith more than one
interviewee at the same time. Where the individuals had very similar

backgroundsand views, this was treatedas being one interview; where
they differed they were counted as individual interviewees. For example,
in Company 10 the interview was actually with three people, but the two
more junior deferred to the senior; the two interviewees in Company 6
were part of the sameinterview.

Given my philosophical approach, that the individuals' experiencesare socially
constructed,and that the interview processitself forms a unique context, how can
I be certain that the researchresults are valid in those companiesfor which I had
only one or two participants? The answer,of course,is that I cannot. However, in
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the companieswhere I had severalparticipants,their accountsdiffered in matters
of nuance (and in some cases,in detail), but not in their fundamental thrust.

Likewise,the narrativesof all of the intervieweesweresimilar in their accountsof
how remunerationwas set. From this I can infer that further interviews in these
companieswere likely to provide similar accounts,although a larger number, with
more narrative strands,would have beenpreferable.

I also had to consider whether the number of companies participating in the
is
For
there
where
no intention to
researchwas sufficient.
qualitative research
is
'sufficient'
into
Miles
not
a
clear
concept.
and
generalise
a population,
Huberman (1994: 30) ask the question: "How many casesshould a multiple-case
study have?". They argue that there is no statisticaljustification for an answer to
this question, and suggestthat there need to be enough to give confidence in the
be
but
to
unwieldy. Pettigrew (1992a: 11) suggests
many
as
not so
results,
between six and 10 studies is sufficient; Eisenhardt (1989b: 545) states that a
number betweenfour and 10 usually works well.

As regards this research, I noted in my research diary in October 2003:
"Yesterday I interviewed at [Companies4 and 9]. 1 couldn't help feeling 'heard
before".
issues
With
this
the
of
same
arising at eachcompany, and much the
most
being
became
had
I
I
types
that
of
explanation
given,
confident
reached
same
saturation, and that although interviewing at more companieswould continue to
be fascinating, it would not greatly advancemy understanding30
.
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4.4.8 Review of documentation
The original research design included a document review.

The published

for
for
the current and
the
all
companieswere reviewed,
remuneration reports
in
their
remunerationarrangements
previous year, as was any press comment on
the past year. Biographical details of the intervieweeswere checkedbefore each
meeting.

However, access to internal documentation proved very difficult.

Surprisingly, although companieswere preparedto make individuals available for
interview, they were reluctant to let me review documentation, even on their
for
it
individuals
this
Those
their
that
suggested
reasons
who
explained
premises.
information3l:
because
was
minutes contained sensitive

I have no way of

knowing if this was the only reason,or if there was any difference between the
did
that
those
to
that
not.
and
agreed a review
companies

Ultimately, internal documentationwas reviewed as follows:

30In using the term 'saturation' I refer to the raw data,not to the analysisthereof as discussedby
Straussand Corbin (1998: 136).
3' For example,about individuals, often below board level.
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Table 4-5 Documentation reviewed
Company I

Schemelegal documentationwas made available to take away.
One set of remuneration committee minutes and supporting
documentation(including a consultants' report) was inspectedat
the company's premises, with the compensation and benefits
managerpresentto explain the backgroundto the discussions. A
copy of the appendixto a consultants' report was made available
to take away.

Company 2

Schemelegal documentationwas made available to take away, as
was the CEO's service agreementand two consultants' reports
(same consultants,at different dates). One set of minutes was
looked.
how
they
to
of
emailed me as an example

Company 5

Minutes for two years were reviewed at the company's premises,
with supporting documentation where attached, as were two
internal reports on remunerationand one consultants' report and
the slides from one consultants' presentation. The company
secretarywas present whilst I reviewed the documentation, and
checkedmy written notes at the end of the meeting, to seethat I
was taking away no information that was confidential to
individuals.

Company 7

Minutes for over a year were reviewed at the company's
premises, together full supporting documentation, consultants'
reports, details of institutional shareholders' and professional
bodies' views, and legal schemedocumentation. I was allowed
documents
to
these
without supervision; the main
access
constraintwas that lessthan two hours was available to review all
of the documentation,so I had to be selective.

Company 8

One brief internal HR report to the remuneration committee was
emailedto me as an exampleof the documentation.

The scheme details for directors' remuneration policies are of course public
documents,available on requestto the company secretary. Had it been felt to be
necessary,the formal documentation for all of the companies could have been
obtained through this route. However, having examined carefully the scheme
details for companiesI and 2,1 concludedthat in terms of answeringthe research
question there was little to be obtained from these legal documents. This was
in
later
the
confirmed
review of documentationfor company7.
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Additional documentation reviewed included the remuneration reports in the
annual accounts published after my fieldwork.

Thus for most companies I

reviewed two setsof reports leading up to the fieldwork, and one subsequent.The
advantageof reviewing the subsequentreports was that thesewere published after
the Directors' Remuneration Report Regulations (2002) came into force. Thus
they containeda great deal of information, which I could check againstwhat I had
been told.
discussedin

(In most cases the published reports confirmed what had been
)32
interviews.

The latest remunerationreports were also scrutinisedto extract details of schemes,

information
bonus,
directors'
levels
as
as
well
about
paid
and
and of
of potential
shareholdings.

4.4.9 Additional interviews
TheRemunerationGroup
Having obtained accessto the RemunerationGroup, they askedif I would present
my preliminary findings at one of their meetings. This I did in March 2003.
There were about 26 members of the Group at the meeting, including HR
professionals, corporate communications directors and company secretaries.
used the meeting to obtain feedback on my initial ideas about the remunerationsetting processand about pay-for-performance. It provided clarification of some
of the issuesraised during the companyinterviews.
32One areaof difference was in the number of remunerationcommittee meetings: not only did
many of the intervieweesrecollect different numbersof meetingsin a year, but generally these
recollections differed from the published figure. Although at first this concernedme, I quickly
realisedthat I could not actually recall the number of meetingsI had attendedon my own
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Institutional professional bodies
Although the main focus of the researchwas the companiesthemselves,it was
in
involved
interviews
the
intention
to
the
with others
conduct some
always
important
institutions
to
the
In
seen
as
very
were
shareholding
process. particular,
interviews
had
bulk
the
(Holland,
1996;
1998).
Accordingly,
the
of
once
process
been concluded, an interview was arranged with an institutional professional
body. This interview was conductedin the same way as those with companies,
but with the emphasisof the questionsbeing on the institutions' role and that of
the professionalbodies.

Headhunters
Following a presentationI made at a corporate governanceconference,a partner
in a major executive searchfirm contactedme about the research. This led to my
interviewing two partners in that firm. The focus of this work was primarily on
the headhunter role, and on how companies tailored packages to incoming
executives. This addedgreatly to an understandingof the process.

remunerationcommittee (for the local Council), and this detail did not affect the interpretation of
the data.
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4.4.10 Respondent validation using afocus group
Following the data analysis, I contacted selectedmembers of the Remuneration
Group to ask if they would attenda feedbacksessionat which I would presentmy
findings.
The
the
to
this
research
validate
was
group
session
of
purpose
research
data once the theorieshad beendeveloped(Flick, 1998: 116).

The focus group sessionwas run in February 2004 with three members of the
RemunerationGroup, who had considerableexperienceas remunerationmanagers
interviewee
in
been
had
the original
One
the
an
of
participants
and advisors.
90
lasting
discussion
A
minutes covered all aspects of the
about
research.
for
I
to
areas
the
explain
which
needed
asked
were
participants
research, and
jarred
findings
that
to
with their own
explanation,and encouraged contestresearch
to
the
This
research.
supplement
a
valuable
proved
experience.

4.5

Analysing the data

In addition to detailed notes taken during the interviews, all but three of the
interviews were taped, using both a cassetterecorder and a digital recorder to
33
be
full
that
available .I
a
record of the meeting would
ensure

transcribed the

interviews
the
myself, to protect the confidentiality of the participants.
of
majority
Transcripts were sent to the interviewees for confirmation, and errors corrected
where requested.

" One of the intervieweeswas not preparedto be taped, and one of the interviews happened
'spontaneously' whilst reviewing documentation. For one interview, both forms of recording
failed. In all cases,full noteswere taken of interviews.
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Immediately after each interview a brief write-up was done, from the narrative
notes, that set out the key points of the meeting and my impressionsof how it had
initial
impressions,
This
to
capture
and as a useful aide memoire
gone.
served
during the courseof the fieldwork and analysis.

The transcripts,togetherwith other researchdocumentation(such as summariesof
data.
initial
An
NVivo
the
to
coding
manage
minutes), were analysed using
based
knowledge
58),
1994:
drawn
(Miles
Huberman,
on
of
structurewas
up
and
the literature and the tentative theoriesheld at the start of the process. The initial
forward
(put
by
Theories
(to
Inputs
the
previous
process);
categories were
researchers,which included the components of L-C theory);

Processes (of

determining pay, including the roles of the different parties); and Policies and
Packages (relating to the remuneration itself).

This structure was extended

significantly during the coding process, as new categories emerged. The final
7.
is
Appendix
at
out
coding structure set

Coding of transcripts was initially done manually. The transcripts were printed
leaving a three inch margin to the right of the text, and then the documentswere
in
determine
line-by-line
to
order
relevant codes.
scrutinised word-by-word,
These codes were written on the transcript. When the transcript had been fully

coded,the dataweretransferredto NVivo, wherethe new codeswereaddedto the
for
first
This
three
the
structure.
manual
process
was
carried
out
original
transcripts,until I becamemore familiar both with the processof coding and with
the use of NVivo. After that, the hand-written stagewas omitted, and coding was
done directly on screen.
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In the early stages of coding, as each document was coded I revisited its
ideas
had
detennine
that
the
transcript
to
added any
whether
new
predecessors
became
less
This
the
to
relevant as coding
ones.
activity
previous
were relevant
fewer
became
the
and my experiencegrew.
of
new
codes
as
number
progressed,

The processwas changedas coding progressed,in that I found that it helped my
thought patternsto code 'chunks' of narrative - sentencesand paragraphs- rather
than individual words and phrases(Miles and Huberman, 1994: 56). 1 later went
back and re-coded the earlier documentsin this matter, to maintain consistency

betweenthe documents.

Coding the transcripts and other documentationled to new ideasbeing developed.
Thesewere recordedin a Word documentthat I used as a researchdiary, in which
developed
issues
from
the
the start of
the
thoughts
over
process
and
were recorded
the fieldwork.

This resource was my equivalent of the memoing technique

Strauss
Corbin
(1998:
by,
for
218) or Miles and
and
example,
suggested
Hubennan (1994: 72).

In March 2003 1 prepareda meta matrix (what Miles and Huberman (1994: 178)
far.
dog")
display
"monster
This matrix
to
the
to
all of
results so
as a
refer
descriptive
data
for
28
In
to
the
this
ran
each
cases.
small
print
of
assembled
fonts.
This schedule was used to gain an
two
using
seven
colours
and
pages,
overview of the work. It was not updatedfor subsequentinterviews, as the NVivo
for
that work.
was
used
analysis
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Once all of the documents had been coded, and the list of codes refined, I
done
for
This
(the
NVivo
term
the
was
a code).
content of each node
examined
by printing off the contents of each node and reading them through, to find the
'story' behind the words (similar to the processdiscussedby Straussand Corbin
(1998: 148)). Narrative noteswere madein the margins of thesenew documents,
highlighting related themes,and differences. I then prepareda summary for each
it
ideas
did
I
in
it,
the
the
themes
suggested.
not
and
occurring
node of
by
Strauss
themes,
these
to
as
suggested
and
subsequentlyre-codepassages reflect
Corbin, as I found that chopping up and rebuilding the data did not suit my way of
thinking.

Tbus, although I used some of the techniques of grounded theory

fully
did
I
Corbin,
by
Strauss
adopt their approach.
not
and
suggested

Analysis was facilitated by the use of cross-casedisplays (Miles and Huberman,
1994: 174). After the two pilot studieswere done, the similarities and differences
between the cases were tabulated, and used to inform the later research.
Additional displays were prepared after the fieldwork was done, to establish
data.
in
(or
the
patterns otherwise)

In analysing the data, I followed the seven-stageapproachsuggestedby EasterbySmith etal. (1991: 108), assetoutinTable4-6.
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Table 4-6 Approach to data analysis
Research
Work done
In' transcribing
ýTe_
1.
Familiarisation
almost all of
transcripts myself, I became very
familiar with them both as aural
narrativesand astext.
2.
Reflection
The coding structure drawn up
during the literature review Rather than adopt a formal
technique
provided an initial platform for gmemoing'
reflecting on the meaning of the (Lofland and Lofland, 1995:
193; Miles and Huberman,
data.
3-5.
Conceptualisation, Coding was facilitated using 1994: 72) 1 found that the
best
for
NVivo,
way
me to explain
the
cataloguing and re-coding
and
range of codes
changed considerably over the and understand the data and
period of analysisas new concepts manage the relationships was
in
form
the
of a narrative
were unearthed and previouslydocuments revisited. ResearchDiary maintained as
coded
Unless it was very obvious, each a Word document. All ideas
of the nodesset up on NVivo was about the research (including
draft
description
models of relationships
of what was given a
and what was not - included in the between variables) were
in
helped
This
this diary in
captured
ensure
category.
The
consistency in coding over the chronological order.
period of analysis. Consistency diary was regularly reviewed
the
process,
was also aided by re-visiting throughout
interviews
documents
guiding
and
at
previously-coded
several stages, to check that the analysis.
meaninghad not drifted.
Using a multi-theoretic approach,
6.
many different links to theory
were found and pursued to
determine which were supported
in the data and which were not.
The research findings were
7.
Re-evaluation
evaluatedin the light of comments
from other academics and from

4.6

Validity, reliability and generalisability

It is important for any researchproject to be able to stand up to scrutiny. In
undertaking qualitative research,the criteria for such scrutiny differ from those in
the scientific, positivist paradigm. Easterby-Smith et al. (1991: 41) explain the
three main questions as they relate to a phenomenological (interpretivist)
viewpoint. Their meaningsare set out in Table 4-7, together with the meansused
in this study.
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Table 4-7 Credibility and rigour
Easterby-Smith
Work done
Validfty
Respondent validation via a focus group
Has the researcher gained full access to the interview to gain feedback (Silverman, 2001:
knowledge and meaning of informants?
236;
Bryman, 1989:
164; Miles and
Huberman 1994: 275) and with an academic
audience. Also, participants were given a
report containing the draft findings, on which
they were able to comment (although none did).
Triangulation ysing multiple data sources by
having different intervieweesin companies,and
through documentation. (Given the research
philosophy, the triangulation was not used to
adjudicate between different
versions
(Silverman, 2001: 234), other than it being
assumedthat the audited remuneration report
was more likely to be correct than an
informant's memory.)
Reliabili
Will similar observationsbe made by different
researcherson different occasions?

Interviews were recorded verbatim rather than
interpreted. They were transcribed by the
Field notes were systematically
author.
recorded.
It is possible that different researcherswould
make different observations. As discussed
earlier, the interview is a social interaction,
influenced by the characteristicsof both parties
(Silverman, 2001: 225). Furthermore, in this
ever-changing subject (see timeline in
Appendix 3) it is likely that respondent's views
could changeover time.

Generalisabili
How likely is it that ideas and theories
generatedin one setting will also apply in other
settings?

4.7

The ideas have been discussedwith individuals
(including some of the focus group) who were
not part of the original sample. They have also
been tested with institutional professional
bodies, for reasonableness.

Summary of chapter

In this chapter I have set out the philosophical underpinnings of the researchand
explained the methodology and methodsadopted. This interview-basedresearch,
using the company as the unit of analysis, is generalisableinto theory rather than
to other companiesand contexts.
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5. HOW COMPANIES
5.1

DETERMINE

PAY

Introduction

The researchquestion introduced in chapter I asks how companiesdetermine the
directors.
It considers two aspectsof this: the
their
executive
remuneration of
level of pay, and its structure. In this chapter I present data showing how, in
issues
these
are addressed.
practice,

According to the Combined Code (2003), the determination of executive pay is a
Therefore,
for
the
much of this chapter, and the
committee.
matter
remuneration
discussions set out in the following chapters, is set in the context of the
has
decide,
The
decision
to
committee
or to make a
process.
committee's
be,
level
Code,
board,
to
the
to
the
will
of
pay
paraphrase
what
recommendation
'sufficient but not excessive'. It also has to determine an appropriate structure,
drive
that
pay,
will
appropriate
of
performance-related
using a substantialelement
in
performance the company.

What becameclear from the researchdata was that, for any company, there is no
is
This
to
these
questions.
not the nature of the game.
objective right answer
Nonetheless, to end that game an answer must be found, and a remuneration
felt,
be
justified,
it
is
both to the executives and to the
that
can,
schemechosen

in
is
data
Much
the story of that
this
the
set
out
chapter
of
outsideworld.
justification process, and the different paths taken by the case companies in
decisions.
It shows how the committees actively construct their
their
arriving at
decisions,
'market',
data
justified
to
using
a
which are
as relating
remuneration
albeit a market defined by the companies themselves. The decision is given
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legitimacy by using these external data, and also by the use of remuneration
consultantsboth to provide data and to adviseon appropriateschemes.

The structure of this chapteris as follows. First, I examinethe roles played by the
various protagonists in the remuneration-settingdecision, putting the rest of this
discussionin context. Following this I discusshow companiesdeterminethe level
of their executive directors' pay, then consider how they define its structure. A
I

finding of the empirical work was that all of the casecompanieshad changedtheir
remuneration policies over the last few years, often making several changes.
Accordingly, I end with a review of the issues that lead to changes in
remunerationschemes.

Given the necessarylength of this chapter, it is useful here to summarisethe key
findings. This is done in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Key findings in chapter 5
The roles of the protagonists Each of the case companies could 'tick the boxes' as
complying with good governancepractices. However, the
relationship of the protagonists differed in each company.
The remuneration-settingprocessappearedto be controlled
by the non-executivesin somecompanies,with much more
influence by the executivesin others.
The level of pay

The level of pay is set basedon 'the market'. This 'market'
is a social construction,being determinedby using selected
comparators based on company size, industry and/or
geography. Each company may have a different view of
appropriatemarket comparators.

The structureof pay

Pay structures are designed to reflect the company's
strategic characteristicsbut also to be in line with schemes
adoptedby other companieswhich have gained shareholder
acceptance. This shareholder acceptance is important,
legitimising the remunerationdecisions.

Why companieschangetheir
schemes

Changesare made for a variety of reasons,chiefly: pay
levels being below market; schemes not paying out;
changesin companystrategy,culture or personnel.

I

In chapters 6 and 71 will return to these issues, analysing the data against a

theoreticalbackground.

5.2

The roles of the protagonists

The original researchdesign,basedon informal discussionsand interviews, was to
interview people in the following roles:
s

committee chairman

9 anotherNED
o

CEO

*

HR professional

o

consultant.
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In practice, interviewees included representativesfrom all of these roles, plus
company secretaries, a company chairman, headhunters and institutional
representatives.

Although by and large each of the companieshad an individual with the relevant
job title, the nature of the relationships between the individuals varied
considerably between companies.

For example, in some companies the

remuneration-setting process appeared to be dominated by the remuneration

committee:
This remuneration committee is quite particular about not involving the
executives in the design and developmentof the incentive arrangements. I
think they've drawn a line and said "we will not ask the monkeys to tell us
what kind of nuts they want'.
HR Director

Indeed, in one company the HR director had practically no input into the
remuneration committee; the work of servicing that committee was done by the
from
the companychairman, and the main role of
support
with
company secretary
the HR director was to provide market information.

In other companies, the balance of power appearedto be with the executives
rather than the non-executives. This was evidenced, for example, in statements
discussingwho was involved in the setting of the remunerationcommittee agenda.

It was also seen in discussionsof how the remunerationconsultantswere
input
its
decision.
had
into
the
the
that
committee
and
and
chairman
employed,

The following extracts illustrate the variety of practices encountered, both
committee- and executive-driven.
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Regarding setting the agendafor committeemeetings:
Q: Who is involved in drafting the agenda?
A: Who would be involvedwould be [HR Director],the chief executive, and
myself. The reason for that is that there's no point in the non-executivesor
the board having a view.
Committeechairman

The agendas are basically largely compiled by myself and the chief legal
officer, company secretary. But obviously sometimes issues will be raised
by other people, and they'll want somethingon the agenda. And that could
be anybody from the chairmanof the companyto the chief executive...
HR director

Q: Who sets the agenda?
A: Group HR. In a sense. When I say that we set the agenda, obviously we
take a huge amount of notice of what the chief executive wants and if he's
got issues.
HR manager

In that last company, no indication was given that the chairman of the
input
into
had
the agenda.
any
remunerationcommittee

Regarding the employmentofremuneration consultants:
And the committee'sjust changed its external advisers. They did that really
without our help. We set up the beauty contest and the process, but they
made those decisions on their own. Paradoxically they asked at the last
minute if we were going to be involved. We said that we never envisaged
that we would be responsiblefor selecting your external advisers.
HR director

The remunerationcommitteechose [the consultants]. Against a shortlist of, I
think it was two, it could possibly have been three, that [HR director] came
up with. We interviewedall three, and decided on [consultantname]
Company chairman (who sat in on those interviews)
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I think I had a meeting with [HR director and HR manager], in which I got
from them an understandingof what the business issues were, why they
were undertaking a review, why they decided to change advisers, the
particular business issues that they were facing, because you always try to
put the remunerationreview in context.
Consultant,discussinghow and by whom he was briefed.

In this last company, the consultant did have a relationship with the committee
chairman, through the chairman's other company, although there was little
indication of his involvement here.
Q: I assume from everythingyou said, that you decided you were employing
[consultant],rather than....
A: Yes, the remunerationcommitteearen't the remotest bit interested in the
views.
HR director

The general tenor of discussionsindicated that in some companies the views of
the non-executives were treated with greater respect than in others. This is
demonstrated again later in this chapter, in a discussion of the role of the
committee in determining basepay.

5.3

How companies determine the level of their directors'
remuneration

5.3.1 Defining the level ofremuneration
An executive remuneration package generally comprises several parts: base
salary, annual bonus, a long-term incentive, perks and pension. It was agreedby
most intervieweesthat the packageshould be looked at 'in the round', considering
the combination of all of the elementsrather than examining each individually. If
individually,
taken
the overall packagecould end up excessive,
element
were
each
or unbalanced.
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I personally am very reluctant to discuss bits of the package outside the
context of the whole package.
NED
And, I mean
At the moment, we're not changing the scheme at all.
...
basically what [consultant] said was that in the round our package was
comparable with market practice in [index], all that sort of thing. They said
that we were light on the bonuses side in that the bonuses that we were
paying were up to a maximum of 50% of salary, and they said that 100%
would be more common. On the other hand, our salaries they thought were
up with the game, and our pensionswere ahead of the game.
Commiffeechairman

However, one interviewee did believe that eachelementof the packageneededto
be consideredseparately.
the beliefs of the remunerationcommitteethat you should have
confirmed
...
In
have
bonus.
other
words
you
salary
and
market-competitive
a reasonably
to look at each element of the package as being reasonably competitive.
And if you give somebody a very low basic but everything else is at risk that
might be fine in good times, but if the market turns sour then there's not a
be
by
[Salary
it.
do
deal
should
always
competitive
about
can
you
great
itself, as it drives other elements of remuneration such as pension and
bonus.]34
HR director

Given that there are various elements to the remuneration package, companies
tend to benchmarkan expectedlevel of total remunerationthat would be achieved
if target performancewere achieved35 Thus by 'level' I follow standardpractice
.
in referring to this expected level of remuneration, comprising base salary and
it
is
for
because
However,
incentive
the
common
practice
awards.
anticipated
level of incentives awardedto be a multiple of basesalary, that salary is the focus
of this section.

34This HR director requestedthat I seekapproval for individual quotesused in the thesis. In
Franting approval for this quote, he addedthe wording in squarebrackets.
5 For example,Vodafone Group p1c,in its 2001 remunerationreport (page 57), statedthat its
remunerationcommittee must benchmark"the expectedvalue of remuneration" againstthe
relevant market. It went on to illustrate that for expectedperformance,basepay would comprise
circa 20% of total remuneration,and incentive paymentscirca 80%.
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5.3.2 Sources of market information
In later paragraphs,it will be seenthat levels of pay are benchmarkedon market
data. It is thus appropriateto considerwhere the remunerationcommittee obtains
.

thosedata.

In practice, it is likely that the committee will see comparative data from several
sources. Thesecould include:
i.

Bespoke reports prepared by consultants for this specific purpose.

ii.

General reports prepared by consultants showing market data. It is

be
from
for
data
to
than
one
consultant
more
obtained.
customary
iii.

Data gatheredby the HR professionalsfrom various sources,including
published surveysand other companies'annual reports.

iv.

Data gatheredinformally by the committee membersand others. This
directorships
hold,
be
based
they
on
other
could
or on conversations
with directors of other companies.

Survey data (both bespoke and general) are used extensively. The advantageof
do
be
is
justify
they
that
to
an
represent
external
view,
can
surveys
and
used
using
the company's salaries:
Our job is to act as the protectors of the non-executivedirectors' reputations.
So they have to have adequate data on which to base their decisions, and
they have to know that it is not adopting something indefensible. So
providing the number chosen is within reasonably close touch of [numbers
suggested by market surveys] ...
HR manager
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The shareholders have got to have that degree of comfort, that they aren't
just getting informationfrom the likes of me who, it could be alleged, has an
angle to grind here.
HR director

However, many of the individuals interviewed expresseda level of uneaseabout
the use of survey data, particularly in the way that it was believed to cause
executivepay to ratchetup year after year.
You get these reports from the consultantssaying 'look, the median salaries
are now so much, and you are below it, and therefore you've got to go up to
the median level or whatever you want to be'. And then of course you say
'yes, of course, everybodydoes that, it just goes on and up and up'. And so
you need to look well below, I feel, and [Committeechairman] will agree with
this, you always need to look at those sort of argumentsvery sceptically.
NED

Several interviewees suggestedthat one reasonfor this ratcheting up is that many
levels.
When
have
at
upper
quartile
remuneration
a policy of setting
companies
that is done, each new survey shows a higher median than the previous one, and
so pay levels have to rise accordingly.
But I have an entirely different comment to make as well, which is 'me too' is
such an important part of it, and this is what worries me about this kind of
process. I'm not objecting in personal terms, but this business of 'the
market's doing this so we better do this', there is this sense of ratcheting the
stakes up. We do quite a lot of this because if we didn't, people would leave
us for companiesthat did or we'd find it difficult to recruit people.
HR director
The way one every year is presented with statistics, which no doubt are
genuine, and, you know, are produced by the high-priced help,
demonstrating that this year there will be X or Y percent increase in
executive remuneration, inevitably, you know, gives one some qualms.
Because its easy to see how there can be perpetual leapfrogging.
Commifteechairman

In one of the case companies,the CEO had effectively overruled the survey data
he
because
high
increases,
to
the
remuneration
committee,
showing
pay
presented
did not believe it.
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I have grown very suspiciousof surveys for remuneration. I have yet to work
for a company where I was shown a survey that showed that we were
meeting the standardsthat we had set.... Systematically,whenever there is
a survey coming we say well our aim is to be say midmarket or third quartile;
systematically,for whatever reason, we are always below what the market
says we should be. ... So I've grown very suspicious, and usually will want
to double check with a couple of specific companieswho I would consider to
be good indicatorsas to what their policy is. Now I am lucky enough to have
good friends, chief executive officers or chairmen of many companies, so I
have direct access to some of them and some of the things I would do is to
say 'who is it out there who is inflating these numbersT. ... why I wasn't
jumping immediatelyto the conclusionthat everybodyshould be going up by
that amount.
CEO

In the subsequentdiscussion I passedon to that CEO the explanation for this
phenomenonthat had been given to me by an HR director; this explanation he
found totally plausible.
I think this is one of the reasons why main board pay does tend to go up
rather more rapidly than overall averages. One, you've got small samples.
Secondly, often people come in, particularlyif they're an internal promotion,
there's a bit of a wait-and-see approach. And if they go in at below the
market median, it's quite easy for people to say gosh there's still 20 or 25%
to go, and they are paying 4 or 5% catch up each time. Now, I'm not saying
that that is right or wrong, but that's what happens.
HR director

A further reason suggestedwas that individuals joining companies from outside
are often offered above-marketpackagesto attract them, and this too distorts the
statistics.
I mean a company thats had to bring in a lot of people from the outside will
see a naturally higher-than-inflationmovement. They are basically paying to
attract people to a new, riskier environment.
NED

Nevertheless,survey data are universally used as a meansto establishpay levels.
The following sections discuss how they are used, examining how benchmark
markets are determined,and consideringhow companiesset their pay levels based
on the surveys.
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5.3.3 Determining the level of basesalary
If surveydataareusedto determinebasesalaries,remunerationcommitteesneed
to addresstwo questions:
Against what should pay be benchmarked?and
Where should our pay be set in relation to the rangein the survey?

This was summarisedby one of the consultantsinterviewed for the research.
Firstly let us identify what we mean by market practice. We use the phrase
too carefully. We assume that there is one market position, lets take job X,
that there is a market position for base salary, there's a market position for
bonus opportunity, and there's a market position for either option grants or
isn't.
Typically,
There
around the middle
awards.
scheme
real share award
of a market, between the quartiles, there'll be something like plus or minus
20 or 25. And you've only looked at a 50 percent distribution, You haven't
is
huge.
to
the
from
the
which
maximum,
minimum
gone

And
In determining market position the first argument is what is the market, or
what are the markets? Because if you would select your CEO from the
utilities sector and your FIDfrom a much wider sector, and you've actually
defined two markets. You might have more jobs or you might have more
markets.

Consultant
In every company, a question about how the level of base salary was determined
benclunarking
'the
With
discussed
that
against
market'.
no
elicited an answer
is
form
in
determining
some
of
an absolutesensewhat an executive worth,
way of
36
have
is
However,
that
the
a
choice
of
comparator
can
comparator needed .
in
level
impact
the
a company.
of
pay
on
significant

36Economistswould arguethat executivepay should reflect the marginal productivity of the
executive; alas, this is not easily determined.
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Generally, the market comparatorsfor salary reflect the size of the company, and
often its industry. In neither case is the decision about comparators obvious.
Theseissuesare addressedin the following sections.

Defining the market by size
For remuneration purposes,the most common determinantsof a company's size
are its turnover or its market capitalisation. Of the companiesparticipating in the
research,some usedtumover as the sole measure,someusedmarket capitalisation
as the sole measure,and some used a combination of these, occasionally adding
another measure such as number of employees.

In discussions with the

participants, sometimesan argument was given to explain why a particular size
it
had
been
but
had
been
that
this
times
appeared
at
not
considered
measure
used,
deeply.
It is the view of the consultants that the salary guidelines based on
[company's] market capitalisationof [EXm] provide a more appropriate guide
to relevant market practicethan those based on turnover. It is the guidelines
based on market capitalisation which better reflect [company's] position in
the FTSE [index].
Extract from Consultants'report which benchmarkedone aspect of the
company's businessagainst turnover and another against market
capitalisation

Well you can look at it a number of ways, as you know from your work in this
area - employees, turnover, market cap, you name it. As I understand it,
and its going back a long time, turnover's a reasonably stable kind of
measure, market cap can vary considerably- we mentioned dot.coms - and
there is some kind of perceived relationship between turnover and pay.
There appears to be some kind of relationship, as I understand it. Now
you're going to tell me I'm wrong!
HR director

However, in one company, the HR director had clearly given the matter some
considerablethought.
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The reports I had, they covered market cap, turnover, profit and number of
people. The reason that I think the number of people is important is
because the challenge is the more people you manage, the harder it gets.
Yes? If you've only got five people to manage, its a helluva different task
than 500. [It is much harder to manage 500 people than 5 because of the
need to align, motivate and direct layers of management.]37 So therefore,
what I did within that was to say in comparing us against other companies, I
did a comparison by all four entities, and whether we were upper quartile,
median, or lower quartile. And therefore the reports I provided for the
remunerationcommittee showed these explicitly. So in other words, I didn't
try to hide anything. I kept it very clear. So that if market cap was way out
of line with everythingelse it was dangerousto align it to market cap.
HR director

It should be self-evident that benchmarking a company's salaries based on its
turnover could give very different answersto a benchmark based on its market
big
impact
base
has
'market'
Thus
the
a
on
salaries.
of
choice
capitalisation.
Discussionswith the participants indicated that this choice of benchmark is often
38
left to the HR support,or to the consultants .

Before leaving the subject of company size as an input into the pay decision, it is
is
in
happens
there
the
to
a
step-change
pay
when
what
considering
worthwhile
divestments.
In
the recent past, one
through
the
or
acquisitions
company,
size of
had
led
had
this
to an
the
acquisition:
a
major
undertaken
case companies
of
director
The
the
salaries.
executives'
of another of the
of
rebasing
upward
in
for
in
involved
the
merger,
one
other
a
similar
of
companies
companies was
39:
he
board.
At
he
the time of our meeting commented
the
sat
on
which

37This HR director requestedthat I seekapproval for individual quotesused in the thesis. In
Franting approval for this quote, he addedthe wording in squarebrackets.
8 One HR director, when askedwhy the consultantshad chosena particular benchmark,suggested
that it was becausethey already had thesedata available, rather than for any reasonparticularly
related to his company.
39In order to ensurethe anonymity of the interviewees,occasionallyno job description is given to
support a quotation.
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Just as an aside, we're putting these two big companiestogether now. And
we end up with a much bigger company, obviously. ... And the
remunerationcommittee then have got to sit down and say well we are a
much bigger company,what should we do about pay and all the rest of it?
Should we increase the directors' salaries, or shouldn't we? Some of the
directors will be doing roughly the same jobs that they were doing before.
The chief executive,certainly, has got a bigger responsibility. What should
we do? And I honestlydon't knowwhat the answer is.

A review of the remunerationreport for that company,published severalmonths
after this interview, indicatedthat the CEO's salarywent up substantially.

Defining the market by industry
It is common knowledgethat the generallevel of pay in some industries greatly
for
design
in
Indeed,
this researchstudy was
the
that
original
exceeds
others.
basedon utilities and finance companies,partly for that very reason. Hence, in
benchmarkingsalariesit seemsreasonableto usepeercompaniesin an industry as
an appropriatecomparator.

Several difficulties arise with this. Firstly, it can be problematic to define a
company's industry. This is particularly true for multi-businesscompanies,for
example the regulated utilities in the UK, whose strategies often involve
developing a substantial non-regulatedbusiness. Whereasexecutive directors
responsiblefor the utility or the 'other' businessmay have a clear comparator
group, deciding the appropriatebase for the CEO or the finance director (FD),
responsiblefor both of these,is more difficult.

As an illustration, consultants for one of the case utilities prepared a report giving

comparative information for two sets of comparators: other utilities, and
companiesin the relatedsectorwhoseturnover was comparablewith the utility's
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non-regulatedbusiness. Consultants for another utility used three comparator
groups:
discussedwith [HR director]the sort of companieswe should look at
we
...
both utilities and companieswith a similar market capitalisation. And then
companieswho are in the kind of areas that they are movinginto.

And
[Three peer groups] in the sense that we were comparing their
...jutility]
remunerationwith other
companies, with [FTSE index] companies
generally, and with other businesses of the similar nature to their nonregulatedbusiness.... So we came up essentiallywith three different set of
figures, I think we called them comparatorgroupA, B and C. A, we said that
"wellthe finance director'sat median or below median, B is median and C is
below median'. That was how we presentedit.
Consultant

The second difficulty that arises in using industry comparators is that some
individuals are mobile between industries. If one aim of using market-based
salariesis to 'attract retain and motivate' the individuals, then the remuneration
different
from
be
has
to
the
to
areas
which and to which they
committee
sensitive
might move.
That's an interestingquestion. In functional roles, you don't necessarily
look at [our sector]. [Name] went off to [company in different sector], and
other people in functionalroles join us from other industriesand move off to
other industries. Albeit we would always try to look at [our sector].
Sometimesthere isn't enough data to look at significant[companiesin our
sector]alone.
HR director

Defining the market by geography
In addition to considerationsof size and industry, some companiesadjust the
benchmarksthey use to accommodategeographicalissues. The most commonly
knovm of these is the reportedneed for companiesto pay globally competitive
packages,to reflect the fact that their executives are 'globally mobile', as
illustratedby the following quotationsfrom publishedsources.
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Weshould also rememberthat majorfirmsfishfor talent in a glohalpool, If
UK terms and conditions are lessfavourable, managementtalent will go
elsewhere.
Digby Jones,Director-General ofthe CBI (2003)

In his letter to shareholders, Sir Christopher Hogg, GSK's chairman,
warned that global companiesmust remain competitive in the remuneration
they offer to top executives.Yhe application of UK "cultural attitudes" in
companiesthat are big in the US could leave them vulnerable in a count?y
where traditionally pay has beenhigher than in Europe.
Dyer (2003)

However, there are many who believe that this argument is overstated,that the
is
individuals
truly
relatively few, and that comparisonswith US
number of
global
for
'global')
(the
benchmark
are unmerited and serve merely to inflate
pay
introducing
in
UK.
Alastair
Ross
Goobey,
for
the
a
report
remunerationpackages
the International Centre for CorporateGovernance,describedthe argument as "so
2002).
A
later,
European
Tassell,
hooey"
(Targett
couple
of
months
a
and
much
follows:
as
compensationconsultantwas quoted
Mr Booker believes international comparisons are becoming "a flimsy
defence"for high pay. "There is somejustified cynicism about the idea that
just becauseAmerican pay is higher, pay elsewhereshould rise. It is not
uncommon to find chief executivespaid less than the leaders of US
subsidiaries - in investment banks, CEOs are not even in the 30 top
earners. Thenational and industrial comparisonsare the important ones."
Overell (2002)

Thesecommentswere reflected by someof the interviewees.
And the argument that we live in a global world and pay global salaries
doesn't strike me as very valid.
NED
It is wrong. And there's the American thing which is I think for most
companies a total red herring, just an excuse for paying more. It's the
difficulty. The whole sort of global company thing. There's hardly any
companies which are really global to the extent that their executives are
really interchangeable, which is the only time it should come into
remuneration.
HR manager
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Of the companiesstudied in this research,one was clearly global, earning more
than half its profits in the US, and having operationsthroughout the world. For
this company, with several Americans in senior managementpositions, it was
appropriateto considerUS remunerationas a benchmark. Indeed,the HR director
commentedthat by adopting UK-type policies the company had fallen behind its
market, and had been obliged to increase its packages. At the time of the
interview he opined that there was more work to be done in this area:
No, I think really in (date] we sort of took a bit of adjustment for North
Americans below the board, really. It wasn't really until [3 years later] that
we began to improve North American packages generally at the executive
level - not just at the board - in order to get closer. But I've got to say this,
when we went to that route, [consultant name], who are our advisors, had
said'[name], you're not really mid-Atlantic, you're more north of Ireland! '.

HR director

Other companies in the research sample had less of an American influence,
in
did
business
continental Europe, and stated that
extensively
although several
they needed to keep policies and packages competitive for their European
executives.

At the other end of the geographic scale, one company was based solely in the
UK, and mainly in a region in which pay levels are generally low. It was stated
by the directors and by their consultantsthat pay levels in this company had been
tailored to reflect the regional rates, being slightly lower than would have been
earned in, say, London. This example, albeit an unusual one, indicates that
geographycan influence the pay market on the downside as well as the upside.
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Settingpay at 'median'
Having determined an appropriate market against which to benchmark, the
its
it
level
has
decide
to
the
then
to
at which wants set
remuneration committee
based
level
be
For
the
to
on their
median
aim
at
pay.
example,many companies
for
they
that
aim
an upper quartile rating.
state
comparators; some

Of the case companies,all but two stated their policy was for salaries to be at
median. One company related salary levels to individual performance, with a
for
One
"superior"
salaries
performance.
other
quartile
policy of paying upper
"competitive"
in
its
that
the
salaries
report
were
remuneration
stated
published
interviewee explainedto me that this meant upper quartile. The two paying upper
had
been
did
this
chosen.
why
policy
not state explicitly
quartile salaries
However, in one case it seemed likely that this reflected the company's
international bias. Of the companieswhose policy was to pay median salaries,
most interviewees statedthat they took median salariesso that they could weight
incentives towards an upper quartile package for good performance. One HR
for
it
in
that company:
appropriate
manager a major companyexplainedwhy was
[In answer to the question: Why midmarket?]
Why not? To say that we're going to pay under the market would be silly.
We're a long establishedcompany, and to be other than midmarket I tend to
think that you would have to be in different point in your cycle.
HR manager

Even if a company has a policy of 'median' pay, median may not be seen as an
in
interviewed
but
One
HR
this
manager
exact number,
as a range of values.
research gave his opinion that 'median' was a range of +/- 10% around the
mathematicalmedian of the survey, but went on to point out that his remuneration
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committee used a range of 15% to 20% above or below. However the respondent
focus group took the view that median should be the arithmetic median itself.

In addition, the point at which the actual pay is set may dependon severalfactors,
as illustrated below.

The competenciesand experienceofthe particular manager.
As I say, we look at the performance of the people. And you look at where
they're at as well; you look at where are they at the moment - that has to be
a significant factor. ... What we've done last year, at least, is look at the
individuals as well, where they are in their roles.

HR director

The salary paid in theprevious year.
Also remember that once a salary has been established,then they tend not
to go down.
HR manager

The committee'sview ofappropriate pay rises.
Generally, the committee chose to award a pay increase that left the
executive at less than the suggested salary, less than median. [HR
manager] reckons that the main reason for this is that they didn't want to
have to justify high % increases in the remuneration report. (The [nonboard] salaries went through pretty quickly, with little changes from
recommended.)
From file note of untaped conversationwith HR manager

It is also worth noting that in two of the case companies, different individuals
offered different opinions as to where the company was in terms of its salariesranging from just below median to upper quartile! I was unable to establisheither
the 'true' position (having no accessto the underlying data) or why they held
these views. It is possible that non-executivesare not as close to the underlying
data as are, for example,HR directors.
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Mediatingfactors
Accommodating individual characteristics
When askedhow remunerationlevels were set, some intervieweesreplied that pay
related to the job description.
Well, it's tailored to the post first and foremost. Then to the individual.
HR director

That is also the inference to be made from the reliance on market surveys,
benchmarking CEO, Fl) or other executive directors against similar roles.
However, although this is apparently seen as standardpractice, many instances
were cited where the package had obviously been tailored in order to attract a
individual
to the company.
particular
I would say to them: if we believe this is the right thing to do and you're
saying to me we need this set of skills, and we believe as a board we need
that set of skills, this is what we're going to have to do, and this is what it is
going to cost.
Committeechairman

We clearlyin this particularcasewentbeyondwhatwe hadestablishedas at
that level of the organisation. But given the strategicimportanceof the
projecthe was goingto lead,the valuethat he broughtto the companyover
and abovewhat thejob specified,we saidwell thereis clearlya premiumin
thereandwe wantthe man,so whatis he worth?
Company chairman

The experienceand talents of these particular executiveswere seen as such that
they outweighed the influence of the company's existing remuneration
arrangements. Given that absolute pay seemsto be less important than relative
if
I
bringing in an individual at a scaleabovethat of existing executives
asked
pay,
would distort the level of pay for the board as a whole. Two individuals (in the
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same company) stated that it would have no influence. A third individual, in a
different company, opined that inevitably it meant that salarieswould rise over a
period. (Tbere is of course no way of knowing whether the directors in the first
companywere being realistic in their views.)

In an interview with two headhunters,conductedseveralmonths after the bulk of
the fieldwork, I obtained their views on this subject. Perhapsunsurprisingly, they
strongly believed that the package was tailored to the individual rather than the

role.
back to your question about if you've got two candidates on the
coming
...
final straight - what you might very well be saying to your client is that if
you're going to have Candidate A, then you're going to have to be paying
this, while Candidate B you will be paying a different sort of thing. You must
make up your mind as to which you feel is going to be appropriate, and how
that balance is going to be.
Headhunter

They also stated that companieshave different attitudes as to whether incoming
executives will be on a similar package to existing employees. In some
incomer
has to fit in
the
that
the
their
package
of
client will advise
companies,
less
important.
To
this
the
as
some extent this
others
see
existing structure;
with
is dependenton the client's needs.
A high-profile company, particularly one facing quite significant challenges
ahead, will only entice a high-profile, effective chief executive with an
impeccable track record if they are able to satisfy that individual that they
can compensate them for any potential loss of reputation for moving into a
high risk job, where their untarnishedrecord - with the best will in the world might be in jeopardy. So that individual may well have fairly forceful views
about the package which would entice them to move. By contrast, a role in
a company which is in a less turbulent state, a strong position, may feel able
to resist the pressurefrom a particularcandidateover their package.
Headhunter
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Views of the NEDs

Despite all of the data that can be brought to bear on the remuneration-setting
decision,it is not a mathematicalexercise,and involves considerablejudgement
Several of the interviewees made this point, some quite strongly.
it sound very black and white. But a lot of this is actually quite
you
make
...
grey.
NED
it's not a science, so you're still going to bring that knowledge along and
... 'well,
I think you're going to use your experience
I feel comfortable'
say
...
and make a judgement, but I don't think it's particularly scientific, it's a 'feel'
thing. All you're getting in a remn committee report, somebody gives you is
a few figures: upper quartile, lower quartile, median. You just pick out where
you feel happy.

Consultant
So there's no kind of god-given objectivity to that kind of stuff.
HR director

I mean, I think that like all information its there [but] you don't just use it,
you've got to apply judgement to it.
HR manager
I think one has to remember that this is, at least in part, an art; its not purely
a science.
HR manager
It's probably not nearly as statistical and scientific as people would imagine.
It's a lot more human and a lot more partly market-driven, but other factors
come into play.
CEO

It seemsinevitable that if judgement is being applied to the data in order to arrive
by
be
judgement
the prior experience of
final
that
the
swayed
must
numbers,
at
the individuals. To some extent, this was acknowledged to be true. Two of the
interviewees had a non-corporate background and they discussed the difficulties
illustrates:
following
large
The
the
quote
corporate packages.
of accepting
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I started from a rather different backgroundfrom my other colleagues
so
...
and they had to work quite hard to persuade me that these levels of
remuneration which we now give to executive directors were actually
necessaryin order to retain and acquire the people we wanted.

At the other extreme,one HR managerpointed out the difficulty of having NEDs
on the board who come from a high-level financial servicesbackground:
Well there is one who has some sort of merchant banking background,and I
don't think he really understands anybody being paid less than about
E50,000 a year. Which is always a problem, incidentally,for people at that
level. I think that for almost anybody at the level of NED the thought that
40
C10,000,
less
imagine
is
than
they
somebody paid
can't
.
HR manager

So individualsdo bring their own 'baggage'to this decision. Oftenthis is seenas
knowledge
the
this
advantages
out
of
using
very useful - one chairman pointed
of
benchmarking
in
the packageson offer:
other companies mentally
And I think that's important. And most people's contributionto discussions is
a kind of mental comparison with things. And people often say 'well in
another company I'm involved in we're doing X, Y and Z. So that is very
useful, to have at least some other thing.
Committeechairman

Having said this, it would be very difficult to determine whether or how any
particular individual's personal comparisons affected the level of pay of
executives. A board is made up of many people, often with widely different
backgrounds. Each of thesewill have different referents,different experiences. It
would thus be a challenge to say that a particular remuneration package arose
from one individual's Personal benchmarks. This point was emphasised by
interviewees
in
issue.
discussing
For example:
this
several
We draw our non-executivefrom [five industries mentioned]. So we've got a
pretty wide spectrum of interests represented in the non-executives. I just
about find it inconceivable that they would see anything. The opposite is
40Needlessto say, the salary of f 10,000did
not relate to any of the board executivesin the
company!
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probably true. I mean, we've got [name] who is well used to signing off
whacking great packages for people in [financial services]. But he is as
stern a critic of excessive rewards in [company] as anyone. Unless people
I
did
links
the
that
there
these
exist,
evidence
and
were
could convince me
tend to dismiss that kind of debate as pretty hollow.
HR director

5.3.4 The role of the committee in determining base salary
It is useful to considerthe role of the committee in determining base salary - how
the ultimate decision is actually made. There were some characteristicscommon
to eachof the casecompanies:

formally
determined
the
Base
remuneration
a
meeting
of
at
were
salaries
9
committee.
*

Survey data (or summariesthereof preparedby the HR support) were available
to the committee to assistin the decision.

in
decision,
the
into
input
had
the
The
CEO
perfonnance
as
regards
particular
o
41
he
to
the
In
his
direct
level of
gave
a
view
as
also
companies
some
reports .

level of satisfactionof his executiveswith their pay,andthe likelihoodof their
being poachedby competitors.
However, it was clear from the way that people discussedthe meetings that in
decision
formality
than
as
a
some companies they were seen much more as a

forum.

41In all casesI was informed that the CEO left the room when his own pay was being discussed;
this appearsto be standardpractice. The companychairman, as the CEO's line manager,would
provide input as to his level of performance.
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There's normally a quick [committee meeting] in December, which will deal
with things like annual salary increases so that, to focus on practicalities,any
The meeting itself is
changes can be put into the payroll for January.
...
deliberatelyorganised as a set piece. Although one will genuinely not know
exactly how the non-executiveswill feel about a particular item. But the
margin for decision is not all that great.
HR manager

In other companiesthe issuewas debatedfully.
Some of the key [meetings] that made decisions about this were quite
protracted. The longest ones tend to be around annual review time for the
executives. In the early days when everybodywas getting inflation, that was
a rubber stamp job. In later years, where we were really trying to correct
some of the anomalieswhich were caused by that, the meetings were pretty
extended. The pay settlementlast year was three and half hours plus.
HR director

In this latter company, the HR director had presenteda paper to the committee
including
data,
his own views of where
the
setting out a summary of all of
survey
pay should be set to be at median. This recommendationwas rejected by the
committee as being bad governancepractice; they believed that it was their job to
assessthe data and surface recommendations. In one other company the HR
director took the view that his role was to give the data to the committee and to let
them make judgements. In other companies either the HR personnel made
suggestions,or the HR personnelin conjunction with the remunerationcommittee
chairmanpresentedsuggestionsto the committee for its consideration.

S.3.S Inputfactors to the decision on pay levels
In chapter 41 discusseda questionnairesoliciting participants' views on factors
affecting remuneration. Table 5-1 below sets out the factors affecting pay levels,
ranked in order of their averagescore.
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Table 5-1 Factors affecting the level of pay
Company size
Shareholderreturns
Companyprofitability
Individual directors' experienceand qualifications
Investors' views
Company strategy/industry
Cash flow
Financial accountingconsiderations
Tax (for the company)
Tax (for the individual)

Score (max 5)
4.43
4.38
4.29
3.57
3.55
3.38
2.57
2.10
2.10
1.71

From the questionnaire,company size has the most influence on pay: this was
bome out in the interviews. It is notable that shareholderreturns and perfoimance
decision,
in
did
feature
important
the
these
to
as
part
not
were said
play an
focus
discussion
discussion.
In
in
the
the
group
conducted to
significantly
validate the researchfindings, the participants confinned the questionnaireresults.
They statedthat if a company is not making good returns it cannot afford to make
high paymentsto executives. Furthermore, a poorly-performing company would

being
be very consciousof the impactwith externalstakeholders
of
seento make
high payments.

5.3.6 How companiesdetermine the level ofremuneration: summary of
section
It is appropriate to conclude this part of the chapter with a summary of how
companies determine the level of their executive pay. In simple terms, pay is
basedon 'the market'. However, the determination of that market is particularly
complex, being based on the company's size (however measured),the relevant
industry(ies), and its geographical situation.

Having established appropriate

benchmarks,the remunerationcommittee then has to determinewhether it wishes
to set its pay at median, or above or below that level, and how that is calculated.
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Finally, committeesdiffer in their approachto setting basepay, with some being
HR
leaving
to
the
the
staff.
supporting
work
much of
more proactive and others

How companies determine the structure of their directors'
remuneration

5.4

Figure 5-2 Decisions relating to the structure and form of pay
Measures

Targets

Fixed
Short

(Salary)

term

Level/Cap

Total

Immediate
Scheme

pay

payout

Deferred
Matching

Variable

Conditions

(Perfonnance
-related)
Measures
0

Long

term

Targets

Period
I
Options
lo Scheme
Ltip

Level of
award

Source: author
Figure 5-2 sets out the decisions that a company needs to make regarding the
its
executivep2.
of
structure

Theseare:

1. The level of gearing of the package, i. e. the balance between fixed and
variable (performance-related)pay.
2. The balance of the variable elements between short-term and long-term
incentives.

42In practice there are more decisionsthan this. Total reward hasboth extrinsic and intrinsic
elements(American CompensationAssociation, 1999) and could also include a large pension and
benefit-in-kind element. However, thesefall outside the design of this researchproject and are not
consideredhere.
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3. For short-termschemes(annual bonus)
a. the level of bonus for target and maximum performance
b. the type of schemeto be used (e.g. whether there is immediate cash
payout, or a deferredelement)
c. the performancemeasuresand targetsto be used.
4. For long-term schemes
a. the schemedesign- for example,a shareoption schemeor another
form of Itip
b. the performancemeasuresand targetsto be used
c. the period to be coveredby the scheme
d. the amount of options/sharesto be awarded.

In this sectioneachof thesedecisionsis discussed,in terms of the aims of the
remuneration committee and the way in which they make their choiceSý3.
Appendix 8 puts this discussioninto context, setting out the range of schemesand
measuresusedin the companies.

5.4.1 Why useperformance-relatedpay?
Every company in this researchstudy used a significant element of variable pay,
adopting both short-term and long-term schemes. Of those companies that
discloseda pay structure in their published remunerationreports, the level of fixed
pay varied between35% and 50% of the total pay for on-targetperformance. This
reflects survey data presented by consultants, for example New Bridge Street
(2003a) showed that almost all companies in the FTSE 350 use performance-
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in
One
issues
(PRP).
this study was to
the
of
main
researched
related pay
44
do
Us.
determinewhy companies

The responsesto this line of questioning could be categorised into two broad
legitimacy.
is
it
for
HR
is
to
PRP
used
confer
and
purposes,
strategic
used
areas:
Theseare discussedbelow.

HR reasonsfor usingperformance-relatedpay
Pay as a motivator
I'm not motivated by money. The bonusesare a large amount of money,
but the [Skandia] boardput the schemesin place to incentivisepeople.
Alan Wilson, chief executiveof Skandia UK, (Orr, 2003)

The first issue discussed by the participants was the use of PRP to motivate
individuals
to
basic
theory
that
is
It
paying
of
agency
assumption
a
executives.
in
better
harder
to
them
outcomes
and
result
work
achieve results will encourage
for the organisation. However, when this point was put to the interviewees, their
responseswere mixed.

Several took the view that pay did indeed motivate

Some,
it
did
the
that
that
quotation
reflecting
not.
argued
others
performance;
does
both
time
that
the
to
pay
same
views at
startedthis section, appeared argue
45
'incentivise
not 'motivate' but is used to
.

Although some of the HR

impact
the
to
of performancemotivational
research on
professionals referred
interviewees'
from
the
to
the
argumentsmade seemed come
related pay, many of
issues
belief.
The
such as whether pay ever
points raised reflected
experienceand
43Remunerationcommitteeswill not necessarilytake thesedecisions in the chronological order in
which they are set out here, but this is a convenientway to approachthem.
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motivated, or whether it motivated at the executive level under consideration in
this research.

Some took the view that performance-relatedpay was a motivating factor, and
that it did incentivise people to perform, inasmuch as people neededan incentive
to outperform.
Why should people take risks - becausethere is some reward.
NED

There's a risk [if pay were at a flat rate] that they may not be focused on
extending the business as far as they could, in the knowledge that the fee
was achievable irrespective of performance. There's a possibility that
psychologically they could under-perform and not stretch themselves.
There's a risk I think from the individual perspective that potential for
improvementthrough salary would be lost. A lot of our people at the top of
the organisationare quite driven by the prospect of personal wealth, and flat
fees, and the level of them, seem to us to remove one of the carrots,
incentives to get people to do more. For some people there's a tendency to
slide back into average behaviour if they know that their pay outcomes are
not rewardingextra effort and extra success.
HR director

believe that people are motivated by pride and by
we
unashamedly
...
money.
Commifteechairman
Paying everybody the same base salary with no additional rewards, you will
do what you've always done and get what you've always got.

HR director

However, other intervieweesdid not believe that pay influenced effort at a senior

level of the business.
I'm not sure that anyone believes in practice that it makes very much
difference. Especially at the very senior level of the organisation. Senior
managers are motivated by somethingother than pure salary.
Company secretary

44Much of the discussionin this section was
published in Bender (2004).
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I'm highly sceptical myself as to how much extra people really put in. It has
an impact, it does have an impact. But I think... it depends on the market
you're in, but I think it can be overplayed.

And
Q: If they were on flat salaries would they work the same?
A: I think it is very marginal, particularly for people right at the top of the
organisation. Because they are just highly motivated people who wouldn't
be there otherwise.
CEO

And
I wouldn't want to feel exploited.
But I don't come to work every day and
...
think 'if I work even harder do I get paid even more? '. It just doesn't work
like that.

CEO

And one participant summedup both sidesof the argument:
And obviously there is always a moment in time where probably you put in
that little extra effort because you might get additional reward. But I very
seldom see people, say, work longer hours or work differently or become
suddenly more intelligentbecausethey are performance-related.
CEO

Outside of the simplicity of the argumentthat says 'pay does motivate' or 'it does
not', some comments were made which indicated that the influence of
performance-relatedpay was more subtle, and context-dependent. Some argued
that it would influence someindividuals more than others.
So we have an aggressive bonus, which is only ever paid on a profit-sharing
scheme. So this of course attracts a certain sort of person.
NED
We have some people whom I have heard being described as "coin
operated". They're here for the money, and that's it. You get those sort of
people in marketing. Given a big bonus to go for and bam! But you get
other people, for example - I'm generalising now - and this is below
executive level, guys who work in [businessarea]. Yes, you've got to get the
hygiene factors right, but they don't particularly want to earn socking great
45The difference betweentheseconceptsis
not necessarilyclear.
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amounts of money. These are people who have very strong vocational
interests,and as long as they are earning a reasonableamount, that's it.
CEO

A consultant suggestedthat interview responseswould suggestthat performancerelatedpay did inspire effort - but not for the individual himself.
If you ask most people on the impact of performance linked pay you get a
very typical answer. I suspect you get it from all of us. "No, it doesn't
influence me. I am a professional manager with a very, very high level of
commitment, and I'm not going to be influenced by anything as lowly as
material gain. However, in managingthe part of the business that I manage
I find that incentive pay to the people within that business really has an
impact." (Laughs) And you can go down through an organisation and you
get broadly similar comments.

Consultant

In this he wascorrect: noneof the individualsinterviewedstatedoutrightthat he
personally worked harderbecauseof the incentives he was offered.

It can be seenthat the intervieweeswere divided as to whether money was indeed
a motivator. But, as will be seenlater in this chapter,in the discussionof changes
to schemes,they were clear that the lack of money was a de-motivator. That
being so, it was apparent that the pay representedsomething beyond its cash
value, and the symbolic value of pay is now considered.

Pgy as a syMbol of worth
Teachers in schools do it with gold stars; in business you do it with money.
CEO

This comment illustrates the power of money as a symbol of success. One of the
other interviewees, a remuneration consultant, suggested that once a director
reachesthe top of the companythere is less formal appraisaland feedback,and so
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the amount of money earnedis the main indicator he has of his value46 This is a
.
symbol to him, to the rest of the company, and also to his peers. It is a clear way

by which he canbenchmarkhimself againsthis peersand rivals -a measureof
success.
the majority of directors that I know are egotistical and have a personal
...
pride in success. They are peer-conscious. They want to be seen to be
doing better than the others.
NED

The amount earned - which, of course, is publicly disclosed - thus becomes a
matter of ego for the executives. This can be seen in following extracts,
discussingthis aspectof the use of PRP.
And the ego of the senior corporate man is a well-known fact of life, and its
a very good way of using that to get very focused achievement. And that's
perhaps the most effective way in which you align an executive's
performancewith the chosen strategy of the company.
HR manager
And there's absolutely no doubt that some of this pressure, particularlyat the
top, the very large rewards, comes from a tendency of businessmen to
compare themselveswith other people. And I would describe it as a sort of
macho desire to be seen publicly to be a success. And part of being a
success is not only the job you hold, its the effectiveness with which you
have negotiatedyour reward.
Committeechairman
At senior level, it's not the E50,000plus or minus that counts, its the fact that
it's a communicationof performance.

Consultant
Thus the level of pay, and particularly the performance-relatedaward, serve a
symbolic purpose over and above their monetary worth. By the same token,

shouldan executivereceivean awardsubstantiallylessthanhis peers,the damage
to his self-esteemmay outweigh the monetary disadvantage.

46Board and director appraisalis
now a requirementof the Combined Code (2003: A6).
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if you get it wrong, if there is a problem or crisis and you don't handle it
...
properly,you will find, and you'll see it in the end, that you're earning far less
in that year in incentive terms than your peer group. And that is a
humiliation, not just a loss of money. It gives you a bad feeling. And it's
meant to.
Committeechairman

Focus
A standard agency theory explanation for using PRP is that it makes the agent
by
'shirking'.
That
harder,
was
explanation
not
accepted
any of
preventing
work
the interviewees.
Q: What I'm curious to understand, as everybody seems to take it for
granted, is do people work harder for performance related pay? Or better?
What's the advantageof it?
A: I don't know that people work harder. I can't actually prove that they
has
be
do,
because
to
it
does
I
better.
think
performance
related
what
work
to measurement, is it does enable you to provide very clear, measurable
targets/objectivesagainst which people get rewarded.
Commiffee chairman

As illustrated above,the most common explanationgiven by intervieweesfor why
focus
for
it
to
PRP
their work
that
executives
provides a
was
companies use
the
that
the
They
a
signal
of
what
measures
were
performance
out
pointed
efforts.
be
in
important,
they
the
concentrating
on
should
and
what
organisation saw as
issues.
in
discussing
lot
'focus'
The
these
was useda
word
short-term.
Its certainly going to focus you on the things which are seen by the
company to be important.

Consultant
I think that they focus minds if they are well-designed.
NED
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So I don't doubt the fact that they work hard. I actually think that if the board
and the managementget it right then it delivers a focus to what they should
be doing; i.e. they don't have flights of fancy in terms of extra-core
acquisitions and things. It actually applies a focus to the way in which they
do their business. I think that that is what it gives, rather than working any
harder.
NED
So its a too[ to assist the chief executive in getting very focused
performanceout of his reports.
HR manager

Other points raised along the same lines related to the need to provide a clear
messageto the executives and throughout the firm, using the variable pay (and
bonus)
to communicate a message throughout the
the
particularly
annual
organisation. It sendsa clear messageto the CEO about what the board thinks is
important, and to the rest of the company about what the CEO believes to be
important. Indeed, it was suggestedby one HR managerthat there was little point
in setting objectives in the organisation if the reward system did not recognise
them - they would not be seen as serious. In this respect,the variable pay is a
way of communicating strategy.

Faimess
Many of the intervieweesreferred to the need for fairnessas a reasonfor awarding
performance-relatedpay. However, meanings of 'fair' differed. One aspect of
fairness was fairness between employees in the same company, so that higherperforming workers received higher rewards.
I think performancemeasuresthat fairly incentivise people - and being fair is
incentives that are fair and recognise the exceptional performer
the key ...
for going the extra mile is entirely appropriate in the business.
HR manager
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We want rewards to encourage people to do better, to do as well as they
can. And we wish in some way to distinguish between those who are
performingand those who aren't.
Commifteechairman

Another aspectof fairnesswas fairnessbetweenthe director and his peersin other
companies. The argumentwas put that directors had to have the sameopportunity
to earn large sums as did their peers. This was considerednecessaryin order to
attract good peopleto the company,and to retain their services.
What [CEO] wants and expects is to be paid fairly. He would regard being
paid fairly in two ways. One, that the basic amount he gets is reasonably
comparablewith those that he regards as his peers outside. And the second
thing he'd expect is that if he and the company perform better, he gets paid
more. Now that is what he would regard as being treated fairly. So if he
didn't get that he would regard himself as being treated unfairly. Whether
that would have the effect of him working less hard, I don't think it is that
simple. Because I think he'd probably still work as hard, but if somebody is
less happy, less content with life, their performancewould tend to go down.
And he might also look for somewhere else, or have looked somewhere
else. Because the other thing is you want to retain someone. And if they
are unsettled... . Most of pay, in my view, is hygiene. And that includes
But
it's
lose
base.
it. You're most
just
to
the
its
very
easy
not
performance,
certainly not perfect, so it's how little imperfect you can be.
HR manager
What I think is probably more important than absolute reward is relative
reward. And I think that people are conscious of what's going on out there,
and that they don't want to feel undervalued if they think that they are a
good, if not an outstanding, performer. So I think that that again has had
some impact on what people now expect at senior level.
HR manager

This comment about relative reward, reflecting back to the symbolic value of the
PRP, was echoedagain in commentson fairness:
Q: If I can turn it around, forgive the impertinence, do you work harder
because you get more money?
A: No. I don't. But it comes back to a very different element, which is the
value you consider yourself to be worth for a job well-performed.
CEO
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One final aspectof this discussionwas fairnessto shareholders- not paying large
amounts to executives when shareholdershad suffered a loss in the year. This
was commented upon by participants discussing alignment of executives and
shareholders(for examplethrough long-term schemesor shareownership). It was
also mentionedin the context of PRP:
Because generally I think people do feel that they should not be paying the
highest level of salaries or total income without there being some
relationship to delivery to shareholders. I think those are the key reasons.
It's not about motivation. Yes, there will be the weasel words in their
proposals to shareholders, but it is not about motivation. The people that
they are directing these plans at are self-motivated; it's not going to come
from the opportunitiesof big payouts.

Consultant

Performance-relatedpay and legitimacy
The reasonsdiscussedabove suggestthat performance-relatedpay is used in order

to motivatecertainbehaviourfrom the directors. This is a matterinternalto the
company with, as one committee chairman stated, remuneration being "the
individuals
However,
link
between
the
the results of
the
and
company".
principal
the researchindicated that external factors also came into play when companies
were deciding whether to implement a performance-relatedreward scheme. The
two main such reasons,which are inter-connected,were market practices and the
need for legitimacy.

Many of the interviewees mentioned that they had a PRP schemebecauseit was

marketpracticeso to do. The explanationsfor this weretwo-fold. One,relatedto
faimess, came back to the idea that the directors have to perceive pay structuresas
being fair betweenthemselvesand their peersin other companies,giving them the
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same earnings opportunities, and being a structure to which they were

accustomed.
I think most of our senior executives would never have worked anywhere
where a flat fee reward structurewould be the norm for them. So it would be
kind of out of left field really for them. I don't think any of the current top
team would have worked anywherewhere that was the reward regime.
HR director

A secondmatter raised in this area by many participants related to the perceived
need to be in line with other companiesbecausethat was 'best practice' and good
corporategovemance.
I think because corporate governance says is that an element of salaries
should relate to performance. I'm highly sceptical myself as to how much
extra people really put in.
CEO
It's seen to be a good thing. That's the cynical answer.

Consultant
But you need a bonus structure, because everybody else has a bonus
structure, and it's conventionalwisdom that's the best way to pay people.
NED
Because they're directed that way by corporate governance standards;
because they think it's the right thing to do.

Consultant
because a third of the total remunerationis'performance related'. So you
...
can write that down in the report and accounts, and when anybody questions
you, you say 'we're complying with best corporate governance of the
moment, and we have a substantial part of pay which is variable and subject
to performance,etc etc!.

Consultant

Other respondentsalso mentioned that PRP was used because 'the government
likes it'. Certainly, this is the case: both the DTI (1999,2001) and the Combined
Code (2003: BI) have emphasisedthe importance of a link between directors'
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particularly with equity-basedschemes. One ftirther issue is that it is notable that
the PRP elementof the remunerationis expectedby the executives. Indeed, later
in this chapter I show that if the variable payout is not awarded, the scheme is
interviewees
One
the
summedthis up:
changed.
of
often
It's not linked to performance. It's all 'pay'. Its just different ways.... I
mean, there is a question about whether there is such a thing as pay for
performance,and what performanceis, as opposed to profit sharing.
Consultant

Such commentsreflect a debate in the academic literature. For example, Fernie
and Metcalf (1995: 383) set out the ways in which PRP is meant to lead to better
list
like
it
"more
than a coherenttheory of
that
a
wish
reads
performance,and state
improve".
might
why performance

5.4.3 Level ofgearing
Having establishedwhy companiesuse PRP, the remunerationcommittee still has
to decide the level of PRP to adopt. As most schemes,both short-term and longterm, base the potential variable award on a multiple of salary, the gearing
decision is about selecting appropriatemultiples for the annual bonus scheme(in
terms of on-target performanceand the bonus cap) and the long-term scheme(in
terms of the numbersof options or sharespotentially made available). Yet again,
this decision tends to reflect 'the market'.

For example, one consultant

bonus
40%
the
that
cap on a particular schemewas "not generous".
commented
In explaining why he took this view he commented:
You can only measure these things relative to other companies. [Pause] Its
a very difficult question to answer.

Consultant
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His comment about the difficulty of setting bonus levels signals how people
recognisethat there is no 'correct' answer. As another consultant said, "It's just
convention", and as market practices change, the level of acceptable bonus
changes. Over time, the level of bonus cap, and bonusespaid out, has risen (New
Bridge Street, 2003a). This was explained as being because companies have
followed the market up: in the sameway that base salarieshave ratchetedup, so
have bonus levels.
Well again, [the level of bonus is] driven more by market forces and looking
at what seems to be competitive levels of annual incentive. And 60% we
know is between the median and the upper quartile of the major [sector]
companies in the UK.

HR manager

Having made this point, different companiesdo take different stanceson the level
his
interviewee
One
that
commented
company, in a fast-moving
of gearing.
business environment, had an aggressivescheme in order to attract a particular
type of employee:
to hire combative people, who are aggressive, passionate, prepared
need
...
to put in 60-70 hours a week, and who are certain types of personality. And
you simply cannot attract those people without very significant performance
upsides in their pay.
Company secretary

A non-executive pointed out that in the utility that was the subject of our
discussion there was a relatively low level of gearing, which was appropriate for
that business. However, in anothercompanyof which he was a director there was
base
low
salary and an "eat what you kill" culture of very high bonus
a relatively
potential. He statedthat the cultures of the businesseswere very different, as were
the operating conditions, and the highly geared scheme would not work
successfullyin the utility.
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A further issue concerning the level of gearing is how it links to a company's
choice of base salary position. It was stated earlier that companiesappearto set
base pay at median or upper quartile, rarely below. This was explained by one
HR manageras follows:
had made the decision at that time that we wanted pay to be median
and
...
for a few reasons. One, we actually wanted to ensure that we did introduce
this element of variable pay to incentivise people, and therefore we wanted
to ensure that we paid everybody a fair rate for the job, but that those who
achieved most had the ability to increase their reward.
HR manager

It is interesting to dissectthis argument. The company is paying median, in order
to be fair to its employees. It is introducing a highly incentivised package,giving
is
if
good.
plenty upside
performance

However there is an argument that

from
bad
performance,as they never fall below median.
employeesare protected
This can be related to the argument, expressedearlier, that the PRP payout has
become expected. In most FTSE companies a high level of executive pay is
expected.

5.4.4 Balance between short- and long-term elements
Having establishedthat a certain proportion of pay should be perfonnance-related,
the remuneration committee has to determine the mix of short- and long-term
elements. Both are important. Short-term bonus is useful to focus executives'
attention on immediate operational issues,whilst the long-term element is seento
balance,
and aligmnent with the shareholders'interests.
provide a
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And again, going back to why we chose to introduce the Itip. So they have
got three elements now of variable pay: their annual cash bonus scheme,
that measuresgroup profit; you've got our [share option] scheme which has
earnings per share; and the [share matching scheme] which has total
shareholderreturn. So its the mix of those measuresthat helps ensure that
the decisions aren't skewed in a particular direction. Because if you like,
they can make a decision this year that would ensure that they got their
annual cash bonus. However, it would probably mean that they might not
get one of the other two bits. And therefore because of that balance it helps
make that right decision.
HR manager

I think that if you were to try and cut [bonus] opportunity massively, that
there could be an adverse impact on the performanceof companies. I think
maybe not because people would work less hard, but actually what may
happen is that that they may actually stop focusing on the short-term, but
actually allow results to be less positive in the short-term, on the basis of
twe're going to produce in the future'. But if people say 'ah yes, but I don't
believe that' and prices get marked down because they are not delivering
today. There's this whole thing that the City only think as far as the next
quarter, and yet managers are trying to think longer term, so in the end we
all end up thinking short-term.
HR manager

Generally, the interviewees saw the short-term bonus performance targets as
influencing behaviourmore than the long-term ones. Although useful for aligning
long-term
incentives
the
executives with shareholders,
were affected more by
external forces ('luck') than the bonus. This characteristichas been recognisedin
the academicliterature: March (1984: 56) referred to such incentive schemesas
"Partial lotteries", as the performance criteria created unreliable distinctions
betweenemployees.

5.4.5 Issues relating to annual bonus schemes
In setting up an annual bonus scheme, the remuneration committee will have
regard to the short-term and strategicobjectives of the company.
[CEO's measures and targets] are set in conjunction with the remn
committee, so they're signed off by the remn committee through our
operating plan process and strategic process.
HR manager
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Decisions to be made include those relating to the level of bonus available, the
type of schemeto be used, and the selection of performancemeasuresand targets.
Key points relating to thesewill be discussedin turn.

Level ofhonus
There are two bonus levels that the committee needsto decide: how much will be
paid for on-target performance, and how much will be paid for 'superior'
decision,
it
is
factors
Similar
each
and
affect
common practice for
performance.
base
be
levels
to
these
pay.
set as a multiple of
eachof

As stated earlier, bonus levels are dependenton 'the market', i. e. on the levels
instance,
'comparable'
is
be
In
by
this
taken
to
companies.
often
paid
comparable
companies in the same FTSE index rather than in the same industrial sector.
Market pressuresare ratcheting up the level of bonus, which is tending to increase
highly
Companies
choosing
gearedschemeswill set their bonus levels
each year.
higher than others,where incentivesare seenas less crucial to performance.
Because it's got to be importantenough so that you feel as if there is enough
differentiation. If I put it at 20%, lets take it to extremes, probably it wouldn't
enable me to make enough differentiation between an excellent and an
average performer, if it was only 20% of base pay. But there is no science
that tells you why it should be 50.1 mean, to be honest I think you go by
most commonly accepted practices.
CEO

In examining a remunerationschemeit is insufficient merely to consider the levels
of bonus available, one must also examine the levels historically paid. As one
consultant pointed out, a schemewith a potential payout of 80% that historically
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has only paid about 30% is not nearly as attractive to executives as one with
potential for 40% that pays out fully. This is illustrated in the following extract.
I think the main thing which came out of it was that there was a complete
misunderstandingor mismatch of what the short-term bonus was there to
achieve. In the sense that we had designed, we the committee, had
designed the short-term bonus on the basis that only 50% payout would be
achieved for the expected performance. Whereas clearly in the mindset of
the executive, they wanted 100% every year. And they hadn't really
appreciatedthat our design was designed for an average payout of 50%.
Q: So they were feeling cheated and underpaid?
A: They thought that if they got less than 100%, something was wrong.
Whereas we think if they get more than 50% on average, something is
wrong!
Commiftee chairman

This mismatch of expectationsand payout is discussedagain in, the section on
why schemeschange.

Type of scheme
It will be seenfrom Appendix 8 that the casecompaniesused cash bonuses,and a
bonuses.
One aim of
devices
to
to
those
a
share-based
element
provide
variety of
this share-basedelement was to provide longer term alignment with shareholders.
Another was to act as a retention device for valuable executives.

There is no right answeras to which schemeis best, and there is a wide variety of
bonus schemes,albeit all sharing the same broad characteristics. One question
if
the
they came up with a schemethat was
of
all
participants
was
whether,
asked
totally original but ideally suited to the company's circumstancesand strategy,
they would implement such a scheme. Responsesto this were mixed. Several
intcrviewees (particularly in utilities) statedthat they would not wish to do this, as
it could draw adverseattention from the shareholdersand the media. Some HR
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support staff indicated that they would be reluctant to put an unconventional
schemeforward to the remunerationcommittee for this samereason.
And the nature of our business, utilities, is not that it's leading-edgein terms
of innovativeapproachesto rewards. So we would think very carefully about
being first in the queue to be imaginative about reward for executives.
There's a caution and conservatismabout utilities in general, I think. And in
our particular case, driven by some of our not-so-recent history, there is a
conservatism about fat cattery and not making the mistakes of the past
again and doing something idiosyncratic and a bit off the wall would likely
draw attention to us in a way that we don't want. So, yes, I think that the
psyche of picking relatively dependable, conservative, predictable reward
strategies is partly a responseto where we were in the past.
HR director

No, I would go for it. But the issues that you would face with the remn
committee would be partly 'do we dare to be different?'. Because I think
there is a reluctance amongst non-executive directors to be different.
Because you can be blamed for it. They've got a higher profile. And they're
still... the non-execsare still a bit of a nervous bunch, I'd say, at the moment,
because of history.
Company secretary
And the [utility] remunerationcommittee is actually quite strong-willed in not
wanting to be leading-edge.

Consultant
But I would have thought that there's a lot of companies out there, and if
there were these sort of novel things around, people would have thought of
them by now.
Company chairman

Interestingly, relating to this last extract, the secretary of that company, in a
separateinterview, mirrored this wording exactly, which might indicate that the
had
beendiscussedat sometime.
matter

Surprisingly, some non-executivesseemedmore preparedto consider an original
scheme than their advisors might have imagined. They indicated that most
remunerationschemeslook similar, and they would have liked their consultantsto
suggestsomethingmore unusual. However, all agreedthat the big issue would be
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institutions
discussed
I
to
the
the
this with an
agree
persuading
proposals.
institutional representative,who pointed out that although in principle they and
their members have nothing against innovative schemes,there is "an instinctive

tendencyto mistrustnew measures"as often they aretoo easilymanipulatedand
being
lead
too rich.
to
can
schemes

Before leaving this section, one quotation from an HR managerboth explains their
lies
in
issue,
illustrates
the
the company:
to
this
power
attitude
and
where
In some ways it's unlikely [that they would adopt a novel scheme] I've got to
say. Because we have the strategy of linking with the market. But it
depends what it was. The NEDs might struggle with it in the first place. The
real person we'd have to convince is [CEO]. He does run the company.
We're less worried about the outside world than you might think. [CEO's]
view, and therefore our view, is that if we believe it is the right thing to do we
should do it. He would be quite prepared to fight the ABI. He would be
prepared to break the ABI guidelines if he felt it was the right thing to do for
[company]. And we would expect to win the argument.
HR manager

Performance measuresand targets
Companiesuse the measuresand targets in their short-term incentives as a means
to focus executive attention on what is seen as important. The schemescan be
adapted each year, the choice of performance measuresand targets changing to

reflectcurrentbusinessissues.

As set out in Appendix 8, in their desire to create focus on key objectives,
different
had
types of performance measures,to accommodate
used
companies
differences in their cultures and structures,and in their aims. Some implemented
both financial and non-financial measures,others usedjust financial ones. Some
individual
targets, others tried to inculcate a group sense of shared
rewarded
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responsibility by adopting solely group targets.

It was accepted that the

performance measures and targets needed to be appropriate to the business
linked
to strategicplans.
circumstances,
Some of them will be about the things that will back up delivery of the
operating plan. Some of them will be about actually bringing about the
cultural changes within the business. So how we are expecting him as our
leader to operate and bring about some of those changes. So some of
those are sort of the more subjective ones, obviously. They have to be.
HR manager

In setting targets,companiesoften use their operating budget as a standard. Given
that the budget is set by executives,and the remunerationpackagesare approved
by NEDs with less detailed knowledge of the business,one question asked of the
participants was how the non-executives knew whether the targets were
reasonablein the context of anticipatedperfonnance. A couple of non-executives
(both in the samecompany)arguedthat their businessexperiencefacilitated this.
But take me for example. I've been the chief executive of [company]. I
know all about setting budgets and what the key drivers of a budget are. I
think I have enough experience to ask the right questions and make
judgements. [NED], for example, was finance director of [company]. So he
again is well equippedfor experienceto get inside the budget quite quickly.
Committee chairman
has been particularly difficult on this score, when we come to setting
...
budgets, they tend to set soft budgets at [company].
Q: How do you know that they set soft budgets?
A: Because they found them so easy to achieve them.
NED

However, most of the other non-executivesadmitted that this was an issue, and

that they could not possiblyknow asmuchaboutthe businesses
asthe executives.
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Many of the participants statedthat there neededto be an elementof trust between
47
for
in
the processto work .
the parties order
I think the overall integrity of senior management is such that you have to
have a target that the remunerationcommittee can live with. This is where
the remunerationcommittee can't have the same sort of feel; they have to
trust what the target is that is given to them from the organisation. They can
push it a bit, they can say... But at the end of the day they don't have the
hands on executive contact that would allow them to say I think this is a fair
profit target for the year', or I think you're making it too easy'.
Company secretary
Well the conclusion you come to is that that's a role for the non-executives,
to prevent it setting easy targets. But, you know, it's not necessarily all that
easy to do. ... So there is that problem, I agree. But there are many other
problems in all this. For example, the bonuses, how do you prevent short
term arrangements made to achieve certain profit levels in certain periods,
is
I
don't
think
that
The
to
that?
ultimately,
you
question
answer
and all
...
can. But as part of the sort of... this kind of vague thing that non-executives
do, you have to try and monitor that. And it's all about... everything about
being a non-executive is about trying to know your company, know your
executive colleagues, try to get a feel for how they are behaving. If you have
less
if
don't,
that;
then
to
then
in
them,
about
you
worry
you
need
confidence
lot
But
there's
them,
to
a
of
or
something.
or
change
go,
need
either you
like.
feel
instinct
and
such
and
,

Committee chairman
I think to a degree it's a question of having faith in the FID to start with.
Because he or she is charged with making sure that the company is acting
honestly, if you like. And the non-execshave to trust him or her. At the end
of the day there's no shortcut, there's no way round that.
HR director

One company secretaryindicated his belief that budgetswere set with half an eye
on the performancetargetsthey would entail:

47It must be noted that the nature of the researchsample all of the companieswere volunteers for
this study - implies that there might be more trust betweenexecutivesand non-executiveson
remunerationmatters in thesecompaniesthan there is in the population generally.
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So when the operating plan is set, you will end with, in very loose terms, a
profit target for the year end. And that profit target will be the one against
which your achieved level of bonus will be, and then there will be a sliding
scale up from that, in excess of that. So there is a disincentive to have too
stretching a profit target, because it will very quickly be potentially
dernotivatingif you know you've not hit it. But it does mean that if you just
took away all thoughts of reward, if suddenly you could change somebody's
mind and say I only want to operate for the good of the company and the
shareholders, then I'm not sure you'd come up with exactly the same
operating plan. I don't think it's been particularly harmful, but I think I'd come
up with a different operating plan, where you'd put more stretch in it.
Company secretary

5.4.6 Issues relating to long-term incentives
Underlying the use of a long-terin incentive are issuesof aligmnent of executives'
interests with those of the company, and of retention of good executives.
Committees also have a fundamental choice to make between options and Itips.
That choice is the starting point for this section, which will then move on to

issues.
the
consider other

Schemes,measuresand targets
Figure 5-3 Characteristics of long-term schemesadopted by casecompanies
*

Of the 12 companies,sevenhad option schemesand 10 had Itips (five had both).
Of the options, two used TSR as a performance measureand five used eps growth.
The targets for eps growth rangedupwards from RPI+2%.
Of the Itips, two used eps growth as the performancemeasureand eight used TSR.
Of those using TSR, four supplementedit with anotherfinancial measure.

In the section on annual bonuses,types of scheme were considered separately
from the choice of measuresand targets. In considering long-term incentive
distinction
is
because
is
distinction,
it
this
not
appropriate,not
not a valid
schemes
but becauseoften the participants appearnot to make the distinction themselves.
Regularly in the interviews, a question about why a company had adopted an
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Itip/option was answered initially by stating why TSR/eps was an appropriate
measure.
There's been a big debate on Itips versus options. Ups, I suppose for two
reasons, none of us were particularlyhappy with. They were spawned in the
time when options for utilities were being decried in the media. But the
problem first of all is, what is an appropriate peer group to measure
shareholder return against? ... And the second thing is, if the whole sector
does well and you create value for the shareholders, but you happen to be
No 5 out of 10, you don't get anything. You've created value because you
performedwell, but because the whole sectors performed well you finish up
with nothing. Whereas a share option, at least if you've created value it's
reflected in the share price so you benefit. The disadvantageof the option, it
is said, is that you piggyback on the whole market going up without
necessarilyimproving performance. So there are pros and cons. But I think
it is fair to say that the members of the remuneration committee all favour
options...
CEO
Q: You moved from an Itip to an option scheme. What happened?
A:
It is a matter of philosophy,isn't it. Both in terms of your view on what
...
the most appropriate performance indicator is: is it total shareholder return
or EPS? - and we could sit here for the next two days arguing about it and
have
So
I
to start from that position.
think
to
you
a
conclusion.
not come
But it's my view that earnings per share is a measure which the executives
can have a fair degree of influence over, and therefore it's fair and
reasonablethat they should get measured against it.
Committee chairman

This chairman did then go on to discuss other reasonswhy an option was more
because
ideas,
Itip.
However,
this
than
of
mingling
of
schemes,
an
appropriate
measuresand targetsare all consideredtogether in this section.

Ups and options
Long-term incentives will take the form either of an executive share option
incentive
long-term
Itip.
Prior
Myners
to
the
plan,
an
share-based
or
of
a
scheme
This
in
UK
1995,
Greenbury
schemes
mostly
options-based.
reports
were
and
changedafter 1995, and Itips becamemore popular. However, in recent years the
market has seen a trend back to options, or to the use of both options and Itips.
The following quotations illustrate this.
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Also, you've got to look a little bit back in history. Share options were the
flavour of the month, certainly at privatisation. And we all had a share option
scheme.
Company chairman
But clearly you're right to the extent that TSR-linked Itips were fashionable, I
suppose, and not surprising given the output of the Myners committee, the
Greenbury committee, and the published guidelines of some of the
institutional representative bodies. We then saw a swing back towards
options, that's true.

Consultant
[Regarding the use of both Itip and option.] Both Mid 250 companies
generally and within their own sector it was either one or the other. It's
becoming much more common among the FTSE 100 companies and we
may see it in future drift down.

Consultant

The argumentsfor and against options and Itips are set out in chapter 2; there is
in
type
the
one
of
scheme
over
other
of
all circumstances.
no clear advantage
Companies looking for a steer on this from their shareholders would be
disappointed: institutional pressureshave not been consistentas regards whether
options or Itips have beenpreferred.
For instance, in the UK in the early 1990s, the Association of British
Insurers and the National. AssociationofPension Funds could not agree on
the favoured structure of long-term incentive plans. Yhe ABI favoured
share options with earningsper share hurdles, the NAPFfavoured L-TIPs
based on total shareholder returns against a suitable peer group. It is no
wonder that companiesthrew their hands up and simply designedschemes
that they believed would commandenough supportftom both bodies to he
carried through.
International Corporate GovernanceNetwork (2002)

This being the case,the decision to use an option or an Itip appearsin some cases

to havebeensomewhatarbitrary:
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I don't think there was a great deal of debate. I think there was a general
feeling round the remuneration table that share options were not what
people were going for at this point in time, that they were going more for
things that demanded a long-term performance against some agreed
hurdles, performance targets which needed to be achieved. And I suspect
that you're going to tell me that even share options now can have hurdle
rates.
NED

Other participants did statea view as to why they choseone schemeor another, or
indeed both. The chairman cited earlier went on to say:
But why options as opposed to Itips? Especiallyfor the senior people, in my
view, they should share in the rewards of the company in terms of their
medium-term to long-term incentive in the way that shareholders benefit.
And therefore if there is growth in the value of the share price and our
shareholdersbenefit, as they should, so should our executives.
Committeechairman

Of course, although options are a more gearedinstrument than Itips the argument
increases
in
by
both
benefiting
to
types of
share
price
applies
executives
of
48

scheme

.

Other reasonsgiven for choosingone schemeover anotherincluded49:
*

Options are used extensively in the US.

o

Options have a tax advantageover Itips in that under current Inland Revenue
is
first
E30,000
the
not taxed.
regulations

*

Options, under current rules, may not show as a charge against profits. (Few
of the participants said that the forthcoming changein accounting regulations
would lead to a changein their remunerationpolicies. One of the companies

48For the samecost to the company,more options can be issuedto an executivethan can shares
under an Itip. Option values are more volatile to shareprice changesthan are Itips, their value to
executivesfalling dramatically when out-of-the-money.
49Thesereasonsare deliberately not analysedbetweenthose in favour of options and those in
favour of Itips. Becausethe balanceof power in somecompaniesis with the committee and in
some is with the executives,it is difficult to statewhether the intervieweessaw some of these
featuresas advantagesor disadvantages!
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has since changedits schemeaway from options, citing accounting issues as
one reason.)
*

An Itip delivers value to executiveseven if the shareprice falls, so options are
more aligned. (Some saw Itips as effectively options granted at a nil exercise
price.)

for
hold
is
It
to
signal
executives
shares,and retain them, whereas
a
powerful
9
sharesare generally sold on exerciseof options.
9

Options carry the risk of being underwater.

*

In a bull market, options give the executive more value, merely from the
'rising tide'.
The timescalesfor options are longer than Itips.

Ups
are more complex than options.
9

Very little intellectualising over this subject was noted, even when reading
However,
the
other
scheme.
one
or
one HR
recommending
consultants' reports
in
Itip
any one year,
professional, whose company used either options or an
explained clearly the advantagesthat he saw of each scheme under different

circumstances:
they actually do have a different sort of shape. One is more heavily
...
geared on how the share price is doing. The other is more heavily geared
on how well we are doing compared to other people.

And
Because the other thing is that with share options you [the executive] get the
best value, probably after ten years. Whereas the performance shares it's
three years. That's another difference between them, which people have to
balance.
HR manager
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Perfonnancemeasuresand targets
In the UK, it is common, although not universal, for shareoption schemesto use a
performancemeasurebasedon growth in eps relative to an inflation index, and for
Itips to use a performancemeasurebasedon TSR relative to a comparator index.
As statedearlier, many of the participants appearedto make the assumptionthat if
a particular type of measurewas most appropriatefor their needs,then they should
adopt the relevant type of incentive.

Reasonsgiven for using eps-basedmeasuresrather than TSR measuresmostly

TSR.
Being
the
associated
with
measuredagainsta
revolvedaround problems
is
it
is
important
in
that
the
terms of
group
selected
appropriate
comparatorgroup,
size and composition. There is an immediate issue as regards the size of a
has
been
there
as
with
utilities,
so much M&A
comparator group, particularly
in
Each
in
that
merger or takeover reducesthe pool of
years.
activity
sector recent
be
Furthermore,
taken over at a premium company
may
weak
a
comparators.
distorting
index.
TSR,
increases
the
that
unfairly
comparator
company's
which
Severalintervieweesreflected on this issue.
Let's say you start off with ten companies in a comparator group. Within six
months a couple of them have been taken over. You then get down to three
or four. Now, how do you measure median and upper decile with three or
four comparators? It just becomes meaningless.
Consultant

A related issue was the decision on whether to use a comparator group of similar
companies,or an index, for example FTSE 100.
The difficult area is the comparator group. Everybody'sgot a different idea,
from 'it should only be utilities', to 'it should be the whole FTSE index', and
anything between those two.
Committeechairman
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The advantageof using an index is that there are always enough companiesin it
for a realistic median to be taken, which addressesthe points made earlier.
However, if a particular sector is out of favour with the City, shareprices in that
Itip
index,
depressed
be
that
the
to
the
payouts will
result
with
relative
sector will
be penalised.

For these reasons,many companiesprefer an eps growth target. In adopting an
benchmark,
RPI
taking
the
eps measure,most of
as a performance
companiesused
both
for
level
X,
be
formula.
had
RPI+X%
Decisions
to
the
to
then
of
as
an
made
the minimum payout to be triggered, and for maximum payout. The majority of
Street,
indeed,
in
350
New
Bridge
in
FTSE
(and
the
the
companies
sample
2003b) took a baselevel of X at 2% or 3% per annum over three years. I pointed
level
this
that
to
the
would not
at
earnings
growing
many of
participants
out
generate shareholder value, as it would not cover the cost of equity.

This,

however, was not seenas an issue. The generalresponsewas that the benchmark

'the
based
market'.
on
wasset

However, in some companiesthe level of X required to achieve full payout was
50
industry
dynamic
having
consideredtheir
significant, with companies
.

50Although many companiesare now modelling expectedpayouts from their schemesat various
levels of performance,there was no indication that the performancehurdles were closely linked to
companies' costs of capital and price earningsratios.
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RPI plus 3 is that if you don't get there you should be
of
and
my
view
...
shot. You shouldn't be in business, you should put the money in the bank.
The fact that that should be around is, I think, terrible. But it doesn't matter.
What we very much wanted was somethingwhich was tiered. That said this
is the threshold where you get something, I think 33% at RPI plus 3, and
then you get the maximum at RPI plus [XI %. So it was a matter of setting a
scale. So the first point was we didn't want somethingwhich the light switch
was "on or off', we wanted something which was tiered, and we wanted
something that rewarded them for well above average performance. Again,
fitting into the philosophythat I talked about.
Committeechairman

Several interviewees mentioned the problem of setting aggressive eps growth
targets in technology-related companies which had appeared achievable a few
years ago, and were impossible under recession conditions". Another problem
raised on the eps measure was the situation of regulated utilities, where the
regulator has significantly reduced the companies' profits every five years. This
has led to many schemeswhich are not paying out - as discussedlater, in the
section on changesin schemes.

One final comment in this section, made by many of the participants, was that
TSR is a very complex measure and it is difficult to incentivise people on
based
do
With
they
a
option
scheme
share
on eps
not understand.
something
growth, executives can look at the Financial Times every day to see if their
have
idea
for
business
in-the-money,
the
the
profits
a
good
what
and
options are
likely
be
likely
be,
to
to
to
conditions
are
whether
performance
met.
evaluate
are
With TSR, a complex calculation has to be done to average out the company's
do
for
dividend
then
the
same
a
period,
eachof a group
return
over
shareprice and
if
Even
determine
the
then
a
median and upper quartile positions.
of comparators,

51And one consultantassertedthat
what usually happensin such casesis that the company sacks
its consultant and takes advice from anotherabout a new scheme!
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company is doing well, it is not intuitively obvious to the executiveswhether, or
indeedwhy, their schemewill pay out.
All this adds complexity. And I think most participantswould say that it lacks
in transparency. You don't particularly know on any day where you are.
You really don't know where you are until you're past the goal posts. So on
that basis it becomesa reward rather than an incentive.

Consultant

Aligmment

One of the main reasonsgiven for using a long-term schemeis to align executives
with shareholders. Alignment tends to come through the long-term schemerather
than the short-term bonus, if only becauselong-term incentives involve a form of
equity-holding.
And basically we felt that identification and primarily share ownership - not
options really but share ownership - was probably the best way of getting
alignment between shareholdersand the company management.
HR manager
And the last one was to put in an arrangementwhich encouraged people, in
fact required people to invest some of their bonus in the company's shares.
And that gave them a better alignment with shareholders, but gave them an
awful lot of upside if they did well with the business.

Consultant
This requirement for executive shareholding was met in some companies by
linking to the short- or long-term incentives, and in others by demanding that
directors build up a shareholding equal to a multiple of their base salary.
However, although it is seen as best practice to align executives through a
shareholding, at least one interviewee took the view that this technique may not
always achievethe desiredresults.
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Does it make people behave differently? I wish I could say yes. So yes they
behave differently when it comes the time to move somewhere else, but
does it make them make wiser management decisions? Individually, the
unfortunateanswer is no. Collectivelythough, you can. So when I will sit in
front of, which is going to be in a couple of days from now, the 30 top
managers, and when we make strategic decisions as to what we should or
shouldn't be doing, then the alignment is much easier. And I don't have to
remind everybody that they are all shareholdersand potential shareholders.
I think that it is probably easier to align them to the shareholder interest
when in the back of their mind they know that they've got their own shares
outthere.
CEO

Another interviewee pointed out the impact of 'downside alignment' as well as the
upside:
Now not only have your executives got no upside left in their [incentive
scheme], they've also lost a significant amount of personal money in their
matching contribution in the restricted share plans. And then you're
reaching the stage where as a remuneration committee you have to do...
well our remuneration committee basically takes the view that the object of
the exercise is to align the interests of executives with shareholders, and
they are now aligned. The executives have lost money, so have the
shareholders.
Company secretary

In the respondentvalidation focus group I askedif PRP aligned directors' interests

Following
for
12
this
there
those
the
question
was
silence
with
of
shareholders.
full seconds,before one of the participants answered"not necessarily". This, and
the discussion that followed, indicates that the alignment may be more sought
after than achieved.

Retention
Another reason given for using long-term incentives was the need to retain good

executivesin the company: if they have an equity payout due after, say, three
years,they are less likely to leave.
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Because what shares do not do is create a retention possibility. And the
reason why we give options is that you have to be there to get them. So its
a retention tool, whereas shares, like restricted shares in my case, basically
align you immediatelybut they are mostly yours. And if you make them too
restricted,then they become options to a certain extent.
CEO

Two issues arise from this: one relates to 'jumping off points', and one to the
practice of companies 'buying out' executives' contracts. The comment on
jumping off points was raised by the secretaryof a company that had made very
substantialgrants of options in one particular year; all of theseoptions would vest
at the sametime.
The issue of course that that can potentially bring is that as soon as you do
something like that, in my view, you set at date by which someone knows
they've got to stay until, but it gives them a leaving opportunity. And I think
that's part of why you need to have a smooth retention plan in relation to
people, because otherwise you get jumping off points.
Company secretary

As regardsbuying out executives' contracts,options and restricted equity act as a
'handcuff to the extent that the executive will lose financially if he leaves the
company. If his new employer agrees to a 'golden hello' which gives him
equivalent value to what he is foregoing, then there is no retention effect.
Effectively, the handcuff is merely a transfer fee paid by the other company.
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I think to get to the same point with an earlier question you had - 'does it
make people act differently?', which is the real question. Because it makes
them probably... Before they move to another company, yes. There is a
moment in time when they have to make an assessment 'are my options
worth so much that I can't possibly afford to lose them?'. And today that is a
true obstacle for moving to another company. Not if they are underwater of
course, so we have a regular check on how much our managers have
invested and vested in [company], so therefore how difficult is it for them to
move away, or to be tempted to move away, on the basis of the capital they
have invested in our company, and that they would lose if they move
somewhere else. Then you judge as to, okay, but would any potential new
employer,would they be capable to buy them out? And we bought out some
people. But there's a pain level where you will probably not do it. So
depending on the value of the individual, it has its limits. And I remember at
least two people whom I said no thank you, because its just simply too
much, the cost is just absolutely astronomic. So that's one piece of it, the
retention issue.
CEO

It should be pointed out that the headhuntersinterviewed for this researchargued
that quite often the new company is not preparedto buy out the package,and so it
doesact as a retention device.

Choice ofperformance period
A particular challenge relating to longer term perfonnance-relatedpay is that
conditions when the award period ends may have changed considerably from
those which pertained when the performance measures and targets were set.
External conditions - perhapssimplistically describedas 'luck' - could impact on
performance positively or negatively, thus meaning that executives could claim
unearned awards, or fail to achieve ali award despite good performance. It is
perhapsfair to statethat none of the people interviewed appearto have taken issue
with high awards being made for good luck, although several mentioned the
negative impact of factors outsidetheir control. This is in line with the findings of
Garvey and Milbourn (2003) who suggestedthat companiesare more concerned
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with the retention risk of losing executiveswho do not receive an award due to
'bad luck' than they are with the risk of overpaying executivesfor good luck.
I think again the same is true of the long-term. The average employee can't
affect the share price performance,whereas your top executive can. But the
longer you go out, I think the less sharp an incentive it is. Particularlywhen
it's share price, there are so many different factors that are going to
influencewhat the share price does.

Consultant
All of the companies in the sample, and indeed the majority of large listed
long-term
(New
Bridge
Street,
2003b)
companies
use performance-related
rewards as part of their directors' remunerationpackages. However, despite the
diversity of the industries in which they operate,it is almost universal that 'longterm' is defined as three years. This in part reflects the sentiments discussed
above,that the performancetargetsare difficult to judge over longer periods.
is going to work if it goes beyond the time horizon of an executive
plan
no
...
participant population. And in my view it's very difficult to see that beyond
I think you would also have to say that if we're talking about
three years.
...
meaningful performance targets, and I don't believe that plans adopted for
five or ten years should actually incorporatea defined performancemeasure
along with targets...

Consultant

There is anotherexplanation for the ubiquity of the three year perfonnance period.
One of the consultants explained that a statement from the ABI in the early
eighties had used a period of three years as its example of a longer term scheme,
and that this had beenuniversally adopted. Furthermore,the consultant suggested
that the three yearshad been chosenas an example becauseit fitted in with Inland
Revenue rules for share options at that time, so there was little business logic
behind it. Since then, as more companieshave adopted three year performance
measurementterms it has become acceptedpractice. - Furthermore, it might be
disadvantageousto a company to use a longer performanceperiod, as companies
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are in competition to attract and retain good executives,and a longer period could
be seenas a negativeby the executives.

Amount ofaward
Remunerationcommitteeshave to determinethe amount of options to grant or Itip
shares to award each year.

One of the research questions was to ask the

findings
in
how
determined.
As
the
this
research
participants
with many of
was
this study, the answercame down to 'the market' - generally companiesawarded
about the same multiple of salary as they saw their comparatorsdoing, and with
much the same ratcheting effect.

Awards were also made dependent on

be
in
for
the
the
amount
of
options
awarded
would
a
year example,
performance
function of (a) salary and (b) the performancebonus.

5.4.7 Inputfactors

to the decision on pay structure

In chapter41 discusseda questionnairesurvey given to the participants, soliciting
their views on factors affecting remuneration. Table 5-2 sets out the factors
affecting pay structure, ranked in order of their average score.
Table 5-2 Factors affecting the structure of pay
Investors' views
Shareholderreturns
Company strategy/industry
Company profitability
Company size
Financial accountingconsiderations
Tax (for the company)
Cash flow
Individual directors' experienceand qualifications
Tax (for the individual)

Score (max 5)
4.25
3.95
3.86
3.71
3.38
2.86
2.81
2.52
2.43
2.43
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It was clear from the interviews that investors' views (and good governance
practices generally) are an important influence, as are the company's strategy and
industry. The issues of strategy and industry were discussedin chapter 2, and
these findings support that literature, in that the choice of pay levels and schemes
appears to reflect industry and lifecycle characteristics. The influence of
institutional investors is worth consideringfurther here.

The private disclosuresmadeby UK companiesto their institutional investors,and
the influence of said investors, particularly during periods of corporatedifficulty,
have been well documented(for example Holland, 1996,2002; Pye, 2001). It is
interesting to note how the relationship has changed over the past decade.
Holland and Doran (1998: 145) reported on interviews conducted in 1993/4
(before the Greenburyreport) with fund managersand senior directors, and stated
that:
The case FIs [financial institutions] also identified areas such as executive
remuneration where they were careful and sometimesavoided influencing
management.

The argument made was that it is management's'right to manage' and this is
outside the FIs' areaof competence.However, they then went on to statethat:
Despite theseFI comments,it mayprove difficult in the political climate of
the late 1990sfor the case FIs to maintain their view that their corporate
agents can determine the size and structure o)f their own remuneration.
(1998: 145)

This indeedprovedto be the case,andinstitutionshavebecomefar moreactivein
commenting on, and demanding changesto, executive remuneration policies and
packages.
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The majority of intervieweesmade referenceto the way in which they interacted
with the institutions in determining the pay of the directors. It is a regulatory
requirement to

seek shareholders' approval for

long-term, share-based

interaction
Code,
2003:
A).
However,
(Combined
the
remunerationschemes
institutional
in
further
this,
than
comment
seeking
often goes
with companies
advance of finalising a scheme, in order to ensure that the scheme will gain
by
illustrated
NED
important,
is
This
one
as
acceptance.
considered very
reflecting on institutional liaison:
And, you know, is it in accordancewith best practice and good governance?
Because the one thing you don't want is a row with the ABI and the Financial
Times and PatienceWheatcroft and Niall Collins all in one season!
NED

This point was also made by one of the consultants:
We would liaise with the ABI. That is a very important part of the project,
because different investors have different views and it's a question of
knowing what the sensitivitiesare, where they are coming from, and trying to
take some of the heat out of the process. Getting it done before the circular
hits the press is obviously something we'd recommend. A lot of the
leave
little
for
too
time
that, and
because
in
this
you
come
area
problems
then the shareholders start doing their talking through the press, and that
doesn't help anybody.

Consultant
The participants referred to the liaison with institutions taking place in a variety of
different ways. Theseincluded:
*

letter sent in the name of the remunerationconsultant;

*

letter sent in the name of the chairman of the remuneration committee (often

draftedby the consultantor the HR professional);
e telephonecontact,with eitherthe chairmanof the committee,the HR support,
the company secretaryor the consultant;
*

face-to-facemeetings,with any of the above.
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From the interviews, it seemedthat the consultants preferred the dialogue to take

placethrough them, and saw themselvesas having the technicalknowledgeto be
able to 'translate' between the parties.
It's mostly us [who do the liaison]. But it is changing. There is a pressure
from the institutions that they want to see the company, really, rather than
us. Which in some ways I understand. But then you have the issue of how
well-versed is the person who actually goes along, in terms of actually
talking to them... That dynamic is changing. But I think it's in a bit of a
development phase. I think it's a bit like the consultants. You're holding,
actually, all the cards. One, you understand the arrangement better. You
understand what each party doesn't know, and you are able to piece it
together. Whereas if both parties on both sides had more knowledge to start
off with, they would be able to talk more readily. But remn co chairmen, it's
one of the things they do, and they are not experts in the whole thing. And
therefore the conversation doesn't go... you're not talking at the right level to
start off with, so how can you cover the breadth if you haven't got enough
knowledge? Whereas the consultants can go from here to there easily.

Consultant

However, the institutions preferred to be able to discuss matters with the
least
himself,
or
at
with membersof the company. The
committee chairman
following extract from interview notes surnmarisesthe view of an institutional
respondent:
The company can put forward the chairman of the committee, the HR
professional or the consultants. At different stages in the process, each
could be acceptable. But for the set piece meeting when they are explaining
to [institution] what they are proposing to do, that should be led by the
remuneration committee chairman. And it's good if the chairman can come
without the consultants - looks better.

This was reflected in the practice of one company, where the dialogue was at

different levels dependingon the mattersbeing discussed. For technical issues,
the consultantswere involved; for mattersof principle the committeechairman
independent
director)
(senior
SID
the
conducted the meetings on their own.
and
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5.4.8 How companiesdetermine the structure ofpay.- summary of
section
It is now appropriateto summarisehow companiesdeterminethe structure of their
executive pay. The use of PRP is ubiquitous - partly for HR reasons such as
for
legitimacy
focus,
reasons
of
with the
and
partly
providing motivation and
investment community and regulators. However, not all participants believe that
PRP 'works'.

Nonetheless, there is a perceived need for PRP; accordingly,

based
the
to
and
on
schemes are structured
company's strategy,
align with
be
in
to
acceptableto the
seen
schemesadopted similar companies, which are
investing institutions.

5.5

Why companies change their remuneration schemes

5.5.1 Raising the issue
In arriving at the original researchquestion,how companiesdetermine the pay of
their executive directors, the issueof why companieschangetheir policies did not
literature
(other
in
featured
has
than to note
It
the
academic
particularly
arise.
not
the continual rise in pay and the increased levels of PRP).

However, in

in
interviews
it
became
the
that
the
the
most
of
companies
apparent
conducting
during
had
the period under
to
their
and
packages
policies
sample
made changes
discussion52 and that the reasons behinds these changes were relevant to an
,
understanding of the remuneration-setting processes. Hence in this section I
discussthe changesthat were made and the reasonsgiven.

52Most of the changesdiscussedhad taken
place within the last two years. In one company, one
changewas five yearsearlier.
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To place this in context, Appendix 9 sets out a summary of the reasonsgiven for
changesmadeover the past few yearsby eachcompany.

5.5.2 Changesmade to remuneration policies andpackages
The main changesmade by the casecompaniesare summarisedin Figure 5-4.
Figure 5-4 Main changesto remuneration policies and packages
Performancemeasureschanged(short-term and long-term)
Type of schemechanged(short-term and long-term)
Choice of comparatorchangedfor long-term schemes
Introduced a shareholdingrequirementfor executives
Salary levels increased
Perks increased
Level of bonusavailable increased
Level of long-term incentive available increased

None of the changesled to a decreasein executivepay: all resulted in an actual or
in
indirectly,
increase.
This
a comment of one of the
was reflected,
potential
interviewees discussing why the changesto their schemehad taken place when
they did, and not severalyears earlier.
As far as options is concerned, options had been very popular with
management, as you can imagine, during a period of a constantly rising
share price, and no performance conditions attached to them. And I think
that it would have been a very brave managementthat would decide to take
away something that was delivering significant rewards to people and
replace it ...
Company secretary

Some of the changesmade were significant, and came about as the result of an
extensive review, often commissionedfrom consultants. Other changes,such as
adapting performance measures or increasing bonus levels, were considered (by

for
by
interviewees
The
be
the
the parties) to
explanations given
more minor.

makingthe changesaresetout in the next section.
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5.5.3 Why change?
There were many different stimuli for change. The analysis in Appendix 9 sets
out some detail of these; here I summarisethem under broad headings,to show
the key themes.

Market-related changes
Severalof the casecompaniesmade changes(for example, increasingthe level of
salary or bonus) becausetheir existing schemeswere considered to be below
it
In
the
companies
was
specifically statedthat this had led to
market.
only one of
just
desire
dissatisfaction;
to remain in line with
there
generally
a
was
executive
'the market'.
The thing was that we hadn't had to recruit anybody into those senior
positions for a long time. Everybodyhad been in post for quite a number of
years. So there was never a need to test whether those levels were
attractive to get people in. So we adjusted those, and we adjusted certain
other things, for example things like cars. ... I mean, the whole thing... the
bonus scheme was pretty poor in terms of the potential rewards. There was
a share option scheme at the time, but no Itip. So all in all it was the whole
remunerationpackagewas a long way out of line with the rest of the world.
Company chairman

Market factors related not just to the level of salaries, but also to the level of
bonus award available for on-target and maximum performance. As discussed
earlier in this chapter,the level of PRP is increasing. Companiesare making these
changesas they seeother companiesincreasingthe potential awards.
if you took the fixed and variable mix of cash, 80% was fixed and 20%
...
variable. We felt that was totally out of kilter with competitive companies, as
it was.
I mean, the role of the non-executive is to bring independent
...
advice to the executive. And when we were talking with the then chairman
about the company we asked him to consider the mix of fixed and variable,
because we thought it was out of line with all of our experiences.
NED
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Well the reason we're increasing it [long-term incentive] is that we think the
marketplaceagain has gone more towards a greater than 100% basic.
HR director

Changing schemesbecausethey do notpay out
Another maj or reasonfor making changesto executiveremunerationschemeswas
that the performance-relatedelementswere not paying out, or not paying out to
53
the extent expectedwhen they were set up . The interpretation of this fact in the
companieswas*that the schemes(either short-term or long-term or both) were not
working, and so they neededto be amended. In somecasesthis seemedeminently
fair - for regulated utilities, whose profits are reduced by the regulatory review,
targetsset severalyearsearlier would be unattainable.
Well, basicallythe reason we decided that it needed to change was because
the commercial environment in which we are operating had changed
significantlydue to the last price reviews in [utility sector], to the extent that it
was impossible to pay out anything at all under the Itip because
[performance measure] could never be achieved. Because the income of
the company had been reduced by about 25%. Therefore you are on a
loser. And so with that background it was decided that we needed to
introduce another Itip, another long-term incentive scheme which had the
potential to pay out and would have different tests...
Commifteechairman

It could be argued that it is the role of executives to negotiate an appropriate
agreementwith the regulator, and so their pay parametersshould not be changedif
the review is penal. This, perhaps,is a bit harsh, and although one NED hinted at
it, none of the companies implemented this. However, the tendency to change
schemesthat were not paying out was consistentover all sectors,and related not

just to the regulatoryimpact. Thefollowing quotationsillustratethis.
I know we certainly came to the conclusion that the bonus scheme was not
operating effectively for a number of reasons; we didn't have the correct ...
53For example,one bonus
schemewas changedbecausethe anticipatedpayout of about 40% of
salary had turned out to be an actual payout of about 15%-20%of salary. The performance
measuresand targetswere unchanged,but the effective payout limit was doubled.
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targets for individual executives. And because of the regulator's settlement,
we knew that the total shareholderreturn target we had was quite useless.
NED
But what it really basically meant was that we were sitting there with no longterm incentive plan that was worthwhile having, with anybody having
anything in the bank, if you like. So we had to sort of look at it anew.
Company secretary
It clearly wasn't much of an incentive; its been running [for a number of
years] and hasn't actually paid out anything yet at all. So they thought that it
was being almost disregardedby the senior managementas an incentive.
Company secretary
But every time we put a report in, there's a summary that says "if that was
the end product, if we were now at the end of a three-year performance
period, then these are what the awards would be. i.e. nothing." And when
you get a quarterly report - because our remunerationcommittee meets five
or six times a year, perhaps more frequently than most would do - and
every time they're meeting they're getting a report that says 'no payout if it
stays like this', and it did tend to stay like that. Then the message is coming
through loud and clear that they have the long-term incentive that is not
incentivising. So when you then get a responsefrom the executiveswhich is
reinforcingthose sort of messages,you don't have to be a rocket scientist to
work out that you need to do something.
HR manager
So the combination of the dissatisfaction with the construct of the schemes,
the doom and gloom about their ability to pay out, and the general unease
coming from the executives about pay levels in general combined really to
start the engine running which was to produce the new incentive
arrangements.

HR director
Really, it fell into disrepute as a means of remunerating people, because it
did not pay out for two, and then three years. People just looked at it
negatively. The fact that the company had not performed even at median
level when compared with its peers in terms of total shareholder return was
not something that they were focusing on.
HR director

In an earlier section it was noted that many interviewees argued that variable pay
may not motivate. However, they all arguedthat a lack of pay can demotivate (as
discussedby Herzberg, 1968). This reasonwas specifically given for the changes
in some schemes. An interviewee in one company whose share options were
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considerablyunderwatercommentedthat the options being out-of-the-money was
a significant demotivator.
if they are miles underwaterthe disincentive- it's not as if it's neutral, its
...
actually almost a negative.
Company secretary

Changesin the schemesfor reasonsrelating to non-payment included changesto
the level of short-term award available, to the performance measuresand targets
(both short- and long-term), and to the type of long-term scheme.

From the

interviews, it was very clear that both executives and non-executives, and the
consultants who advise them, felt that schemesthat did not pay out were not
working, and neededto be changed. I suggestedto some of the intervieweesthat
if a scheme did not pay out, that meant that the executives had not performed
did
deserve
(which
be
in
so
a
payment
approach
well,
and
not
would
sufficiently
line with agency theory). Whilst none disagreedwith this comment, the feeling
was that it was not a very helpful way to approachmatters:
Oh, that is an argument that is put, but I don't think that it carries you very
much further forward. You could say that they've gone so far underwater
that the management doesn't deserve it. You could say that the
management should therefore be sacked, you should find a new
management. And there is a bit of that, I'm sure. But every day is the first
day of the rest of our lives. And if you actually believe, and I think that there
is some evidence that investors are coming round to this view, but these
things do have a place in the pantheon, then actually that sort of statement
is just a cop out. It doesn't get you very much further.
NED

At first sight, this might appearto be an instanceof 'fat cattery', with executives
having large elementsof PRP and schemesbeing manipulated to ensurepayout.
However, it should be noted that this phenomenonis not limited to executives.
There are various examples in the literature of schemesbeing changedfor lower
level employeesfor exactly this reason. For example, Gerhart and Rynes (2003:
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173) discussed an incentive pay programme at DuPont which was considered a
due
be
had
it
to employee
terminated
to
out,
and
was paying
great success whilst
discontent when the company could not pay due to poor results. They also cited a
Saturn.
PRP
the
at
scheme
similar outcome with

Similarly, Lewis (1998: 68)

in
his
loop
PRP process cycle, such that underperformance
feedback
suggested a
54
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targets
many
appears
to
performance
a
may
.

levels of the hierarchy, PRP is only considered workable when the schemes
produce a reward.

Changesin the company
Many of the changes discussed with the participants came about because of
fundamental changes,or desired changes,in the company's strategy, culture or
into
input
is
important
the
discussed
As
an
strategy
company
earlier,
organisation.
fundamental
the
was
a
scheme
remuneration
nature of the schemes,and changing
be
targets
the
could
and
the
measures
performance
strategy part of changing
seenas symbols of the required commercial change.
There was a recognition among the executive that if we were going to
change direction, then remuneration had to be reviewed as part of that
change of direction.

HR director
We all, I think, began to reflect the view that the incentives needed to
change, to meet both our aspirations and the changing shape of the
business.
HR director

54He also suggestedthat overachievementwould lead to an increasein performancetargets.
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That epitomiseswhat it's been about. So, if you like, the incentive plans - or
at least the short-term incentive plans - have been designed to support that
particularobjective.
HR manager
Well it reflects of course the changing nature of the company.
CEO
What we've arrived at here is a management team in [company] that is
committed to the strategy and understands that the only way that strategy
will be delivered is if we change the culture, and we can start to drive a
performanceculture into the business.
Commifteechairman

This last quote illustrates the importance of the remuneration policies matching
the desired culture of the company. Again, several of the participants mentioned
the need to change remuneration as a signal throughout the organisation that a
culture changewas required.
So we said well we've got to change this culture, and we will want to bring in
if
the
that
feel
they
we're
own
results
as
strongly,
really,
very
will
who
people
hand-in-hand
has
to
that
for.
Now
then
got
go
with a
said,
okay,
we
shooting
pay practice that recognises the fact that we've got, that we want to attract
for
being
feel
personally
rewarded
about
very
good
who
people
fact
the
that maybe there's
to
accept
ready
and
who
are
overachievement,
for
the
to
in
they
be
bad
to
suffer
with
company
will
want
which
years
going
bad results achieved.
CEO

Another related reason for changing the remuneration scheme was given by a
had
been
lower
down
the
the
changed to
organisation
schemes
company where
include more of a performance-relatedelement (again, as part of a culture change)
and so it was felt that executive schemesneededchangingtoo.

Changesofpersonnel
It would be nice to think, given the above,that the schemesa company selectsare
a rational function of its businessenviromnent and needs. Whilst these have a
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significant impact, other, more idiosyncratic, factors are involved.

In some

companies changes to schemes were put forward as a result of changes in
personnel. In one, a change in the remuneration committee personnel led to a
insisted
incoming
The
that
company
chairman
of
another
review of policies.
justify
have
he
be
to
that
tightened
non-conforming
would
not
up so
practices
in
institutional
And
to
severalcompaniesthe arrival
shareholders.
policies critical
of a new CEO or new executivesled to changesin the schemes. In most casesthis
be
CEO's
that
the
reflected in the remuneration
strategy would
was so
new
policies:
Although, having just appointed a new chief executive, he is having a strong
input as to what he would like to see in terms of a remuneration package
which would underpin his strategy. Becausewe've just appointed [name] as
the chief executive, and he's coming up with a new strategic approach,
which we welcome. And we also asked him to consider the sort of
remunerationsystems and packages that would underpin what he wants to
achieve from a strategic point of view.
NED

Another reason was that schemes needed to be made attractive to incoming

executives:
Because what happened of course was that the kind of people who were in
the executive team were changing, they had different expectations from the
ones who had been previously on the board when I first came, when they
were mainly [company] old hands who had come up through the system and
were sort of programmedto a certain kind of reward.
Commifteechairman
Stage two was to increase the amount of options that could be granted at a
critical time.
Q Right, why?
A Because they had to bring people in. They wanted to make people feel
motivated,and they felt that the market had shifted quite a lot.

Consultant
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I think the other real reason to lead to a change in the remunerationstrategy
was the arrival of a whole pile of new executives. I've been here three and a
half years, I'm probably the fourth longest serving member of the executive.
Only one of the executive directors who was here when I arrived is still here.
So we got a new chief executive, new group finance director, several new
MDs, a new group HR director. The change in compositionof the executive
team really generated quite a lot of tension. Because none of them could
understandthe regime we were under.
HR director

However, in one instancethe arrival of the new CEO meant the departure of the
old one, who had beenblocking a schemechange:
Well I think it also depends on the personalities. The previous year we'd had
[name] as the CEO, and he is not actually very strongly in favour of personal
objectives. So when he was the CEO he fought against having them. So he
was literally linked to the group objective. So he imposed, to some extent,
his personality on that I think. And there was some discussion with the
remuneration committee as to whether or not he should. But I think if the
individual doesn't buy into them its quite difficult. But with [new CEO]
coming in I think he was more open to more detailed personal objectives.
HR manager

Improving the schemesforHR reasons
In a similar manner to schemechangesfor strategic reasons,some schemeswere
HR
in
line
because
they
with
good
practice, and so the
were not
changed
protagonistsmade improvements. In several instancesschemeswere changedto
reduce the level of complexity, as there was no direct line of sight from
performanceto incentive.
I couldn't understand it! As a senior executive, and a participant, and
someone who was supposed to administer and advise on it, it was
completely incomprehensible. I was to learn later on that it showed no signs
of generating any positive outcomes for people, which it didn't as far as I can
see. But to me it might have been as well have been written in classical
Greek, 'cos it made no sense.
HR director
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I think that the simpler you keep remunerationschemes, the better. And if
you have simple, clear measurements,which both your executives and your
managers understand, and the outside world understands, then I think the
likelihood of success and buy-in is a lot higher. I don't like complex
schemes, because usually you have to employ an army of people to
administer them and another army of people to work out what the benefit
should or shouldn't be. And the people who are participating usually don't
understand. So, simplicity I think is the essence.
Commifteechairman

In other instances, consultants' reviews suggestedthat schemes needed to be
rebalanced,changingthe mix betweenshort- and long-term incentives.
It came out of the advice they've had from [consultancy].
That the
remuneration packages looked about right except that they were missing
that long-term incentive component and that if they didn't have the long-term
incentive component they were below market. So it was, you know, both
that there was an element missing and it wasn't made up for in any other
way.

Consultant

Corporate governancereasonsfor changing schemes
Some companieschangedtheir schemesin order to come in line with what was
seen as best practice from a governance perspective. This was particularly
common in the mid- I 990s, following the Greenburyand Myners reports in 1995:
At the time... we had a share option scheme from about 1990, and that ran
until about 1995. And then Greenbury, general concern about fat cats and
so on, and the chief executive of the day, with the remunerationcommittee,
decided that the option scheme was out of favour and it was not something
we should continue to operate. Even though it did have in the latter days
some specific performancetargets. So they introduced the restricted share
plan instead.
Company secretary

However, governanceissuesare still an important driver of change:
Coming into line with best practice in remuneration policy terms as viewed
by the ABI and the DTI and everybodyelse who had a view on this.
HR director
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The influence of the institutional shareholders,and of regulation generally, is
significant in this field. In at least one instance, a remuneration committee had
changed the performance measureson the annual bonus scheme to be more
interviewees
'best
despite
fact
the
that
the
compliant with
a couple of
practice',
believed that the existing scheme was more appropriate for the company.
Appendix 10 setsout the changesmadeto companies'policies and their processes
in order better to comply with regulation. It also sets out areaswhere companies
acknowledge that they do not comply with regulation, but still do not make
changes. In two companies,part of the bonus was treated as pensionable pay,
which is frowned upon. In both casesthe reason given was that this had been
for
the
throughout
company
many years. In three companiesthe
common practice
company chairman sits on the remuneration committee, which is not considered
good practice.

One question askedof the respondentfocus group was why some companiesmade
changesto comply with good governance,and others did not. Two explanations
were given. One was that companiesneededto "think for themselves" and in a
ccomply-or-explain' culture might ignore best practice if they believed it
inappropriate. The other explanation was that companies"decide what they want
to fight on" - they comply with trivialities, and then feel able to defend practices
that they believe are important.

5.5.4 Why companieschange their remuneration policies: summary of
section
Most of the companies in the research study had made changes to their
remuneration policies and packages. In some instances these were minor
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amendments,for examplerebasingthe salary or bonus level. Other changeshad
been more significant, with the whole structure of the schemesbeing altered.
Many different reasonswere given for making these changes. Of these,the most

below
being
by
that
the
the
scheme
was
commonwere
executivepay
produced
in
Changes
PRP
that
the
company strategy
market, or
schemewas not paying out.
or culture were also significant drivers of remuneration change,as were changes
in personnel. Finally, evolving best practice in corporate governanceoften led to
changes in policies.

5.6

Summary of chapter

In this chapterI have set out the data underlying severalaspectsof how directors'
remuneration is set.

Examining the five questions to be addressed by a

how
determine
level
have
I
the
companies
of pay
shown
remunerationcommittee,
and its structure, mostly by referenceto 'the market'. I have also demonstrated
that different companiesaddressremuneration issuesin very different ways, and
the processesthey adopt vary considerably,although all could be said to comply
with governancedirectives. Finally I have examinedthe issue of why companies
change their remuneration policies and packages,which relates to the perceived
need to pay market rates of baseand PRP, and to changesin the company and its
environment.

These issues will be consideredagain in chapters 6 and 7, which analyse these
findings in the light of possible theoretical approaches.
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6. REVISITING
SOME THEORIES
EXECUTIVE PAY
6.1

OF

Introduction

In chapter 51 set out the researchfindings on how companiesdeterminetheir pay
levels and structures,and why they make changesto their remuneration schemes.
I pointed out some difficulties companiesface in determining pay, and suggested
that in the absenceof a 'right answer' one key aim of committeesis to justify their
remuneration decisions, to achieve legitimacy with stakeholders such as
shareholders,customers and regulators. The data found inside the 'black box'
indicate a rich mix of approachesto and reasonsfor decisions. In this chapter and
the next I will consider these data in the light of plausible theoretical approaches:
this chapter sets them in the context of the extensive body of research into
directors' pay, reviewed earlier in this thesis; chapter 7 extends the analysis to
suggestsomenew ways of consideringthe data.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. I begin by considering how the rich
data
diverse
and
research
unearthedby the methodological approachadoptedshed
light on the economic theories discussedin chapter 2, showing how they support
some aspectsof the theories and conflict with others. I then go on to perform a
similar analysis for the social-psychologicaland organisationaltheories set out in
that chapter. Again, I show that none of the theories in itself is sufficient to
explain the phenomenonunder investigation, or as Finkelstein and Hambrick put
it a generationago:
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The complexity of CEO compensation cannot be easily understood by
adopting single models. Over-reliance on any single perspective is
incomplete and can easily lead to the conclusion that one is observing
'madnessý It is only when economic,social, political and individualforces
are consideredjointly that effectiveanalysis can occur (1988: 544)

To end the chapter, I re-visit the theoretical models from chapter 3, which were
developed from the literature review, and show how they too are too simplistic,
and suggesthow they might be amendedin the light of the empirical results.

6.2

Examining the data in the light of economic theories

In Table 2-1 1 suggestedthat of the economic theories, agency theory aimed
labour
the
to
whereas
market and
of
executive
pay,
structure
mainly
explain
human capital theories focused more on its level. In this section I link this to the
found
had
data.
data
No
that
relevanceto tournament theory, and
were
research

further.
thereforethis is not discussed

6.ZI

The level ofpay

Labour market theory
Labour market theory suggeststhat executive pay will lie at the intersect of a
level
by
for
demand
the market. In
at
a
set
relationship
executives,
supply and
decisions
have to be made by
51
that
chapter
various somewhatarbitrary
showed
is
'market':
in
determining
there
their
committees
no one clear answer
particular
be
to
as
set. However, the committee cannot afford to sit
where pay should
indecisively on the fence - ultimately they have to make a decision, and this
decision has certain links to classicallabour market theory.
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The findings showed that the level of directors' base salaries (and therefore their
total pay, elementsof which are multiples of salary) is basedon 'the market', as
determined by size, industry and geography. Those market data come from
is
the
surveys
ubiquitous, and
of
consultants'
remuneration
sources:
use
several
HR professionalsalso collect their own market data from annual reports, etc.

The finding that pay is determinedby market factors is hardly surprising. Such
factors, particularly company size, have beentestedextensively during decadesof
in
2,
Appendix
into
As
many past studies have
shown
research
executive pay.
correlatedpay with company size; those that do not test size specifically do use it
finding
This
Tosi
(2000:
factor
in
tests.
their
was
a
of
et
al.
other
as a moderating
329) in their meta-analysisof the remunerationliterature:
In our judgement, the results are consistent with those theoretical
important
that
size
as
an
organizational
emphasize
explanations
determinant of total CEO pqy,ý that is, indicators of firm size, taken
together, explain almost nine times the amount of variance in total CEO
pay than the most highly correlatedperformance measure.

hadusedsome16 differentvariablesas proxies
Tosi et al. notedthat researchers
for company size, including sales,assets,market value and number of employees.
In this research, the case companies mainly used turnover and market
capitalisation as their benchmarks.

Furthermore, the link between size and pay has become causal, in the sense
describedby Jensen,Murphy and Wruck (2004):
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As suggestedby Baker, Jensen and Murphy (1998), the size adjustments
used in the survey instruments both formalize and reinforce the observed
relation between compensationand company size. In other words, what
starts out as a simple empirical correlation betweensize offirm and size of
remunerationfor top-level managersis turned into a causal mechanismthat
rewards managersfor increasing the size of thefirms they lead even though
they may destroy value in doing so. (2004: 56)

This issue of company size influencing the level of pay is seen in managerialist
theory (Tosi et al., 2000), which suggeststhat it is to the financial benefit of
executivesto increasecorporatesize rather than profitability. The data presented
in chapter 5 refer to two companies that grew by acquisition, and whose
acquisitions led to a significant increase in the level of directors' salaries.
Although this would appear to be in line with managerialist theory, it is
impossible to know the motives underlying these particular acquisitions.
Accordingly, although the data appearto support the theory, this can neither be

confirmednor refuted.

As stated,the reasonthat pay is so closely correlatedwith company size is due to
the universal use of remunerationsurveys. In the casecompaniesstudied here, the
surveys benchmarked companies of similar size, but also using industry as a
relevant comparison. Although 'industry' is not highlighted in chapter 2 as a
determinant of the level of pay (it is considered later in that chapter, as a
determinant of structure), this research finding is consistent with the fact that
much prior research has controlled for industry, effectively acknowledging its
importance.

The third input factor for the decision on level of salary was a geographicalone.
Companiesthat were undoubtedly global tended to use US comparators; a local
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company used a more regional benchmark. Although geographical differences
have been noted by previous researchers(for example Murphy, 1999; Conyon
and Murphy, 2000), this is not a factor that has attracted much interest in prior
research,although Lippert and Rahman (1999) indicated that the link between
CEO pay and company performance is lower in multinationals than in purely
domestic companies, and Duru and Reeb (2002) showed that geographical
diversification leadsto a premium in CEO pay.

There are several reasons why prior research should not have specifically
identified geographicalfactors as a major influence on pay levels. Firstly, almost
influences
all studies are country-based,and geographical
are either not relevant
or not seenas relevant. Furthermore,a majority of the studiesin this field are USbased; accordingly their results would not be biasedupwards by US comparisons,
as this is part of their data set. Finally, archival data are likely to be insufficiently
granular to be able to identify and segregateindividual companiesthat may have
specific geographical comparators. Accordingly, although these results are not
greatly supportedby previous research,they are not incompatible with it.

Overall, there is much in this work to support labour market theory. However, on
closer examination there is a problem. Pay is set in accordancewith 'the market',
but the market is defined idiosyncratically, with each company choosing its own
comparators. 'Pure' labour market theory appears to suggest one equilibrium
point for eachjob; in practice there will be as many as there are definitions of the
market.
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In determining market position the first argument is what is the market, or
what are the markets? Because if you would select your CEO from the
utilities sector and your FIDfrom a much wider sector, and you've actually
defined two markets. You might have more jobs or you might have more
markets.

Consultant

A related observation was made by Ang, Lauterbach and Yu (2003: 28), who
commented on the many characteristicsthat distinguish the labour market from
more usual types of market where supply and demand operate in a more
transparentmanner.
Yhelabor marketfor top executivesis unique in several ways.First, the
market is dispersed.There is no central marketplaceor a commonly
available source of key labor market information that would detail CEO
askingprices, CEO characteristics,and other quality and experience
indicators.

In a real sense,therefore, a commonly-usedterm that has perhaps appearednonfundamental
has
transparent
a
ambiguity and perhaps
problematic and
undecidability to it.

Human capital theory
The other key input to the pay decision is human capital, individual qualities such
as age, qualifications and experience. The results reported in previous studies
have been mixed, in that there appears to be a relationship between pay and
human capital, but it is not as strong as that for other input factors.

The empirical researchdiscussedin chapter 5 indicates that human capital does
have a place in the inputs affecting the remunerationdecision. All the individuals
holding executive positions in the casecompaniesappeared,from their published
biographical details, to be qualified for their positions, implying that a certain
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level of human capital is an entry level qualification for the job. However, for
most of the executives,human capital was not seenas a factor beyond that. These
research findings support Agarwal (1981), in that human capital factors are
relevant, but not of major significance in differentiating the remuneration of the
majority of executives.

Taking the argument further, several interviewees stated that individuals with
superior talents would attract higher pay. Those talents include both professional
skills (for example an accountancy qualification) and also the individual's
reputation -a 'heavy hitter' will expect,and receive, significantly more than other
executives. It is reasonableto argue,in line with human capital theory, that what
is happening here is that the qualities of the individual act as a signal to the
high
for
them
to
a
price
pay
a valuable asset(the
encouraging
potential employer,
indicate
does
However,
theory
which qualities will attract more
not
employee).
pay. In different circumstances,different individuals will appearmore attractive,
illustrates:
less
following
different
The
extract
companies
so.
or
A high-profile company, particularly one facing quite significant challenges
ahead, will only entice a high-profile, effective chief executive with an
impeccable track record if they are able to satisfy that individual that they
can compensate them for any potential loss of reputation for moving into a
high risk job, where their untarnishedrecord - with the best will in the world might be in jeopardy. So that individual may well have fairly forceful views
about the package which would entice them to move. By contrast, a role in
a company which is in a less turbulent state, a strong position, may feel able
to resist the pressure from a particular candidate over their package. And
then there would be a particular role, say a finance director there is a fairly
standard remuneration. HR directors are more unpredictable. There is a
greater range than people might imagine.
Headhunter

Accordingly, although human capital theory may be relevant, it is insufficient to
explain how pay is set. It is not clear how it helps to predict or identify what
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particular mix of talents will be more richly or poorly rewarded,since this appears
to be contextually sensitive.

6.Z2 Agency theory and the structure ofpay
A basic premise of agencytheory is that executives,as agentsof the shareholders,
are risk-averse and effort-averse. Furthermore, the divergence of their interests
from those of their principals meansthat they will seekto extract additional rents,
in the form of extra remuneration and perks (Jensenand Meckling, 1976). In
order to prevent this, agency theory suggeststhat contracts be written to control
the rent-extraction by linking pay to performance. In this way the executiveswill
be encouragedto behavein ways which are aligned to the shareholders'interests.

Examination of the researchfindings in the light of agency theory links closely
in
S.
The
PRP,
the
out
chapter
set
use
of
pay
with
work on performance-related
which is ubiquitous, is in accordance with the principles of agency theory.
However, the explanationsgiven for that use are less so. This is illustrated in the
following paragraphs.

Agency concept: executivesare effort-averseand risk-averse
In discussing executive pay and executive roles with both executives and nonexecutives I found no-one who believed that CEOs and their colleagues did not

work hard. In line with this, few believedthat they would work harderfor more
pay
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The issue of risk was more complicated. One aspect of agency theory is that
contracts are designedto enable risk-sharing between principal and agent. This
issuerarely arosein the discussions,although risk generally was mentioned.

The phrase 'risk-averse' in the agency literature is often used to mean that
executives would prefer their pay to be structured as mostly fixed rather than
performance-dependent.By and large, most interviewees took a different view,
stating that executives seek performance-relatedpay becauseit gives them the
chanceto prove their ability, and becauseit gives them the chanceto earn more.
There's a risk I think from the individual perspective that [if there were no
PRIPelement] potential for improvementthrough salary would be lost. A lot
of our people at the top of the organisationare quite driven by the prospect
of personal wealth, and flat fees, and the level of them, seem to us to
remove one of the carrots, incentivesto get people to do more.
HR director

An alternative explanation for this desire for PRP (one which supportsthe agency
theory view) was put forward by a headhunter:
Well I think the reality is that nobody is prepared to give a base salary which
comes anywhere near what someone would hope to be able to earn on a
base-plus-incentives.
Headhunter

In referring to risk-averse behaviour, another aspect is whether PRP encourages
executives to take riskier decisions for the business than they might otherwise
do.55 This also was mentioned in the interviews, and to some extent it seemedto

be borneout in onediscussion.
It's something to do, of course, with risk-taking. Why should people take
risks - because there is some reward.
NED
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More generally, participants put the view that having a high proportion of the
package as PRP attracted a certain type of individual, who was more of a risktaker. From this perspective,PRP does encouragemore risk-taking behaviour,

throughthe selectionmechanism.
To do that you need to hire combative people, who are aggressive,
passionate, prepared to put in 60-70 hours a week, and who are certain
types of personality. And you simply cannot attract those people without
very significant performanceupsides in their pay.
Company secretary

However, this tells us nothing about whether such people, having been attracted
by the package,live up to their advancebilling. It is always possible that changed

in
leave
the
circumstances,
personal
could
environmentalconditions,or a change
individuals acting in a different way.

AgMcy concept: motivateperformance
In chapter 51 set out at length the various views of the participants as to whether
it
is
itself
is
from
A
that
the
that
this
was
not
pay
conclusion
pay motivated.
important, but its symbolic value. A high bonus communicates an executive's
worth, within the company and to his peers and rivals.

As Finkelstein and

Hambrick (1998: 550) stated: "Pay is an important scorecardfor individuals with
high needsfor achievementand recognition".

Thus it is reasonableto assumethat PRP motivates performance- in the areasthat

back
This
to the
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targets.
to
relates
achieve
specified
perfonnance
arerelevant
discussion in chapter 5 about focus: PRP does not motivate executives to work

35Generally, shareholdersholding diversified
portfolios would prefer this.
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harder, but to work on specific targets. This finding is in line with the work on
agencytheory by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) and by Indjejikian (1999).

Holmstrom and Milgrorn referred to 'multitasking'. They suggestedthat when an
employee has a job that involves several separatetasks, incentive pay serves in
part to direct the employee's attention among the various duties. Indjejikian
(1999: 152) developedthis argument. He statedthat the real agency conflict has
less to do with getting employeesto work harder and more to do with getting them
to choosethe right combination of actions and decisions to increase shareholder
value. This seemsparticularly relevant to the broad role of top executives, and
was bome out by these research findings. However, Prendergast (1999:

8)

in
difficulty
this area, in that whilst setting specific targets may
pointed out a
focus,
it
lead
dysfunctional
behaviour, with the agent gaming
to
also
provide
can

the systemto focusonly on the taskthat will producethe reward. Shenotedthat
in complex jobs, this can presenta problem. Such problems were not evidenced
in the research findings, although several of the participants emphasised the
importance of selectingthe right performancemeasuresand targets.
The most importantthing is setting the bonus targets.
Commiftee chairman
You have to be sure that bonuses take care of an annual performance,and
that your long-term incentives are truly long-term. If all of your incentives
encourage short-termism,then 'robbing this year to gain a bonus' behaviour
does happen.
HR director

One further point on PRP is worth noting. The following extract from Tosi et al.'s
meta-analysis refers to difficulties researchers have found with the payperfonnancerelationship.
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Researchersexpress shock when they find paylperformance sensitivities
are low and the results inconsistent with their theory. We suggest that
there is a distinct possibility thatperhaps the archivalperformance criteria
may be deficient becausethey typically tap only a small portion of the
CEO's job performance requirements, and therefore contain a large
amount o!f noise, making unambiguous causal attributions for observed
results very difficult.... Knowing this, boards of directors may well turn to
measures of performance that include objective indicators as well as
judgmental, clinical, and subjective assessmentsof other job-relevant
dimensions. Such criteria are more likely to represent a holistic,
multidimensional assessmentof executiveperformance. Thus,the objective
performance measuresfound in the executivecompensationliterature may
be "deficient" for evaluation purposes by those responsiblefor corporate
governance, who in turn use a subjective evaluation process to assessthe
executiveý contributions. If this is the case, it would not be surprising that
weak empirical relationships using archival-basedcriteria arefound. This
could mean, then, that the theoreticalpredictions are not disconfirmed, but
only that the methodology employed does not properly measure the
performance construct on which the agencycontract is based. If this is so,
then it may bepremature to inferftom the research that usesarchival data
of this sort, as Jensen and Murphy (1990) have done, that there is little
supportfor the notion of "optimal contracting" to align interests.
Tosi et aL (2000: 331)

One factor in these researchresults confirrns the reasonsthat Tosi et al. give for
the lack of relationship. In Appendix 8 are set out the numerous performance
measures used by the case companies in appraising short- and long-term
performance. The majority of companiesusedmore than one measure,and used a
mixture of financial and non-financial measures. This confirms Tosi et al.'s view
of multidimensional measures. A further research finding confutes, to some
extent, the explanation given. The fact that companieschangetheir remuneration
schemesso frequently, often becausethose schemesare not paying out enough/at
all to the executives, suggeststhat there really is not a strong pay-performance
relationship once performance falls.

Gillan (2001) suggests that the pay-

performance relationship is asymmetrical:

companies focus on PRP when

performanceis good, and on peer comparisonswhen it is poor.
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Figure 6-1 illustrates the 'ideal' relationship, and examplesof what might happen
in practice.
Figure 6-1 The pay-performance relationship in conditions of poor performance
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From these results it seemsthat a straightforward agency theory explanation, that
contracts offering variable pay induce better performance, is an idea that meets
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with a mixed reception in the sample companies,and it is definitely not the sole
driver of the use of perfonnance-relatedpay.

6.3

Examining the data in the light of social-psychological and
organisational theories

In chapter 21 suggestedthat of the motivational theories, expectancytheory was
used mainly to explain the structure of executive pay, whereas equity theory
focused more on its level.

Of the other theories discussed in that chapter,

institutional theory and legitimacy related both to the level and structure of pay.
In this section I discusshow those theories were bome out by the results. I also
discuss theories of power and politics, which have great relevance to the way in
interacts
the
committee
with the executive. Finally in this
which
remuneration
bounded
decision
I
theory, and the extent to which
rationality
and
section consider
thesehave somerelevancein explaining the researchresults.

Other social theories contained in chapter 2 were social comparison and social
influence. No data were found (or directly sought) that related to social influence
theory, and this is not discussedfurther. A small amount of evidence was found
for social comparison - the mental benchmark held by remuneration committee
members based on levels of pay in their jobs in and knowledge of other
companies. As discussedin chapter 5, it is accepted(and indeed appreciated)that
non-executivesbring their experienceof other companiesto the debate. However,
it was also arguedthat the mix of experienceson the board meansthat it is hard to
seehow any one individual's social comparisonswould significantly influence the
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for
is
find
it
difficult
this
decision.
Accordingly,
to
aspect
support
any
great
pay
do
findings
theory.
that
the
theory,
not
refute
although
comparison
of social

6.3.1 Doespay motivate?
V-

theory
qUIty
r,
.
Equity theory suggeststhat executiveswill comparetheir work-reward ratio with
feel
dissatisfaction
if
in
the
(in
and
the
companies)
other
that of peers
or
company,
ratio differs.

Considerable research evidence was found for the belief that

be
believed
knew
to
themselves
comparatively under-rewarded
or
executiveswho

56
felt dissatisfaction This showedin the commentsof executives,andparticularly
.
in the views of NEDs and consultantsabout how pay should be comparable. Most
in
for
'fairness'
this
interviewees
to
the
context.
the
requirement
referred
of
What [CEO] wants and expects is to be paid fairly. He would regard being
he
is
basic
One,
the
that
in
two
fairly
gets
reasonably
amount
ways.
paid
comparablewith those that he regards as his peers outside.
HR manager

No evidence was found to support the alternative premise of equity theory, that
imbalance.
to
that
redress
would
attempt
executiveswho were relatively overpaid
It is possible that these individuals changedtheir referent others (Adams, 1963)
but this is not determinablefrom the research. Given that there is no correct way
to define the market, it is not possible (for researchersor the protagonists) to
determinewhether the 'right' referentshave been chosen.

56Although there was little evidenceof such dissatisfactionactually occurring in most of the case
companies.
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Expectancytheory
Expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964) suggeststhat pay will motivate executives if
they believe that by performing the (doable) task, they will receive the (desirable)
is
for
being
There
theory
evidence
expectancy
principles
applied
reward.
strong
in the companies. This was demonstrated in the perceived need to change
schemeswhich had no potential to make a payout. The argumentmade in several
companieswas that underwater schemes,or those where the performance targets
were unlikely ever to be met, would not motivate the executives - indeed, they
may even demotivate.
Really, it fell into disrepute as a means of remunerating people, because it
did not pay out for two, and then three years. People just looked at it
negatively.
HR director

As regards the argument in expectancytheory that a potential reward will only
motivate if it is seento be attractive, only one participant mentioned this aspect:
Q: Why set [bonus level] at 50% of salary?
A: Because it's got to be important enough so that you feel as if there is
enough differentiation. If I put it at 20%, let's take it to extremes, probably it
wouldn't enable me to make enough differentiationbetween an excellent and
an average performer,if it was only 20% of base pay.
CEO

The implication of this is that a bonus of 20% of salary would not be sufficient to
motivate extraordinary performance.

6.3.2 Justifying the package -institutional theory and legitimacy
From chapter 5 it can be seen that many of the practices adopted by companies
can be explained through the approachesof institutional theory and legitimacy.
This has relevance to both the level of pay, based on the market, and to its
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57.
based
institutional
it
on
structure,
acceptanceand other companies' practices
also contributes to an explanation of how remuneration committees operate, and
of why they make changesto their schemes. In this section I highlight the ways in
institutional
data
theory explanationsand demonstrate
the
support
which
research
companies' desire for legitimacy.

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) discuss three types of isomorphism: coercive,
mimetic and normative. All three types are evidencedin the research.

Coercive isomorphism relates to pressures exerted on organisations by other
dependent;
for
they
example government agenciesor
are
organisationson which
the expectations of society. Scott (1987: 501) refined DiMaggio and Powell's
definition, distinguishing two types of coercive pressures: those actually imposed
by authority and those resulting from coercive power. We can seein the workings
because
that
they are
committees
some
practices
are
adopted
of remuneration
included in the Combined Code, or in the various regulatory reports, whereas
being
best
in
For
taken
are
up
as
practice.
example,
others
as mentioned chapter
5, many companieschangedfrom option schemesto Itips after the publication of
the Myners and Greenbury reports in 1995. Appendix 10 shows instanceswhere
companieshave deliberately changedtheir practices in order to be compliant with
best practice.58 Table 5-2 shows that in considering the structure of their
remuneration schemes, a prime influence stated by the interviewees was the
reaction of institutions, a proxy for best practice.
57Pay levels are also legitimised by institutional investors'
acceptance.Holland (2002) points out
that fund managersuse 'the market' to justify pay levels.
58The Appendix also shows instances
where companieshave not complied with coercive forces,
an explanation for which is set out in chapter5.
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The following extractsprovide an illustration of coercive isomorphism.
I mean, I'm reluctant to use the word box ticking, but you know what I mean
in that the corporate governance officers - if it something they were familiar
with, and they know what the norms are, then it's fairly easy to persuade
them, but if you come up with something new then they might be suspicious
and think 'oh we have got nothing to benchmark this against'. Therefore I
know I'm going to have a tough time, and might face shareholderopposition.

Consultant
What I think we are seeing over the years is a greater dialogue betwixt and
between companies and their major institutional investors. And that's a
dialogue that's been favoured by the various committees on corporate
And indeed, it's an approach that's approved and
governance.
recommendedby the various representativebodies of institutional investors.

Consultant
I think that one of the criteria which we're told will come out with the DTI
paper is that they will insist that you have taken some formal benchmarking
exercises in arriving at salaries, so that's what we've done.
NED

Mimetic isomorphism suggests that organisations model themselves on other
is
Often,
because
is
this
there
successful.
appear
which
no right
organisations

be
done,
be
to
to
and
other
organisations'
practices
appear
what
should
answer
1989). In the contextof executivepay,
successful(GalaskiewiczandWasserman,
this idea of 'no right answer' was illustrated by Mangel and Singh (1993: 339):
So far, much of research on executive compensationhas focused on the
strength of the link hetweenpay and performance, even though economic
theory offers little guidance on the appropriate magnitude of the
relationship.

March(1984: 61) discussedhow this works in practice:
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"at makes a scheme appropriate is that it is being used by successful
has
it
"at
is
it
indust7y.
in
that
the
makes progressive
same
companies
been adopted by other firms that are viewed as being intelligently
innovative. Compensationschemesspreadftom highly regarded companies
to less highly regarded ones, as the latter t?Y to present themselvesas
is
former;
the
to
the
scheme
provides
a
particular
signal
and
equivalent
by
by
degraded
its
companies that are neither welladoption
gradually
invention
the
thus
of new schemes.
stimulating
managednor progressive,

There is strong evidencefor this in the data set out in chapter 5. Companiesadopt
because
fail
in
line
they are
to
schemes
adopt
with market practice - or
schemes
is
key
influence
do.
'The
in
a
market'
not accordancewith what other companies
on how companiesdeterminetheir executivepay structures.
HR 1: So the herd instinct was alive and well. I think when you're starting
be
do
bit
to
to
there's
first
time,
for
of
pressure
seen
the
a
quite
off
from
ABI
the
the
in.
And
fits
got
pressure
you've
of
course
somethingwhich
and the NAPF...
it was 'market practice', if you want to use a euphemism.
HR 2:
...
Two HR managers in same company

Examplesof mimetic isomorphism demonstratedin chapter 5 were the move from
hips back to options in the late 1990s; the universal use of three years as a longterm performance period; and the fact that few companies were prepared to
59
implement a novel remunerationscheme .
But because of [high gains on post-privatisationoptions] ... a lot of people in
the [utility] industry in particular did very well - it suddenly became not the
thing to do, and therefore Itips became the flavour. And so that's why we
be
to
But
the
Itips.
to
changing again now, and people
seems
circle
went on
are moving back to, recognising the problems of Itips, and they are moving
back to having share options and the like.
Company chairman

The evidence supporting normative isomorphism is less strong, but does exist.
Normative pressuresstem from professionalisation, with practices being spread

39This last example could also be seenas coercive isomorphism, illustrating Mizruchi and Fein's
(1999) contention that there is much overlap in the categories,and that many examplesof coercive
isomorphism.are classified as mimetic.
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amongst networks of individuals undertaking the same tasks. The relevant
networks as regards executive pay are:

company secretaries and HR

professionals,who administer the committees; networks of non-executives,who
bring experience of practices in other companies; and of course remuneration
few
"like
Johnny
Appleseeds,
spread
a
organizational models
consultants, who
throughout the land" (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983: 152).

Thus we have committees which, on the surface, operate the same working
practices in each company, adopting similar types of remuneration scheme and
'the
levels
to
their
with regard
market'. These institutionalised
pay
justifying
justify
legitimacy
NEDs
their
that
to
the
companies
and
need
practices provide
their decisionson remuneration.

It was clear from the interviewsthat NEDs and other protagonistswere very
levels
for
legitimacy,
be
justify
both
to
to
the
the
and
wanted
able
need
aware of
of pay and the structuresthey adopted.
But I do think, there is no doubt that part of this process is a covering of the
back. It allows the board to say that it has consultedwith consultants.

And
It does behove a company that is in a monopoly position and requires a
certain legitimacy and basic goodwill to conduct itself carefully.
NED

I mean, again, their [the NEDs'] criterion is 'could we be criticised for being
unduly generous?'. And if in reality we can show that its in line with market
practice, that always is the crunch. If the consultants are happy, we think
that its a good idea, then it will have a good chance.
HR manager
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We wanted to be whiter than white. The previous chairman was, quite
rightly in my view, very concerned that whatever we did was publicly
defensible. Not just in terms of shareholders, but particularly in terms of
customers.
HR director
But at the end of the day there is that comfort factor [for the remuneration
committee] of saying 'we have an arrangement which we can justify by
referenceto the market'.

Consultant
It thus appearsthat institutional pressures- be they coercive, mimetic or possibly
normative - and the need for legitimacy for the companiesand their NEDs have
considerableinfluence on the remunerationdecisions.

Institutional pressureslead to companiesadopting similar practices. However, the
field of executive pay is one of continuous innovation - many schemesin use
today did not exist five years ago. The discussionin chapter 5 of schemechanges
indicates that, although many were to comply with 'the market', some were for
other reasons, and that not all companies complied with standard practice. A
reconciliation is needed between the pressuresto change and the pressuresto
comply.

One relevant issue is that the change in executive pay is what Greenwood and
Hinings (1996) refer to as "evolutionary" rather than "radical" change- it takes
place slowly. As such, this can be accommodatedby stakeholders: For example,
ostrom (2003) refers to changesbe ng met initially by investor resistance,which

was graduallyovercome.BebchukandFried (2004b: 17) alsoaddressthis issue.
They comment on the "stickiness" in executive pay practices that arises from the
tendency to conform conflicting with the need to evolve. They also rightly point
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out that institutional theory can provide an explanation for the "stickiness" but
"cannot tell us much about why arrangementsevolve in one direction rather than

another".

6.3.3 How the committee operates-power andpolitics
In chapter 51 showed that although all of the companiescould tick the boxes for
having good governancepractices,their underlying processeswere very different,
and the influence of executives was much stronger in some companies than in
others. This was not a surprising finding, as previous researchers,for example
Pye (2001) have reported similar results. Stiles (2001), who conductedinterview-

basedresearchon UK boards,discussed
powerrelationshipswithin the board:
Yhe CEO has high structural power because of hislher position in the
organizational hierarchy, while in terms of relational power, the CEO's
expert and prestige power is also usually pre-eminent over other
for
board
'involvement' in
The
opportunities
organizational members.
have
been
decision-making
therefore
viewed as problematic, due
strategic
to the non-executive directors' lack of expertise and inferior access to
information. (2001: 630)

Lorsch and MacIver had similar findings in a US context:
In the corporate boardroom there are multiple sources ofpower, of which
the directors' [NEDs Y legal authority is just one. Others are the
confidence to express one's ideas and views, knowledge and information
about the matter under discussion, and control over the agenda and the
discussionprocess. There is power in unity too, whenevera majority of the
board standsfirmly behind a particular position. But essentially, directors
are at a disadvantage when these sources of boardroom power are
realistically considered. YheCEO-chairman usually has greater knowledge
and information and controls both the meeting agenda and the discussion
process. (1989: 13)

It is a well-known issue in corporate governance that a company's formal
structuresmay not reflect the real distribution of power and influence. Harrison
(1987), in a discussionof legitimacy, pointed out that the fact that a company sets
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up a board committee is a legitimising activity, but that structures are not
necessarilyindicative of committee processes:
For a board of directors, its committeestructure symbolizes its method of
(1987.,
111)
itsetf
is
observable.
which
not
readily
operation,

Prior research on the link between executive pay and power, as discussed in
focused
has
2,
on aspectsof power such as tenure, share ownership and
chapter
the make-up of the board. No evidencethat these factors were a particular source
designed
(which
in
found
this
to
was
not
particularly
research
of power was
highlight them). None of the interviews suggestedany particular significance for
dominant
figure
insofar
(usually
factors,
the CEO)
these
a
as
except
any of
'political
board.
In
this
the
respect,
strategist' role
engineered a compliant
discussedby Ungson and Steers(1984) did surface, as regardsthe CEO's role in
managingrelationshipswithin the top echelonsof the company.

The research literature generally examines power to determine whether CEO
in
CEOs'
The
favourable
leads
terms
to
contracts.
remuneration
unduly
power
it
it
is
impossible
However,
is
this.
that
to
this
on
such
conclude
study
nature of
was obvious that the distribution of power amongst the protagonists - where
factor
in
is
in
defined
a
significant
relational
way
was
a
more
generally
power
the remuneration-settingprocess. This subject is discussedmore fully in chapter
7.

6.3.4 A round-up of other relevant theories
In this section, two other theories that were introduced in chapter 2 are discussed
in the context of the researchfindings.
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Contingencytheory
A contingency theory approach statesthat reward systemsneed to be consistent
with a company's external environment and internal culture and strategy
(Barkerna and Gomez-Mejia, 1998).

There was strong evidence that

'contingency' played an important role in the remuneration decisions of the case
companies. Several of the intervieweesremarked that no one schemecould suit
all circumstances,and that schemesneededto be tailored to circumstances.
Q: If you were to put the [Company X] scheme into [Company Y], what do
you think would be the consequences?
A: Well I don't think you could even think about it. [Company X] is a very
low capital business; basically people.
But [Company Y] is completely
...
[Discussionof different business characteristics.] So
different. It is vast.
....
I don't think it would work.
NED

Furthermore,as set out in the cross-casedisplay in Appendix 9, there were several
instancesof schemesbeing changedto take allowance of changesin the external
or internal company environment. This is in line with the findings of Kessler and
Purcell (1992), where PRP was introduced in a utility to prepare it for a
performance-orientedculture post-privatisation.

However, it should be noted that although contingency theory can provide a
justification for schemeschosenby companies,it can be difficult ex ante to use it
to predict a company's chosenpolicies. Bender (2003: 211) points out that two
utilities with apparently similar businesseshad chosenvery different remuneration
policies.

Although these policies made sense when the protagonists were
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in
detail,
it
questioned
would have been difficult to understand those choices
without that intimate knowledge of the companies.

Decision theory
The aspects of decision theory considered in chapters 2 and 3 were bounded
rationality, and adjustment and anchoring.

The decisions made by the

bounded
rationality.
remuneration committee reflect

They (or their advisors)

detennine which sub-setof the universe of available infonnation will be used as a
basis for the decision, and work on that. Even if the consultantor HR professional
takes a reasonablywide view of who the comparatorsmight be, from necessityby
the time the information reachesthe remunerationcommittee it has been distilled
into a report.

The anchoring phenomenon is also seen in the setting of executive pay,
in
determination
Survey
data
the
salaries.
of
are used,with companies
particularly
generally choosing a median position compared to their peers. Existing salary

levelsalsoact asananchor:
Also remember that once a salary has been established, then they tend not
to go down.
HR manager

The level of the anchor has a significant influence on the ultimate salary and
package.
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6.4

Revisiting the process model
Although it is hard to makestrong statementsabout executivepay levels by
looking at pay outcomes,it is possible to shed some light on this issue by
looking at thepay-setting 12rocessThat is, it is hard to determine whether a
pick-up baseball game was playedfairly by looking only at thefinal score.
But a closer examination of the circumstances would allow such a
determination.
Hall (2003: 31) [Emphasis in original]

The main motivation behind this research was to do what Hall suggests, to
began
in
I
this
the
pay-setting
process.
when,
undertaking the literature
examine
in
developed
I
the
model set out Figure 3-1 to illustrate how executive pay
review,
might be set. In this section I revisit that model, and discuss how the research
findings support it in part, and lead to its development.

Figure 6-2 repeatsthe processmodel from Figure 3-1.
Figure 6-2 Illustrative remuneration-setting system

*1
INPUT

OUTPUT

OUTCOME

The model was not tested directly with most of the intervieweeS60.It was
howeverdiscussedwith two (an HR managerandanNED), both of whom agreed
that it was a reasonablerepresentation. It was also presentedat a seminar I gave
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to the Remuneration Group, a gathering of remuneration professionals in FTSE
100 companies. About 26 members attended that presentation, and none took
issuewith the model.

Having said that, the results of the interviews do lead to a refinement of the
model.

A major change is that a feedback loop needsto be added, with the Outcome of
the processes becoming another Input.

This was clearly evidenced in the

due
insufficient
had
(Appendix
to
their
that
schemes
changed
payout
companies

9). Although I had originally assertedthat the Outcomeis just a mathematical
by
it
is
the
the
adopted
policies
company,
much
of
remuneration
consequence
(or
leading
If
to a satisfactory
the
that.
than
performance)
are
not
policies
more
for
factor
important
is
the committee to consider.
that
an
payout,
And the upshot of it was that in the first few years that we ran this, their
bonuses were pretty meagre. And I remember times when [executive] was
getting sort of 6 or 7% bonus, a very small amount, I can't remember the
exact figures.... ... I think it was simply that we had set the way that we'd
operated the scheme too aggressively. We then thought what should we
do? Shall we loosen the targets or shall we do something else?
Company chairman

Other interviewees made similar comments, including an HR manager who
pointed out that quarterly progress reports to his remuneration committee meant
that they were aware long before the end of the performance period that the Itip
would not pay out.

60This was deliberate,as the interview questions
were designedto elicit infonnation about
processes.
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Another change to the model is that the three processesoriginally described are
more interlinked than expected. Although I had stated that the overall process
would not be as linear as set out in the model, there is more interplay between
for
One
than
this could be that as
anticipated.
and
policy
explanation
package
they are at somelevel awarethat there is no right answer,companiespay attention
to the likely packagesthat will arise, and tailor their policies, at least in part, to the
achievement of these. (This is illustrated in Figure 6-1, showing how bonus
schemeschangewhen performanceundershootstarget.)

One final comment on the model is that the Outcome of the remunerationprocess
is not merely the result of an equation, as initially thought. In some situations a
judgement has to be made as to whether performancetargets have been met, and
there is no way of anticipating what that judgement will be - or indeed whether
there will even be a judgement - ex ante. It is worth citing a long extract from an
interview to illustrate this.
And I'll tell you where it happens particularly it happens particularly in
relation to long term incentive plans. Where we are we are asked to give our
view or sign off despite the fact that the TSR measure or the EPS measure
shows that only 50% of the award should vest, to give them a view that it
should be 60% or 70%.
Q: I didn't realise you got involved in that, I just assumed that it was a
matter of fact at that stage.
A: Well that's how we consider it. And we do quite a bit of measurement,
we measure TSR for companiesfor the purposes of their long-term incentive
plans. But we still get asked if we will say right OK well yes, the figures say
this but we say...
Q: How can they ask you I mean they must have a justification for asking.
A: Oh they've always got a justification, they've always got a justification.
The company that asked to do a spot price for them compared to their
average price is probably a good example. 'Last week we had a particular
announcement or something has happened thats had a big impact on... '.
They've always got a justification
...

Consultant
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From the various performance measuresthat the case companies adopted, it is
evident that some of these would also require the exercise of judgement. For
example, one measure(one of many) for one CEO related to designing a suitable
issues
inherently
judgemental,
be
cannot
are
and
reduced to a
strategy - such
quantitative calculation or algorithm.

Given theseconsiderations,the original processmodel can now be re-drawn.
Figure 6-3 Revised remuneration-setting system

Process I

Policy
Process2a

Inputs
Process2b

Pro'oss 3

Pedbac
Packages

Remuneration
paid

Feedback
INPUT

OUTPUT

OUTCOME

In the revised model, feedback loops have been added from Outcome back to
Inputs, and also from Packagesback to Policy.

This reflect the companies'

apparent desire to ensurethat the amounts paid are in line with expectations. A
further process has been added - the link between Packagesand Remuneration
paid has been made into Process 3, to reflect the judgement that is sometimes

needed.
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6.4.1 Inputfactors to the remuneration-setting processes
The variables considered in the directors' pay decision, as discussed in the
researchliterature, were set out in Figure 2-2. Many of them have been discussed
in chapter 5. In Table 6-1 1 set out the list of these inputs, and show their
importance in this research,basedon the interviews and questionnaires.
Table 6-1 Inputs which may impact on directors' remuneration
Input

Research finding

Company size

A strong influence on level of pay. An
influence on pay structure to the extent that
companies in a particular FTSE index look to
others' practices.
An influence on level of pay to the extent that
all of the companies used some form of PRP.
However, a range of performancemeasureswas
used, not all of which would be visible to the
outsider. Also, schemes were changed in
poorly-performing companies, in order to
facilitate payout.

Company performance

Remunerationsurveys

A strong influence, as surveys are seen as a
representationof 'the market'.

Industry

An influence on level of pay (through surveys
and comparators) and on structure (a
contingencytheory explanation).

Country

There was evidence that geography is an
influence on level of pay.

Human capital

This influences pay levels, particularly in
attracting and retaining 'heavy hitters' to a
company. In such circumstances,the structure
of the package may also be tailored to the
individual's circumstances.

Social comparisonfactors

Limited influence.

Strategyand stagein lifecycle

An influence on pay structures-a contingency
theory explanation.
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Ownership of the company

There was no evidencefor this. However, all of
the case companieswere FTSE 350 with wide
ownership, so this is not surprising.

Institutional influence

A strong influence on the structure of pay, and a
lesser influence on its level. Companies seek
legitimacy in the eyesof their major investors.

Board/committeestructure

There was no evidencethat different committee
structures led to different types of scheme or
different levels of pay. Given the design of the
study, this would have been difficult to
determine.

Cashresources

None of the companies appeared to be cashconstrained, so it is unsurprising that this
influence was not evidenced.

Directors' requirements

Other than for incoming appointments, there
little
individuals'
was
evidence that
requirementsdirected the nature of schemes.

Financial accounting

In no company was it suggestedthat schemes
reflected advantageous accounting practice.
However, one company changedits schemesthe
following year, citing as a driver changes in
accountingfor shareoptions.

Tax - individual and corporate

Some companies used, or were considering
using, share options to take advantage of the
E30,000 tax allowance that individuals could
obtain on options. No indication was given that
corporatetax was a factor.

Retention needs

Committeesare very aware of the need to retain
good individuals. This was shown in the levels
of pay, and in schemes designed to lock in
individuals for severalyears.

6.5

Revisiting legitimacy-comparison

theory

From the literature review, and from knowledge of executive pay obtained in the
initial stagesof the research,I drew up legitimacy-comparison (L-C) theory as a
possible explanation for how executive pay was determined. Figure 6-4 repeats
Figure 3-4.
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Figure 6-4 Legitimacy-comparison theory

STRUCTURE OF
REMUNERATION

LEVEL OF
REMUNERATION

Social
comparison
theory

Institutional
theory/
legitimacy

Anchoring
and
adjustment
*III&
Equity
theory

Although a driver of the original research design, this theory was not entirely
confirmed by the researchresults. Elementsof it are valid - indeed, the principles
of 'legitimacy' and 'comparison' have been found to be fundamental to the
remuneration-setting process - but the overall approach proved to be too
simplistic to explain the phenomenonunder investigation.

6.5.1 The level ofpay
L-C theory suggestedthat the level of remunerationwould be determinedby
severalfactors:
*

Comparisons made by the executives with their peers in other companies
(equity theory aspects).

o

Comparisons made by the NEDs with their experiencesin other companies
(social comparisonaspects).

o Anchoring on the numbersso produced.
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In practice, the equity theory influence was clear to seein the researchfindings, as
As
however,
Evidence
the
elusive.
proved
of social comparison,
anchoring.
was
influences
in
NEDs
the
the
of
wide
variety
a company, and
mix of
stated earlier,
to which they are subject, meantthat only vague hints of this were noted.

A key influence on the level of pay, which was not directly noted in L-C theory,
been
in
had
(which
for
legitimacy
considered
only
respect
the
originally
need
was
'market'
data
The
the
surveys
and
of
remuneration
use
structure of pay).
of
(where the markets invoked are inherently multiple, opaqueand subjective) is the
key factor in setting pay levels. Becausethey recognise,explicitly or tacitly, that
justify
levels
based
their
is
pay
on those
there no clear right answer, companies
be
labour
it
Thus
that
theory
by
and
argued
market
can
companies.
other
paid
human capital theory also provide influences on the level of pay, albeit not in such
individual
to
explanation
of
any
convincing
a way as provide a comprehensively
remunerationdecision.

6.5.2 The structure ofpay
In seeinginstitutional theory and legitimacy as a strong influence on remuneration
structures, L-C theory was accurate. As stated earlier, coercive, mimetic and
found.
Aspects
influences
of equity theory also go towards
all
were
normative
PRP
51
In
that
use
companies
chapter
show
one
reason
explaining pay structures.
is becausethe executives expect it, becauseit gives them the opportunity to earn
And
in
do
levels
high
their
social
companies.
other
peers
the same
of reward as
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comparisoninfluences do appearto feature here, inasmuchas the NEDs expect to
61
because
is
PRP
in
this
they
to
seea
structure,
what
are used
other companies.

What is missing from the explanationsput forward by L-C theory are references
to agency theory and to expectancytheory. Although the findings highlighted
some confusion as to how, or whether, pay motivated executives, it is apparent
that one reason behind pay structures is the desire to motivate executive
performance.

(Or the desire to be perceived to be motivating executive

performance-a legitimacy approach.)
But what I would call the convention of the toolkit in executive remuneration
is reinforced from two sides. It's reinforced by the advice companies get in
terms of the acceptable range of remunerationtools and practices, to which
there is a herd issue. But also its reinforced from what executives expect
and find acceptable.
Company secretary

6.5.3 Concluding on L-C theory
Overall, L-C theory appearedto have been correct in the assertionthat no single
theory would suffice to explain both the level and structure of executive pay.
However, as I have endeavoured to show through my observations of the
inadequacies of each successivetheory advanced as explanations of the data
assembledhere, each such explanation proves in itself insufficient to account for
the variety of practices seen. Furthermore, there is no apparentmix of them that
can be adducedas an overall explanation, at least currently: no such mix has been
advancedand, finther, there is no approachon the horizon that looks to reconcile

economics-based
andothertheories.

61This explanationgiven for social
comparisontheory would of coursebe equally valid if
describedas normative isomorphism,passingon practicesthrough professionalnetworks. This is
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6.6

Summary of chapter

The aim of this chapterhas been to set my researchfindings in the context of the
theories of remuneration discussedin the literature review, and to see how they
are supported or otherwise. My overall conclusion is that while individual
findings will fit with particular approaches,no approachto date seemsadequateto
explain the diversity of findings discoveredhere. The best that can be said is that
considerable evidence has been found for an institutional theory explanation of
directors' pay, closely linked to the desire for companiesto achieve legitimacy
with their stakeholders (including major shareholders and, for utilities in
particular, customers). This provides an explanation of why so many companies
for
their remuneration. Agency, expectancyand
the
adopt
samesorts of structure
equity theories also contribute insights towards an understanding of pay
structures. Pay levels are tied closely to 'the market', but only in the senseof a
market constructedby each company to suit its own circumstances. Elements of
labour market and human capital theory go to explain these pay levels, as does
equity theory.

At the same time, every one of these theories offers only a partial and defective
explanation, since each only explains one part or aspect of the cornplex acts of
remunerationcommitteesand their advisorsas uncoveredhere.

The initial models developed from the literature review the processmodel and
-

L-C theory- werefoundto beusefulbut incomplete.Theprocessmodelhasbeen
amendedto show a fuller picture of how remunerationis set, and the list of input

anotherexample of the overlap betweenmany of the theories used in this field.
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factors has been expandedand analysed. The weaknessesin L-C theory have
been noted, but the theory has not been updated: the multiplicity of different
theoretical influencesmeansthat this would not be particularly useful at this time.

One conclusion from the researchis the fact that although 'the market' features
extensively in companies' explanations of their actions (and in the theories
is
'market'
that
not a coherent or clearly defined
underpinning prior research),
construct, but one that has a strong rhetorical function. The implications of this
are discussedin chapter7, which also examinesmore closely the question of how
to understand the power relationships within the board and the remuneration

committee.
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7. THE REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE:
RHETORICS AND REALITIES
7.1

Introduction

In chapter 51 presented data that illustrated how the case companies had
addressedsome of the key issues facing them in determining the pay of their
executives,and in chapter61 set thesedata in the context of theories previously
used to explain the phenomenonof executive pay. This chapter examines the
findings in a different manner. It containsthree main themes:
e It proposesthat the remuneration-settingprocessenvisagedin the Combined
Code is an unattainableideal, and examinesthe compromisesthat have to be
madein practice.
*

On the basis of the thesis that there is no one right answer as to the correct
level and structure of pay, it considers,in a more fundamental way, how
committeesmake andjustify their decisions.

*

In so doing it asksmore searchingquestionsabout the inner workings of the
remuneration committee and the key individuals associatedwith it, going
beyond the formal structure to examine the relationships between the
protagonistsand what this meansfor how remunerationis set.

The three themesare interlinked, and one ftu-therfocus of enquiry that emerges
concerns the rhetorics used by the players to justify all of their actions and
decisionsto an increasinglyinterestedbody of stakeholders.

One interview extract is worth highlighting here:
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I'm fascinatedat the way that you are approachingthis, to tell you the truth.
BecauseI think its going to have a lot more people issues in it. I think it's a
lot to do with the way that people interact, and the relationshipsof people,
rather than it is about scientificproof of what does and doesn't work.
Companysecretary

This extractencapsulates
muchof the discussionthat will follow. It reflectsthe
fact that there is little sciencebehind the determination of executive pay - as
noted in chapter 5, the protagonists are honest in their intentions to use 'the
market' as a benchmark, in the absenceof an obvious right answer. It also
highlights the importance of relationships in the remuneration-settingprocess.
These are important findings, which could not have been obtained from other
research methods. They start to answer the question 'how do companies
detenninethe pay of their executivesT.

7.2

The ideal remuneration committee

Regulation demands that listed companies use remuneration committees to
determine the pay of their executives. In order to appreciate how a remuneration
committee operates in practice, it is first useful to discuss how the regulation
appears to require them to operate.

For this, it is helpful to start with the

Combined Code (2003)62, which sets out 'best practice' as required from listed
companies. Table 7-1 sets out some key principles of the Code which affect
remuneration committees.

62The 2003 Code was issuedafter the fieldwork for this researchwas complete. However, using
this rather than the previous Code makesthe researchmore relevantto the reader,without in any
way changingthe principles on which the researchis based. Appendix II setsout somekey
differencesbetweenthe previousCode and the 2003 version.
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Table 7-1 Key principles of the Combined Code regarding executive remuneration
B. 1. main
Levels of remuneration should be sufficient to attract, retain and
motivate directors of the quality required to run the company
principle
successfully, but a company should avoid paying more than is
necessary for this purpose. A significant proportion of executive
directors' remuneration should be structured so as to link rewards to
corporateand individual performance.
B.2. main
principle

There should be a formal and transparent procedure for developing
policy on executive remuneration and for fixing the remuneration
packagesof individual directors. No director should be involved in
deciding his or her own remuneration.

B.2. supporting The remunerationcommittee should consult the chairman and/or chief
principle
executive about their proposals relating to the remuneration of other
executivedirectors.
A. 5. supporting The chairman [of the board] should ensure that the directors
continually updatetheir skills and the knowledge and familiarity with
principle
the company required to fulfil their role both on the board and on
board committees.

From this, and from an awareness of the ongoing debate on corporate
ideal
that
the
surmise
remuneration committee is run by
governance, we can
independentnon-executive directors who are fully conversantwith the company
and who have a good knowledge of executive remunerationpractices. They can
determine the levels of pay suitable to "attract, retain and motivate" but are also
aware of where the boundaries lie, so that pay is not excessive: they are
sophisticated enough to establish 'the correct number'. They can, themselves,
determine remuneration policy in such a way that it will link closely to
performance,encouragingthe executivesto work better for the company. Having
determined policy, they will discuss individual directors' packageswith the line
managersof those directors - the CEO or chairman; but in this the committee is
discussing its proposals, seeking confirmation and opinions on individual
performancerather than asking for recommendationson policy.
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Underlying this picture of the ideal committee appear to be the following
assumptions:
1. There is a correct number for the level of remuneration (the Goldilocks
number: not too high and not too low).
2. Non-executiveshave a knowledge of the company that is comprehensive
enough to be able to determine appropriate performance measuresand
targets,without needingextensiveadvice from the executives.
3. Non-executiveshave a good and up-to-date understandingof the types of
remuneration schemethat may be used, and the practical implications of

differentschemes.

It is the contention of this thesis,basedon the empirical work set out in chapter 5,
that these assumptions simply do not apply.

The remuneration committee

is
in
in
the
similar
some ways to Weber's 'ideal type'
envisaged
regulations
(Gerth and Mills, 1967; Runciman, 1978): a conceptualtool against which one
canjudge reality. However, unlike the Weberian ideal type, which is designedto
shine a light on 'real' practices by distilling the essence of a system, the
regulatory ideal is not intended as a theoretical stereotype. It is a guide for
committees against which they will be judged in a "comply or explain7'
regulatory environment (Combined Code, 2003: para 4). In this way one might
say that it is less like a Weberian ideal type than a Platonic ideal as set out in the
Simile of the Cave (Plato, translatedby Lee (1997: 316)), in that it representsan

impossibleidealfor this world, of which the remunerationcommitteeswe seeare
mere imperfect shadows.
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This is not to deny the validity of the Code in setting an ideal. There is nothing
wrong with establishing an ideal, provided that it is understood as such. As
Nicholas Rescherargued:
For while idealsput beforeus situationsthat, in a way,are merefictions,
direct and canalizeour thoughtand action.
thesefictions nevertheless
..
To be sure,an ideal is not a goal we can expectto attain. But it servesto
set a directionin whichwe can strive. Idealsare irrealities, but theyare
irrealities that conditionthenatureof real thoughtthroughtheir influence
on humanthought... Ideals,thoughinstrumentsof thoughtare not mere
myths. For there is nothingJalseorfictional about idealsas such- only
about the idea of their embodimentin concretereality. Yheirpursuit is
somethingwhichcan beperfectlyreal andeminentlyproductive.
Rescher(1993:130,138),quotedby McSweeney
(1997.,707)
The ideal remuneration committee sets the standard against which all other
judged.
The
is
this
thesis
that the
are
argument
committees
of
remuneration
remuneration committees we see in practice do not - can not - attain the
perfection of the ideal committee. The practical issues thus become: why do
fall
ideal,
how
in
do they justify this?
the
short
and
of
committees practice

7.3

Remuneration committees in the real world

7.3.1 The level ofpay
Determining the 'correct'level

ofpay

Levels of pay, according to the Combined Code, should be "sufficienf' but not
"more than is necessary". How is this Goldilocks number to be calculated? The
following paragraphsset out a history of problems in determining the 'correct'
level of pay for any job. I then go on to explain that although in practice pay is

set by referenceto the market,that market is in fact a device, and produces
benchmarking data that construct local 'right answers' rather than reflecting an
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is
Right
Answer.
In
the
a sense, paradox the sameas that of the 'just
underlying
.I
pnce

Just price
If salaries for the average FTSE chief executive were half as much, then
relative to each other, they would still be more concerned about that
relativity than they would about whether its half.
CEO

The 'just price' problem illustrates precisely why there is no right answer. There
are two issues: the question of the 'market-clearing price' (an empirical question
demand)
'proper
the
the
and
question
of
and
recompense'
supply
of multi-agent

for a specificdeedor act. The latterquestionis that addressed
as far backasthe
13thcentury by St ThomasAquinas, who wrote that "... as it is an act of justice to
from
is
it
justice
for
just
another,
so
received
also
an
act
of
anything
price
give a
to make a return for work or toip963 Although Aquinas went on to discussjustice
in terms of equality, he provided no answeras to how that "just price" should be
fairly,
be
however
'fairly'
detennined.
Everyone
to
paid
was
was
established.

When the Church addressedthe question again in the 16thcentury, theologians in
the School of Salamancanow consideredthe former question. They argued that
in
'fairness'
false
determination
labour
terms
of
was
a
of
and
goods
valuing
value, and recognised that price was detennined by what people thought
something was worth in a given circumstanceC'the common estimation"). This
is illustrated in the following quotation:

63This text can be found in SummaTheologica,first part of the secondpart, question 114:1,
14.html
objection 3. This can be accessedfrom hqp://www. ccel.orp-/a/aguinas/summa/FSIFSI
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Therefore, those who measurethejust price by the labour, costs, and risk
incurred by the person who deals in the merchandiseor produces it, or by
the cost of transport, or the expenseof travelling to andfrom thefair, or by
what he has to pay the factors for their indust?34 risk, and labour are
greatly in error, and still more so are those who allow a certain profit of a
fifth or tenth. For thejustprice arisesfrom the abundanceor scarcity of
goods, merchants,and money,as has beensaid, and notfrom costs, labour
andrisk. If we had to consider labour and risk in order to assessthejust
price, no merchants would ever suffer a loss, nor would abundance or
scarcity ofgoods and moneyenter into the question. ... Whyshouldabale
of linen brought overlandfrom Brittany at great expensebe worth more
than one which is transported cheaply by sea?... Why should a book
written out by hand be worth more than one which is printed, when the
latter is better though it costs less to produce?... Thejustprice isfound not
by counting the cost but by the commonestimation.
Luis Saravia, circa 154464

Here we see a recognition that the price of goods, services or labour will be
determined through their perceived saleability, irrespective of cost or justice.
And 'perceived saleability' will be a function of (a) market supply and demand
conditions, and (b) the perceived quality of the goods, services or labour in
question. As described in chapter 5, this is precisely the technique that is
determination
in
today
the
of executive pay. Remunerationcommittees
espoused
and their advisors obtain 'market data' from comparator companies, through
define
They
what they see as their relevant 'market'
surveys and other means.
and the perceivedlevel and quality of their executive labour, and make use of this
as the basis to determinethe levels of pay in their own companies. Judging both
by prior research and the data gathered here, this is a universally adopted
practice. However, my contention is that the approach is doubly flawed. It is
flawed first insofar as it is then perceived as the meansto establish a 'just price',
as such a price cannot in principle be established independently of market
it
is
is
it
is
flawed
in
But
that
perceptions, and so a myth.
secondly,
equally
64This quotation appearsin various placeson the internet, but I have not verified it independently.
Sourcesinclude a book review on bM: //www. ponderanew.com/r02-03-24.btm which quotes
,
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predicatedon the idea that 'the market' is an independentand reliable touchstone
for establishingsuch a price. This requiresa somewhatlengthy discussion.

The m3lh of the market
Although it is universal practice for executive pay to be benclunarked against a
market, this is not, in fact, a requirementof the UK governanceregulations. The
have
is
the Combined Code (2003: B I) which statesthat committees
closest we
should "judge where to position their companyrelative to other companies". The
word 'market' is not mentioned, and the debatethen centres around which other
companiesare appropriatecomparators.

Gomez-Mejia and Wiseman pointed out that the answer to any such question

about'the market'is not obvious:
indust?y of consultantsthat specializes in conducting surveys
a
cottage
...
[which
to measure a wide range of CEO compensation statistics
...
suggests that] surprisingly, very little is known about the use of
"competitivemarket going rates" as a criterion to set CEO pay, despite the
lip servicepaid to it in economictheory, the human resource management
literature, and compensationpractice. (1997: 327)

Porac, Wade and Pollock (1999), examining the comparatorsagainst which their
US sample companieschose to benchmark pay, found that although companies
tended to use their primary industry as a comparator, they selectively defined
in
peers ways that suited themselveswhen such peerscould lead to an increasein
pay levels. Although this study was not designed to highlight such practices,

be
certainsimilaritiescan seen.

ftom Economic Thinkingfor the Theologically Minded, by SamuelGregg, University Pressof
America November 200 1.
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The first problem with using 'the market' as a benchmark is that the data being
used are not neutral. A company choosing to take its comparatorsfrom a sector
is making an implicit assumption that the sector is both appropriate and
representative. This is not necessarilythe case. One can envisage a situation
(indeed, it was implied by the consultants' reports reviewed in this research)
where the data become anomalous. Figure 7-1 illustrates how a 'benchmarking
merry-go-round' might operate.
Figure 7-1 The benchmarking merry-go-round
Utility A benchmarkspay levels againstother utilities; including Utility
B.
Utility B is a multi-business company. Being inclined to expand its
benchmark
it
to
activities,
chooses
pay against companies
non-regulated
in a particular Servicessector. Thus, it distorts the survey data obtained
by Utility A.
Within this particular Servicessector is Company C. C too is a multibusinessgroup. Only half of its businessis in Services; the rest is in
Technology. C's remunerationcommittee sets pay basedon an average
of Servicesand Technology companies.
Thus C's Technology benchmark impacts upon B's Service benchmark
which in turn affects the pay of A and of any other company which
appearsto be benchmarkingagainstUtilities.

It can be seen from Figure 7-1 that the market against which Utility A-

for

benchmarks
Company
Any
This
may
which, substitute
not
as
such
exist.
was
illustrated by one of the interviewees:
And we use the term 'labour market' generally as if there was such a thing
as a labour market. Truly, the definition or the terminology 'labour market'
is shorthandfor a plethora of different markets.
Consultant

Additionally, within any company, individual jobs may be benchmarked.from
outside that sector. This happens particularly in 'staff jobs such as finance
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director, where individuals are very mobile betweensectors. The net needsto be
cast wider, to attract suitable individuals. This was illustrated in conversation
with the committee chairmanfor a utility:
If you're a good enough finance director, and the finance director we have
at [company] did not come from any of those sectors. He came from
[different] sector. Therefore,what you want is a market view, whatever that
is, of how much it is going to cost you and what you need to pay a finance
director, at a certain point in his career, with a certain profile. Quite often,
salaries surveys don't help you. Because if you go to them you'll end up
with the wrong answer and recruit the wrong person.
Committee chairman

Furthermore, although our ideal remuneration committee will

draw its

information from sources covering the whole of the possible universe of
comparators,the real world remunerationcommittee members operateunder the
constraint of bounded rationality;

it is physically impossible for them to

is
information,
just
they
of
and
so
sample
what
sources
accommodateall possible

is
being
issue.
indicates
interesting
It
is
This
that
what
an
available.
benchmarkedis not 'a market' but instead 'a sampling population': companies
65
100%.
define their market as a limited population of elite salaries, sampled
This was discussedby Barkemaand Gomez-Mejia (1998: 141):

1155
In a chapter61 discussedthe remunerationdecision in terms of legitimacy. Here I would point
out that the phase'based on the market' carries considerablymore legitimacy than the phrase
'based on a limited sampling population.
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An important concern in this regard is how to define the market. Yhe
relevant market is an abstraction that exists in people's mind
Conceptualizingthe market as a socially defined entity is a notion that can
be traced back to labor economist John Dunlop's writings on "wage
contours" in the 1950s (e.g., Dunlop, 1957). However, this notion has
never beenexaminedfor CEOs. nen afirm decides to pay executivesthe
going rate in the CEO market, it must first decide on the appropriate
"comparison other" in the market. Making this choice is a social and
political process that may not be subject to explanation on economic
grounds. Ezzamel and Watson support this sociopolitical interpretation
since CEOs can benefit from remuneration committees' deliberately
choosing higher-paid external CEOs as points of reference. Yhis is a
subjective process involving judgments of the committee members,
legitimized by the opinions of external consultants.

It is of courselikely to be a processin which the companiesdo not simply choose
"higher-paid external CEOs". However, even if they samplemore widely, at any
incorporate
is
So
there
their
only
current
survivors.
will
an
sample
given moment
embeddedsurvivor bias as well.

The problem of how companiesestablish a market-awarebut fair remuneration
level was raised at the focus group meeting used to test some of the research
findings. In a discussion of 'fairness' one participant stated that his company
benchmarkedsimilar companieson two different measures,to give, enough data
to form an opinion, but also, significantly, so that others (unspecified) could see
that it was a fair way of paying; in this way the rate was seenas legitimisable to
the outside world.

The conclusion to be drawn is that there is not one market but a series of
overlapping markets, whose parameters are determined by perceptions of
illustrated
is
Different
different
This
companies
will make
selections.
relevance.
in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-2 How companies define their comparator markets
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Each of the five companies A to E selects a different comparator group as its 'market'.
None is necessarilymore correct than any other. Given the limited universe of legitimate
comparators it is reasonableto assume that there will be overlaps, but it is important to
appreciate that the intersects in their choices do not representthe 'right' answer.

Moving on, there is a secondfundamentalproblem with this concept of salaries
based on 'the market':

it is not a market in the generally-accepted sense.

Economists discussing theories of supply and demand (an underlying basis for
labour market theory) assumea competitive market in which prices settle at the
intersect of supply and demand curves to arrive at a market-clearing price. The
least
his
identical,
If
being
traded
at
closely
similar.
sets
a
merchant
or
are
goods
few
he
find
that
there
to
the
are
will
market-clearing price
prices at a premium
buyers; likewise, setting below-equilibrium prices should increase the demand
for his goods.

How doesthis differ from the 'market' for executives,which is usedto determine
their remuneration? Firstly, the executives,with different qualifications, talents,
backgrounds and reputations, are perhaps less interchangeablethan products in
some other markets. These human capital attributes mean that any 'marketdetermined' price may needto be tailored to individual circumstances. However,
this anomaly can be accommodated; as discussed in chapter 5, high-profile
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individuals move to companies for remuneration packagesthat are out of line
with others, and this does not necessarilyprovide an immediate distortion of the

market.

The main objection to this market hypothesis is more fundamental. The market
in
do
surveys
not themselves represent a price at which
reported
prices
individuals could, to put it crudely, be acquired. They represent the prices
individuals.
being
They are not an 'offer for sale'
to
paid
other elite
currently
and will never be tested as such. The market data reflect what others are
be.
if
For
market
clearing
price
would
not
what
a
example,
reporting as earnings,

the medianratefor CEOsin a certainsectoris E300,000it would almostcertainly
be possible to find a qualified individual who would take the job for, say, his
individual
Paying
E200,000.
the
that
median
gives
a surplus of
of
reserveprice
E100,000. The money is certainly sufficient to "attract and retain", but it fails on
the criterion of "not excessive".

An illustration of this point came in a discussionwith a company chairman who
had increasedthe salariesof his executivessignificantly, despitethe fact that they
appearedto be content at their existing, sub-marketlevels.
And we increased salaries by some 30%, or probably a bit higher than that,
to try to get them more in line with where they should be. To be absolutely
frank, I've never had any representationfrom any of them [the executives]
about salaries, it was never an issue.
Chairman

This could be interpreted as the chairman's need for fairness in remuneration
resulting in the executives being given a 'producer surplus', receiving a wage
higher than they would demandin a free market.
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7.3.2 Structuring pay to produce performance
[regardingthe elasticity of directors'pay to performance]
However, there exists no theoretical benchmark to serve as a guide for
what size numbershould be expected...
Rosen (1990: 3)

In the ideal world, the remunerationcommittee will select policies that will best
"attract, retain and motivate" and also "link rewards to corporate performance".
In the real world this is more difficult. In chapter 2, Tables 2-2 and 2-3 set out
the advantagesand disadvantagesof some common performance measuresand
schemetypes, and noted that none met all thesedifferent demands. We may now
better appreciatethat this is impossible, as the demands are incommensurable.
Thus the committee has to make a satisficing decision rather than a maximising
decision.

The recognition of this was illustrated in discussion with an

experiencedHR manager:
You're most certainly not perfect, so its how little imperfect you can be.
HR manager

There is no one right answer to the question of how to structure remuneration
policies (although there will be some wrong answersfor each company in every
circumstance). Nevertheless, remuneration committees still have to make a
decision, to choosea scheme. The data set out in chapter5 indicate that to do this
they have regard in practice to two inter-related influences:
9

What is being done in other, comparablecompanies?

*

Whatis acceptable
to the investinginstitutions?

This was illustrated by a consultant discussing how remuneration committees
tend to take the safe option in determining their schemes:
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But at the end of the day there is that comfort factor of saying 'we have an
arrangementwhich we can justify by referenceto the markef.

Consultant
The comparison with other companies came through consistently in chapter 5,
with companies and consultants looking to 'market practice' in devising their
schemestructures. Severalinstancesof institutional isomorphism (DiMaggio and
Powell, 1983) can be determined here. Most noticeably, it appears to be an
example of mimetic isomorphism With no obvious answer, companies look to
practices that appear to have worked in other companies, and apply those. A
discussion of how the researchdata reflect the tenets of institutional theory was
in
chapter 6;
contained

here I merely note that this use of convenient

comparisonsbears no relation to the ideal behaviour of the knowledgeable nonexecutive describedearlier.

7.3.3 The knowledgeablenon-executive
In the ideal remuneration committee, non-executives consider the universe
of
potential structuresand select the one that will best "attract, retain and motivate"
and also "link rewards to corporate performance".

This involves a good

understanding of the attributes of different schemes,of market practices (the
package has to be attractive to potential recruits), and of the company's key
performance drivers. Some of this understandingcan come by proxy, through
remunerationconsultantsemployed and briefed by the committee.

In practice, the situation has to be more fluid. NEDs are not at the company full-

time, and cannot realistically be expectedto understandit as well as the
executives, nor to understandthe ramifications of remuneration schemesas well
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as do FIR professionals. Accordingly, they rely to a greater or lesser extent on
advice from executives and HR staff within the company. This asymmetry of
information is particularly relevant when considering the relationships between
the various parties, consideredlater. Before that it is useful to examine the role
key
the
player - the consultant.
other
of

7.3.4 The role ofthe consultant
The literature on management consultants suggests various reasons why
companies might use their services (for example, Sturdy, 1997; Wood, 2002).
The consultants may act as experts, extras or facilitators (Tisdall, 1982).
Remuneration consultants bring expert knowledge of market practices, of
institutional
(importantly)
the
of
preferences
and
of
remuneration schemes,
'extra
hands',
data
behalf
they
pair
of
gathering
as
an
on
of the
act
shareholders;
FIR professionals;and occasionally they act to facilitate and legitimate changein
the companies' schemes. Suchroles are seenin the narrative below.

6.
In
All of the companiesexcept one made use of consultants,some extensivel
the context of this chapter,the key consultancyroles were:
e providing market data and details of schemes;
9 providing training; and
between
intermediaries
investors.
the
the
company
and
9 as

66In the one companythat was the exception,the view was that the internal HR professionals
knew more about the company, and at least as much about schemes,than did the consultants,and
so there was little to be gained from their use. This approachwas put to the remuneration
committee eachyear for re-consideration. This practice may representan exerciseof power as
describedby Lukes (1974), discussedlater in this thesis.
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In their role as experts, the consultants also act as a legitimising device.
Companiescan statethat they have taken independentadvice, and that they have
benchmarked their schemesagainst those of peer companies, using objective
data. This legitimacy arising from technical rationality is discussedby Sturdy
(1997: 399). One of the NEDs phrasedit succinctly:
But I do think, there is no doubt that part of this process is a covering of the
back. It allows the board to say that it has consulted with consultants.
NED

The consultants reinforce their position as experts by running seminars (for
directors and institutions) and publishing reports, thus establishing their

in
intermediary
Because
this,
they
the
are
often
used
of
role,
credentials.
decisions
institutions.
This again
to
the
the
shareholding
committee's
explaining
key
link
in
the remuneration-settingprocess:
their
as
a
position
strengthens
[Name of Consultants]are well respected by the institutions,which is one of
the reasons we would always be very keen to work with them.
HR Manager

Although consultants clearly have a legitimising role, it is interesting that the
in
in
increases
executive pay
recent years have cast doubt on their
substantial
independence,and hencetheir legitimacy. It is starting to becomemore common
for companiesto use two firms of consultants,one for the company and one for
the committee. This split is intended to reaffirm the legitimacy of the external
advice, although some intervieweescast doubt on its usefulness.

A further point about the use of consultantsis worth considering. It was noted
earlier that companies tend to adopt similar types of scheme. This has been
ascribed variously to coercive or mimetic isomorphism, but it could also
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isomorphism,
represent nonnative
with practices passed on through a
professional body, even if many would dispute whether consultancy is in fact a
for
(Tisdall,
1982:
78).
Sturdy
(1997:
406)
proposesanother reason
profession
this similarity of practice. He suggeststhat a main aim of any consultancy
further
is
to
assignments,hence consultantscannot afford to
generate
assigmnent
be wrong in their recommendations. By following market practice they are in
effect legitimising their own work, and minimising the danger of being caught
out using a flawed technique. Somehowthey manageto sell their work as being
acceptable,in line with market norms, whilst also being tailored to the company's
sPecific situation.

7.3.5 Playingthegame:

realities

You want to avoid situations of what is perceived to be gross over-reward
for poor performance. Sadly we've all had to deal with the media as much
as the institutions, i.e. the owners of the company. Certainly, people like
[name] and I will have as much if not more of a view on how something is
going to be reported in the press as to how the institutions are going to
react. Because we are who we are. ... The last thing I want - and the
same with you - is to have shots being fired at our board remuneration
practices on the front page of the Daily Mail!
Focus group participant [Emphasis added]

The above quotation acts to illustrate the importance of the perception of
its
by
key
as
well
as
others,
reality. This section and the next
remuneration
how
is
includes
happens,
This
the
message
consider what
and
presented.
consideration both of the words used, and of the governance forms formally
adopted.
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Structures
The Combined Code (2003: B2) states that there should be "a formal and
transparentprocedure for developing policy on executive remuneration and for
fixing the remuneration packagesof individual directors". Much attention has
been focused on the outward manifestations of this, with disclosure required of
the make-up of the committee, the number of meetings, attendees, etc.
Unfortunately, the result of this is that committees have what might be called a
formal and transparentstructure, but the informal structure and the underlying
processesare opaque.

This was illustrated in a conversation with an HR professional, about the
influence his company chairman had on the remuneration-settingprocess. His
initial responsewas that several years earlier the company chairman had also
but
due
to the requirements of 'good
the
committee,
remuneration
chaired
he
had
from
from
this
withdrawn
role
and
playing a very active part.
governance'
Q. The reason I ask is just that in the work I've done, we've started from
the point of view that the chairman shouldn't attend the meeting because
that's good governance, and everybody has said well look, he is in charge
of company strategy...
A. Oh, off the record, it's ludicrousl
To separate it like that, to separate
...
the way they're paid, the way their performance is managed from the
running of the company, I agree is a total nonsense. But I can't publicly say
that...
HR Manager

The company had formally structured itself to comply with the regulations, but
the underlying processeshad changed less than it might have appeared. This
reflects commentsmade by Sonnenfeld(2002) who discussedthe fact that many
of the US's failed companieshad 'good' governancein that they followed all of
the required procedures:
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In other words, they [the boards] passed the tests that would normally be
applied to ascertain whether a board of directors was likely to do a good
job. And that's precisely what's so scary about these events. Viewing the
breakdownsthrough the lens of my 25 years of experiencestudying board
performance and CEO leadership leads me to one conclusion: It's timefor
some fundamentally new thinking about how corporate boards should
operate and be evaluated. We need to consider not only how we structure
the work of a board but also how we manage the social system a board
actually is. We'll befighting the wrong war if we simply tighten procedural
rules for boards and ignore their more pressing need - to be strong, highfunctioning work groups whose memberstrust and challenge one another
and engage directly with senior managers on critical issues facing
corporations. (2002: 106)

During the course of the researchI interviewed at 12 companies,talking to three
or more individuals at five of those companies, and learning too about other
involved.
interviewees
What
became obvious
the
were
which
with
companies
by
large,
boxes
the
tick
the
that
companies,
and
to
of
could
each
all
although
was
demonstrategood governance,within that constraint they all operated in very
different ways. As set out in chapter5, in somecompaniesthe NEDs appearedto
in
focus
the
the
main
others
was the executives. The balance of
process;
control
differed,
influence
with no two companies operating their executive
and
power
in
remuneration processes the same manner. This was foreshadowed by the
in
discussing
company
of
a
secretary
comment
my research:
I'm fascinatedat the way that you are approachingthis, to tell you the truth.
BecauseI think its goingto havea lot morepeopleissuesin it. I think it's a
lot to do with the way that peopleinteract,and the relationshipsof people,
ratherthan it is aboutscientificproofof whatdoesand doesn'twork.
Company secretary

This is demonstratedin the relationship summariesset

out in Table 7-2. For each

of the five companieswhere three or more people were interviewed (labelled A to
E, to avoid the possibility of identification) this table showswho the main players
were, who else was involved in the remuneration-settingprocess,and gives brief
details of how the processworked.
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Before analysing the relationships further, it is useful briefly to consider different
aspectsof power and influence. Power is discussedin chapters2 and 6 as regards
the literature on remuneration. Here I approachthe subjectmore generally.

Power in the boardroom -prior research
There is an extensive literature on power and influence, which have been
categorisedin many ways. In order to make senseof the researchfindings, three
approaches are considered here: Handy's list of sources of power (1993);
Pettigrew and McNulty's studiesof power and influence in the boardroom (1995,
1998); and Lukes' 1974 work on the dimensions of power.

Each has a

contribution to understandinghow remunerationcommitteesoperate.

Sourcesof power
Handy (1993) defines influence as the processby which A seeksto modify the
attitudes or behaviour of B, and power as that which enables him to do so:
influence being the use of power. He draws upon a relational view of power: if
A's power source has no importance for B, or B has greater power than A, then
A's attempt at influence will be unsuccessful. Given this, Handy suggestsseveral
potential sources of power, some of which seem particularly relevant to this
discussion. These are position power (which includes control over invisible
assetssuch as information), expert power and personal power (charisma), all of
which are individualist models, insofar as these attributes are portrayed as
possessionsor properties of a given individual or entity.
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These different sourcesof power will be consideredfurther when discussingthe
relationshipsin companiesA to E.

Power and influence in the boardroom
As set out in chapter6, previous researchhas shown that power relationships in a
boardroom can undermine its formal structure. Pettigrew and McNulty's studies
(1995,1998) were interview- and survey-based,examining boardroom practices
in large UK companies. Their findings, as relevant to this thesis,were as follows:
Power is indeed a relational phenomenon; generated,maintained and lost in
the context of relationshipswith others.
Power sourcesrelate to an individual's or individual entity's position, and to
the ability to control rewards and sanctions. By and large, NEDs have few of
these sources,and so have to be politically skilful in their work. Their power
sources include prestige, experience, positional power on committees, and
their role as a potential sourceof legitimacy.
have
different
Boards
cultures o

some deliberately encourage NED

contribution; others do not.

Dimensions of powe
Lukes (1974) expands considerably on the relatively simplistic definitions of
power such as those given earlier. Building on a paper by Bacharachand Baratz
(1962) he states that there are three dimensions of power.

For his third

dimension,the one which is of interestin this thesis,he definespower as: A
exercisespower over B when A affects B in a manner contrary to B's interests
(1974: 34). This is a more subtle definition, introducing the possibility of
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reciprocal interactions into the individualistic model of power. So, for Lukes,
includes
power
shapingthe way people think:
is not the supreme and most insidious exercise of power to prevent
...
people, to whatever degree, from having grievances by shaping their
perceptions, cognitions and preferences in such a way that they accept
their role in the existing order of things, either becausethey can see or
imagine no alternative to it, or because they see it as natural and
unchangeable, or because they value it as divinely ordained and
beneficial? (1974: 24)

Power is still a property or possession,but it can now, for Lukes, include the
power to control the agenda- to prevent issues being considered. In terms of
remuneration committees, this is literally true - the narratives in chapter 5
discussedwho actually setsthe committee agendain the different companies,and
whether others could/did put forward items for discussion. So, on this aspect of
power, we would need to analyse committees in terms of who sets the agenda,
both literally and in terms of institutionalising, for each committee, the areas

which are consideredwithin its remit and thosewhich are not to be part of its
debate.

Pye discussedpower in the boardroom in a way that recognises this level of
complexity. She statedthat even thoseNEDs who are consideredindependent:
in the hands of the Chairman and the CE in terms of
are
still
very
much
...
how agendas are put together, meetings are ftamed, information shared
and decisions made. ... If executivesare "economical" with the truth or
manipulate data orfail to share knowledgewith NEDs, then NEDs cannot
enact their role appropriately. Hence the culture which underpins
boardroom conduct and which is underpinned by the relationship forged
between the Chairman and the CE and honed over time by influential
others (e.g. investors) is crucial. (2001: 191)

Pye went on to report that NEDs who sit on different companies' boards say that
they work differently in each company, as board cultures vary. The next section
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draws upon a similar nuanced understanding of power that is relational yet
interactive, to interpret what goeson inside the 'black box'.

Power in the boardroom - the casecompanies
It was very obvious that the board cultures differed in the five companies. In
some, the NEDs were a prime force; in others the executiveswere prominent in
the process. The people defined as 'main players' in Table 7-2 were those who
were involved in the dialogue in many ways, and who had a chanceto influence
the agenda of the committee meetings. In this category I have placed the
supporting HR manageror company secretary,who not only had physical control
but
influenced
its content.
distribution
the
the
agenda,
generally
of
over

In considering the remuneration-setting processes in the five companies
interviewees'
had
it
from
CEO
that
the
the
accounts
a
examined, appeared
prominent role in two (D and E). In a further company (C) the CEO played an
important part but the non-executives were very involved. For the other two
companies,the processin one was dominatedby the non-executivesand the other
(B) was managedby the company chairman. It is difficult to draw conclusions
from such a small sample, but in considering the dynamics of these companies,
their cultures and their histories, sometentative hypothesescameto mind:

1. In all of the companiesthe executives(in particular the CEO and the HR
information.
due
had
their
to
over
control
professionals)
position power
By definition executives know more about the business than the nonexecutives. In setting executive pay this knowledge is relevant in
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determining appropriate performance measures, and establishing the
targets. It is also relevant in assessingthe performance of individual
executives.
2. In all except one of the companies (B), the expert power of the HR
professional was acknowledged. Even in the companies that used
remunerationconsultants,the committee placed great reliance on the HR
support. In company B the reason lay in the company's history:

a

had
himself been an HR expert, and had not
chairman
previous company
neededprofessional support. When a new chairman was appointed, the
its
on
existing mode of operation, which had become
carried
company
institutionalised. (It took a lot of questioning to establishthis reason: the
circumstanceslay back in the company's history, and most interviewees
had forgotten why the HR director was excluded.)
3. The personal power will vary with circumstances. It is likely that the
CEO will have the influence if (a) he has personal power arising from
reputation, or from the company's need for him (e.g. in a turnaround); or
(b) the company has a history of being successfulunder his watch. This
was the case in the relevant companies although in one the personal
power of the CEO also came from his long tenure.
4. Notwithstanding the potential sourcesof executive power, it is likely that
the remunerationcommittee will have more influence if the company has
been subject to critical attention from shareholdersand media in the past.

In this instance,more attentionwill be paid to the views of institutional
shareholdersthan otherwise might be the case.
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Overall, the data suggest that remuneration committees act in accordancewith
governancerules set down by the Combined Code etc, but these regulations do
not - and cannot - dictate how individuals behave towards each other. These
relationships guide what really happensin companies. This insight will not come
involved
in
from
Interview
to
corporate
anyone
governance.
notes
a
as a surprise
institutional
him
with
an
representative
quote
as stating:
meeting
At the end of the day, the boxes can be ticked in a wide variety of
circumstances, but good governance comes down to the relationships
between the individuals.

This disconnect between the formal and informal structures adopted by
by
highlighted
Holland
(1996:
interviews
54).
In
also
was
with
companies
institutions (conducted in 1993 and 1994, before the Greenbury report) he noted
that having a remunerationcommittee was seenas 'good governance',but quoted
for
it
interviewee
that
relatively
easy
companiesto appearto
as
saying
was
one
"...
investors
but
(with
Cadbury
tell
the
that
this:
would
not
comply
regulations),
if boardsand managerswere likely to comply in spirit and substance".

7.4

Playing the game: rhetorics

Given that there is no right answer,an important part of the remuneration-setting
process is the communication of its output to stakeholders,in order to ensure
legitimation. It is interesting to note the rhetorics used in this. The differences
between the espousedpractices set out in companies' rhetorics, and the enacted
practicesof their reality, are illustrated in Table 7-3.
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Table 7-3 Rhetorics and realities
Rhetorics

Realities (enacted practices)
Practices that might reflect
'weak' governance

The CEO attendscommittee
meetingsby invitation
The committee employs the
remunerationconsultants

The CEO attendsevery
meeting, and has considerable
input into the meeting agenda.
The consultantsare employed
by the HR professional,and
take their terms of referencein
part from the executives.

Practices that might reflect
'strong' governance
The CEO is invited to attend
certain meetings.
The committee members,led
by its chairman, interview
prospectiveconsultants(either
their suggestionsor the HR
professional's) at a beauty
parade,and then make the
decision as to who is
employed.

The committee and the HR
staff have separateconsultants.
Stretching performancetargets Performancetargetsare
Bonus paymentsare never
100% of the possible,
always achieved,indicating
are used
that they may not be stretching indicating that the targets are
demanding.
enough.
Pay is basedon the market
A substantialamount of the
reward is basedon
performance

As discussedearlier in this chapter, the market is a social
construction.
Although a substantialamount Although a substantialamount
is basedon performance,this
is basedon performance,if
is always paid out
this is not paid out on a regular
basisthe schemeis changed.
[This is not necessarilyan
exampleofstrong
governance.]

The rhetorics set out in Table 7-3 are distilled from companies' published
remuneration reports, and reflect common forms of wording. Within this public
face of the remunerationcommittee,the realities differ.

One further piece of rhetoric is relevant to this discussion.

Governance

regulations always refer to the need to "attract, retain and motivate" executives.
It is interesting to note that in discussingpay at lower levels of an organisation,

the phrasemore often used is "recruit, motivate and retain" (e.g. Kesslerand
Purcell, 1992: 19). The subtle difference between 'recruit' and 'attract' implies
that senior directors are a breed apart,who needto be wooed, perhapswith higher
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pay awards. It suggests a seller's market for executives, who often receive
'golden hellos' (another piece of rhetoric) to attract them to companies, and a
buyer's market for more junior employees. Thus the large pay awards may
become more acceptable,on the implied understandingthat somehow they are
needed.

7.5

Summary of chapter

In chapter 51 set out data showing how remuneration is set in large companies.
All of the companiesare obliged to follow the Combined Code and to meet with
do,
few
All
with a
minor infractions. But their
good governance practice.
internal processesand relationships are very different, and each has a different
ideal
down
Although
to
sets
regulation
what
an
approach setting remuneration.
in
is
impossible
Goldilocks
like,
look
the
this
practice
number
committee might
does not exist, and the NEDs operatein a power structure dependentin part on
the company's history and culture.

In practice, companies adapt to the reality of their situation. Their dilemma is
that, given there is no 'right' answer, they still need to find an answer: the
executives need to be paid, and that pay needs to be satisfactory to all key
constituencies- in particular the executivesand the outside world, representedby
the institutional shareholders and the media.

Accordingly, they rely on a

'market' to grant legitimacy.
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Since the efficiency of various routines and practices (such as
compensation design) is not well understood and, thus, not eas
defensible on its own merits firms may copy one another (thus lending
support to claimsfor legitimacy). For example,whenjaced with defending
executive compensation design, firms may find credibility in adopting
compensationdesignsthatfollow indust?y or nationalpractice.
Gomez-Mejiaand Wiseman(199Z 362) [emphasis added]

Committees arrive at a level of pay by using comparatorsthat can be justified
'correct':
those
that
than
are
rather

the 'just price' does not exist, and 'the

market' is a myth. They adopt structures suggestedby isomorphic practices,
rather than attempting to find the unique 'best'.

They legitimisc their

remunerationwith referenceto the market, and by using consultantswho, in their
(self-) designatedrole as experts,are perceivedto be independent. They attempt
to comply with regulation but are just as much concernedwith the perception as
the actuality.

Remuneration committees work within this general set of constraints and
different)
finding
different
(sometimes
very
ways to resolve the
paradoxes,

for
But
have
they
to
come
up
with
a
award.
number
each
endemicproblemalthough the approachesvary, as we have seen, at the level of detail, all are
seeking to ensure external legitimacy (and perhaps internal self-justification)
through ensuring that all the governance boxes can be ticked.

So the inner

workings of the committee will reflect a dynamic set of group and individual
relationships which may bear little resemblanceto its formal structure, but which
lead
disparate
but
decision
to
similar
outcomes.
recognisably
will
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8. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS
IMPLICATIONS
8.1

AND

Introduction

In this concluding chapter I summarisethe researchproject and review its main
findings, placing the work in the context of previous research,and attempting to
explain its contribution to knowledge. The limitations of the work are also
described, and areas for ftirther research suggested. Finally, I discuss the
implications of this work for practitioners involved in setting remuneration in
listed companies.

8.2

Summary of the project

The researchquestion that formed the basis of this thesis is:

How do companies determine the remuneration of their
executive directors?
This question developedfrom my interest in the area,and from a literature review
that demonstrateda clear gap in prior research.

8.Zl

The research approach

In order to address the research question I adopted a qualitative approach,
conducting interviews with people who sat on and advised remuneration
committees, as these are the people who are best-placed to comment on what

directors'
has
been
in
happens.
Such
of
seen studies
an approach rarely
really
from
12
interviews
individuals
40
companies,
remuneration.
were conductedwith
institutional representatives and headhunters. These face-to-face interviews
provided a wealth of data which has been analysed using an approach that is
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grounded purely in neither economic, social-psychological nor organisational
but
has
drawn upon a diverse range of theories previous used to
perspectives,
address the executive remuneration problem.

Such a multiply-influenced

theoretical approachis itself uncommonin this field (Merchant et al., 2003).

8.2.2 Setting this project in the context ofprior literature
The research question of this thesis has not directly been addressed in the
extensive body of prior research into directors' pay. Many studies have used
archival data to consider the statistical relationship between various input factors
(for example company size, performance, characteristicsof the board) and pay,
determined in different ways. However, few have consideredthe processesthat
underlie the remuneration decision.

Figure 8-1, repeated from chapter 1,

illustratesthis.

Figure 8-1 The territory covered by this research study
Previous
research

This research

Furthermore, in previous researchmost studies that examined the level of pay
have ignored its structure, and vice versa. This study considers both.

An

additional difference between this study and others is that the theoretical
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approachesadoptedby previous researchershave mainly been situated in either in
base;
in
the
economics,
or
or
organisational
neo-classical
a social-psychological
multi-theoretical approachadoptedhere has rarely been used. Table 8-1 sets out
the differences betweenthis researchand the body of prior literature as discussed
in chapter2.

Table 8-1 Differences between this study and the body of prior research
Prior research*

This study

Mostly quantitative.

Qualitative approach.

Mostly deductive.

A more inductive approach.

The use of data and constructsmeantthat
the researchwas conductedat a distance
from companies.

The researchwas close to its subject,
embeddedin companies.

Generally examinesthe determinantsof
pay in an 'input-output' model.

Examinesthe remuneration-setting
processes.

Generally approachesthe researchthrough
a particular theory. This meansthat most
individual
to
the
or to the
studiesrelate
market, but rarely to both.

A multiply-influenced theoretical approach,
which considersthe dilemmas of all
relevant parties.

Focusedon particular areasof executive
pay.

A wide-ranging study that encompasses
many different aspectsof executive pay.

* Whilst there are exceptions, and it is unfair to characteriseall previous research as
fitting into the description set out above, this generic description would be recognisable
by a reviewer of that literature.

In setting out the differencesbetweenthis thesis and the existing body of research
I acknowledgea debt to that body of knowledge. Without the prior literature this
work would have been less clearly focused. This study has extended prior
research,and shows the value of taking a qualitative approachalongside a body of

2004.
by
Ward,
Werner
and
quantitativework, assuggested
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8.3

The research contribution

This thesis has contributed both in its findings and in its methodology. Whilst the
methodology used is not original, it had previously been unusual in this field.
This study shows that it is possible to do interview-basedwork in this area, and
that such work generatesrich data that has openedup the 'black box' of process. I
hope that this will encourageothersto follow.

In this thesis I developeda typology of theories used by previous researchers,and
used that to explore how useful these theories were in explaining how
remuneration is set. I found that none in itself was sufficient to explain the
complex processesuncovered by the research; nor was any combination of
existing theories sufficient.

A major theme that emerged from the research has been the finding that
institutional theory and 'need for legitimacy' approaches continue to make
particular senseof certain featuresthat are common to the disparateways adopted
by committees to solve the remunerationproblem. As summarisedin Tables 8-2
and 8-3, companiesset their level of pay in line with 'the market' and they adopt
the same pay structures as their peers. What is significant about this is that the
participants appreciatedthat there is no single right answer to the question 'how
should we pay the directorsT (although there may be wrong answers for any
individual company at any time).

Accordingly, a key constraint on any

remunerationcommittee is the needto be able to justify its decisions,to legitimise
the company and the NED committee members. The use of 'market comparators'
is one way to do this, as is the rhetoric surroundingthe remunerationdecision.
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8.3.1 Outcomesofthe remuneration decisions
In examining the processesof setting remuneration,it was inevitable that I would
also be enquiring as to the outcomes of the remuneration decisions on the level
and structure of executive pay.

Tables 8-2 and 8-3 set out the key findings as

regardsthose outcomes.
Table 8-2 Summary of key findings regarding the level of pay
Pay could be said to be justifiable if it were (a) the 'just price' for the job, or (b) a
reflection of supply and demandin the market. As it is impossible to determinejust
price, companieshave to set andjustify their pay by referenceto market forces.
All companiesreport that the level of pay is basedon 'the market, as determined by
remuneration surveys and other benchmarks. These benchmarks,being external to
the company, can confer legitimacy on the remuneration decisions. However, the
independently:
it
does
is
in
fact
for
not
exist
executives
a collection of elite
market
referents establishedby each company.This socially-constructedmarket has become
institutionalised, and is acceptedby all players as a legitimate way to set pay.
Given the existenceof multi-business companies,and companiesthat aspire to be in
sectors other than their own, there is no guaranteethat these elite referents reflect
benchmarking
independent
A
they
claim.
merry-go-round
exists,
making
any
what
comparisonimpossible.
Where schemeswere consideredto be significantly below 'the market', levels of pay
were revised upwards. No instanceswere seenof pay levels being reduced.
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Table 8-3 Summary of key findings regarding the structure of pay
All of the companiesadopt schemesincluding salary and short- (one year) and longterm (three year) performance-relatedpay (PRP).
A map was constructed (Figure 5-2) of the various structuring decisions a company
has to make. The issuesimpacting these are both internal and external. The internal
factors include the company's strategy and culture (current or intended) and the HR
institutional
factors
it
follows.
External
theory explanation,
that
an
reflect
practices
legitimacy.
in
Institutional
following
'best
to
gain
order
practice'
companies
with
investorshave a strong influence on pay structures.
*
"

"
"

It was noted that companiesadopt similar structures,but often for different reasons.
The PRP element in pay packagesis large, and growing, with bonus potential and
long-term awards rising each year. This is claimed to be partly to motivate good
does
(although
that
argued
respondents
pay
not motivate
many
performance
is
in
PRP
to
conform
with
good
governance
order
practice:
partly
and
performance)
large
legitimise
to
remunerationpackages.
seenas one way
By implication, pay is structured,at any given point, in comparison to successfulor
survivor companies,thus introducing a 'structural survivor bias'.
When a PRP schemedoes not pay out, or pays out less than was expectedwhen the
is
is
Thus,
devised,
to
the
changed.
pay
only
related
normally
scheme
was
scheme
good performance; for poor performancethe rules change.

One contribution of this thesis is the finding that companies change their
level
both
frequently,
the
that
and
cover
such
changes
and
remuneration schemes
have
been
found
directly
No
that
the
studies
academic
of
pay.
previous
structure
be
disclosed
in
level
in
The
the
this.
companies'
of
would
pay
changes
address
due
to a revision of the
changes
although
published remuneration reports,
be
in
Likewise,
the
obvious.
of
changes
very
many
group
might
not
comparator
be
disclosed,
long-term)
(shortdesign
although some of the
would
and
scheme
in
be
more subtle changeswould not reflected the published remunerationreports.

The most commonreasonsfor making changesincludedthe desire not to be
'below-market' and to ensurea payout on performance-related
schemeswhich
were in dangerof not payingout the expectedamount. Changeswere alsomade
for reasonsto do with the company'sstrategyandchangesin its personnel.
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The overall effect of the changeswas to increaseremuneration. This occurreddue
to increasesin the level of pay and increasesin the level of bonus or long-term
incentive as a percentageof that basic pay. Thus there was a multiplier effect,
total remunerationreflecting greatermultiples of a larger amount.

A constant criticism of 'fat cat' pay is the fact that executive pay levels continue
to rise more steeplythan those for other employees. The changesdiscussedabove
are one reason for this. Another, related, reason is the use of a self-defined
'market'- whether consciouslyor unconsciouslyon the part of the players, there is
always a survey available to show that a companyis below the market, and NEDs
feel obliged to meet that 'market' in order to avoid losing good executivesto the
competition. Given that there is no 'right answer', this ratcheting-up appearsto be
feature
inevitable
of the system.
an

Previous researchers(e.g. Prendergast,1999; Tosi et al., 2000) have commented
that the lack of a clear relationship between pay and performance could reflect
contracts that were not designed with this relationship in mind, or could reflect
contracts too sophisticatedto be captured in statistical studies done at a distance
from the companies. In examining the detailed performancemeasuresand targets
adopted by the case companies, this study has demonstrated that the latter
explanation might be true. In noting the continuing changesmade to schemesthat
do not pay out, it has also suggestedanother explanation for other researchers'
findings - that in practice pay is only performance-relatedwhen that performance
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is good (whether or not that good performance reflects factors outside the
individual executives' control).

8.3.2 The rem uneration-setting processes
The researchhas looked at the remuneration-settingprocessesthrough the eyes of
the main players: the remunerationcommittee chairmen, other NEDs, CEOs, HR
directors, company secretaries,company chairmen and consultants. It further
considered the views of an institutional professional body and headhunters,to
obtain their views on process.

Although a processmodel was drawn up (Figure 6-3) to show the influences on
executive pay and outline how it is set, the actual processesof setting pay are
more subtle than the model can accommodate. In each of the case companies,
follow
laid
in
be
down
to
those
the governanceregulations.
said
could
procedures
Nevertheless, each company's remuneration committee operated in a very
different way. In some companies the committee, and the NEDs on it, were
clearly a major influence on how remunerationwas set. In others it was apparent
that the executives (particularly the CEO) controlled what was done, with the
remuneration committee being there almost to rubber stamp some decisions.
Although outwardly all companieswere compliant with governanceregulation, it
was the relationshipsbetweenthe key players that determinedwhat happened.

The Combined Code envisages remuneration being set by an independent
remuneration committee, staffed by non-executiveswho are knowledgeableabout
both the company and remuneration schemes. This is an impossible ideal. The
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non-executives on the committee lack the time, knowledge and experience to
contribute fully in this way, and need to take advice from internal staff as well as
external consultants. The remuneration committees we see in practice are

imperfectshadowsof the idealput forwardby the Code.

The setting of directors' remuneration is an example of the 'is-ought' problem.
There is no one right answer; we do not know what pay levels and structures
ought to be. However, levels and structure do need to be determined for each
company. Accordingly, they are set basedon what is, using other companiesand
perceived best practice as a template. This enablescompaniesto justify their pay
decisions in an 'objective' manner. Although Legitimacy-Comparison theory
its
inadequate
the
two components- the need
an
explanation
of
process,
as
proved
for legitimacy and the use of comparisons- are significant inputs into the paysetting decision.

8.4

Limitations

of this study and opportunities

for further

research
8.4.1 Limitations
This UK-based study has examined practices in 12 FTSE 350 companies. Its
results must be interpreted in the light of the fact that participation in the study
was at the discretion of the key participants. In those companieswhere there were
several participants, the participation decision was often discussed at a
in
interviewee,
those
there
committee
meeting;
where
was
remuneration
only one
that person had to be willing to volunteer their time. It is reasonableto assume
that companieswhere the protagonistswere in someway uncomfortable with their
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practices, or where they did not fully trust each other, would not volunteer to
participate in this study. Accordingly, there is an inevitable bias in the sample.

Were it the intention of the study to generalisethe findings to a wider population,
or to constitute a set of universally-applicable conclusions about or principles for
executive remuneration, this would present a problem. (Indeed, were there any
such intention, this researchapproachwould not have been adopted.) However,
as one aim of the sample selection was to consider only companiesthat appeared
to have good governance- in order to seewhat 'good' looked like in this context
is
limitation.
the
the
than
of
sample
an
observation
self-selection
rather
a
Further, while one might anticipate that similar characteristicswill continue to be
exhibited in the activities of remunerationcommittees,this cannot be a foregone
conclusion. Indeed, the findings here may themselves constitute a potential
intervention in such future activities, insofar as they are seen as relevant or
insightful.

A limitation of the study was the inability to obtain more than one interviewee in
five of the 12 case companies,and having only two participants from two other
companies. The researchdesign had originally called for five participants from
eight companies; as explained in chapter 4, it was felt that this would provide a
good understanding of each company's situation. The circumstances of the
researchprevented this, as discussedin chapter 4. Although there is no way of
knowing whether further participants from these companieswould have provided
significantly different data from those who were interviewed, reassurancewas
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obtained from the fact that the narratives of so many individuals in different
companiescoincided.

8.4.2 Opportunitiesforfurther research
This research could be extended in several ways. At a simple level, another
researchercould duplicate the work in the samesetting (FTSE 350 companies)in
in
light
determine
how
the
to
of new governancerules, for
committeeswork
order
Regulations
Report
(2002). Alternatively, it
Directors'
Remuneration
the
example
would be useful to duplicate it in other contexts, for example listed companiesin
how
in
large
jurisdictions,
to
companies,
see
private
or
context affects the
other
be
during
to
the
Another
would
repeat
research
a time
variation
useful
processes.
falling,
to see how this changes
rising
or
when stock markets were noticeably
interviewees' actions and perceptions.

The design of this researchwas to considerremunerationas comprising salary and
in
line
in
long-term
with
practices
adopted
pay,
performance-related
short- and
included.
At the time the research
Pensions
and
perks
are
not
previous research.
commenced,the issue of executive pensionswas not a matter of great interest for
the public or the institutional shareholders; over the last couple of years this has
have
in
'fat
the
achieved
pensions
prominence
cat' debate (e.g.
changed, and
Cohen, 1993; Tucker, 2003). Extending the researchto ask interviewees about
their pension choiceswould provide an interesting insight to this debate.

The research could also be used as the basis for further studies into the roles
played by the protagonists in the remuneration-settingdiscussion. This would
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include the executives,the NEDs and the consultants. Also, given the finding of
the importance of investing institutions to the deliberations of the remunerationsetters,it would be useful to combine researchof this type with researchinto how
the institutional investors seethe remuneration-settingprocess.

The findings of this researchcould also be used to develop new constructs,to test
in qualitative and quantitative analysis. For example, it would be interesting to
take the list of input factors developed in chapter 2 and examine the contexts in
which each factor is considered appropriate. In particular, it seems that a
company's history and culture have a significant impact on how the committee

is
determined,
be
its
how
this
and
would
rqmuneration
a usefularea
operatesand
for future exploration.

8.5

Implications for practice

To some, it might seem impertinent to suggestthat this researchhas implications
for practice: although the findings add to the academicdebate,the findings were
obtained in interview with practitioners, who are already aware of what is
happening. However, the great advantageof the academic approach is the way
that data are analysedin the light of theory. Accordingly, I believe that there are
significant implications for non-academics,as set out below.

8.5.1 For those involved in the remuneration-setting decision
One finding of this researchwas that in each company the remuneration-setting
decision was approached differently.

In some, the remuneration committee

members played a large part in determining pay, and in appointing the
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committee's advisors. In others, although the committee was nominally involved,
the majority of the work was done by the executives. For non-executivessitting
on remuneration committees the researchshould highlight the need for them to
following
the
questions:
consider
9

How and by whom were the terms of referenceof the remunerationcommittee
set? Do they needaltering?

9

How many remuneration committee meetings are there in a year, and is this
sufficient to do justice to the committee's terms of reference?

*

How is the agendafor committee meetingsset, and how easy is it for NEDs to
contribute to this agenda?

*

Who setsthe terms of referencefor externaladvisors,and is the committee
satisfied as to their independenceof mind?

interact
do
CEO
How
the
the
chairman
company's
with the committee and
and
9
do they have undue influence over its decisions?

8.5.2 For those regulating remuneration
In recent months, the governancedebateon both sidesof the Atlantic has reflected
companies' complaints that the burden of regulation has become too great, and
that time and money are being spent in unnecessarycompliance which does not
add value (see, for example, Targett, 2004a, 2004b). This research shows that
companies adapt to regulation in their own idiosyncratic ways. Each of the
it
the
that
could
state
complied with governanceregulations
companiesin
research

in
different
it
'tick
boxes'.
However,
the
each
complied
a
manner.
could
-
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The practical implication of this is that although regulation can be used to set
minimum standards(for example, levels of disclosure, the use of a remuneration
fin-ther
layers
of regulation may have little impact on pay levels and
committee),
remuneration-setting processes. Companies can adapt to comply without
necessarily changing their underlying governance cultures.

As Jensen and

Meckling (1994) argued, regulations will almost always generate unanticipated
behaviour, as people invent ways to adaptto the constraints.

Further, given that there is no right answer, and that companies construct their
levels
in
'market'
pay
and structures,it seemsalmost
establishing
own comparator
impossible that regulation can control the 'bidding up', or ratcheting of directors'
both
benchmark
for
is
HR purposes and to provide
'The
as
a
pay.
market' used
legitimacy.

Although recent examples of shareholder outrage (e.g. Buckley,

2004) show that this legitimacy may be waning; this does not seem to be
restricting awards (Tucker, 2004).

In the absence of a government-backed

incomes policy it is difficult to seejust what will happen to control pay levels;
companies fear losing valuable executives due to under-paying, so no
be
first
impose
to
the
to
committee
want
remuneration
will
restrictions.

8.6

A rinal word

The aim of this study was to open up the black box of directors' remuneration, to
find out how companiesdeterminetheir executive pay. This aim has been met. It

hasbeenachievedby taking a novel approachto examinea field that hasbeenthe
subject of much prior research. This thesis has addedto the existing body of work
in different ways. It has confirmed some of the findings of previous research,and
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explained why others may be problematic. It has extendedthe knowledge of the
field by illuminating practices used in the casecompaniesto determine executive
pay, and their rhetorics ofjustification.

As such, as noted above in this chapter, the study is itself an intervention in the
difference
that
to that
might
potentially
make
of
remuneration-setting
a
practice
forward.
Such
an outcome may of course not take place, and
going
practice
impact
be anticipated. At the
be
can
any
specific
certainly cannot predicted; nor
be
it
be
impact,
that
there
time,
may
some
cannot
ruled
out
same
whether in terms
it
is
how
in
is
how
theorised,
this
or
well
pursued
real-world business
practice
of
indeed
both.
settings,or
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Glossary ofterms and abbreviations

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AM

Association of British Insurers

Cap

A bonus cap is the maximum level of bonus
payable, normally expressedas a percentage
of basesalary.

CB1

The Confederation of British Industry:
employers'organisationin the UK.

CEO

Chief executive officer

CFO

Chief financial officer

Combined Code (on Corporate
Governance) ("The Code")

A regulatory code annexed to the Listing
Rules for listed companies. A new Code
was issued in July 2003, following the
publication of the Higgs report.

Directors' Remuneration Report
Regulations (2002)

A Statutory Instrument requiring listed
companiesto increasesubstantially the level
and quality of their disclosures about
directors' pay. This applies for financial
yearsending on or after 31" December2002.

DTI

Departmentof Trade and Industry

EPS

Earningsper share

Director

Executive director of a company

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation. A performance measure
often used by analysts in examining a
company.

Exercise price

The price at which the holder of share
options is entitled to buy the shares.

FD

Financedirector

FTSE 350

The top 350 companieson the London Stock
exchange, by market capitalisation. The
largest of these are the FTSE 100; the FTSE
250 includes the companiesfrom 101 to 350.

Gearing

The relative level of performance-related
remuneration (for example, annual bonus)
compared to fixed remuneration (for
example, basic salary). A highly-geared
package will contain a high proportion of
performance-relatedremuneration

an
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Greenbury report

A report on Directors' Remuneration,
published in 1995, commissionedby the CBI
following concernsabout 'fat cats'.

Higgs report

Review of the Role and Effectiveness of
Non-Executive Directors, published in
January 2003 as a consultative document,
into
later
incorporated
a
parts of which were
revised Combined Code.

HR

Human resources

ICAEW

Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standard

In-the-money

Term referring to shareoptions for which the
is
lower
than the current
price
exercise
it
financially
market price, making
worthwhile to exercisethe options.

Inputs

Factors, both
company-specific and
influence
that
the setting of
environmental,
the remuneration policy and the individuals'
(For
specific remuneration packages.
industry,
size,
company
example,
individual's experience.)
Legitimacy-comparison theory; developed
during the literature review for this study.

L-C theory
Leverage

As gearing

LT

Long-term

Ltip

Long-term incentive plan.

M&A

Merger and acquisition. A generic term for
both types of corporatecombination.

NAPF

National Association of PensionFunds

NED

Non-executive director

Option

A call option on the shares of a company.
This gives the holder the right - but not the
(the
buy
to
a
set
price
sharesat
obligation future
in
the
exercise price) at some point
(normally after three years).

Out-of-the-money

Term referring to shareoptions for which the
exercise price is higher than the current
market price, making it not financially
worthwhile to exercisethe options.
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Outcome

The amount of remuneration (in all its
forms) received by an individual director in
a particular period (which may depend on
performanceachieved).

Outputs

The remuneration policies and packages
determined by a company as a result of the
remunerationprocesses.

Pay risk

The risk to the director of receiving lower
pay than anticipated. A highly geared
schemecarries high pay risk.

PRP

Performance-relatedpay

PWC

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Level of pay

The amount actually paid for expected
performance, including both the fixed and
variable elements.

Remn

Common abbreviation for remuneration.

Remuneration package

The translation of the overall remuneration
policy into terms for an individual director.
(The Hampel report (1998) uses the term
"remuneration package" to cover both this
definition and the amount of remuneration
received in a period. To avoid confusion in
this paper, the term "outcome" has been
usedto define the latter.)

Remuneration policy

The framework in which the directors'
individual remuneration packages are set:
the company's stance on remuneration
issues.
For example:
selection of
benchmarking
comparator group for
performance; positioning of remuneration
relative to comparator group; level of
gearing of the remuneration; choice of
performance measures;
choice of
performance period; pensions policy. (A
fuller list of items to consider in a
remunerationpolicy is given in Section C of
the Greenburyreport, 1995.)

Remuneration processes

The processes of (1) determining a
remuneration policy and (2) translating it
into remuneration packages for individual
directors.
Relative performanceevaluation
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RPI

Retail Price Index. Used as a benchmark for
companiesto assesseps growth.

SID

Senior Independent Director. An NED,
other than the chairman, designated as a
potential route for institutional liaison.

ST

Short-term

Structure of pay

The combination of fixed and variable pay
elements, together with the performance
measuresand targets chosen, and the forms
of payment.

TSR

Total shareholder return: the return to a
shareholderover a given period, comprising
dividend and capital gain/loss.

Undenvater options

Colloquial
options.

Variable pay

Any element of pay which is contingent
upon performance criteria or share price.
Generally, anything other than base salary.
(Used synonymously with performancerelatedpay.)

term

for

out-of-the-money
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Appendix

1: Directors'remuneration

in UK listed companies

APPENDIX 1 DIRECTORS'REMUNERATION
UK LISTED COMPANIES

IN

The averageexecutive director of a UK listed company will receive a substantial
different
comprising
several
elements.
package
remuneration

This section

in
be
brief
such a package.
overview of what might
provides a

Salary
The packagewill be built around a basesalary. Although the salary element may
form proportionately a smaller part of the package than it has done in the past
(Centre for Business Performance, 2003) due to the growing importance of
for
Firstly,
important
it
is
two
and somewhat obviously, it
reasons.
variable pay,
is the fixed pay which the executive knows that s/he can expect to receive. The
is
is
important
base
that the amounts of variable pay are
that
salary
other reason
base
For
bonus
the
salary.
example,
annual
of
multiples
as
expressed
generally
longer
be
base
200%
base
be
60%
the
term
to
salary;
award
of
may
of
up
may
increases
in basesalary have a multiplier effect on the whole
Accordingly,
salary.
package.

Annual bonus
Most companieswill award both short-term and longer term variable pay. The
form
in
bonus,
for
is
the
of
an
cash
paid
achieving
short-tenn award generally
annually-set performance targets. The targets may be a mixture of financial and
individual
and corporate. As stated above, the amount of bonus
non-financial,
available will be a multiple of salary. Companieswill often state that no bonus
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is
further
be
threshold
then
achieved,
and
a
certain
perfonnance
until
paid
will
bonus.
increased
Figure
(based
Al
Murphy,
2001)
on
produces
performance
illustrates a typical bonuspayout.
Figure Al Annual bonus payout

Bonus

Performance
The bonus threshold is set at a performancelevel of A: until this performance is reached,
is
level
B,
bonus
the
Expected
be
bonus
at
which
at
expected
performance
paid.
will
no
Y,
if
C,
is
level
The
bonus
X
be
and
at
even
performance
capped
exceeds
no
paid.
of will
additional bonus will be paid. The bonus cap will be set in relation to base salary, such
that, for example, X is 60% of salary and Y is 100% of salary.

One further fact is worth noting about the annual bonus. In recent years it has
becomecommon for companiesto pen-nitor demandthat part of the annual bonus
into
is
Those
than
taken
rather
as
shares
a
cash
payment.
shares
commuted
award
fiu-ther
finther
sometimes
with
performance conditions
period,
will vest after a
if
'match'
Companies
these
the executive
that
shares,
such
often
attached.
E100,000
bonus,
into
to
equivalent
say
an
amount
of
pre-tax
shares
commutes
him
her
the
the
award
number
the
will
or
extra
shares,
company
shares
vest
when
have
bought
bonus
f
100,000
the
time
the
that
that
at
was awarded.
could
of shares
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Long-term incentiveplan
Common practice is to incentivise directors to think for the longer term, and
companiesalso wish to align the directors' interests with those of the long-term
shareholders.Accordingly, many companiesuse a long-term incentive plan (Itip).
Up is the generic term for many different types of share-basedplan. In a typical
be
awardedconditionally to the director at the start of the plan,
plan shareswould
but the shareswould not vest until a performance period (often three years) had
passed and performance conditions had been met. The proportion of shares
vesting would dependon how well the performanceconditions had been met; as
is
bonus,
there
the
often a sliding scaleof award for different levels of
annual
with
performance.

Share option scheme
Directors' share options are call options on the sharesof the company, with an
date
the
the
share
price
at
of grant, and a period of
exerciseprice generally set at
between three and 10 years during which the director can chooseto exercise the
option. It used to be the casethat companieswould either use an Itip or a share
option schemeto reward their directors, but it is becoming common practice for
for
have
both
to
available
schemes
use (New Bridge Street,2003b).
companies

Otherforms ofremuneration
There are two other forms of remunerationin common use in the UK - pensions
and perks. Most directors belong to a company pension scheme,often a defined
benefit scheme. Also, almost all directors will have some additional perks, for
example a company car, health insurance, etc.

The academic literature on
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directors' remuneration, reviewed in chapter 2, has almost nothing to say about
these aspectsof remuneration (for example, Murphy, 1999: 2517; Werner and
Ward, 2004: 217). It focuses mostly on the determination of the level of base
This
thesis
performance-related
pay.
variable,
pay, and on various aspects of
follows that tradition.
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APPENDIX 2 EXAMPLES OF VARIABLES USED IN
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
This appendix setsout examplesof paperswhich were used to derive the list of
input variables in chapter2.

Table Al Prior studies examining the relationship between company size and
directors' remuneration
STUDY

REMUNERATION
MEASURE
Current income
equivalent of all pay
sources

DETERMINATION
OF SIZE
(a) Salesand
(b) Market value

Deckop
(1988)

Cashcompensation

(a) Salesand

Finkelstein
and Hambrick
(1989)

Cashcompensation

Total assets

Boyd(1994)

Cashcompensation

Sales

193 large US
companies, 1980

Conyon and
Leech (1994)

Cashcompensation

Sales

McKnight
(1996)

Salarytested
separatelyto bonus

Sales

294 large UK
companies,1983
to 1986
90 large UK firms
1992to 1994

Ezzamel and
Watson
(1997)

Cashcompensation

(a) Salesand
(b) Capital employed

Finkelstein
and Boyd
(1998)

Cashcompensation
and long-term
compensation

(a) Salesand

Lewellan and
Huntsman
(1970)

SAMPLE
50 large US
companies, 1942
to 1963

Correlation between
market
capitalisation and
pay but insignificant
betweensalesand
pay
120 large US
Insignificant
companies, 1977
correlation between
to 1981
salesand pay.
Difficult to interpret
data re market
value.
I 10 large US
Strong correlation
leisure companies, betweensize and
1971,1976,1982
pay
and 1983

(b) Market value

Insignificant
correlation between
salesand pay
Strong correlation
betweensalesand
pay
Salary correlated to
size; bonus
correlated to size
and per ormance
Strong correlation
with both factors

199 large UK
companies,1992
to 1993
600 firms in
Fortune 1000,
1987

(b) Total assets
1

RESULTS

1

Strong correlation
with both factors
1

Following the lead of Tosi et al. (2000), this table includes studies using size as a control
mechanismas well as studieswhere size is the principal variable.
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Table A2 Prior studies investigating links between company performance and
directors' remuneration
STUDY

REMUNERATION
MEASURE

Lewellan and
Huntsman
(1970)

Current income
equivalent of all pay
sources
Total compensation
in all forms
excluding pensions

Murphy
(1985)

DETERMINATION
OF
PERFORMANCE
Accounting profit

Shareholders'returns

SAMPLE

RESULTS

50 large US
companies, 1942
to 1963
72 large US
companies, 1964
to 1981

Strong correlation
betweenprofit and
pay
Strong correlation
between
shareholders'
returns and pay
Strong correlation
betweenprofit and
pay
Low correlation
betweenreturns and
pay
$1000 changein
shareholderwealth
led to $3.25 in
directors' wealth,
mostly from stock
ownership - authors
consider this a low
impact

120 large US
companies, 1977
to 1981
600 firms from
1987 Fortune
1000.

Deckop
(1988)

Cashcompensation

Accounting profit

Finkelstein
and Boyd
(1998)

Cashcompensation
and long term
compensation
Directors' wealth
including current
compensation,future
revisions and
benefits from stock
ownership

Return on assets;
return on equity
Changein
shareholders'wealth

1049 large US
companies, 1974
to 1986

Gregg,
Machin and
Szymanski
(1993)

Cashcompensation

Shareholderreturns
and eps

288 large UK
companies, 1983
to 1991

Weak correlation up
to 1988; breaks
down after that

Main, Bruce
and Buck
(1996)

Cashcompensation
and shareoptions

Shareholderreturns

60 major UK
listed companies,
1989

Ezzamel and
Watson
(1997)

Cashcompensation

(a) Return on equity
(RoE)
(b) Shareholder
returns

199 large UK
companies, 1992
to 1993

Strong correlation
between
shareholders'
returns and pay
No significant
correlation between
RoE and pay.
Significant
correlation for
shareholderreturns
in one year only

Jensenand
Murphy
(1990a)
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Table A3 Prior studies investigating issues relating to the structure of directors'
remuneration
STUDY
Balkin and
Gomez-Mejia
(1987)

ISSUES EXAMINED
Link between
compensationstrategy,
organisationand
environment

SAMPLE
33 high-technology and
72 non-high-tech firms
or businessunits in the
us

Gomez-Mejia,
Tosi and
Hinkin (1987)

Difference in
remunerationstructures
betweenownercontrolled and
manager-controlled
companies
Relationshipbetween
CEO pay and
accounting-basedfirm
performancevariables
in different industries

71 very large US
manufacturers,1980to
1983

Relationshipbetween
firm risk and pay
structureof the top
team
Influence of board
composition on top
managementpay
Influence of
compensation
committee membership
on CEO pay

435 US firms
undertaking 1POsin
1984.

High risk companieshad
lower pay-risk (i. e. less
gearing)

94 major UK listed
companies,1991-1994

Influence of
institutional investors
on CEO compensation
policy
Relationship between
managerialdiscretion
and CEO pay

Fortune survey of 200
largestUS companies
1992to 1994.

Impact of risk on
managerial
compensation

536 large US
companies,1981to
1988.

Boards dominated by
outsidersare more likely to
use performancerelated pay
No correlation betweenthe
number of non-independent
directors and the level of
CEO pay, small correlation
with the gearing of CEO pay
Companieswith significant
outside shareholdersare
more likely to use
performancerelated pay
CEOs with greatestpotential
impact on performanceare
paid more; greater
relationship betweenCEO
pay and managerial
discretion in high- than lowperforming companies
High risk companiestend to
de-emphasisethe use of
incentive pay.
Organisationsrelying more
heavily on incentive pay
offer higher levels of basic
pay to offset some of the
directors' risk

Ely (199 1)

Beatty and
Zajac (1994)

Conyon &
Peck(1998)
Daily,
Johnson,
Ellstrand and
Dalton (1998)
David,
Kochhar and
Levitas (1998)
Finkelstein
and Boyd
(1998)

Bloom (1999)

173 US companiesin
four industries
(banking, electric
utility, oil and gas, and
retail grocery), 1978to
1982

194 Fortune 500
companies,1992

600 Fortune 1000
companiesfrom 1987

RESULTS
Companiesin the growth
stageof their life-cycle had
proportionately more
incentive pay, and (in the
opinion of managers
responsible for pay policies)
such pay was more effective
for them than for mature
companies
Owner-controlled companies
pay relatively more for
performanceand less for size
of businessthan counterpart
firms with no dominant
owne
Different industries used
similar performance
measuresbut different pay
structures
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Newman and
Mozes (1999)

Influence of
compensation
committee membership
on CEO pay

161 Forturie 250
companies,1991 and
1992

Conyon and
He (2004)

Determination of CEO
in
incentives
US
equity
entrepreneurialhigh
technology firms

320 internet /software
and 154 biotech
companiesthat floated
1996-9.

Relationship betweenCEO
pay and performancewas
biased in CEO's favour when
firms had insiders on
compensationcommittee
Compensationstructures
changedsignificantly in the
years post float. Different
structuresfor intemet and
biotech companies.
Differences between
founder/non-founder firms;
venture capital investment
also affected pay structures.

Table A4 Prior studies examining factors relating to the form in which directors'
is
paid
remuneration
STUDY
Jensenand
Murphy
(1990b)

ISSUES EXAMINED
CEOs' ownership of
company stock

SAMPLE
1400 large US
companies,1974 to
1988

Main, Bruce
and Buck
(1996)

Link betweendirectors'
pay and performance.
Differences in the use
of options in the US
and UK
Timing of managers'
exerciseof stock
options

60 major UK listed
companies,1989

Yermack
(1997)

Murray,
Smithersand
Emerson
(1998)

Accounting treatment
of stock options

Cooper and
Hraiki (1998)

Financial reporting for
stock options.
Differences in US and
UK accounting
practices

RESULTS
CEOs need to own
substantialamounts of the
company's stock in order for
this form of reward to affect
performance
Shareoptions provide a
performance-sensitive
connection betweenpay and
performance

620 option awardsby
Executives appearto
Fortune 500 companies, manipulate the timing of
1992to 1994
exercising shareoptions to
benefit ftorn favourable stock
market movements
100 large US
Different accounting
treatmentsof options makes
companies
it possible to avoid or reduce
a chargeagainst income
Impact of fair value
Net income would be
reduced (in some cases
reporting on 50 largest
US companiesby
significantly) if options were
fully chargedagainst income
market capitalisation
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Table A5 Prior studies examining the relationship between performance targets
and directors' behaviour
STUDY

ISSUES EXAMINED

SAMPLE

RESULTS

Healy (1985)

Extent to which
managersmanipulate
earnings,using total
accruals,to maximise
bonuspayments
Extent to which
managersmanipulate
earnings,using
discretionary accruals,
to maximise bonus
payments
The impact of using
internally-determined
performancestandards
as againstexternally
benchmarkedones

94 US companies,1930
to 1980

Executives choose
accounting proceduresthat
manipulate profit downwards
at upper bonus limit and
upwards at lower limit
Profits were manipulated
downwards at the upper
bonus limit, no manipulation
found at the lower limit

Holthausen,
Larcker and
Sloan (1995)

Murphy
(2001)

Data for 1982to 1984
and 1987to 1991 from
two compensation
consultants' surveys
(443 firm-year
observationsin total)
177 bonusplans for
listed US companies,
1996to 1997

Internal standardsled to
income smoothing and less
variable bonuses
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Appendix 4: Interview guide

APPENDIX 4 INTERVIEW

GUIDE

Your thoughts on the debate about the level and structure of executive
directors' remuneration
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

How doesit affect directors' performance?
Does it motivate them?
What else motivates them?
Who are the stakeholdersin the remunerationdebate?
e. How important is the drafting of the remuneration report. Who
doesit?
f. What if you have a good structureas far as the company is
concerned,but it is novel - no-one's ever done it before?
How the company arrived at its remuneration policies

Committee meetings

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

How often,who attends,who speaksmost?
Whatinformationavailable?How long in advance?
Whatwasthe role of the consultants?Of the executivesin attendance?
Any traininggivenin remuneration
matters?
How arethe committeemeetingsconducted?

The process
f Explain in more detail than in the remunerationreport.
g. Link to the corporateobjectives?
h. What else was consideredand why was it rejected?
i. Time line of the process.
j. Did policies drive packagesor was it iterative?
k. Directors' pay comparedto pay levels in the rest of the organisation?
3.

How do the company's remuneration policies compare to other
companies of which you are aware
level
As
of pay?
regards
a.
b. As regardsstructureof pay?
'industry',
knowledge
Based
the
of
are there any companies
on your
C.
believe
be
to
you
and
packages
particularly good (or
whose policies
bad)? Why?

4.

(Not sent in advance)

haveseenasimportantin
Hereis a list of factorsthat academicresearchers
determiningdirectors'pay. Could you pleaseindicateon a scaleof I-5
in
important
the remunerationdecisionin [Company].
see
as
you
which
(Seequestionnaire in Appendix 5)
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Appendix 5:. Questionnaire onfactors

FACTORS AFFECTING THE LEVEL AND STRUCTURE OF
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORPREMUNERA TION
The level of directors' remunerationrelatesto the amount of pay which is likely to
be awarded for expectedperformance. The structure of directors' remuneration
refers to the use of performance-relatedremuneration, the choice of performance
divided
between
long
how
term, and the choice of
they
short
are
and
measuresand
share-basedor option-basedremunerationschemes.
In respect of the factors listed in the questionnaire,some of the issuesthat might
be consideredunder eachheading are given below.
Company size

Turnover; market capitalisation; level of balance
sheetassets; number of employees.

Company profitability

Profit before tax; profit after tax; earningsper share;
return on sales; return on investment; return on
equity.

Shareholderreturns

Increasein shareprice; dividends paid.

Cash flow

Free cash generatedby the company over the period.

Individual directors' experienceand
qualifications

Age, educationalqualifications, experiencein
previous companies.

Company strategy

Situated in a turbulent or stable industry? Free
market or regulated business? Early-stagebusinessor
Strategic
aims of the company?
mature?

Tax (for the individual)

Effect on the individual's tax liability of the structure
of remuneration.

Tax (for the company)

Effect on the company's tax liability (actual and
deferred) of the structure of remuneration.

Financial accountingconsiderations

Effect on the financial accounts(for example, charge
to P&L account) of the remuneration structure
selectedfor executives.

Investors'views

Views of any major investor, or of a group of
investors.

Please return to:
Ruth Bender
Cranfield School of Management
Cranfield
Bedfordshire
MK43 OAL
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APPENDIX 6 LETTER TO MEMBERS OF THE
REMUNERATION GROUP
2ndAugust 2002

Addressedto the HR professional who
had mentionedthe RemunerationGroup

Dear [Name]

RESEARCH INTO EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS'REMUNERATION

When we met last month you kindly agreedto pass my details on to the members
I
for
Group,
that
Remuneration
100
their
FTSE
so
may
ask
the
assistancewith
of
details
brief
I
the
the
have
I
of
project
on
attached
pages.
out
set
my research.
Group
if
this
to
the
be
circulate
members, and
very grateful you could
would
perhapsencouragetheir participation.
Kind regards

Ruth Bender
r.bender@cranfield.ac.uk
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RESEARCH INTO EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS'REMUNERATION
Ruth Bender

The research question
How do FTSE companiesdeterminedirectors' remuneration?
Why does it matter?
It's obviously a highly contentious area. With academicsjust crunching numbers
is
not
pay
performance-related, and regulators continually
about whether or
adding in layers of new rules, researchthat highlights the complexities of the issue
could lift the debateto a higher level. Most authors, and the press, seem to work
issue,
it's
basis
that
the
and that remuneration committees are
a
very
simple
on
Shedding
light
judgements
for
benefit
the
the
the
that
executives.
on
of
working
bodies
inform
both
debate.
be
the
the
to
regulatory
and
public
should
made
need
What's different about this research?
Academics have been researching this area for almost 80 years, generally by
has
how
moved compared to company size, or
pay
collating statistics about
is
This
barren
things.
of
of
a
number
now
a
any
one
pretty
or
area,
profitability,
is
increasing,
but
does
just
to
that
tends
conclude
pay
and
not explore why.
Almost everything that's been done has revolved around looking at the amounts
looking
by
to
their
executivesat what they paid. I
companies
actually paid
intend to look at 3yhythey paid it, and how the decision was made. Nobody's ever
done that before, not in a formal and objective academicstudy.
Where will the research be published?

As well as my eventual Phl), the research will be disseminated in academic
j ournals, at conferences,and in articles in managementj ournals.
What is involved for the companies?

The researchdesigninvolves interviewswith the people most involved in 1he
Generally,
HR
director
decision.
these
the
are
and/or the
remuneration-setting
CEO;
the chair of the remunerationcommittee; one
the
manager;
remuneration
othernon executivewho sits on the committee;andany remunerationconsultants
in
by
this area. I would alsowantto review some
to
the
assist
company
employed
surroundingthe process.
of the documentation
Interviews take place at a time and location convenient to the interviewee.
Obviously, obtaining the time of such busy people is challenging, and although I
for
hour
interview,
like
time
I am grateful for whatever
of
each
an
about
would
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people can make available.
In addition to companiesparticipating in the full researchprogramme, I am also
interviewing just the HR director and/or remuneration manager in some
full
broaden
the
the
to
scope
of
research
where
accesshas not been
companies,
possible.
What about confidentiality?
The companiesand individuals will not be identified in the research. They will be
referred to as Company 1, Company 2, etc. Because I am researching the
processesrather than looking at the actual amountspaid, there will be no need to
presentthe actual levels of directors' pay in the published research,and this should
make it easier to maintain anonymity. Likewise, any details of schemes from
identify
it
be
to
a particular company will be omitted or
possible
which might
disguised.

What's in it for the participants?
There are two sets of benefits. On a 'global' level there is the opportunity to
debate
influence
forward
future
to
the
and
potentially
on
remuneration
move
better
least
the
to
a
understandingof the issues.
policy-makers
give
policy - or at
On a personal level for the individuals, the chanceto discuss some very complex
issueswith someonetotally independent. A summary of the researchfindings will
of coursebe made available to the participants.
Who am I to be doing this?
I'm a finance lecturer at Cranfield School of Management, doing a PhD with
Warwick Business School. My resumd is attached. My background is as a
Grant
Tbornton.
became
finance
I
interested in directors'
with
partner
corporate
remuneration via an interest in shareholdervalue -I was asked to explain how
discovered
to
that it wasn't
companies,
could
add
value
and
remunerationschemes
as simple as everyonethought!
What's the next step?
If you are interestedin hearing more about the research,pleasecontact me. I'll be
how
discuss
it
further,
to
to
you may participate.
and
glad explain
Also, if you are aware of other companieswho may be interested,pleasepassthis
letter on. The criteria for participation are that the company should be in the
FTSE 100 or FTSE 250, and that it should comply with good governance
principles as regardshaving non-executiveson the board and on the remuneration
committee, etc. The aim of the researchis to see what 'best practice' looks like
from the inside, so I am not looking at companieswhich don't appearto comply
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I
best
(However,
am working with companieswhose schemeshave
practice.
with
but
have
'the
found
favour
authorities'
who
still complied with the
with
not
)
various standards.
Thank you very much for reading this. I do hope to hear from you about the
research.
Ruth Bender
Cranfield School of Management
Cranfield
Bedfordshire
MK43 OAL

ac.uk
r.bender(a-)cranfield.
Tel

01234 751122
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APPENDIX 7 CODING STRUCTURF,
NVivo revision 1.3.146 Licensee:SOM Cranfield School of Manag
Project: PhD I User MN0678 Date: 8/3/04 - 11:35:45
NODE LISTING
Nodes in Set: All Nodes
4/11/02 - 03:03:00
Created:
4/11/02 - 03:03:00
Modified:
169
Number of Nodes:
Audit
1
Disclosure
2
DTI
3
Gain sharing
4
Hard work
5
Incomers;earning more than existing
6
Independent
7
Luck
8
Message
9
NED risks
10
Not paying out
11
People are our greatest asset
12
Press comment-public eye
13
Public sector
14
Quote
15
Ratchet effect
16
Remunerationreport
17
Team
18
Transparency
19
Trust
20
Turnaround
21
22

(1) /Economic

23
24
25
26
27

(12)
(12
(13)
(14)
(16)

/Economic/Agency
1) /Economic/Agency/Conflict of interest
/Economic/RPE
/Economic/Tournament
/Economic/Labour market

(2) /Organisationaltheories
28
(2 1) /Organisationaltheories/Powerpolitics
29
(2 2) /Organisationaltheories/Institutionaltheory
30
31
(2 2 1) /Organisational theories/Institutional theory/It would be around
already
(2 2 2) /Organisationaltheories/Institutionaltheory/Bahamas
32
(2 3) /Organisationaltheories/Legitimacy
33
34
(2 4) /Organisationaltheories/Socialcomparison
(2 5) /Organisationaltheories/Anchoring
35
36
(2 6) /Organisationaltheories/Equitytheory
37
(2 6 1) /Organisationaltheories/Equitytheory/Fairness
38
(2 7) /Organisationaltheories/Expectancytheory
39
(2 8) /Organisationaltheories/Social influence
(2 9) /Organisationaltheories/Decisiontheory
40
41
42
43

(3) /Inputs
(3 2) /Inputs/Marketand benchmark
(3 2 15) /inputs/Marketand benchmark/Surveys
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

(3 2 25) /Inputs/Marketand benchmark/[nternationalism
(3 4) /inputs/Size
(3 5) /Inputs/Industry
(3 6) /Inputs/Humancapital
(3 7) /inputs/Strategy
(3 7 1) /Inputs/StrategyNolatility-Ability to forecast
(3 8) /Inputs/Tax
(3 10) /Inputs/Accounting
(3 12) /Inputs/Inputs- general
(3 13) /Inputs/Commiffeemembership
(3 14) /Inputs/Governanceconsiderations
(3 15) /Inputs/Inputcategories not used
(3 15 1) /inputs/Input categories not used/Profit
(3 15 3) /inputs/Input categories not used/Market performance
(3 15 9) /Inputs/Input categories not used/Cashfiow
(3 15 11) /Inputs/Input categories not used/Ownership
(3 16) /inputs/Motivate
(3 17) /Inputs/Attract
(3 17 1) /Inputs/Attract/Rightsort of people
(3 18) /Inputs/Retain
(3 19) /Inputs/Jelly beans
(3 19 1) /inputs/Jelly beans/Ego
(3 19 2) /Inputs/Jelly beans/Emotionalissue
(3 21) /Inputs/Individualrequirements
(3 22) /Inputs/Institutionalinput
(3 22 1) /Inputs/Institutionalinput/Vote
(3 24) /inputs/Historyand culture
(3 26) /inputs/Regulators
(3 27) /inputs/Align
(3 28) /Inputs/Stakeholders
(3 28 1) /Inputs/Stakeholders/Greenbury
(3 28 2) /Inputs/Stakeholders/Paydispersion
(3 29) /Inputs/Privatisedutilities

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

(4)/Process
(4 1) /Process/People involved
(4 2) /Process/Consultants' role
(4 3) /Process/Committee role
(4 4) /Process/CEO role
(4 5) /Process/Company chair role
(4 6) /Process/Chairman role
(4 7) /Process/HR role
(4 8) /Process/Headhunters
(4 9) /Process/Committee meetings
(4 10) /Process/Secretary role
(4 11) /Process/Process
(4 12) /Process/Art not a science
(4 13) /Process/Model ling
(4 14) /Process/Negotiation
(4 15) /Process/NXDs
(4 15 1) /Process/NXDs/Sit on many boards
(4 15 2) /Process/NXDs/Stick your head over the parapet
(4 16) /Process/Need the facts
(4 17) /Process/Power

97
98
99
100
101

(5) /Policies and packages
(5 1) /Policies and packages/Salary level
(5 2) /Policies and packages/Annual bonus
(5 3) /Policies and packages/Options
(5 3 1) /Policies and packages/Options/Underwater
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117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

(5 3 2) /Policies and packages/Options/Black Scholes
(5 3 3) /Policies and packages/Options/Expectedvalue
(5 4) /Policies and packages/1-tips
(5 5) /Policies and packages/Performanceperiod
(5 5 1) /Policies and packages/Performanceperiod/Short termism in the
markets
(5 5 2) /Policies and packages/Performanceperiod/Short v long term
(5 6) /Policies and packages/Pay-performancelink
(5 6 1) /Policies and packages/Pay~performancelink/Focus
(5 6 2) /Policies and packages/Pay-performancelink/Poor performance
(5 6 20) /Policies and packages/Pay~performancelink/Incentive-Reward
(5 7) /Policies and packages/Simplicity-complexity
(5 8) /Policies and packages/Aimsof the scheme
(5 9) /Policies and packages/Performancemeasures - TSR
(5 9 1) /Policies and packages/Performancemeasures - TSR/Dividend
(5 9 2) /Policies and packages/Performancemeasures - TSR/Comparator
group
(5 10) /Policies and packages/Performancemeasures - eps
(5 11) /Policies and packages/Performancemeasures - S-T
(5 12) /Policies and packages/Targetsand budgets
(5 13) /Policies and packages/Risk
(5 14) /Policies and packages/Directors'shares
(5 15) /Policies and packages/Changein scheme
(5 15 1) /Policies and packages/Changein scheme/Change in company
(5 15 2) /Policies and packages/Changein scheme/Change in people
(5 16) /Policies and packages/Performancemeasures general
(5 17) /Policies and packages/Bonusin shares
(5 18) /Policies and packages/Bonus%
(5 19) /Policies and packages/Perks
(5 20) /Policies and packages/Contract
(5 21) /Policies and packages/Pensions
(5 22) /Policies and packages/Policy
(5 23) /Policies and packages/Structureof package
(5 24) /Policies and packages/Totalpackage
(5 25) /Policies and packages/Gearing
(5 26) /Policies and packages/Policiesand packages
(5 27) /Policies and packages/Highlygeared schemes
(5 28) /Policies and packages/Holiday
(5 29) /Policies and packages/Paybonus in advance
(5 30) /Policies and packages/Terminationbonus
(5 31) /Policies and packages/Transactionbonus
(5 32) /Policies and packages/Flexibility
(5 33) /Policies and packages/Needto pay them a lot
(5 34) /Policies and packages/Qualityof life
(5 35) /Policies and packages/Smoothingremunerationover time
(5 36) /Policies and packages/Strikea balance

164
165
166
167
168
169

(8) /Fat cats
(8 1) /Fat cats/Big sums
(8 2) /Fat cats/Comparewith Beckham and VCs
(8 3) /Fat cats/Perceptionof waived bonus
(8 4) /Fat cats/Undulygenerous
(8 7) /Fat cats/Fat cat coding

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
ill
112
113
114
115
116

NB This schedule does not include those codes that were developed but found
not to be relevant to this research.
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APPENDIX 8 FEATURES OF THE SCHEMES IN USE
IN THE CASE COMPANIES
This appendix setsout someof the featuresof the incentive schemesin use in the
case companies. Individual companies' schemesare not identified; instead, the
appendix illustrates the rangeof schemesand measuresin use.

Annual Bonus Schemes
Cash bonus, basedon a percentageof basesalary. Often, the bonus available
to the CEO is greaterthan that available to other executive directors.
Often, part of the cashbonus may or must be deferred. Deferred bonus is used
to buy shares, matched (generally 1:1, often matching gross:net) by the
Some
three
two
companies have an
years.
or
company and vesting after
additional performance condition on the vesting (such as eps growth).
Matched sharesare forfeited if the executive leaves the company during the
vesting period.
*

Part of the bonus placed into a bonus bank, with one third of the bank balance
available for withdrawal eachyear.

e

In most companies,bonus is not pensionable.

Longer term schemes
Options
*

Annual grant of share options at current market value. The amount of the
grant will be basedon a multiple of salary and/or performance in the year.
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9

Vesting after three years, subject to a minimum performance condition. The
amount of options that vests will depend on the performance achieved; for
if
30%
eps grows at RPI+3%, rising to full
may
vest
exarnple, only
of options
vesting for growth at RPI+8%.

*

Some companies allow re-testing of performance conditions at four or five
years if the minimum target is not met after three years.

*

Most, but not all, options havc a 10 ycar life.

Dips
be
based
The
Annual
the
amount
shares.
of
award
will
award
of
on a multiple
e
or percentageof salary and/or performancein the year.
0

Vesting after three years based on a performance condition. (Vesting on a
sliding scale,similar to that for vesting of options.)

*

Some companies allow re-testing of performance conditions at four or five
years.

Performance measuresin use
For short-term schemes:
including:
Various,
9

business unit financial targets, sales value, group

business
ratio,
new
operating
combined
contribution,
operating profit,
health
targets,
and safety targets, risk targets, strategic
cashflow, personal
financial
EBITDA,
ratios, environmental targets,
cost
control,
objectives,
corporatesocial responsibility targets.
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For long-term schemes
e

TSR relative to a peer group, or relative to a combination of peer groups.
Generally, no vesting will occur if performance is less than median compared
to the group; maximum vesting will occur for upper quartile performance.

*

Eps gro,,Nlhbasedon a percentageabove inflation (an RPl+X% formula).

9

Eps growth in absoluteterms.

e

Return on capital.

Share ownership requirements
*

Some companies combine participation in their incentive schemes with a
in
hold
the
that
shares the company, to a value based
executives
requirement
for
bonuses
Some
base
to be
their
allow
cash
schemes
salary.
on a multiple of
paid in sharesto encouragethis.
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Appendix 10: Changesmade- and not made -for regulatorypurposes

APPENDIX 10 CHANGES MADE - AND NOT MADE
FOR REGULATORY PURPOSES
Company
A

Things the companies changed deliberately in order to
/
best
practice
with
regulations
comply
Employed another consultant to check what they were doing,
independently

C

They are getting the remuneration committee chairman involved'
in the consultantdecision

E

Rolling re-testing of option perfonnance criteria will change.

F

Changed from subjective to more objective performancc
measures

Company

Things they have not changed despite not being in
compliance with regulations
No performancecondition on bonus match
Use the auditors as consultants. (Tbis is not actually against the
rules, but interviewee mentioned it as not being recommended.)

A

C

Bonusesare partly pensionable
Company chairman sits on the remunerationcommittee

E

Bonusesare partly pensionable
Company chairman sits on the remunerationcommittcc

F

No performancecondition on bonusmatch

L

Company chairman sits on the remunerationcommittee

In this table I have omitted companiesmaking changesin 1995and 1996, moving
from options to Itips post the Greenburyand Myners reports, as this was
widespread.
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Appendix 11: Differences betweenversions ofthe Code
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Appendix 11: Differences between versions ofthe Code
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